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FOREWORD BY THE EXECUTIVE MAYOR 

 

In 2012 we as a municipal council in collaboration with all Eden district residents resolved that 
we will live towards the vision of “Eden, a future empowered through excellence”. But, moving 
alongside our vision are the principle values of the commitment, willingness to sacrifice and 
prolonged dedication to achieve our vision.   

Changing circumstances and challenges within the political, social, economical, environmental 
and technological environment of society has motivated us to become more vigilant in the 
exercise of fiscal discipline and allocative efficiency thereby prioritising a sustainable and 
responsive budget which seeks to favour growth and effect major improvements in the lives of 
citizens.  

In his 2016 State of the Nation Address, our president Jacob Zuma reaffirmed commitment to 
the nine-point plan which seeks to promote integrated planning and ignite economic growth and 
job creation. These include:  

1. Resolving the energy challenge 
2. Revitalizing agriculture and the agro-processing value chain 
3. Advancing beneficiation or adding value to our mineral wealth 
4. More effective implementation of a higher impact Industrial Policy Action Plan 
5. Encouraging private sector investment 
6. Moderating workplace conflict 
7. Unlocking the potential of SMMEs, cooperatives, township and rural enterprises 
8. State reform and boosting the role of state owned companies, ICT infrastructure or 

broadband roll out, water, sanitation and transport infrastructure 
9. Operation Phakisa aimed growing the ocean economy and other sectors 

Premier Helen Zille, in her 2016 State of the Province Address acknowledges three essential 
elements for sustained progress and wellbeing in a democracy, ‘The rule of law, accountability, 
and the moral imperative of a capable state.’ The 2016 SOPA focused on the state of the 
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Western Cape economy and the potential for growth; the risk of fire and drought on the 
agricultural economy; Project Khulisa which details future planning in the tourism, oil and gas 
industry; agri-processing; the allocation of water rights to emerging farmers; the creation of an 
enabling environment for trade and investment and emerging business support; the prominance 
of the Saldahna IDZ; and the undermentioned listed collective catalytic game changers which 
include: 

 
 Achieving energy security; 
 Expanding vocational skills and training in the Province; 
 Delivering High Speed Broadband across the Province; 
 Rolling out e-Learning at schools; 
 Expanding After School activities; 
 Tackling Alcohol Abuse and  
 Pioeering a major ‘live-and-work’ development that integrates communities 

 
This Provincial focus affirms the Western Cape Government’s (WCG) alignment to the National 
Development Plan (NDP) 2030 and commits to smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.  

   
Without effective internal and external collaboration and cooperation amongst all our partners in 
development, the achievement of our district’s aspirations will remain a challenge. The concept 
of Integrated Development Planning, in turn, compels municipalities to work together, in great 
team spirit, with our national, provincial and local counterparts. It is for this reason that the Eden 
District Municipality, through the principle of good governance, aims to align its planning and 
programmes, through the utilisation of Inter-governmental Relations platforms in order to opt for 
the deliberation and identification of the best possible alternatives to coordinate, facilitate and 
ultimately move service delivery to an advanced phase.  

Although the 2016/17 IDP review will take us right through to the 2016 local government 
elections, the Eden District Municipality must still retreat from silo planning and continue to 
follow a holistic and all inclusive approach to: 

 Support the ideals of both the SONA and SOPA  
 Educate, train, develop and create more opportunities for our unemployed youth     
 Commence with the construction of our Regional Landfill facility and the enabling of the 

road-to-rail JPI 
 Excel in our agri-processing initiative, capitalise on tourism and fast track the LED 

implementation imperative   
 Promote adherence to the principles of good governance through a maintained clean 

audit outcome and cascading of individual performance 
 Effectively manage our assets and promote the principles of financial viability   
 Enhancement of our IGR and planning initiatives and resolve the property dispute 

through the update of a district spatial development framework  
 Strengthening of our organisational structure to give effect to the final review of the 2012 

-2017 five year IDP implementation 
 Ensure environmental sustainability, water security provisioning and mitigate the impact 

of climate change 
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It is with great honour that we can authenticate that as a district municipality, we already made a 
number of remarkable inroads. The service delivery process, however, is a continuous process. 
It is my plea that we as both the inhabitants and servants of the inhabitants of our beautiful and 
scenic region continue to improve our planning process and institutionalise the IDP process in 
order to achieve the desires of the people of our district, our province and our country.  

As the Mayor of the Eden District Municipality, I hereby wish to present to you with the draft  
2016/2017 Revision of our 2012/2013 – 2016/2017 Integrated Development Plan. 

 

 

V VAN DER WESTHUIZEN  
EXECUTIVE MAYOR  
EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY 
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OVERVIEW BY THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER 
 

  

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Municipal planning undertaken by municipalities must be aligned with and complement the 
development plans and strategies of other affected municipalities in the district and other organs 
of state.  Eden District Municipality has fundamentally anchored the principles of cooperative 
government as contained in section 41 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.  The 
purpose of the Integrated Development Plan revision is primarily aimed at taking stock of the 
progress made thus far and the road ahead towards 2017. 

 
LEGISLATIVE PRESCRIPTS 
 
In terms of section 11 of the Municipal Systems Act, 2000 Act 32 of 2000 the executive and 
legislative authority of a municipality is exercised by the council of the municipality and council 
takes all the decisions, subject to section 59 of supra (a framework of delegations).  A 
municipality exercises its legislative or executive authority by developing and adopting policies, 
plans strategies and programmes, including setting targets for delivery.  The municipal council 
must also promote and undertake development, as contained in the Integrated Development 
Plan also commonly referred to as the IDP.  The Eden District Municipality has adopted an IDP 
after the 2011 local government elections and covers the period 2012 – 2017.  In terms of 
section 26 of supra, an IDP must reflect the municipal council’s vision for the long term 
development of the municipality, with specific emphasis on the municipality’s most critical 
development and internal transformation needs.  The IDP must also include the council’s 
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development priorities and objectives for its elected term, including its local economic 
development aims.  The aforementioned legislative requirements have set the scene for the 
developmental agenda over the 5 year period. 

 
MIDTERM REVIEW 
 
Against this background this municipality has made tremendous strides in achieving its 
developmental agenda.  The midterm review, which was tabled before Council on 29 January 
2016, provides an opportunity to council and the administration to reflect on the achievement 
and challenges facing the district municipality.  Herewith, a quick ‘helicopter view’ of what has 
been achieved so far for 2016/2017 financial year.  

 
GOOD GOVERNANCE 
 
As part of the provincial initiative to obtain an Audit Outcome without any reservations 
(emphasis of matter) this municipality has actively participated in the following initiatives, viz 

LGMTEC - Local Government Medium Term Expenditure Committee 
MGRO  - Municipal Governance Review 
JPI  - Joint Planning Initiative 

This municipality has for the last 3 years received an unqualified audit opinion from the Auditor-
General.  Significant progress has been made vis-à-vis good governance.  Anti-Fraud Hotline 
has been established and an Ethics Committee, which is also know as Audit Committee. 

A Risk Officer has been permanently appointed who will be championing the Enterprise Risk 
Management process for the 2016/2017 financial year.  

 
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 

 
Austerity measures are still in place and council has adopted, at its meeting held on 
26 May 2015, a multiyear strategy, called Eden Vision 2016. 

The main objective of this strategy is to focus on the longevity of the organisation in terms of 
productivity and organisational culture.  A dedicated structure was put in place to drive the 
implementation of the multiyear strategy.  This initiative will reach a crescendo in 2016 where 
after a review will be done, to assess the impact and outcomes.  This initiative is in line with the 
strategic goals of the IDP.  Financial sustainability is underpinned by an effective and efficient 
organisation structure and to this end the revision of the micro structure is currently in progress, 
which is also in sync with the requirements of Section 66(1) of the Municipal Systems Act 2000 
(Act 32 of 2000). 
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LOOKING AHEAD 
 
The current revision process will cast a glimpse on the future development goals and priorities 
of council and the district as a whole and once again the strategic objects as containing in the 
IDP will form the basis, for the road ahead. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The 2016/2017 IDP Review has been informed by the need to adapt to the changing 
circumstances and imperatives facing the political, social, economic, environmental and 
technological environment of society. The Eden District response to the developmental mandate 
shall focus on the implementation of alternative sustainable planning models towards fostering 
enhanced functionality. Securing environmentally sustainable development and the efficient use 
of natural resources whilst promoting socio-economic development remains a policy priority for 
the Western Cape Government. The 2016/2017 review recognises the integration of parallel 
planning initiatives with the District Spatial Development Framework review in tandem serving 
as a transversal planning instrument guiding long term urban expansion, land release, 
densification and economic development. 

 Underpinning the premise of the review is the need to ensure alignment between National, 
Provincial and Local Government investment through inter-governmental collaboration, good 
governance and the principle of back-to-basics which favours informed decision making in 
addressing the triple challenge prevalent in the Eden District. The 2016/2017 IDP Review 
remains committed towards an achieved vision, empowered through excellence and aligns itself 
to the long term planning of the One Cape Vision, which seeks as its goal, a resilient, inclusive 
and competitive Western Cape with rates of employment, a growing income, greater equality 
and an improved quality of life through the Joint Planning Initiatives undertaken. 

The 2016/2017 IDP Review is divided into eight sections which shall briefly be discussed 
hereunder 
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SECTION CONTENT 

Section A 

Focuses on the legal and policy framework guiding the district municipality’s 
undertaking of review, identifies the review informants and explains the 
objectives to be achieved through the revision process. Extracts are drawn 
from the South African legislative framework pertaining to the IDP process. The 
legal requirements extracted hereunder are prescripts which have been 
identified as the areas requiring attention and emphasis during this review and 
should not be construed as limiting our current laws pertaining to IDP. The 
2015/16 Time schedule is illustrated and adhered to. 

Section B 

The situational analyses is deduced using the 2015 Western Cape Socio-
economic Profile (SEP) which reflects the socio-economic reality of 
municipalities. As such, valuable insight can be gained as to the 
developmental challenges faced by communities residing within a specific 
geographical area. This SEP supplements the 2011 STATSSA data and has 
been compiled using the latest data available from the department of Social 
Development, the MERO, STATSSA and Quantec.  In addition, the MERO 
Report describes the current economic realities facing the Eden District and 
provides for economic intelligence so as to supplement the 2011 Census data 
employed by STATS SA. The MERO Report is based on the analysis of the 
Eden District Growth and development Trends and serves to assist the private 
sector in identifying growth opportunities within the Eden District.  

Section C 
Reaffirms Council’s commitment to the 2012/13 – 2016/17 five year vision, 
mission, values and principles and strategic goals. Operational strategies and 
accompanying project descriptions are clearly tabulated and explained 

Section D 

Calls for the updating of the District Spatial Development framework through 
strategic co-ordination. The inter-governmental system of spatial governance 
hinges on overarching principles for spatial development and seeks to unlock  
economic and sustainable infrastructural expansion to support sustainable  
living and environmental preservation.   
 

Section E 

Ensures a depiction of alignment between the Millennium Development Goals,  
The National Development Plan, National Outcomes, Provincial Strategic  
Goals and the Eden District Strategic Goals. The section favours an inter- 
governmental approach to development planning and reports on the progress  
made in relation to each of the seven Eden District Municipality’s Strategic  
Objectives.  
 

Section F 

IDP and Public participation alignment through an activity calendar allows for  
the involvement of the local community in the development, review and  
implementation of the IDP. A culture of municipal governance that  
complements formal representative government with a system of participatory  
democracy is nurtured. The district has hosted a Ward Committee Summit in  
George and assisted with the planning of the Provincial Public participation  
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Conference in Stellenbosch. The IGR newspaper and internal staff newsletter  
encourages and facilitates community participation. Local newspapers and  
radio broadcasts keeps citizens notified on matters of municipal affairs. The  
municipal website is regularly updated. 
 

Section G 

Intergovernmental alignment illustrates the importance of ensuring a co-
operative approach towards service delivery. Eden District Municipality seeks 
to maintain and uphold good intergovernmental relations with all spheres of 
government to facilitate co-ordination in the implementation of policy and 
legislation including coherent government; effective provision of services; 
monitoring implementation of policy and legislation and the realisation of 
national priorities. This is achieved by taking into account the circumstances, 
material interests and budgets of other governments when performing 
functions; consulting other organs of state; through direct contact and 
engagement; intergovernmental structures and forums; consultation, sharing of 
information; participating in intergovernmental structure in efforts to settle 
intergovernmental disputes; responding promptly to requests by other organs 
of state and through the avoidance of wasteful duplication. Eden has complied 
with the Back-to-basics monthly reporting. The JPI provides for long term joint 
collaborative planning initiatives between all spheres of government. 

Section H 

The Disaster Management Plan and a Risk Register is incorporated into the 
section as a systematic and formalised good governance process in order to 
identify, assess, manage and monitor risks which effectively ensures 
achievement of the strategic goals is incorporated. The risk register illustrates 
all Eden’s organisational risks. The top ten risks are to still be ascertained 
through scientific assessment. 

Section I 

The financial management plan illustrates national, provincial and district 
financial investment. The B Municipal priorities, and Eden District Municipal 
Priorities are identified. A three year Eden District Municipal MTREF is 
included in the section to accommodate for multi -year planning and budgeting. 

Section J 

Organisational Performance focuses on past accomplishments celebrated and 
guides future delivery through accurate alignment of Eden District Municipality 
Strategic Goals, a well thought through Service Delivery Budget 
Implementation Plan (SDBIP), and a Financial Budget which supports 
community development. An Institutional Framework is also proposed which 
shall serve as a guide to micro-structure review for objective resource 
allocation to meet strategic goals. 

 

In conclusion, the 2016/2017 IDP Review strives to encapsulate the National Development 
Plan’s objectives into a continuum into One Cape Vision strategic trajectory which is tailor-made 
to meet the needs of the Eden District. Eden District Municipality through its reviewed 
2016/2017 Integrated Development Plan represents the overarching strategic framework 
through which the District aims to realise its vision by building on the seven strategic goals. 
These seven focus areas that inform all of the Districts plans and policies and this document is 
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structured to offer a clear view of the objectives, strategies and development priorities 
underpinning each focus area. While this reviewed IDP is Eden District Municipality’s principle 
strategic planning document, it draws on, and is informed by, a large number of other plans and 
strategic frameworks developed in collaboration with the other spheres of government and the 
various directorates, departments and public. 
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SECTION A: LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The accurate alignment of IDP, performance management and the municipal budget through 
active participation and integration of strengthened inter-governmental forums remains key to 
ensuring a capable, financially viable and sustainable developmental state. Eden District 
Municipality is described in Section 155 of the Constitution RSA as a Category C District 
Municipality and exercises municipal executive and legislative authority in the area that includes 
Bitou, Knysna, George, Mossel Bay, Hessequa, Oudtshoorn and Kannaland. Eden District 
Municipality is a strategic enabler, co-ordinating, facilitating and supporting the local Category B 
municipalities within its area of jurisdiction. The District IDP Co-ordinator has developed an IDP 
Template which seeks to inter alia ensure an accurate account of the District Municipality 
accomplishments thereby contributing to the ability to exercise not only an annual IDP review, 
but also contributes to a mid-term and final review of the IDP implementation outcomes. 

 
1.2 ANNUAL REVIEW AND AMENDMENT OF INTEGRATED 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 

In accordance with Section 34 of the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000, 
 
A municipal council- 
(a) must review its integrated development plan- 
(i) annually in accordance with an assessment of its performance measurements in terms of 
section 41; and to the extent that changing circumstances so demand; and 
(b) may amend its integrated development plan in accordance with a prescribed 
process. 

 

1.3 2016/2017 IDP REVIEW 
 

Eden District Municipality has undertaken an exercise of IDP review during 2016/17 in terms of 
section 34 of the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000. This fourth and final review of the 2012/13 
– 2016/17 five year IDP is undertaken in accordance with the Western Cape Provincial 
Department of Local Government Position Paper on review and amendments of the IDP.  
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1.4 2016/2017 IDP REVIEW INFORMANTS 
 

The undermentioned key performance measurements as identified through analysis and 
scientific verification as well as changing circumstances have come to inform this review. 

 The Legal Context: Guiding Legislation and Discussion Papers (2015/16 Final IDP 
Review) 

 MEC Comments – All comments on the five year (2012/13 – 2016/17) IDP addressed 
and corrective measures successfully implemented. It should be noted that the MEC 
shall in future only comment on the five year IDP. The subsequent annual reviews and 
amendments shall receive comments from the Western Cape Provincial Head of 
Department (HOD) of Local Government. Hereto attached, marked Annexure I is a copy 
of the WC DLG: HOD comments. 

 AG Findings – Alignment of 2014/15 and 2015/16 IDP, PMS and Budget through IDP 
Template inclusion. Corrective measures have been undertaken to demonstrate 
2014/15 and 2015/2016 IDP/PMS/Budget alignment and adopted by Council. A draft 
SDBIP shall in future be incorporated into the Draft IDP to ensure the alignment thereof. 

 LGMTEC 3 Assessment – All concerns adequately addressed 
 Western Cape 2015 Socio economic profile (SEP), 2015 MERO Report and statistical 

analyses – Utilised as a basis for planning decisions in addition to STATSSA 2011 
census data (available on Eden municipal website for perusal of the full reports). 

 Eden District Municipality Risk Profile – A Risk Register is available for scrutiny in the 
office of the Risk Officer and informs all management decisions  

 Back to Basics Report – Monthly COGTA report is duly completed and submitted 
 State of the Nation Address 
 State of the Province Address 
 National and Provincial Government Investment Footprint 
 IDP Indaba 1 (Joint Planning Initiative) and IDP Indaba 2 – To be included into the final 

2016/17 IDP Review for joint long term planning  
 IDP Alignment Template – Informs the Budget and PMS 
 Eden District Municipality Policy Register – A Policy register containing all Eden DM 

policies are updated and available for perusal on the municipal website. Operational 
plans are informed through policy adherence.  

1.5 OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED THROUGH THE 2016/17 IDP REVIEW 
PROCESS INCLUDE 

1. To build legislative capacity in IDP processes thereby promoting active participation in 
decision making. 

2. Address all review informants 
3. Ensure accurate alignment of IDP, performance management and municipal budgeting.  
4. Assessing the performance and impact of the 2012-2017 IDP implementation 
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1.8 EDEN DISTRICT TIME SCHEDULE/ PROCESS PLAN (2015/2016) 
 

1.8.1 ADOPTION OF THE PROCESS PLAN/ TIME SCHEDULE 
 

In accordance with Section 28 of the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000, Eden District Municipal 
Council has adopted the 2012 -2017 five year Process Plan as set out in writing on 26 August 
2011. 

 In addition, Council annually adopts a Time schedule which seeks to guide the planning, 
drafting, adoption and review of its Integrated Development Plan. Eden District Municipality has 
adopted the 2015/2016 Time Schedule on 31 August 2015, depicted hereunder inTable 1 
below. 

1.8.2 PUBLIC NOTICE OF PROCESS PLAN/ TIME SCHEDULE 
 

Consultation with members of the local community of the 2012/13 – 2016/17 process it intended 
to follow was conducted through the hosting of an IDP Summit held during October 2011 in the 
Wilderness. Approximately 160 participants attended the Summit and constituted members from 
civil society, NGO’s, Business sector, private sector, sector departments, Eden Municipality and 
all the B-municipalities residing in Eden. In addition a Joint Eden/B-municipalities engagement 
with sector departments was arranged in order to register the District and B-municipal priorities. 

Notice of the 2015/16 Time schedule adopted was advertised in the regional newspapers and 
published on the municipal website.1 

1.8.3 PROCESS TO BE FOLLOWED2 

Eden District Municipality has adhered to the 2015/16 Time Schedule in order to draft the IDP 
as depicted in Table 1 below. B-municipalities have embarked on comprehensive public 
participation processes in order to consult with the local communities on its developmental 
needs and priorities. The various IGR forums (District and Provincial IDP Managers Forum and 
District and Provincial Public Participation and Communication Forum as well as a District 
Public Participation and Communication Summit and Provincial Public Participation Conference) 
have been utilised as platforms in order to ensure that: 

(i) the district IDP has been planned in close consultation with the local municipalities in the 
area; 

(ii) the IDP’s of the B-municipalities are aligned to the district framework; 
(iii) The district IDP is planned for the area as a whole and also in close consultation with the 

local municipalities in the area. 

 
                                                
1 Section 28 Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 
2 Section 29 Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 
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1.8.4 IDP CONSULTATION WITH LOCAL MUNICIPALITIES RESIDING 
IN EDEN3 

In accordance with Section 29(1) of the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000, Eden District 
Municipality has undertaken to review the 2016/17 Draft IDP in accordance with a pre-
determined programme specifying timeframes for the different steps, which is hereunder 
depicted in Table 1. Local communities are directly consulted through the B-municipalities 
community stakeholder engagements and developmental needs and priorities flowing from 
these discussions are encapsulated into the Eden District Municipality draft IDP.  

National and Provincial organs of state are consulted on the drafting of the IDP through the 
undermentioned structures and reporting mechanisms: 

(i) Provincial IDP Managers Forum 
(ii) Provincial Public Participation and Communication (PPCOM) Forum 
(iii) Provincial IDP Working group 
(iv) Provincial PPCOM Working group 
(v) SALGA Working group 
(vi) COGTA Back to basics monthly reporting 
(vii) National Council of Provinces monitoring and oversight 

In accordance with Section 29(2) of the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000, the 2016/2017 IDP 
review has been undertaken for the area of Eden district municipality as a whole and in close 
consultation with the local municipalities in the area through the utilisation of the 
undermentioned Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) Forums: 

(i) Eden District Internal Task Team  
(ii) Eden District IDP Managers Forum  
(iii) Eden District Public Participation and Communication (PPCOM) Forum  
(iv) Eden District Municipal Managers Forum 
(v) Eden District Co-ordinating (Mayoral) Forum 

Quarterly reports are submitted to the abovementioned forums on progress made in relation to 
the drafting of the IDP. In this way, the Eden District IDP is drafted, taking into account, 
proposals submitted to it by the local municipalities in the Eden area. 

In addition, IDP engagement and consultation was conducted through a series of district 
IDP Roadshows undertaken in each municipal area within the Eden municipal boundary on the 
under mentioned dates. The engagements constituted a delegation consisted of the Speaker, 
the Executive Mayor, the Deputy Executive Mayor, The Mayoral Committee members, the 
Municipal Manager, the Heads of departments, organised labour and the IDP office. 

(i) Riversdale, Heidelberg, Albertinia (Hessequa) – 22 July 2015 
(ii) Mossel Bay – 23 July 2015 

                                                
3 Section 29 Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000. Note: Section 29 refers to the drafting of the IDP. 
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(iii) Knysna – and Bitou – 20 July 2015 
(iv) Ladismith, Calitzdorp, Van Wyksdorp (Kannaland) – 21 July 2015 
(v) Oudtshoorn, Uniondale, Calitzdorp Spa, De Hoek – 23 July 2015 
(vi) George (York Street) – 20 July 2015 
(vii)  Mission Steer – 4 August 2015 
(viii) Mossel Bay Reflection session  - February 2016 

 
1.8.5 WC PROVINCIAL MONITORING AND SUPPORT4 
 
The Western Cape Provincial IDP department has in accordance with section 31 of the 
Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 provided the undermentioned provincial supervision of local 
government with respect to Integrated Development Planning support: 
 
(i) Monitoring of the IDP Process in terms of section 29 MSA; 
(ii) Conducted a Process Plan workshop; 
(iii) Time schedule guidelines; 
(iv) Position Paper on 5-year IDP, Annual Review and Amendment; 
(v) Eden District and Central Karoo Alignment Workshop; 
(vi) Quarterly Provincial IDP Managers Forums; 
(vii) Joint Planning Initiative; 
(viii) IDP Indaba 2; 
(ix) Capacity building workshops (SPLUMA; MGAP training; PDO training; Inter-governmental 
Relations; SALGA; Municipal BarometerBack-to Basics; Audit Outcomes); 
(x) Show casing best practice; 
(xi) Provincial Treasury 2015 Socio-economic Profile and 2015 MERO intelligence to 
supplement the 2011 STATSSA Census. 
(xii) Initiation of an IDP Social Responsibility Project 
(xiii) Integrated Municipal reporting 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
4 Section 31 Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 Provincial monitoring and support. 
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1.8.6 LEGAL COMPLIANCE: ADOPTION OF 2015/16 TIME SCHEDULE 
 

  DC 908/08/15        

   EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY DRAFT 2015/2016 INTEGRATEDDEVELOPMENT PLAN 
(IDP), BUDGET, SERVICE DELIVERY BUDGET IMPLIMENTATION PLAN (SDBIP), RISK 
MANAGEMENT TIME SCHEDULE AND DRAFT IDP SECTION 27 FRAMEWORK / 

  EDEN DISTRIKSMUNISIPALITEIT KONSEP 2015/2016 GEINTEGREERDE              
ONTWIKKELINGSPLAN (GOP), BEGROTING, DIENSLEWERING EN              
BEGROTINGSIMPLEMENTERINGSPLAN (DBIP), RISIKO BESTUUR                                     
TYD SKEDULE EN KONSEP GOP ARTIKEL 27 RAAMWERK / UYILO                                     
LWEZICWANGCISO LUKA 2015/2016 LOMASIPALA WESITHILI SASE              
EDEN/UHLAHLO LWABOVIWO MALI/UNIKEZELO LWEENKONZO KUNYE 
NOCWANGCISO LOLWABIWO MALI NOSETHENZISO (478350) 

Refer: Report (16/8/2) dated 30 July 2015 from the Executive Manager Corporate/Strategic     

Services (B Holtzhausen): IDP Coordinator (C Domingo)(p 485 –  

 Proposed by Cllr J du Toit and seconded by Cllr GC Niehaus, it was 

 COUNCIL RESOLVED   
1. That the 2015/2016 IDP/Budget/SDBIP/Risk Management time schedule and 

Section 27 Framework be approved. 
 

2. That separate sessions be held with the Mayoral Committee, Mancom and 
Council before the draft revised IDP be submitted to Council by March 2016. 

 
 
MSCOA READINESS 
 
The IDP Office has conducted seventeen departmental mSCOA integrated development 
planning working group sessions and has aligned and translated the Eden strategic goals to the 
seven regulated mSCOA segments. The completed templates are available for perusal in the 
office of the IDP Manager, Eden District Municipal Offices, 54 York Street, George Head Office. 
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TABLE 1: EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY: TIME SCHEDULE FOR 2015/2016 IDP/BUDGET AND 
SDBIP REVIEW PROCESS 

 
Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

 
PREPARATION FOR IDP PROCESS 

IDP Framework 
And Process 
Plan 

Draft IDP Framework and 
Process Plan IDP Co-ordinator 

 

√ 

 

            

District IDP 
Managers 
Forum Meeting  

Discuss And Align Draft 
Framework And Process 
Plan With IDP Managers  

District IDP 
Managers Forum 

 

√ 

 

            

IDP/ 

Budget 
Processes 
Alignment 

Meeting With Finance 
Department, PMS and 
Risk management To 
Align 2015/2016 IDP 
Process And Activities To 
Budget Process 

IDP Co-ordinator/ 

CFO/PMS 
Officer/Risk 
Officer  

 
√ 

 

 

 
          

IDP Task Team Discuss Draft Framework 
And Process Plan 

Eden IDP Task 
Team 

 
 

 

  √ 

 

            

Risk 
Management  

Preparation of Risk Policy, 
Strategy and 
Implementation Plan  

MM/Risk Officer    √            

Mancom 
Discuss Draft IDP 
Framework And Process 
Plan For Input/Comments 

IDP Co-ordinator/ 

Mancom  
  

 

√ 
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Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

District IDP 
Managers 
Forum Meeting  

Discuss And Align Draft 
Framework And Process 
Plan With IDP Managers  

District IDP 
Managers Forum   

 

√ 

 

          

2014/2015 
Annual Report  

Preparation of  annual 
financial statements for 
inclusion into  the Annual 
Report. 

MM/CFO/ 

Performance 
Officer  

  
√ 

 
          

Mayoral 
Committee  
Meeting 

Mayoral Committee To 
Discuss And Recommend 
Draft Framework And 
Process Plan To Council 

 

IDP  

Co-ordinator/ 

Mayoral 
Committee 

 

  
   √ 

 
          

Council Meeting 

Tabling Of 2015/16 IDP 
Time Schedule & Section 
27 Framework For 
Adoption By 
Council/Tabling Of Draft 
Annual Report And Risk 
Management Policy  

 

 

Council   

 

√ 

 

          

District 
Alignment 
Workshop  

Aligning Central Karoo 
with Eden District   

DLG/IDP 
Managers    

√ 

 
          

Public 
Participation 

Approved Framework And 
Process Plan Notice To 
Be Published in Regional 
Press  

IDP Co-
ordinator/PP/  

Communications 

   
 

√ 
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Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

Department  

 
IDP ANALYSIS PHASE 

District IDP 
Managers 
Forum  

Preparation for B – 
Municipal Public 
Participation, Mini IDP 
Summit and IDP Indaba 1   

District IDP 
Managers Forum    

 

√ 

 

         

Provincial IDP 
Managers 
Forum  

Discuss matters related to 
the improvement of IDP 
processes and additional 
support required from 
DLG   

DLG/District IDP 
Managers Forum    

 

√ 

 

         

IDP Task Team 
Prepare For District 
Sectoral Engagement 
Process   

Eden IDP Task 
Team 

 

 

   
√ 

 
          

District Sectoral 
Engagement 

Discuss Longer Term 
Regional Developmental 
Concerns, Critical Issues 
& Developmental 
Opportunities 

IDP Co-ordinator/  
Management      

√ 

 
        

Provincial IDP 
Indaba I 

Discuss Long term 
district/city alignment and 
joint planning initiative 
(JPI) progress 

DLG/Sector 
Departments/ 

Municipalities 
    

√ 

 
        

Internal 
Analysis 

Workshop With Extended 
Management Team- 
2015/2016 Plans, Eden 
Financial Position 

IDP Co-
ordinator/CFO/P
MS Officer/  
Management 

     
√ 
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Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

Public 
Participation  

B municipalities to start 
with Public Participation  

IDP 
Managers/Comm
unicators/Public 
Participation 
Officials 

   
√ 

 

√ 

 

√ 

 
       

District IDP 
Managers 
Forum  

 

Feedback on District 
Sectoral Engagements-  
Community Priorities 
Identified In Public 
Participation Process 

District IDP 
Managers Forum     

 

 
 

√ 

 
      

Provincial IDP 
Managers 
Forum  

Feedback on District IDP 
Process/ Discuss matters 
related to the 
improvement of IDP 
processes and additional 
support from DLG   

 

DLG/IDP 
Managers     

 

 
  √       

 
STRATEGY PHASE 

Review 
Development 
Strategies  

Session With Council, 
Senior Management  To 
Discuss New Strategic 
Direction 

Mayor/Council/ 

Municipal 
Manager/ 

IDP Unit/Senior 
Management 
Team 

      
√ 

 
      

Departmental 
IDP Priorities 

One-On-One Sessions 
With Departments 
Determine Priorities For 
Next  Year (IDP Template) 

IDP Co-ordinator 
/Eden 
Management 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

√ 
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Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

IDP Task Team Discuss Priorities And 
Project Proposals  

IDP Co-ordinator/ 
Task Team        

√ 

 
      

Departmental 
Project Plans 

Submit Project Proposals 
In Line With Council’s 
Strategic Goals and 
Regional Developmental 
Concerns 

IDP Co-
ordinator/CFO       

√ 

  
      

Performance 
Management  

Mid – Year Performance 
Report/Assessment   MM/PMS Officer         

√ 

 
     

 
INTEGRATION PHASE 

Council Meeting 
Adopt Adjustment 
Budget/Draft Risk 
Register/Draft Annual 
Report   

Eden DM Council        
√ 

 
     

Performance 
Management  

Mid – Year Performance 
Review  MM/PMS Officer         

√ 

 
    

District IDP 
Managers 
Forum 

Align District’s IDP 
Initiatives with B-
municipalities, preparation 
for IDP Indaba 2. 

District IDP 
Managers Forum         

√ 

 
    

IDP Indaba 2 
Municipal Applications 
And Agreements To Be 
Discussed 

DLG/Sector 
Departments 
/Municipalities  

        
√ 

 
    

Budget And IDP 
Alignment 

Align 2015/2016 Draft 
Budget to IDP                

Budget  
Drafting For 
2015/16 

 

Budget Process Driven By 
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Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

CFO 

 

Provincial IDP 
Managers 
Forum  

IDP  

Co-ordinator/ 

CFO 

        
√ 

 
     

CFO  

Council 
Workshop IDP Co – ordinator   

 

 
       

   √ 

 
    

Adoption Of 
Draft IDP/ 
Budget/ SDBIP 
and Final Risk 
Management 
Policy  

 
IDP/BUDGET/RISK 
REGISTER/SDBIP 
ADOPTION PHASE 

              

LGMTEC 3 MM, Perf Officer, CFO, 
IDP Co – ordinator          

√ 

 
    

Public 
Participation Council          

√ 

 
    

Public 
Participation  

Heads of Departments, 
CFO, IDP  

Co – ordinator /provincial 
and National Sector 
Departments  

          
√ 

 
   

IDP Task Team IDP Co – 
Ordinator/PP/Com           √    
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Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

 

District IDP 
Managers 
Forum 

Alignment of Municipal 
Strategies and Budgets  

IDP Managers 
Forum           

√ 

 
  

Budget Steering 
Committee 

Workshop Final Budget 
And IDP With Committee 

MM/CFO/IDP Co 
– Ordinator  

 

           
√ 

 
 

Adoption of 
Final IDP/ 
Budget  

Adoption Of Final 2016/17 
IDP And 2016/17 Budget  Council             

√ 

 
 

Communicate 
Adopted 
2016/2017 IDP  

IDP Road show              
√ 

 

Communicate 
Adopted 
2016/17 IDP 

Submit Council Adopted 
IDP To MEC For 
Department Of Local 
Government 

 IDP Co-ordinator             
√ 

 

Communicate 
Adopted 
2016/17 Budget 

Submit Adopted Budget 
To National And Provincial 
Treasury 

CFO    

 

 

 

 

 

         
√ 

 

 
IDP IMPLEMENTATION 

SDBIP 2016/17 Mayor Approves The 
2016/2017 SDBIP  

MM/PMS Officer/ 
Executive Mayor June 2016  

2016/17 
Performance 

PM Contracts Of MM And 
Executive Managers 

MM/PMS Officer   
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Activity 

 
Description 

Responsibility/ 

Facilitator 

Jun’ 

15 

July’ 

15 

Aug’ 

15 

Sept’ 

15 

Oct’ 

15 

Nov’ 

15 

Dec’ 

15 

Jan’ 

16 

Feb’ 

16 

Mar’ 

16 

Apr’ 

16 

May’ 

16 

Jun’ 

16 

Contracts Signed  

2016/17 
Performance 
Contracts 

Submit Signed Copies Of 
Contracts To MEC For LG MM/PMS Officer  

Notice Of 
2016/17 
Performance 
Contracts 
&SDBIP 

Place Notice Of Signed 
Performance Contracts 
And SDBIP Approval  

PMS Officer    

 

 
Eden District Municipality has complied with the 2015/2016 process plan activities as depicted above.
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SECTION B: SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 

PART 1:  
2015 EDEN SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE  

(Compiled by the WCG Provincial Treasury) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Western Cape Provincial Treasury 2015 Socio – Economic Profile   
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2.1 EDEN 2015 SOCIO ECONOMIC PROFILE (SEP) KEY FINDINGS 5  
The 2015 Socio-economic profiles, compiled by the Western Cape Government (WCG) 
Provincial Treasury department, builds upon the success of previous editions by providing 
updated information relating to demographics, education, health, poverty, safety and security, 
basic service delivery, economy, labour market and environmental management. 

The profile furthermore complements the socio-economic performance analysis of the Municipal 
Economic Review and Outlook (MERO) 2015 which was published in October 2015. 

In all, the profile reflects the socio-economic reality of municipalities. As such, valuable insight 
can be gained as to the developmental challenges faced by communities residing within a 
specific geographical area.  This profile primarily uses data sourced from Statistics South Africa, 
administrative data from sector departments, the 2015 MERO and Quantec. 
 
The information contained in this profile therefore highlights information for Eden District 
Municipality in relation to the broader Western Cape Province. 
 
From this strong growth base, the Western Cape Department of Social Development was able 
make population growth estimates for each municipality for the period 2015 – 2020. These 
projections will assist municipalities to align their budget allocations with basic service delivery 
priorities. 
 
The Eden District is among the fastest growing regions in the Province, and is also among the 
top employers in the region. The district nevertheless sustained significant job losses 
particularly in the semi-skilled and unskilled (agricultural, manufacturing and construction) 
sectors. A region’s economic performance plays a significant role in shaping the socio-economic 
reality of its inhabitants. Given the Eden District’s economic performance, the prevailing socio-
economic conditions in the area are relatively favourable overall. A number of issues 
nevertheless remain.  
 
It is concerning that approximately 26 642 households in the Eden District earn less than R400 
a month. There is room for improvement in terms of the provision of water, refuse removal, 
sanitation, electricity and housing to households in the Eden District. The District’s literacy rate 
of 82.6 in 2011 per cent fell short of the provincial average of 87.2 per cent, and the matric pass 
rates declined from 88.1 per cent in 2013 to 81.5 per cent in 2014. With regard to health, the 
District had an immunisation coverage rate of 85 per cent which was below the provincial 
average. The District’s delivery rate to woman under the age of 18 was 7.4 per cent (exceeding 
the provincial average of 6.1 per cent) and the termination of pregnancy rate of 7.4 per cent is 
lower than the Provincial average.  
 
It is important that the Municipality takes cognisance of the information provided in this report 
(with particular reference to the areas within which there exists scope for improvement) if the 
holistic development of the inhabitants in the region is to be achieved. 
 
The following information is a summary of the Eden 2015 Western Cape Provincial Treasury 
Socio – Economic Profile.  
 

                                                
5 Western Cape Government Provincial Treasury 2015 Eden District Socio-economic profile is available 
on the municipal website and can be perused at www.edendm.co.za IDP/IDP Planning Tools. 
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SUMMARY: EDEN DISTRICT 2015 WC PROVINCIAL TREASURY SEP 
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SUMMARY: EDEN DISTRICT 2015 WC PROVINCIAL TREASURY SEP 
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PART 2  
EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPAL ECONOMIC REVIEW OUTLOOK 

WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL MERO 2015 
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2.2 EDEN DISTRICT 2015 MERO: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Western Cape Government (WCG) Provincial Treasury 2015 MERO Report for the Eden 
District Municipality is available for perusal on the Municipal Website, www.edendm.co.za under 
IDP / IDP Planning Tools. 

 

2.2.1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
 

The 2015 Municipal Economic Review and Outlook (MERO) report is presented in a generally 
constrained macro-economic environment.  Whilst more challenging, this ups the imperative of 
unlocking opportunities for growth and jobs.  The MERO’s objective is to provide economic 
intelligence at the local level in the Western Cape Province, which can assist with evidence-
based decision making and in the building of an environment conducive to private sector growth 
and employment creation. 

The reality is that six years from the onset of the recovery from the 2009 Great Recession, world 
economic growth is as yet not on a solid footing.  Growth projections have been scaled down at 
the global, national and provincial levels.  ‘Secular stagnation’ is the term being used to describe 
a ‘new normal’ in respect of the world economy. The macro-economic context was discussed in 
Section A of the report.  In this section of the report, five chapters are devoted to the economic 
review and outlook for the Eden District economy.  The first chapter provides a dedicated 
regional economic outlook.  Thereafter, the focus is on sectoral growth, employment and skills 
demand trends in each of the seven Eden District municipalities; a sectoral forecast over the 
2015 - 2020 period at the District level is also motivated.  The third chapter focuses on the topic 
of integration into global value chains, Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and the petrochemical 
and agri-processing value chains in Eden District.  In the fourth chapter, an analysis of the 
municipal revenue and infrastructure spending trends and access to basic services is made, 
including an indication of the infrastructure projects underway in Eden District.  The fifth chapter 
concludes with a consideration of Eden District’s socio-economic profile and the linkages with 
economic growth. 
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2.3 WCG MERO 2015 SUMMARY 
 

2.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The MERO 2015 contains two sections: 
Section A dealing with the macro economic outlook; and  
 

Section B: Providing the regional economic outlook of the metro and district economies which 
are categorised further into the undermentioned five chapters for each region and is 
summarised hereunder. Section B is therefore the main part of the report and discusses each 
Western cape region in five generic chapters, namely: 
 

1. Chapter 1: Eden Regional Economic Outlook 

2. Chapter 2: Sectoral growth, employment and skills 

3. Chapter 3: Value Chains 

4. Chapter 4: Infrastructure Spending 

5. Chapter 5: Socio-economic Analysis and Economic Performance 

 

2.4 EDEN REGIONAL ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 
 
Eden is the second largest non-metro in the Western Cape. End of 2013, a total of 181 688 
workers were employed within the District. 7% - Primary sector (Agriculture, forestry and fishing) 
28% - Secondary Sector (Manufacturing and construction) 66% - Tertiary Sector (Financial; 
business, trade and accomodation services) 
 
2.4.1 GDPR OF THE DISTRICT (2005-2013) 
 
George – 30% (Tertiary) 
Mossel Bay -28% (Secondary Manufacturing) 
Knysna – 12% (Secondary Construction) 
Oudtshorrn – 11% (Mix of Primary Secondary and Tertiary) 
Bitou – 8% (Mainly primary) 
Hessequa – 5% (Mainly primary) 
Kannaland – 4% (mainly Primary) 
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2.4.2 EDEN STRENGTHS 

 Financial, Business services, retail and accommodation (Tertiary) 

 Construction and manufacturing (Secondary) 

 Vulnerable agricultural sector 

 
EDEN: REAL GDPR FORECAST PER BROAD SECTOR: 2015 – 2020 

 

Forecast (%) Forecast (%) 

Sector 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
2015 

to 2020 

Agriculture, forestry and 

fishing 
1.8 2.0 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.2 

Mining and quarrying 1.1 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.1 1.4 1.0 

Manufacturing 2.1 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.9 3.9 3.3 

Electricity, gas and water -1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.4 1.2 

Construction 3.6 3.0 4.9 5.1 5.0 5.3 4.5 

Wholesale and retail 

trade, catering and 

accommodation 
2.2 2.7 3.6 3.7 4.2 4.3 3.4 

Transport, storage and 

communication 
2.9 2.7 4.2 4.4 4.4 4.5 3.8 

Finance, insurance, real 

estate and business 

services 
4.1 3.5 4.4 4.4 4.5 5.0 4.3 

Community, social and 

personal services 
1.8 2.2 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.7 

General government 1.2 1.0 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.9 1.5 

Total 2.6 2.7 3.6 3.6 3.9 4.1 3.4 

Source: Quantec, own calculations 
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2.4.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Economic growth in Eden District has been primarily driven by its tertiary sector – particularly 

the finance and business services sub-sector and retail and wholesale. Since 2000, this tertiary 

sector has been the key net job creator, while the primary sector has done the opposite. In spite 

of the downward revision to the District’s economic outlook, in line with global, national and 

provincial forecast downgrades, pockets of strength remain within the District’s sub-sectors. 

Finance and business services are expected to maintain a healthy pace, while transport and 

construction are also expected to come to the fore to support overall district growth. Once some 

of the pressure has been lifted off global and domestic demand, retail and wholesale growth 

should also join the above-mentioned sub-sectors.  

2.5 SECTORAL GROWTH, EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS 
 
2.5.1 BACKGROUND 
Eden is the second largest non-metro economy in the Province.  

Eden District accounted for an estimated 7.8 per cent of the Western Cape’s GDPR in 2014, i.e. 

R36.2 billion of R462 billion;  

Eden District also employed 9.7 per cent of the Province’s workforce, i.e. 184 232 of the 1.9 

million workers.   

The Eden District economy located in the scenic southern parts of the Western Cape is well-

known for its vibrant tourism sector, with the natural beauty of the region being a key draw card.   

The regional economy is well-balanced, with commercial services constituting the largest sector 

in 2013.  

Other tertiary activities, such as the government and community, social and personal (CSP) 

services are also well represented (accounting for 19.9 per cent of GDP.   

Manufacturing accounts for 11.8 per cent of GDPR and the rapidly-growing region hosts a 

vibrant construction sector (9.8 per cent of GDPR). The agriculture, forestry and fishing sector is 

expanding and sizeable in the region. 
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EDEN DISTRICT: SECTORAL GROWTH ACROSS SEVEN ECONOMIC 
AREAS, 2005 - 2013 

Industry 

M
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e 

O
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B
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 D
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Agriculture, forestry 

and fishing 
4.8 -1.5 1.3 1.0 1.0 5.5 7.7 1.6 

Manufacturing 5.5 1.7 4.1 1.5 2.0 5.3 3.0 3.6 

Construction 10.9 2.0 13.3 8.3 8.8 8.8 8.1 8.7 

Commercial services 6.7 0.6 7.2 3.8 3.8 6.9 4.9 4.9 

General government 

and Community, 

social and personal 

services 

9.2 3.3 5.0 4.2 3.8 3.5 5.1 5.2 

Other 4.2 -4.0 -0.6 -4.0 -0.6 1.5 5.4 -0.4 

Total 6.9 0.8 4.9 3.5 3.5 6.4 5.1 4.6 

Source: Quantec Research, Own calculations 

The fastest growing municipal economies are Mossel Bay (expanding by close to 7 per 

cent per annum, 2005 - 2013); Bitou (6.4 per cent); Knysna (5.1 per cent) and 

Kannaland (4.9 per cent).  The growth of these municipal economies is characterised by 

above-average expansion of their manufacturing, construction and commercial services 

sectors; only in Knysna, the manufacturing sector did not perform that well. 
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EDEN DISTRICT: SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT CREATION ACROSS 
SEVEN ECONOMIC AREAS, 2005 - 2013 

Industry 
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Agriculture, 

forestry and fishing 
-1 200 -2 813 -1 603 -2 342 -1 726 -589 -1 083 -12 881 

Manufacturing -587 -303 20 -1 526 -446 -4 -362 -3 136 

Construction 520 -873 100 -585 -96 -138 -376 -1 475 

Commercial 

services 
5 330 -682 378 1 455 591 2 991 2 538 12 643 

General 

government and 

Community, 

social/personal 

services 

5 734 270 436 2 924 1 488 723 1 555 13 258 

Other 90 3 -2 58 20 9 86 260 

Total 9 888 -4 397 -671 -16 -168 2 993 2 357 8 670 

Source: Quantec Research, Own calculations 

 

In terms of employment creation, the region’s commercial services sector and the ‘public sector’ 

have been very successful with creating jobs on a net basis over the past decade.  This more 

than compensated for the outflow of jobs from the agricultural sector and - to a lesser extent -  

manufacturing and construction 
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2.5.2 COMPOSITION OF GROSS VALUE ADDED AND EMPLOYMENT 
 

George 

George, i.e. the largest municipality in the region, contributed close to a third of GDPR in 2013, 

or R10.3 billion of Eden District’s R33.6 billion regional economy. 

The Municipality also contributed 28.2 per cent (or 51 700) of the employment in the region. 

George Municipality is well-established with good and well-maintained infrastructure. Strength 

lies in their financial services. 

Mossel Bay 

Mossel Bay has the second largest economy in Eden District and has been the strongest 

growing area over the 2005 - 2013 period.During 2013 it contributed close to 26 per cent of 

Eden District’s GDPR.This translates to GDPR worth R8.7 billion of the District-wide value 

added of R33.6 billion in 2013 and a workforce numbering 41 305 in 2013. Strength lies in their 

construction sector. 

Knysna 

Knysna’s economy is the third largest municipal economy in Eden District, contributing close to 

13 per cent of GDPR and employment in the region.In 2013, the gross value added generated 

in Knysna measured R4.3 billion of the R33.6 billion gross value added generated in Eden 

District. Knysna is one of the Western Cape’s tourist meccas and it boasts a rapidly growing 

economy.Knysna is slightly more services oriented - mainly retail, wholesale, catering and 

accommodation and business services; commercial services account for 56 per cent of GDPR 

in 2013.  This sector also employs half of the workforce, with other ‘public sector’ services 

accounting for another 25 per cent of employment. The Municipality has a large construction 

sector (accounting for 13 per cent of GDPR) and a relatively small manufacturing sector (11.7 

per cent). Net retrenchments in the agricultural, manufacturing and construction sectors 

prevented pre-recession employment levels to be restored by the end of 2013.  Employment 

growth in the commercial and ‘public sector’ services also cooled down noticeably after the 

recession.  
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Oudtshoorn 

Oudtshoorn Municipality is the fourth largest in the Eden District and contributed 11.6 per cent 

of Eden District’s GDPR and 13.3 per cent of employment in 2013. The municipal economy 

generated R3.9 billion of Eden District’s R33.6 billion gross value added in 2013.  The municipal 

region is well-known as a tourist attraction and while relatively closely integrated with the 

bordering George economy, it has strong agricultural roots. Oudtshoorn’s economy is blessed 

with a relatively large skilled workforce, accounting for 31 per cent of the total workforce with 

demand for employment in this segment of the labour market remaining stable over the past 

decade.  As in most Western Cape municipalities, the segment witnessing a sharp contraction is 

semi- and unskilled labour, which also accounted for a third of the workforce in 2013.   

Bitou 

Bitou contributed 8.5 per cent of Eden District’s GDPR and 9.4 per cent of employment in 2013.  

In rand terms, this contribution amounts to R2.9 billion of Eden District’s R33.6 billion economy.  

Bitou is a relatively small sub-regional economy growing at a high rate. A  striking feature of the 

local labour market, is the sharp growth of the informal sector.   

Hessequa 

Hessequa’s economy is even smaller compared to Bitou, contributing slightly more than 5 per 

cent of Eden District’s GDPR and close to 6 per cent of employment.  In rand terms, the GDPR 

contribution amounts to R1.8 billion of the R33.6 billion Eden District economy. The regional 

economy has evolved over the years to an agricultural-based services economy.  Agriculture 

contributes 15 per cent of GDPR and 20 per cent of employment, which is relatively large 

compared to the wider District.  The problem is that this sector has shrunk at a rate of 1.5 per 

cent over the past decade. 

Kannaland 

Kannaland is the smallest municipality in the Eden District in terms of GDPR and employment 

contribution, both around 3.5 per cent.  This translates to a GDPR valued at R1.2 billion of Eden 

District’s R33.6 billion economy. The inland Kannaland economy has a large agricultural base, 

with this sector employing the largest share of workers, i.e. 31 per cent.  Commercial services - 

mainly directed at the primary and secondary industrial activities in the region - account for the 
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largest share of GDPR, i.e. 37 per cent.  Manufacturing is the third largest sector in terms of 

GDPR contributing 18 per cent. Kannaland has a large semi- and unskilled labour market 

segment, accounting for 44 per cent of the workforce. The small Kannaland regional economy is 

clearly agricultural based, with a strong services component.  Manufacturing and construction 

activity are also relatively well-represented.  Economic growth did slow sharply after the 

recession and the overall employment creation performance has been disappointing.  The 

region is faced with a relatively large semi- and unskilled labour force in need of upskilling for 

that is where the demand for labour is. 

 
2.5.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Industry growth paths are a function of the interaction between industry dynamics and 

geographical economics.  The Eden District economy is blessed with beautiful natural scenery 

and vibrant coastal municipal economies.  It has evolved into a fully services oriented economy 

showing the strongest growth in the Western Cape.  Tourism and associated property 

developments and rapid internal growth underpin strong construction activity in the region.  On 

the manufacturing terrain, agri-processing is a competitive industry, with exciting new niche 

export-oriented industries involving the whole food valued chain being developed.  Forestry and 

the furniture value chain is another competitive industry, as is the petrochemical complex in 

Mossel Bay.  Both these latter mentioned industries face longer term threats, which need to be 

addressed. 

The economic vibrancy of the region, particularly the rapid growth of Mossel Bay, Bitou, Knysna 

and Kannaland, augmented by the more moderately expanding George and Oudtshoorn 

municipal economies, could not prevent the impact from the national and provincial recession in 

2009 and subsequent slowdown.  Fortunately, the slump in the regional construction industry 

appears to be over, with key municipalities reporting rising building plans.  Slow projected 

economic growth is likely to adversely impact on municipal revenue streams.  The five-year 

economic outlook has been scaled down.  While the weaker rand exchange rate does impact 

negatively on production costs, should these be contained, the region has an opportunity to 

grow demand via exports in view of its current low export exposure and its industry mix. 
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2.6 VALUE CHAINS 
 

2.6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The value chain includes the activities firms undertake to bring a product or service from 

production to end use by consumers. Value is added at each step along this chain. It is unlikely, 

in the modern age that a full value chain exists at a local level, or even a provincial level. 

Modern value chains are driven by globalisation, interconnectedness, technology, logistics 

improvements, offshoring and deregulation.  

It is also important that skills development and training accompanies new job creation activity to 

enable sustainable growth. 

The key factors for upgrading and development of value chains are: Improving skills and 

education; improving access to electricity; encouraging R&D and skills development;  limiting 

barriers to trade and entry; supplying adequate infrastructure to support logistics and restricting 

captive relationships in the value chain.Mossel Bay is a significant contributor to the Agricultural 

sector of the District. By comparing the GDPR and employment shares to the export shares it is 

clear that Oudtshoorn is focused on exporting agricultural products, whereas George and 

Mossel Bay have greater proportions of local consumption. The food processing value chain is 

more export-orientated in the George and Oudtshoorn areas. Support of the food processing 

sector in this district could significantly support the agricultural sector.  
 

2.6.2 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

George Municipality already has a large proportion of processed food output and export in 

relation to agriculture. This is positive to the development of further food processing potential in 

the area as smaller processing plants in the SEZ can take advantage of the existing supply 

chain and support structures in the area. Creation of niche markets will ensure that these 

processing plants are not in competition to large commercial value chains and give them their 

own unique competitive advantage and allow them to ‘piggy back’ on existing infrastructure in 

the area.  
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2.7 INFRASTRUCTURE SPENDING  
 
2.7.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Basic services are defined as those services necessary to ensure an adequate standard of 

living for the inhabitants of a municipality. These services include the provision of water, 

electricity and housing, as well as waste and waste water management. In addition to raising 

the standard of living of those to whom these services are rendered, a number of studies have 

found that increased basic infrastructure delivery has a positive effect on economic growth; and, 

conversely, higher economic growth affords more successful infrastructure investment. With 

health being a determinant of labour productivity, both qualitative and quantitative improvements 

in sanitation, the water supply and sewage services would have positive spillover effects on 

economic growth.  

It has been shown how increasing basic infrastructure by 1 per cent could lead to a 0.36 per 

cent increase in GDPR per capita in rural municipalities and a 0.33 per cent increase in GDPR 

per capita in urban municipalities in South Africa. 

2.7.2 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT: OVERVIEW OF MUNICIPAL 
EXPENDITURE TRENDS IN THE EDEN DISTRICT 
 

The portion of the capital expenditure budget spent on basic services infrastructure averaged 54 

per cent over the period 2008/09 to 2013/14, reaching its highest in 2010/11 (70 per cent). 

Since then the portion of the capital expenditure budget spent on basic services infrastructure 

has come down to only 44 per cent in 2013/14. The budget for the Medium Term Revenue and 

Expenditure Framework (MTREF) reflects greater alignment with the National Development 

Plan as the portion of the capital expenditure budget spent on basic services infrastructure 

increases. The portion of the budget allocated to infrastructure expenditure is expected to 

increase from 63 per cent in 2015/16 to 75 per cent in 2017/18. 
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2.7.3 EDEN DISTRICT: TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURE VS BASIC SERVICE 
INFRASTRUCTURE EXPENDITURE: 2009 – 2018 
 

Source: 

Western Cape Provincial Treasury 

The increase in basic services infrastructure investment is visible in Kannaland, Oudtshoorn and 

Bitou municipalities. Although the high growth rates recorded in Kannaland and Oudtshoorn 

municipalities in 2013/14 are remarkable the municipalities lag in terms of contribution to the 

total basic services infrastructure; contributing a total of 17 per cent to the Districts’ total basic 

services infrastructure investment in 2013/14. 

Mossel Bay and George municipalities are part of the Province’s top-10 leading non-

metro municipalities in terms of size and each contributed 20 per cent and 27 per cent 

respectively to total basic services infrastructure expenditure in 2013/14 and 28 per cent 

and 30 per cent respectively to GDPR in the region in 2013.  Hessequa and Kannaland 

municipalities accounted for 4 per cent and 7 per cent respectively of the total basic 

services infrastructure expenditure in 2013/14 and contributed 5.2 per cent and 3.5 per 

cent to the region’s GDPR in 2013. 
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2.7.4 EDEN DISTRICT BASIC SERVICE INFRASTRUCTURE EXPENDITURE PER 
BUDGET LINE ITEM, 2014 

Budget Line Item K
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Housing 50% 0% 16% 3% 0% 36% 28% 18% 

Electricity 0% 40% 35% 23% 9% 10% 41% 24% 

Water 23% 29% 16% 13% 68% 14% 26% 22% 

Waste Water 

Management 

25% 32% 32% 57% 23% 34% 5% 34% 

Waste 

Management 

2% 0% 0% 5% 0% 7% 0% 3% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Source: Western Cape Provincial Treasury 

Waste water management is the largest basic services infrastructure expenditure item in the 

Eden District each taking up 34 per cent of the total basic services expenditure within the region 

in 2013/14. George Municipality is the leading contributor to Waste water management 

infrastructure expenditure in the region. The high costs associated with waste water treatment 

works and the use of septic tanks in some municipalities’ places strain on municipal finances. 

For example the servicing of septic tanks becomes more demanding during holiday seasons in 

Knysna; this places strain on the Municipality’s resources as it does not have adequate 

resources to deal with such increases in demand. Waste management was the smallest basic 

services infrastructure expenditure item within the region in 2013/14. Whilst Bitou and George 

municipalities made significant contributions to waste management infrastructure expenditure, 

Hessequa, Knysna and Oudtshoorn allocated no finances towards waste management 

infrastructure expenditure. Oudtshoorn Municipality also allocated no funds towards housing 

expenditure. The Municipality however contributed the most to the District’s water provision 

expenditure, allocating 68 per cent of its basic services infrastructure investment budget to 

water provision.  

Housing expenditure accounted for 18 per cent of the region’s basic services infrastructure 

expenditure. The main obstacle to housing provision is a rapidly growing population, funding 
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and availability of suitable land. Lack of alternative land makes it costly to deliver quality 

housing. The provision of housing remains a high priority within the Municipality as close 
to 20 per cent of the regions’ households are informal.  

Electricity expenditure is the second largest infrastructure expenditure item within the District 

(24 per cent). Knysna Municipality leads the pack in terms of prioritising electricity infrastructure 

expenditure. The Municipality is closely followed by Hessequa (40 per cent), Mossel Bay (35 per 

cent) and George (23 per cent). The rest of the municipalities within the District allocated less 

than 10 per cent of their basic services infrastructure budgets to electricity. The relatively 

smaller contribution made by electricity to basic services infrastructure investment could be a 

result of intergovernmental arrangements. For example Kannaland Municipality is responsible 

for the provision of electricity to Ladysmith and Calitzdorp whilst Eskom supplies Zoar and 

Vanwyksdorp. 

2.7.5 WESTERN CAPE GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE SPENDING IN EDEN 
DISTRICT 

 

WCG Expenditure 
on infrastructure - 
Eden District, 2015-
2018  

 

Source: Provincial 

Treasury 

Infrastructure Unit 

 

2.7.6 BASIC SERVICES INFRASTRUCTURE AND ACCESS 

In order to effectively realise the positive spillovers resulting from investment in basic 

service infrastructure, it is essential that these increased capital expenditures are 

translated into the delivery of services. Statistics South Africa, through the annual Non-
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financial Census of Municipalities, tracks the levels of service delivery within 

municipalities in the country. 

According to the Census the highest increases in the country were recorded in the provision of 

electricity.  The Western Cape Province recorded the highest increases in the provision of 

water. The highest increase in Eden District was recorded in the number of consumer units with 

access to sewer and sanitation, with the leading contributions originating from Mossel Bay.  

EDEN DISTRICT ACCESS TO BASIC SERVICES TREND; CHANGE IN 
THE NUMBER OF CONSUMER UNITS: 2009 – 2014 

Municipality Water Electricity 
Sewer and 

Sanitation 
Refuse 

Bitou 4 686 2 899 3 286 5 438 

George -2 568 2 299 -885 11 000 

Hessequa 1 949 1 121 1 893 3 738 

Kannaland 1 130 1 015 1 322 955 

Knysna 3 346 3 391 6 375 -12 298 

Mossel Bay 8 456 692 10 039 2 126 

Oudtshoorn 1 433 2 129 2 653 1 847 

Total  
Eden District 

18 432 13 546 24 683 12 806 

Western Cape 

Province 
233 800 51 985 102 895 -42 615 

South Africa 1 797 335 2 177 095 1 255 080 662 690 

Source: Stats SA: Non-financial Census of Municipalities 

Whilst Knysna and Bitou municipalities also made meaningful contributions to the increase in 

access to sewer and sanitation recorded within the District, George Municipality recorded a 

decline in consumer units with access to sewer and sanitation. Despite recording a decline in 

the number of consumer units with access to sewer and sanitation and water, George 

Municipality recorded a remarkable increase in the number of consumer units with access to 

refuse services. In contrast, Knysna recorded a decline in the number of consumer units with 
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access to refuse services. A notable fact is that all municipalities within the region recorded 

increases in access to electricity between the years 2009 to 2014.  The leading contribution 

originated from Knysna Municipality whilst Mossel Bay Municipality recorded the smallest 

change in consumer units with access to electricity. 

The main obstacle to accelerating basic services delivery in the region is a growing population 

and a lack of appropriate infrastructure. Mossel Bay Municipality has also highlighted vandalism 

and funding as the biggest challenges it faces in providing basic services infrastructure. 
Although municipalities potentially have a wide array of financial instruments to use in meeting 

their service delivery responsibilities, they do rely mostly on revenue from services rendered. As 

such the next section analyses municipal revenue trends in the Eden District. 

Apart from the infrastructure expenditure the Eden District municipalities are mandated to do, 

the Western Cape Government (WCG) has other mandates such as education, health, roads 

and public works infrastructure spending. The 2015 - 2018 budget shows that the WCG will be 

spending on various infrastructure projects across all districts. 

Transport infrastructure projects in the Eden District received the bulk (R2.6 billion or 64 per 

cent) of the allocations from the WCG for the period 2015 - 2018, followed by health (R744.2 

million or 19 per cent) and education (R611.1 million or 15 per cent). Public Works and 

CapeNature infrastructure projects receive one per cent each of the total budget.  Considering 

the municipal allocations, transport infrastructure projects receive the largest budget allocations 

in George, Hessequa, Oudtshoorn and Kannaland. In Mossel Bay, the construction of a new 

hospital has resulted in the infrastructure expenditure on health being higher than that for 

transport, although the latter remains substantial (R522.6 million over the medium term). 

Education infrastructure projects receive the highest allocations in both Knysna and Bitou, 

followed by health infrastructure projects. This infrastructure expenditure by the WCG is 

expected to unlock economic potential in the Eden District. 

 

2.7.7 MUNICIPAL REVENUE TRENDS IN THE EDEN DISTRICT 
 

Basic services revenue contributes more than 60 per cent of the total operating revenue within 

each municipality within Eden District, ranging from 63 per cent in Hessequa to 70 per cent in 

Knysna.  It therefore follows that basic services revenue is an important source of revenue and 

municipalities must do more to exploit the potential of these revenue sources.  
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It is imperative that every effort must be made to ensure the municipalities practice accurate 

billing and revenue collection (revenue management) and also to ensure every parcel within its 

jurisdiction is accounted for (revenue enhancement). Revenue increasing strategies include 

expansion of service delivery, debt collection strategies, minimizing electricity and water losses. 

For example unaccounted electricity distribution losses (10.8 per cent in 2012/13) in Knysna 

Municipality and water losses (28.9 per cent in 2013/14) in Hessequa Municipality have placed 

pressure on the municipal budget process. These unaccounted losses limit revenue generation.  

 

2.7.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Basic services delivery is the primary responsibility of municipalities and plays an important role 

in poverty alleviation. In order to carry out this mandate, sufficient investment in infrastructure is 

necessary. Economic theory and empirical work suggest that investment in basic services 

infrastructure has both a direct and an indirect effect on growth. Mossel Bay and George 

Municipalities are part of the Province’s top-10 leading non-metro municipalities in terms of size 

and make the largest contributions to expenditure on basic services infrastructure and revenue 

collection from basic services. It was found that these two municipalities’ per capita spending on 

basic services infrastructure are not higher than some of the smaller municipalities (e.g. Bitou 

and Kannaland).  Although it is expected that municipalities that make the highest contributions 

to GDPR and record above average growth rates within the region also make the highest 

contributions to basic services expenditure and revenue collection this does not hold true for all 

municipalities within Eden District. The mismatch between infrastructure expenditure, revenue 

collection and GDPR growth can be a result of various economic challenges municipalities face. 

 

2.8 SOCIO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE  
 

2.8.1 INTRODUCTION  

The analysis shows the relationship between economic growth and social development. It provides the 
Western Cape Province, and more specifically its respective municipalities, with the intelligence needed 
to understand their socio-economic reality and also the impact the economy has on it.   
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2.8.2 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

The following conclusions can be made regarding the socio-economic analysis: The increasing 

HDI between 2001 and 2013 is an indication that economic growth is being translated towards 

social development within the Eden District. There nevertheless exist high levels of inequality 

among the different population groups in the region. Increasing real per capita income levels in 

the region imply that standards of living have improved. Apart from Mossel Bay, per capita 

income remains below the provincial average for all the municipalities in the District. Literacy 

rates in the Eden District average 82.6 per cent, which is lower than that of the Province as a 

whole. The District attained an 81 per cent matric pass rate in 2014, which was the second 

lowest among all the districts. There is a trend towards employing skilled to highly skilled 

individuals in the region. Skills development and low skilled labour intensive initiatives are 

therefore required in order to further stimulate employment in the District. 
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SECTION C: EDEN VISION OF EXCELLENCE 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Chapter 3 reaffirms Eden District Municipality’s commitment to the 2012/13 – 2016/17 vision, 
“Eden a future empowered through excellence,” its mission statement, values and priciples, and 
the seven strategic goals. Each strategic goal is thereafter aligned to the operational strategy 
and project descriptions are prepared for each strategic goal. The role and function of Eden 
District Municipality in terms of section 84 Municipal Structures Act is hereby confirmed. This 
role clarification establishes the foundation of developmental local government accountability 
and is used during the performance management and budget alignment process described in 
chapter 10 hereunder. 

 

3.2 VISION 
 

The vision is a braod statement of how Council sees the development of the Eden 
District Municipality. It provides a long term goal, towards which all actions of the 
strategic plan should be directed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.1 Elements of vision: 

Eden Represents the entire jurisdiction of the district, including the seven B-
municipalities 

Future  Changed environment, wellbeing of citizens, growth and development 

Empowered Training and development, education, economic growth, job creation,  
self-reliance, enabling environment, mentorship, working together, 
facilitate 

Excellence  Service delivery, customer care, innovation, political stability, integrated 
planning.    

 

Eden, a future 
empowered through 

excellence 
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 3.3 Mission 
The Mission statement describes the role of the district municipality in the region. The role is the 
description of the work which council should be doing: 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Eden District Municipality as a 
category C local authority strives, to 
deliver on our mandate through: 

 Providing strategic leadership 
and coordination to B-
municipalities in the district 
within our resources available; 

 Executing integrated 
development planning in 
collaboration with sector 
departments and service 
organisations; 

 Upholding the principles of 
good governance in pursuit of 
excellence as a regional leader 
in local government. 
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3.4 VALUES  
In addition to our six values, the Eden District Municipality also ascribes to upholding the eleven 
Batho Pele principles. 

VALUE DESCRIPTION 
Integrity Behaving, even in difficult situations, in a 

manner that reflects Eden’s commitment to 
honesty, trust, transparency and ethical 
business operwtions 

Excellence Setting quality standards for services delivery, 
measurement thereof to improve productivity 
and the discipline to take action to address 
the situation 

Inspired The building of commitment for and the 
fostering of positive attitudes towards 
everyone and everything that is part of the 
Eden home in order to demonstate joy and 
happiness in what we do 

Caring (Ubuntu) A total belief in collective caring principles via 
the living-out of “Ubuntu, health and wellness, 
as well as well-being principles 

Respect Respecting you and everyone and 
everything that is part of the Eden 
community, valuing diversity positively 
and learning from differences between 
individuals, ideas and situations in order 
to integrate differences for working 
towards building a more just and humane 
world 

Resourceful Embracing innovation in creative thoughts and 
original action that demonstates “out of the 
box” progression to be “first” 

 

Batho pele principles – Putting the people first 

‘Batho Pele’ is a Sesotho word which translates as “People First”. The initiative aims to 
transform the delivery of public service at all levels of government. Democratic South Africa 
required a new approach to public service that addressed the developmental challenges facing 
the country at the time of reformation. Enforcing the 11 principles of Batho Pele ensures that 
state resources are managed affectively, that all staff work efficiently, and that our people are 
served6.  

“We belong. We care. We serve.” 

                                                
62014 Understanding Government and Improving Government Service  
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• Consultation 

Citizens should be consulted about their needs and wants as well as all processes linked with 
the acquirement thereof. It is of utmost importance that public servants maintain a good line of 
communication with the people they serve – listen to them, interact with them, and learn their 
needs.  

• Service Standards  

Standards of service should be upheld and consistent. Citizens should insist that all promises 
made, are promises kept. Consultation and Service Standards are inextricably linked – if for 
some reason standards of service become compromised, citizens should be informed and 
possibly consulted regarding alternative means of service delivery.  

• Access  

Every citizen has the right to equal access to municipal services.  Necessary arrangements 
need to be put into place for citizens who have hearing, visual, or walking impairments.  Also, 
assistance must be given to those who are illiterate or unable to understand the primary 
language of communication within a governmental institution.  

• Courtesy  

Interaction and conduct between public servants and the public should at all times be courteous, 
helpful, and accommodating. 

• Information  

Citizens are entitled to full particulars regarding municipal services and all details and 
documentation needed in order to access municipal services. Public servants are encouraged to 
spend extra time with people needing special assistance because of a lack of understanding or 
inability to access the services themselves.  

• Openness & Transparency  

Government administration must be managed as an open book. The greater majority of people 
do not have access to free basic services, or social grants, simply because they do not have the 
information needed to access them. Municipal plans and budgets are to be made readily 
available for public access and viewing.  

• Redress  

All public complaints should spark positive action.  If a public servant is unable to find a solution 
to address a complaint, they should direct the complaint to their superior to be appropriately 
resolved. The Public Service’s success and image is built on its ability to deliver what people 
expect. When complaints are made, citizens should receive a positive response.  

• Value for money 

It is important that the public servant does not squander money and valuable resources 
belonging to the people.  All moneys are to be employed wisely and accounted for. Service 
delivery should be cost-effective without compromising the standards of. Public service is based 
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on the “Back to Basics” programme which states that municipalities need to do what they are 
supposed to, and nothing less7.  

• Innovation and Service Excellence 

Partnerships with different sectors (public/private) should be encouraged in order to improve 
service delivery.  
Service Excellence is also about rewarding the staff who "go the extra mile" in upholding 
standards of service and professional conduct. 

• Customer Impact 

Service monitoring and evaluation is crucial to the improvement of public service delivery.  
Plans, policies and strategic direction need to be analysed by management, evaluated in terms 
of implementation and efficiency, and redrafted if necessary. 

• Leadership and Strategic Direction 

Communities deserve good leaders. Management must ensure that goals are set and that 
planning is comprehensive.   

Eden District Strategic Goals  

The district has identified seven (7) strategic goals that are essential for realising the vision and 
mission and which contribute to the achievement of our long term vision beyond this 5 year IDP. 
Each strategic goal is supported by several more specific and measurable pre-determined 
objectives (PDO’s). In order to achieve the goals and pre-determined objectives set out in the 
IDP, collaborative efforts will be required from the private sector, parastatals and spheres of 
government. 

 

                                                
7 IDP Information Booklet 2015; Statement by Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs Minister 
Pravin Gordhan 
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3.5 EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY STRATEGIC GOALS, OPERATIONAL STRATEGY AND PROJECT IDENTIFICATION – 

(2016/2017) 
 

Strategic Goals Eden Directorate Eden Municipal 
Classification Operational Strategy Project Identification 

SG 1 Creating 
healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

Community Services Environmental Health Rendered the 9 KPA’s of Municipal 
Health:  
 

 Water quality monitoring 
 Food control  
 Waste management 
 Health surveillance of 

premises 
 Surveillance and prevention 

of communicable diseases, 
excluding immunizations  

 Vector Control 
 Environmental pollution 

control 
 Disposal of the dead and  
 Chemical Safety 

 Conduct compliance inspection 
 Implement a water and food 

sampling programme 
 Municipal Health Law 

Enforcement 
 Awareness training session:  

1. Hygiene control 
2. Food control: Informal 

food handlers programme 
3. Disease control 

 Implement Municipal Health 
application system 

 Develop the second generation 
Municipal Health By-laws for 
Eden 

 
  Air Quality  Set Air Quality Goals 

 Set up AQ Management 
System 

 Carry out risk assessments 
 Assess and Select Control 

Measures 
 Assess and Select Control 

Measures 
 Implement of Intervention 

and Monitoring Effectiveness 
 Revise Air Quality Goals 
 Integrate the AQMP into the 

IDP 
 Compliance Monitoring, 

1. Implementing Eden Air Quality by-
Laws. 

2. Coordinate the Eden Air Quality 
Officers Forum or liaise with Air 
Quality officers at B-
municipalities.  

3. Quarterly Air Quality working 
group meetings with Industry. 

4. Compliance and enforcement 
inspections as well as Blitz 
operations through 
Intergovernmental Task Teams.  

5. Implementing the Eden Clean 
Fires campaign. 
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3.5 EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY STRATEGIC GOALS, OPERATIONAL STRATEGY AND PROJECT IDENTIFICATION – 

(2016/2017) 
 

Strategic Goals Eden Directorate Eden Municipal 
Classification Operational Strategy Project Identification 

Enforcement and Control 
 Review the Air Quality 

Management Plan 
 

6. Implementing the National Air 
Quality Emissions Inventory 
System (NAEIS). 

7. Atmospheric Emission Licencing 
through the online application 
process. (SAAELIP).  

8. Training and appointment of Air 
Quality staff. 

9. Administrative support to Air 
Quality and waste sections.  

10. Partake in the Provincial Risk 
assessment project.  

11. Air quality monitoring through 
passive sampling, in-stack 
emission monitoring and ambient 
sampling. 

12. Renewal of the AQMP every 5 
years.   

  Waste Management Provide sustainable and innovative 
waste management solutions 
through responsible solid waste 
practices in the Eden District 

 Gathering information on 
hazardous waste generation, 
management and disposal in 
the Eden District for 
management, control and 
planning purposes. 

 Gathering information on 
recycled waste quantities for 
management, control and 

1. Conduct Waste Characterisations 
studies in all of the municipal 
areas 

2. Develop and Manage the Eden 
Integrated Waste Information 
System 

3. Establish a Eden Recycling Action 
Group Finalise and 
implementation of the Eden 
Region Waste Minimisation Public 
Awareness Campaign. 

4. Develop a Waste Management 
Web page. 
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planning purposes. 
 Educate, Strengthen 

capacity and raise 
awareness in Waste 
Minimisation Practises on 
Municipal and Private Sector 
level. 

 Implement and promote 
sound, adequate and 
equitable waste 
management practices. 

 Support municipalities with 
regional waste management 
infrastructure and services 
as per section 83 od the 
Municipal Structures Act 117 
of 1998. 

 Establish a platform in the 
Eden region for municipal 
Waste Management Officers 
to share information, plan 
together and promote the 
regional approach to 
manage waste. 

5. Revive the Eden District municipal 
in house recycling program 

6. Construct and manage a regional 
landfill facility. 

7. Implementation of alternative 
waste management technologies 

8. Implementation of bulk waste 
transport services 

9. Compile and promulgate waste 
management by-laws. 

10. Continuation of the two monthly 
Eden Waste Management 
Officers forum meetings. 

SG 5 Promoting 
Good 
governance 

Municipal Manager Internal Audit  Annually review, update and 
obtain Council approval of 
Internal Audit Charter and Audit 
and Performance Audit 
Committee (“APAC”) Charter 

 On annual basis, compile a three-

 Areas and sub-areas to be audited are 
listed on approved RBAP, e.g. 
mSCOA, Grants, Performance 
Management (quarterly), Supply Chain 
Management, Human Resources and 
Enterprise Risk Management. 
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year strategic risk-based audit 
plan (“RBAP”), taking into 
account updated risk registers, 
legislation and specific APAC/ 
Management concerns 

 Source funding to acquire software to 
assist with tracking and monitoring of 
management implementation of action 
plans flowing from internal and 
external audit findings. 

 
  Performance 

Management 
  

  Risk Management  Annual review and approval 
from Council of Risk 
Management Policy, 
Strategy and Implementation 
plan 

 Annual Risk Assessment  
 Ongoing review of risk 

register per department 
 Monthly completion of 

Compliance module 
 Ongoing monitoring of 

disclosure of employees on 
the MyDisclosure system 

 Coordinating of engagement 
of mGAP and MGRO  

 Awareness of risk management to 
employees 

 Quarterly district CAE/Risk Forum 
 Quarterly RMC meetings to 

review and monitor risk 
 Training for risk champions 
 Risk implementation plan with 

completion dates 
 Creating of top ten risk KPI’s with 

PMS unit. 
 mSCOA risk register to be 

established 
 Sourcing of revenue for inclusion 

of more Acts to incorporate into 
the Compliance module 

 Corporate/Strategic 
Services 

Support Services  Render records and achieve 
services 

 Render reproduction 
services 

 Render access control 
services 

 Render switchboard services 

1. Disposal of records 
2. Back scanning of records 
3. Installation of smoke detectors at 

strong room 
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 Render committee services 
 Render translation services 

  IDP/IGR/Public 
Participation 

 Develop the District’s IDP in 
conjunction with B 
municipalities, internal and 
external role-players 

 Conduct research on IDP 
related activities and 
government policies and 
programmes that must align 
with the District’s IDP; 

 Manage internal and 
external communication for 
the development of the 
District’s IDP; 

 Co-ordinate IGR in the 
district; 

 Manage public participation 
process in the district  

1. Quarterly district and provincial  
IDP Managers Forum 

2. Ward Committee re-establishment 
3. IDP Process Plan/Time schedule 
4. IDP/Budget/SDBIP alignment 
5. Section 27 district Framework  
6. IDP Indaba 2 
7. Eden IDP Roadshows 
8. IDP Reporting (SALGA, National, 

Provincial, District and Local) 
9. Joint Planning Initiative 
10. District and Provincial PPCOM 

Forum; 
11. IGR Forums 
12. NCOP Bringing Parliament to the 

People 
13. Council IDP capacity building 

workshops 
14. Council IDP Induction 
15. 5-year and annual Draft and Final 

(Review/Amendment/Adoption) 
IDP submission to Council 

16. Horizontal and vertical IDP 
alignment 

  Communication Inform and keep communities 
updated with all municipal activities 
and legislative matters. 
Inform Eden DM Councillors and 
staff of employee related municipal 

External Newsletter (1 per quarter) 
 
 
Internal (staff) Newsletter (1 per quarter) 
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activities and achievements, as well 
asinternal processes and legislative 
matters. 
Compliance with legislation. 
Legislative compliance. 
To maintain a uniform corporate 
image of Eden DM and the Garden 
Route & Klein Karoo Tourism brand. 
To inform the online community 
about municipal activities, 
opportunities and achievements, as 
well as maintaining a platform of two-
way communication. 
Promoting and showcasing the 
service offering of all spheres of 
Government with specific focus on 
Eden DM's area of jurisdiction. 
Raising awareness about issues 
affecting our communities. 
To inform all stakeholders of Eden 
DM of events taking place in the 
District. 
Strengthen relationships with 
Communication officials in B-
municipalities, as well as Province. 
Platform where information is shared 
and aligned. 
Maintain and strengthen relationship 
with media partners. 

 
Annual Report 
Compliance Related Publishing 
Graphic Design services 
Corporate Branding 
Material 
Social media/Awareness campaigns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Marketing/  Awareness Campaigns 
 
Event coverage 
 
District Public Participation and 
Communicators Forum 
 
 
 
Media engagement sessions / Goodwill 
sessions (Tourism included). 

  ICT (a) Phase 1 – Enabling 1) Municipal Corporate Governance 
of ICT Policy approved and implemented; 
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Environment : The 
Corporate Governance of 
ICT environments will be 
established in Eden District 
Municipality through the 
adoption of the Municipal 
Corporate Governance of 
ICT Policy and its associated 
policies through Council 
resolution; 

(b) Phase 2 – Business and 
Strategic Alignment: 
Municipalities will plan and 
implement the alignment 
between IDP’s, strategic 
goals and ICT strategy. 

(c) Phase 3 – Continuous 
Improvement: Municipalities 
will enter into an on-going 
process to achieve 
continuous improvement of 
all elements related the 
Governance of ICT.   

 

2) ICT Governance Charter 
approved and implemented; 
3) The following capabilities created 
in the municipality: 
• Governance Champion 
designated and responsibilities allocated; 
• A proficient ICT Manager or CIO 
appointed functioning at strategic level.  
• Approved and implemented Risk 
Management Policy that includes the 
management of Municipal-related ICT 
risks; 
• Approved and implemented 
Internal Audit Plan that includes ICT 
audits; 
• Approved and implemented ICT 
Management Framework; 
• Approved and implemented 
municipal Portfolio Management 
Framework that includes ICT 
portfolio/programme and project 
management; 
• Approved ICT Disaster Recovery 
Plan informed by Municipal Continuity 
Plan and Strategy. 
• Approved Data Backup and 
Recovery policy. 
• Approved ICT Service Level 
Agreement Management policy. 
• Approved ICT User Access 
Management policy. 
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• Approved ICT Security Controls 
policy. 
• Approved ICT Operating System 
Security Controls policy. 

  Human Resources 
(Wellness; Occupational 
Health and safety; HR 
provisioning services) 

WELLNESS:  
 Responsible for employee 

assistance programmes 
(EAP) 

 Arrange & coordinate 
counselling services 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & 
SAFETY 

 OHS Hazard identification, 
risk assessments and assist 
in identifying risk control 
measures 

 Compile & maintain OHS 
policies, procedures and 
programmes 

 Assist supervisors with safe 
work instructions 

 Ensure and monitor OHS 
legal compliance 

 Implement and coordinate 
OHS Services (medical 
surveillance) 

 Conduct OHS audits, site 
inspections and accident 
investigations 

 Coordinate OHS committees 

 EAP Programmes 
 
 
 
 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAEETY 

 OHS risk assessment  
 Revision and implementation of 

OHS legal register 
 Medical evaluations of staff -

Occupational Health services  
 Conduct  OHS inspections  
 Quarterly OHS committee 

meetings  
 Facilitate OHS  legal 

appointments and training  
 Emergency preparedness related 

projects (corrections measures on 
emergency preparedness project 
are implemented/ maintenance of 
fire equipment/drawing of 
emergency evacuation plans/fire 
drills) 

  Drafting of construction 
management policy for 
implementation  
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and perform secretariat 
function 

 Coordinate and ensure OHS 
rep nominations and 
appointment process 

 Coordinate training process 
of safety reps, first aiders, 
fire wardens and incident 
investigation teams and 
identify OHS training needs 

 Emergency preparedness 
planning for fire, bomb and 
hostage situations 

 Compile, monitor and 
maintain construction 
management safety 
specifications and plans 

 Report and record injuries on 
duty claims and submit OHS 
return on earnings 

 Facilitate awareness 
sessions 

 Administration of injuries on duty  
 Submission of annual return of 

earnings 
 OHS awareness programmes 

  Legal Services  Review contracts 
 Provide written and verbal 

legal advice to council 
 Draft, edit and peruse 

contracts and other legal 
documents 

 Manage and facilitate the 
Service Level Agreement 

1. Anti Fraud Hotline 
2. Digital Law Library  
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and Contract Management 
processes of Council 

 Review the PAIA Manual 
 To facilitate and coordinate 

functionality the anti –fraud 
hotline 

 Scrutinize and distribute new 
and amended legislation to 
Council 

 Implemented the digital law 
library  

SG 3 
Conducting 
Regional Bulk 
Infrastructure 
Planning and 
implement 
projects, roads 
maintenance 
and public 
transport. 

Roads Agency (WC 
Provincial Roads 
Department) 

Roads Agency  Execute maintenance, 
regravel, reseal and 
construction on Provincial 
Roads as per Provincial 
Annual Performance Plan 

1. Routine maintenance on 6250km 
road network. 

2. Construct section of DR1578 
Friemersheim 

3. Grade 10 000km of gravel roads 
4. Regravel roads in accordance 

with regravel program 
5. Reseal roads in accordance with 

reseal program 
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 Community Services Bulk Services   Prompt the integration of 
water and waste water 
development project in Eden 
as a region. 

 Upgrading of Regional Bulk 
Water Master Plan for the 
region. 

1. Town Engineer: Bulk Infrastructur 
Forum Meeting – quarterly.  
Establish a platform for 
stakeholders from the B-
municipalities in Eden meet to 
discuss strategic and project to 
develop infrastructure. 

2. Combining the water development 
plans of all B-municipalities into 
one Regional Bulk Water Master 
Plan for the region. 

  Properties  Optimize contract 
management on leases 

 Ensure market related lease  
 Minimize fire risk through 

alien eradication and making 
of fire belts\ 

 Ensure timeous and 
continued maintenance of 
council buildings 

 Optimize Resort Income 
 Finalize Property Ownership 

District v Local Municipalities 

 Scheduled contract 
management 

 EPWP linked job creation for 
alien eradication 

 Maintenance plan 
 Resort Turnaround Strategy 
 MEC/Political Decision 

  Regional Spatial Planning  Update SDF through 
Municipal Infrastructure 
Support Agent/MISA 

 Employ Town Planner 
 Optimize Inter Government 

 MISA Technical Support Plan 
 HR Process 
 MISA and Provincial Support 
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Relations on Spatial 
Planning 

 

SG 4 Promoting 
Sustainable 
Environmental 
Management 
and Public 
Safety 

Community Services Environmental 
Management 
Environmental 
Management (continued) 

Coastal and Estuary Management 
Climate Change Mitigation and 
Adaptation 
Biodiversity Conservation 
Rivers, Wetlands and Water 
Conservation 
Greening and Alien eradication 
Environmental Awareness 
Working for the Coast programme 

Processing development applications 
War on Leaks Project Oudtshoorn 
Eco Bricks Project – Bitou 
Celebration of environmental calendar 
dates 
Compilation and submission of application 
to UNESCO for the proclamation of the 
Garden Route Biosphere Reserve 
Blue Flag status Wilderness 
An additional 2 new Green Flag ECO 
SCHOOLS 
ICLEI partnership programme for Eden 
Wetlands 
Gouritz Estuary management 
Sustain 7 Estuary Forums 
Land restoration project (Greening/alien 
eradication/rebabiliation and wetlands 
restoration) 
Renewable energy source 
study/transitions 
Durban adaptation charter 
Adapting to climate change (water saving/ 
food security and abstraction) 
Reserve determinations of estuaries/rivers 
Exploring new water saving (drip 
irrigation) techniques 
Crop variety research to withstand a 
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warmer climate 
Signing of the International Compact of 
Mayors Agreements 

  Disaster Management and 
emergency call centre 
services 

 Promote an integrated and 
co-coordinated approach to 
disaster management; 

 To ensure timeous and 
effective response as well as 
mitigation to eminent 
disastrous conditions; 

 To oversee and coordinate 
the implementation of 
disaster rehabilitations and 
recovery projects at local 
municipal level; 

 To promote and execute 
public awareness campaigns 
as well as to build capacity 
by training at least 200 
disaster management 
volunteers to the level First 
Aid level 3; 

 To enhance the current 
emergency radio 
communication platform as 
well as to link this platform to 
users in areas where 
traditional forms of 
communication i.e. landlines 
and cell phone is not 
effective; 

1. Attend and provide district 
feedback at bi-monthly SAPS 
cluster Joints meetings; 

2. Attend and provide district 
feedback at quarterly Provincial 
Disaster Management Advisory 
Forum meetings; 

3. Attend and provide district 
feedback at quarterly Head of 
Disaster Centre meetings; 

4. To develop disaster risk reduction 
strategies and policies in 
collaboration with departments 
and other internal units; 

5. To drive disaster risk adaptation 
research and the formulation of 
disaster risk reduction plans;  

6. To act as a repository and conduit 
for information concerning 
disasters as well as early 
warnings and severe weather 
alerts; 

7. Extend the current digital repeater 
radio platform to include 
Rooielsberg as well as Baileys 
Peak, Blouberg and 
Mannetjiesberg.  

8. To complete both the 
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 To move to an electronic 
occurrence book system in 
the CCC; 

 To assist local municipalities 
with the execution of local 
ward based disaster risk 
assessments;  

 To ensure timeous 
dissemination of severe 
weather alerts to all 
interested and affected 
parties; 

 To operate the Eden Joint 
Operations Centre( JOC) as 
a central coordination 
platform before, during as 
well as after any major 
incident/disaster. 

Oudtshoorn-  and Kannaland LM 
local ward based disaster risk 
assessments; 

9. To roll out an effective real time 
remotely operated early warning 
system; 

10. To replace pool vehicles that has 
done more than 250 000km; 

11. The purchase and installation of a 
major incident alarm system at 
the Eden CCC; 

12. To expand the current 
infrastructure of the Eden JOC; 

13. To provide for a disaster 
management internship program 
to be coordinated by the Eden 
DMC; 
 

  Firefighting Services  Provide efficient and 
effective bush and veldt 
firefighting services for the 
entire district; 

 Provide efficient and 
effective firefighting services 
on behalf of the Kannaland 
LM in the Kannaland 
Municipal area; 

 To ensure correct billing for 
firefighting services 
rendered; 

1. Extend the current service 
delivery contract with the SCFPA; 

2. Ensure rapid response to bush 
and veldt fires by means of aerial 
assistance by an external service 
provider; 

3. Expand the current WOF hand 
crew teams to address high risk 
fire areas; 

4. Reduction of fuel load by means 
of controlled burns and 
strategically placed firebreaks; 
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 To provide a transport 
service to other Departments  

5. To ensure that all the Eden DM 
property meet the statutory 
requirements in terms of fire and 
safety as well as firebreaks; 

6. Develop and implement a 
seamless electronic incident 
rapport and billing system to be 
used for all fire and rescue 
service delivery; 

7. The purchase or build of a 
building to be used as a fire 
station in George; 

8. To expand on the current aerial 
firefighting program by preparing 
airstrips at 50km² intervals in the 
entire district; 

9. In collaboration with strategic 
partners ensure that at least one 
helicopter is on standby for aerial 
firefighting for at least 11 months 
of each year; 

10. To provide for sufficient funding to 
operate an aerial firefighting 
capability for the entire region; 

SG 2 Build a 
capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

Corporate/Strategic 
Services 

Skills development  Create an occupationally 
competent and engaged 
workforce which builds 
organisational capability, 
providing employees with 
opportunities to develop new 
knowledge and skills 

1. Coordinate WSP; 
2. Complete PDP’s ; 
3. Coordinate WILL Programme; 
4. Administer Bursaries: Internal & 
External; 
5. Road Construction NQF Level 2 
6. MMC; 
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7. Compliance training: SHE Rep, Incident 
Investigation 
 

  Employment Equity  Responsible for employment 
equity, related statistics and 
reports 

 

  Recruitment and selection   Provide and coordinate 
recruitment and selection 
services 

 Administer vacancy adverts 
 Arrange short listing, 

selection interviews and 
relevant admin procedures 

 Administer 
recommendations for staff 
movements 

 Conduct and record exit 
interviews 

 Administer and maintain 
proper records system for 
recruitment and selection 
processes 

 Reporting on statistics and 
vacancy rates 

 

  HR Support services 
(Induction) 

 Provide and maintain 
induction program 

1. Review of Induction Programme 
2. Implement Induction programme 

SG 7 Growing 
the district 
economy 

Corporate/Strategic 
Services 

LED  To develop a diverse, 
sustainable and shared 
regional economy through 
innovation and partnerships, 

1. Branding/Investment Promotion 
Workshopsto sensitize and 
educate stakeholders who 
promote the Eden region as a 
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in order to stimulate 
employment and business 
development opportunities 
and increase the quality of 
life for all. 

 Enabling an Environment for 
Economic growth through 
partnerships and 
collaboration 

 To increase the regional  
competitive advantage 
through 

the potential development of 
key  

sectors 

 Increase trade and 
investment through 
promotion 

 Coordinate and  prioritize 
regional economic 
infrastructure  

 Support local Small Medium 
and Micro Enterprises 
through procurement  

 Regional business retention 
and expansion  

 Increase skills and economic 

destination as part of their daily 
functions, on how to communicate 
the same message about the 
Eden District as a preferred 
investment/business destination. 

2. Implementing the initiatives and 
projects as identified in of the Mid-
Term District Economic 
Development Strategy 2016 – 
2019 

3. Film Industry Development - 
Initiatives to promote Eden District 
as a preferred film production 
destination. 

4. District LED forum(Four 
meetings per annum)- A 
platform where all district 
economic stakeholders meet and 
discuss strategic/catalytic 
initiatives and projects that 
stimulates the district economy. 

5. South Cape Economic 
Partnership - a collaborative 
programme to coordinate and 
catalyse economic growth and 
development in the South Cape 
Region. The partnership members 
include private and public sector 
stakeholders and the work of the 
programme is funded by the 
Western Cape Economic 
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development through 
institutional support  

 Support local municipalities 
to minimize Red Tape  

 

Development Partnership (EDP), 
Eden District Municipality and 
most of the local municipalities in 
the region. 

 
  Tourism  Marketing Platforms: 

Facilitate/Coordinate GR & 
KK participation in the 
International and National 
Marketing Platforms. 

 Development of marketing 
material. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. World Travel Market Africa 
(WTM):  Cape Town 
World Travel Market Africa is 
the leading B2B exhibition for the 
inbound and outbound African 
travel & tourism markets. 
Important platform to reach the 
International Tour operators 
market. 

RTO role: 
Coordinate region; 
Branding of region; 
Set up appointments with tour operators 
and agents to sign agreements; 
Compile marketing material to ensure the 
lesser known areas are marketed. 
 

2. Beeld Expo: Gauteng 
Target the domestic traveler; 
Average of 26 000 serious visitors 
attend the show annually. 
Coordinate regional stand (LTO’s 

plus private sector products & 
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 Film Promotion 
 

Eden Resorts); 

Compile low season packages; 

Arrange to meet with tour 

operators and agents to sign 

agreements; 

Arrange media coverage. 

3. Indaba (Durban): International 
Travel Trade: 
INDABA brings together a 

showcase of Southern African 

tourism products and services for 

the international travel trade. 

RTO role: 
Identify and sign agreements with tour 

operators and travel agents; 

Market the Resorts; 
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 Cycling – route development 

 
 

 
 
 

 Mobile marketing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Compile new routes to ensure 
that lesser known 
products/towns are marketed. 
Marketing of film locations in the 

Garden Route and Klein Karoo; 

Skills development initiatives. 

 

5. Development of a 160 km off-
road cycling track between 

Plettenberg Bay and George as 
a first phase. 
Funding available from 

Wesgro/DEDAT.  

6. Marketing of existing routes 
and linking it to the above 
project. 

 
 
Tourism App: 
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 Skills Development projects 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Participation in National 
Route Development 
programmes 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

A mobile app with information about 
accommodation available in the region, 
activities, places to eat, maps, videos, 
currency conversion, and lots of other 
useful information about this tourist 
destination, is at the fingertips of people 
all around the world. 
 

7. Cater Care project: 
Training of unemployed young 
people in food assistant studies in 
collaboration with Francois 
Ferreira Academy. Regional office 
is responsible for the recruitment 
and selection of individuals to 
attend training programme.  

 
8. Tourism Buddies: 

Training for emerging 

entrepreneurs amongst youth in 

collaboration with the National 

Youth Development Agency and 

National Tourism Department. 

Regional office to serve on the 
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 Strengthen media 

relationship (In collaboration 

with Communication unit) 

Project Advisory Committee to 

ensure that the programme is 

successfully implemented in all 

towns. 

9. N12 Treasure Route Project: 
Route includes George and De 

Rust (Oudtshoorn) in the GR & 

KK. 

Assist with stakeholder facilitation 

work sessions to obtain buy-in. 

10. General tourism articles; 
Low season joint venture 
promotions; Creating tourism 
awareness. 

 
 Community Services 

 
 

EPWP -For all the EPWP sectors, project 
based training aimed at capacitating 
EPWP participants remains an 
important part of EPWP. 
- Improve the monitoring & 
evaluation of qualitative aspects 
- All EPWP Projects should provide 
longer duration work opportunities 

- Accredited training provided by South 
Cape college for ECD  
Students 

- All EPWP sectors Participants, aimed 
at capacitating  with Training ( First 
aid level 3 ) 
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3.5 EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY STRATEGIC GOALS, OPERATIONAL STRATEGY AND PROJECT IDENTIFICATION – 

(2016/2017) 
 

Strategic Goals Eden Directorate Eden Municipal 
Classification Operational Strategy Project Identification 

-Increased community participation 
for more visibility and ownership in 
poor communities enhancing social 
cohesion.  
- Improve targeting of participants 
through community participation 
- Improve the strategic and 
operational aspects of the EPWP, 
aiming to improve implementation    
- Strengthen collaboration and 
synergies  amongst lead 
departments and other stakeholders 
by sharing best practice and lessons 
 

- Review  of EPWP Policy Document 
- Quarterly attend District and 

Provincial Steering meetings. 
- Implementation of 2016-2017 

business plan 
 
 

SG 6 Ensure 
Financial 
viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Financial Services Financial Management 
(Financial Statements) 

Compilation of Financial Statements 
for Eden and Roads 

Set of Financial Statements on or before 
31August of each year signed by 
Municipal Manager and send to applicable 
Departments 
 

  Asset Management 
(Tebello) 

Ensure safe keeping of council 
assets (existence) 
 
Ensure  an accurate, complete asset 
register(completeness) 
 
Ensure that council has adequate 
insurance within its risk appetite 
 
Ensure uninterrupted communication  
service for mobile data and voice 

Full annual Asset verification process with 
monthly random spot checks. 
 
Record keeping of all acquisitions and 
disposal of council assets 
 
Have an insurance contract In place for 
the next 3 years 
 
Contract management of the mobile voice 
and data services 
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3.5 EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY STRATEGIC GOALS, OPERATIONAL STRATEGY AND PROJECT IDENTIFICATION – 

(2016/2017) 
 

Strategic Goals Eden Directorate Eden Municipal 
Classification Operational Strategy Project Identification 

  Stores Management 
(Tebello) 

Ensure safe keeping of council 
inventory (existence) 
 
Ensure  an accurate, complete 
inventory register(completeness) 
 
Ensure value for money on council 
inventory 
 

Manage the safety our stores and 
minimise risk of theft and missing 
inventory 
Regular stock takes of all our stores, one 
annual stock year end stock take 
 
Managing stock accordingly and 
minimising stock loss or levels of obsolete 
stock 

  Data Capturing (Tebello) Ensure accurate record keeping of 
council financial data 
Safety of financial data 
 
Ensure constant updates of the 
Vendor Management Database 
 
Ensure safety over council’s banking 
process 

Accurate and complete capturing of 
financial data 
Implement proper access control to 
financial records 
Continuous update of council’s vendor 
management database 
 
Control measures put in place to minimise 
risk over council’s banking process 

  Supply Chain 
Management (Tebello) 

Ensure that a sound Supply Chain 
Management Policy is in place 
 
Ensure a proper and functional 
Supply Chain Management System 
is in place 
 
Ensure that all reporting as per 
statute  is complied with 
 
Ensure value for money in 
procurement 
 

Review of Supply Chain Management 
Policy to be in line with all relevant statute 
Electronic procurement system is 
functional and in line with statutory 
requirements 
Monthly reports are submitted with the 
required time frames 
 
Having a broad and inclusive approach 
that allows council to procure value for 
money 
Transparent procurement system with 
relevant controls and segregation of 
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3.5 EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY STRATEGIC GOALS, OPERATIONAL STRATEGY AND PROJECT IDENTIFICATION – 

(2016/2017) 
 

Strategic Goals Eden Directorate Eden Municipal 
Classification Operational Strategy Project Identification 

 
Have controls in place to minimise 
against the risk of fraud and 
corruption 
 
 
Facilitating regional oversight on 
Supply chain management in 
partnership with Western Cape 
Government treasury 

duties and isolation of activities  
 
Regional Supply Chain Management 
forums 

  Revenue Raising (Income 
– Florenza) 

Billing and collection of revenue in 
accordance to legislation and 
Council policies 

Yearly review of Council policies and age 
analisis management on a monthly basis 

  Budget and Treasury Compilation of budget and 
adjustment  budget 
Financial reporting to Council, 
Provincial and National Treasury 

Approved budget within pre determin time 
frame 
Reporting within pre determin time frame 

  Salaries Monthly remuneration of personel Remuneration of personel as per 
legislation/policies and agreements 

  Expenditure Payment of creditors Payment of creditors within the prescribed 
time frames and legislation/policies 
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SECTION D: MUNICIPAL SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT 
FRAMEWORK (SDF) 
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4.1 BACKGROUND 
The Eden District Municipality’s District Spatial Development Framework (SDF) is outdated and 
is due to be upgraded in the 2016/17 financial year. The Department of Rural Development and 
Land Reform had approved funding in 2014, but subsequently withdrew the decision to provide 
funding owing to the non-appointment of a suitable service provider.  

Contact has since been made with the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform in 
April 2015. From this, the decision was taken by the Department that no such funding would be 
made available for the updating of the SDF for the 2015/16 financial year; however, a pledge 
was taken to provide technical support necessary for Eden DM to independently update the 
District Spatial Development Framework. 
 

4.2 INTRODUCTION  
The South African intergovernmental system of spatial planning has been slow to develop and 
coordination has been poor.  The complex division of powers and functions between local, 
provincial, and national governments has contributed to the problem.  Provincial growth is 
curtailed and IDP implementation is weakened through slow land release supporting economic 
development initiatives and small town expansion.  
 

4.3 CAPACITY FOR SPATIAL PLANNING 
Sound spatial governance requires strong professionals and mobilised communities. Capacity 
for planning and development in Eden DM is lacking as a direct result of the resignation of the 
manager of planning and development. 

The responsibilities of spatial planning remain institutionally fragmented across various 
departments and do not have significant institutional force within the governmental system.  

A lack of an overarching strategic approach to spatial development is evident in lieu of individual 
local and district IDP’s and a differentiation of functionality between category B and C 
Municipalities. The undermentioned actions have been identified to guide the updating of the 
District SDF. 

 Description of the District Spatial Development (SDF) process to be followed in 
preparing a district SDF 

 An assessment of the Eden District spatial development status and the key spatial 
challenges it faces 

 District implications of relevant provincial development strategies 
 A District vision that articulates desired land use patterns 
 Co-ordinating and integrating the spatial reflection of district municipal departments and 

plans 
 Co-ordinate and integrate spatial reflection of Local B municipalities departments and 

plans 
 Ensure a co-ordinated framework for District and municipal SDF’s 
 Communicate the District SDF with private sector and civil society through public 

participation process 
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4.4 OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES FOR SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT 
 Spatial justice 

The historic policy of confining particular groups to limited space, as in ‘ghettoisation’ 
and segregation, and the unfair allocation of public resources between areas, must be 
reversed to ensure that the needs of the poor are addressed first rather than last. 

 Spatial sustainability  
Sustainable patterns of consumption and production should be supported, and ways of 
living promoted that do not damage the natural environment. 

 Spatial resilience 
 Vulnerability to environmental degradation, resource scarcity and climatic shocks must 
be reduced. Ecological systems should be protected and replenished. 

 Spatial quality and liveable 
The aesthetic and functional features of housing and the built environment need to be 
improved to create livable, vibrant and valued places that allow for access and inclusion 
of people with disabilities. 

 Spatial efficiency 
Productive activity and jobs should be supported, and burdens on business minimised. 
Efficient commuting patterns and circulation of goods and services should be 
encouraged, with regulatory procedures that do not impose unnecessary costs on 
development. 

 Accessibility 

 

4.5 SDF: LOOKING AHEAD 
 

 Gap analysis in collaboration with the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform  

 Review of outdated 2010 to 2015 Eden SDF 

 GIS support from Department of Rural Development and Land Reform  

 Eden Departmental Spatial Planning 

 B Municipal long term planning  

 Alignment of Budget, IDP and SDBIP translated into an SDF  

 The development of a process plan for a district spatial development framework 

 Section 27 IDP framework guide and incorporate spatial governance, planning and IDP 

spatial translation 

 IDP process plan and SDF process plan be tailored to run concurrently 

 Manager, Planning and Development be appointed for the district 

 Department of Rural Development and Land Reform provide technical GIS support  
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 JPI’s to be used to inform long term planning and the SDF 

 Neighbourhood planning and public participation to guide the SDF 

 District municipality to support, enable, and coordinate spatial planning in collaboration with 

all B municipalities 

 The District SDF to inform the Provincial SDF 

 The Provincial SDF to inform the National SDF 

 The future Eden DM SDF to incorporate requirements of the MSA, SPLUMA, and LUPA 

 Eden DM SDF to include medium to long term development and infrastructure proposals on 

how the district should grow and link to the IDP budget 

 

A consultant from MISA has been appointed to drive the Eden SDF review. It is envisaged 

that the review of the Eden District SDF be guided by the technical support received from 

the WC Provincial Department of Environment and Development Planning through the 

Southern Cape SDF process. The Department of Rural Development and Land Reform has 

assisted the District in completing the gap anaylsis which shall guide the Eden SDF review. 

The Eden draft SDF update shall be submitted to Council by March 2017. 

 

4.6 TIME FRAME 
 

The latter should be completed by March 2017 and effective in July 2017. 
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SECTION E: INTER GOVERNMENTAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES ALIGNMENT 
AND REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOALS 
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5.1 ALIGNMENT OF MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS, NDP, PSG AND EDEN STRATEGIC 
GOALS 
The undermentioned table demonstrates the alignment of Millenium development goals, the 2013 NDP, National outcomes, 
Provincial Strategic Goals with Eden Strategic Goals. 

Millennium Development 
Goals NDP 2030 National Outcomes(s) Provincial Strategic Goals (s) Eden Strategic Goals 

MDG 1: Eradicate extreme 
poverty and hunger  

MDG 4: Reduce child 
mortality  

MDG 5: Improve maternal 
health  

MDG 6: combat HIV/AIDS, 
malaria and other diseases  

Chapter 10: Health Care for all 

 

Chapter 11: Social Protection 

Outcome 2: Improve health and life 
expectancy  

 

Outcome 7: Vibrant, equitable and 
sustainable rural communities and food 
security  

PSG 3: Increasing Wellness, Safety 
and Tackling Social Ills 

G1: Healthy and Socially stable 
communities 

Outcome 1: Improve the quality of basic 
education  

Outcome 5: A skilled a capable 
workforce to support inclusive growth  

PSG 2: Increase education outcomes  

Improving Education Outcomes and 
Opportunities for Youth Development 

G2:  Build a capacitated 
workforce and communities 

MDG 3: Promote gender 
equality and empower 
women  

 

Chapter 9: Improving Education, 
training and innovation 

 

Chapter 15: Nation building and 
Social Cohesion  

Outcome 6: An efficient, competitive 
and responsive economic infrastructure 
network 

PSG 1: Create Opportunities for Growth 
and Jobs 

PSG 2: Improving Education Outcomes 
and Opportunities for Youth 
Development 

G3: Conduct regional bulk 
infrastructure planning and 
implement projects, roads 
maintenance and public 

transport: manage and develop 
council fixed assets 

MDG 7: Ensure 
environmental sustainability  

 

Chapter 5: Environmental 
Sustainability and resilience  

Outcome 3: All people in South Africa 
protected and feel safe  

Outcome 10: Protection and 
enhancement of environmental assets 
and natural resources  

Outcome 11: A better South Africa, a 
better and safer Africa and world  

PSG 4: Enabling a Resilient, 
Sustainable, Quality and Inclusive 
Living Environment 

G4: Promote sustainable 
environmental management 

and public safety 
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Millennium Development 
Goals NDP 2030 National Outcomes(s) Provincial Strategic Goals (s) Eden Strategic Goals 

Outcome 9: A responsive and 
accountable, effective and efficient local 
government system  

PSG 5: Embedding Good Governance 
and Integrated Service Delivery through 
Partnerships and Spatial Alignment 

G5: Ensure financial viability of 
the Eden District Municipality 

 

Outcome 9: A responsive and 
accountable, effective and efficient local 
government system  

Outcome 12: A development-orientated 
public  

PSG 5: Embedding Good Governance 
and Integrated Service Delivery through 
Partnerships and Spatial Alignment 

PSG 2: Improving Education Outcomes 
and Opportunities for Youth 
Development 

G6: Promote Good Governance 

 

 
MDG 8: Develop a global 
partnership for development  

 

 

Chapter 14: Fighting corruption 

 

Chapter 3: Economy and 
Development 

Outcome 4: Decent employment 
through inclusive economic growth  

Outcome 6: An efficient, competitive 
and responsive economic infrastructure 
network  

PSG 1: Create Opportunities for Growth 
and Jobs  

PSG 2: Improving Education Outcomes 
and Opportunities for Youth 
Development 

G7: Grow the district economy 
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5.2 REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOAL 5: PROMOTE GOOD 
GOVERNANCE 
 

PROMOTING GOOD GOVERNANCE THROUGH THE EXCELLENCE 
ENHANCEMENT INITIATIVE TASK TEAM (EEITT) 

INTRODUCTION: 

Organisational culture is a dynamic phenomenon that embodies a combination and interaction 
of various elements that are indicative of i.e. work ethics, loyalty, performance, company 
discipline, employee tolerance, etc. Because of the dynamic nature of organisational culture, 
proactive management needs timeously information of organisational culture trends and 
changes. Failing to do so could result in management not being aware of underlying currents 
among the employees that can erode effective management.  

Eden embarked on a three year turnaround strategy. As outflow of this strategy, the Excellence 
Enhancement Initiative was born in order to promote excellence in the workplace. The “Strive to 
Excellence” is an integral part of the Eden culture and enhances the Ubuntu (caring principles) 
of the Eden values.  

The aim:  

 The main aim of the project is to create a healthy organisational culture for improved 
service delivery.  

 Build clean, effective, efficient responsive and accountable local government. 
 Improve performance and professionalism in the municipality. 
 Strengthen partnerships between communities, civil society and local government. 

 
THE EEITT 

Every staff member is directly or indirectly part of this initiative. Our Municipal Manager is the 
Chairperson of the EEITT tasks team with staff representatives from all over Eden. They form 
the committee that is rolling out the project. SAMWU and IMATU and Council also have 
representatives on this committee. The committee meets monthly to discuss progress of action 
items in line with a project implementation plan.  

OUR KNOWLEDGE PARTNER 

• The HOD of the Department of Environmental and Occupational studies (DEOS) of 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology agreed to support the department's 
involvement in the EEITT project.  

• They made available both lecturers and students to give inputs or assist with the 
project if and when needed.  

• The involvement of a tertiary institution was also essential for providing scientific input 
and project quality control.  
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FOCUS GROUPS AND CHANGE AGENTS 
 

 
Prof. Schutte from CPUT engaging with Eden staff members during the EEITT focus group 
sessions.  

The internal image of Eden was determined through focus group discussions made up from 
staff members that were randomly selected. A Focus group consisted of 8-10 staff members of 
similar post level.  The gender proportion was: 1:1 or 50% male and 50% female. Selected staff 
members completed a questionnaire during a focus group discussion at pre-selected venues. 
CPUT facilitated the completion of the questionnaire as well as the focus group discussions. 
Change agents were appointed for the purpose of assisting staff members with any questions 
that may arise from this project.  

THE RESULTS 
Organisational change never happens without some level of conflict or disruption. Also, 
organisational change never happens at a constant pace. There are always times of rapid 
change, followed by phases of a slower pace of change. It seems that the EDM find itself at the 
point where most of the employees are at the point where they are still motivated to give their 
best and feel a sense of pride in their work/service delivery to the public. The drive to get a 
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clean audit is recognised as an achievement, which all employees clearly associate themselves 
with. However, the negative spinoff of this achievement is starting to show, namely that 
management and the financial and procurement departments are perceived as one Eden, and 
the rest as another Eden. Negative, sometimes unfounded stereotyping started to develop 
around this notion and needs to be addressed urgently. For this, an in-depth study of the P-
Index reasons should be done to touch the nerve of the employees’ interpretation of the crucible 
Eden finds itself in. It contains valuable pointers to direct the needed communication strategy 
that should form part of the solution.  

It is also clear from the findings that some managers need to be retrained to respond to the 
needs of workers beyond the clean audit phase. EDM now need to move to the next level of a 
clean audit attitude, integrated into excellence in service delivery. The incongruity between 
these two elements is eminent. To raise the bar into the next phase will be a difficult task as 
remediation will probably not be the typical “off the shelf” training product. Most of the 
employees’ “hearts and minds” are in the right place, but seems not to be synchronised for the 
better of all involved. This statement is backed by the current high level of positive self-image as 
an EDM employee and perceived positive image among the public of EDM. 

The results of the study gives some measurable indicators of the status quo regarding the 
organisational culture traits in EDM. It should be treated as a baseline against which all 
intervention programmes should be measured for the success thereof. To achieve a clean audit, 
Top Management has shown that they can drive courageous and sometimes unpopular 
decisions, to achieve a pre-set goal. To take Eden into the next phase will require the same 
proven boldness and drive to reach the goal of excellence in service delivery. This time round, 
the difference is that we know exactly where the problem areas are, as well as what the content 
(spin) is that employees experience as obstacles in rendering excellent service to the public. 

 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

1. It is clear that some managers need to be retrained to respond to the needs of 
workers beyond the “clean audit phase”. 

2. EDM now need to move to the next level of a clean audit attitude, integrated into 
excellence in service delivery. 

3. The incongruity between the drive to maintain a clean audit and enhance 
excellence in service delivery is eminent. To raise the bar into the next phase will 
be a difficult task. 

4. Most of the employees’ “hearts and minds” are in the right place, but seems not 
to be synchronised for the better of all involved. This statement is backed by the 
current high level of positive self-image as an EDM employee and perceived 
positive image among the public of EDM. 

5. The EEITT report must be treated as a baseline against which all intervention 
programmes should be measured for the success thereof. 
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6. To achieve a clean audit, Top Management has shown that they can drive 
courageous and sometimes unpopular decisions, to achieve a pre-set goal. To 
take Eden into the next phase will require the same proven boldness and drive to 
reach the goal of excellence in service delivery 

7. That EEIT/IDP Road shows be conducted throughout the Eden District 
Municipality to build capacity and keep municipal employees abreast with 
developments. 

 

PROMOTING GOOD GOVERNANCE THROUGH EFFECTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT 
As part of the provincial initiative to obtain an Audit Outcome without any reservations 
(emphasis of matter) this municipality has actively participated in the following initiatives, viz: 
LGMTEC - Local Government Medium Term Expenditure Committee MGRO - Municipal 
Governance Review JPI - Joint Planning Initiative This municipality has for the last 3 years 
received an unqualified audit opinion from the Auditor-General. Significant progress has been 
made vis-à-vis good governance. Anti-Fraud Hotline has been established and an Anti-Fraud 
Committee. A risk officer has been appointed who will be championing the Enterprise Risk 
Management process. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE: RISK MANAGEMENT  
To maintain an overall positive perception of the municipality and confidence in the municipality 
from the public and other stakeholders, well planned goals and objectives should be 
coordinated and achieved within the district. Eden DM has instituted Risk Management as a 
systematic and formalised process in order to identify, assess, manage and monitor risks which 
effectively ensures achievement of those planned goals and objectives. Thus, Risk 
management is essentially a good governance measure instituted to ensure the municipality 
accomplishes its vision, mission and strategic plans. Risk refers to a beneficial or unwanted 
outcome, actual or potential, to the organisation’s service delivery and other performance 
objectives, caused by the presence of risk factors. A risk factor is seen as any threat or event 
which creates, or has the potential to create risk, i.e. it is the root cause of the risk. The 
occurrence of these risks would be an example of a factor that could hamper service delivery. 
Some risk factors also present upside potential, which management must be aware of and be 
prepared to exploit. Such opportunities are encompassed in this definition of risk. 

 

BENEFITS OF RISK MANAGEMENT  
Risk management is a valuable management tool which increases an institution’s prospects of 
success through minimising negative outcomes and optimising opportunities. Instituting a 
system of risk management may have the following beneficial outcomes for Eden DM:  

• More sustainable and reliable delivery of services;  

• Informed decisions underpinned by appropriate rigour and analysis;  

• Achievement of strategic goals as set out in the Integrated Development Plan;  

• Reduced waste;  
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• Prevention of fraud and corruption;  

• Better value for money through more efficient use of resources; and  

• Better outputs and outcomes through improved project and program management. 

 

THE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS  
 

The risk management process is the basic skeleton structure that guides the entire risk 
management unit and consists of 8 vital steps:  

Step 1: Internal Environment – the municipality’s internal environment is the foundation of all 
other components of risk management and needs to be thoroughly assessed.  

Step 2: Objective Setting – this is a precondition to event identification, risk assessment and risk 
response. There must first be objectives before management can identify risks to their 
achievement and take necessary actions to manage the risks. These risks will be incorporated 
with the departments Key Performance Indicators. 

Step 3: Event identification – as part of event identification management recognises that 
uncertainties exist, but does not know when an event may occur, or when its outcome should 
occur. These events can have an impact in the realisation of objections. 

Step 4: Risk Assessment – management considers the mix of potential future events relevant to 
the municipality and its activities. This entails examining factors including the municipality’s size, 
complexity of operations and degree of regulation over its activities that shape the municipality’s 
risk profile and influence the methodology it uses to assess risks. Individual risks are assessed 
on inherent and residual levels, and on impact and likelihood of occurrence.  

Step 5: Risk Response – this involves identifying and evaluating possible responses to the risks 
identified. Evaluation of likelihood and impact of risks is done then plotted on the following graph 
(which is used to categorise risks as low, medium or high) in order to gauge the type of 
response needed.  

Step 6: Control Activities – three types of control activities are recognised in risk management. 
These are preventative controls (striving to eliminate the occurrence of certain risks), detective 
controls (striving to identify and bring attention to risks that have already occurred or 
materialised), and corrective controls (striving to counteract the effects of risks that have already 
occurred or materialised). In order for activities and operations to run effectively and efficiently 
Eden DM must optimally distribute its resources according to significance of those activities and 
operations. The following graphs are examples of four scenarios comparing the relationship 
between levels of risks (or importance/significance of activities) versus levels of control (or 
amount of resources/effort dedicated) over those risks. Scenario A depicts a situation where the 
organisation’s high level risks receive low levels of control, i.e. very significant activities receive 
little attention and resources. The situation is thus under-controlled. Scenario B is the opposite 
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of Scenario A where low level risks are covered by high level controls. The situation is over-
controlled. Scenario C depicts a situation where the organisation has no clear or unified 
direction with regard to operations and allocation of resources. Risk and control levels are totally 
misaligned with high level risks receiving low level controls and vice versa. This scenario is the 
most common among organisations in the beginning stages of institutionalising risk 
management practices. Eden DM currently finds itself in this scenario. Scenario D is the ideal 
situation to operate in. This is where risk and control levels are aligned and optimised correctly. 
This scenario is characteristic of an organisation which has a strongly interlinked and effective 
organisational climate and culture with personnel who have stable emotional maturity. This is 
what Eden DM Risk management is striving toward.  

Step 7: Information and Communication – information should be delivered to personnel in a 
form and timeframe that enables them to carry out their risk management and other 
responsibilities. In the 15/16 financial year a Risk Officer was appointed who will deal directly. 

Step 8: Monitoring – risk management operates in an ever-changing and dynamic environment. 
Management needs to regularly determine whether the functioning of each risk management 
component continues to be effective.  

MGRO 
 

The MGRO and mGAP initiatives are coordinated under the Risk Management unit. The Risk 
officer quarterly submits the mGAP and MGRO to provincial Treasury. Under these initiatives 
the following has been achieved: 

 Individual Performance Assessment to be rolled out 
 Code of Conduct compliance 
 SCM Performance improve with regular forums and training 
 A centralised supplier database implemented 
 mSCOA implementation 
 Compliance module to assist with compliance to relevant Acts 
 Employee disclosure of other party related interest 
 District CAE/Risk Forum established to address risk and audit items 
 Provincial Treasuries continued assistance with addressing gaps in the municipality 

leads to great innovation and improved service delivery. 
 

 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

 Risk management remains relatively new and developing in Eden DM. Inclusion of assurance 
as well as best practices are still being formulated and evaluated within the field of risk 
management on a provincial level. Within Eden DM many officials have not made the mind shift 
as to the whole purpose and relevance of risk management with some lower level employees 
still totally in the dark. With continuous innovative thinking and good leadership Risk 
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Management can ensure communication and integration of risk management procedures and 
practices at all levels of Eden DM. Each official should involve a measure of risk management in 
their day-to-day activities in order for full integration to take place. It is important that Risk 
Management is not seen as a high level assessment but an ongoing assessment to address the 
tolerance of risk within the municipal environment. 

Risk management Establishment of Risk Committee. • Interim appointment of Risk Officer • 
Updating and approval of ERM Policy, Framework (Strategy) and Implementation plan • Drafting 
of and approval the Terms of Reference for Risk Champions • Appointment of Risk Champions • 
Utilisation of MSIG grant for upgrading of IT infrastructure, i.e. Ignite Risk Model • Performed 
risk assessments for the entire Eden District Municipality and utilising the Risk model to 
populate the risk register on. • Conducting quarterly Risk Committee meetings to discuss risk 
areas within each department and organisation wide risks. • Monthly updating of risk register on 
Ignite Risk Model (Dashboard) • Identifying top strategic risks of EDM to report to council • 
Reporting quarterly to council on the top strategic risks • Permanent appointment of the Risk 
Officer 

PROMOTING GOOD GOVERNANCE THROUGH INTERNAL AUDIT 
 

Internal Audit is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add 
value and improve Eden District Municipality’s operations. It helps Eden District Municipality to 
accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and report 
on the effectiveness of risk management, control and governance processes. 
 
The controls subject to evaluation include the following: 

 The information systems environment; 
 The reliability and integrity of financial and non-financial information; 
 The effectiveness of operations; 
 Safeguarding of assets; and 
 Compliance with applicable legislation (including the MFMA and the annual DORA). 

 
The Internal Audit Charter of the Municipality stipulates the role and responsibilities of the Chief 
Audit Executive (“CAE”) and the Internal Unit, which, amongst others, include: 

 
 Develop a three year strategic and flexible annual audit plan using an appropriate risk-

based methodology, including any risks or control concerns identified by management and 
submit that plan to the Audit and Performance Audit Committee (“APAC”) for review and 
approval; 

 Implement the annual internal audit plan, as approved covering Section 165(2) of the 
Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) and, as appropriate, any special tasks or 
projects requested by management and the APAC; 

 Perform consulting services, beyond internal auditing assurance services, to assist 
management in meeting its objectives. Examples may include facilitation, training and 
advisory services; and 

 Issue at least quarterly reports to the APAC Committee and management summarising 
results of audit activities. 
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The audit scope includes risk management, controls, governance, performance management, 
financial audits, operational audits, surprise audits, compliance audits and fraud/ad hoc 
investigations. The approved risk-based audit plan (“RBAP”) includes areas such as Supply 
Chain Management, Human Resources, mSCOA, Grants and Enterprise Risk Management. 
 
Internal Audit reports administratively to the Municipal Manager, but functionally to the APAC. 
The APAC’s primary objective is oversight of the financial reporting process and effective 
internal control.  The objectives, role and responsibilities of the APAC are detailed in the 
approved Audit and Performance Audit Committee Charter and includes, amongst others: 
 
 To create a distinct and clear communication channel between the council, management, 

external auditors and the internal audit unit; 
 To inform the council regarding material matters which need to be addressed, e.g. when 

considering the preparation and discussion of the financial statements; and 
 To monitor the effectiveness of the internal audit function. 

 
PROMOTE GOOD GOVERNANCE THROUGH ICT 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The Eden ICT function is currently serving 340 users with computer and network services within 
the Eden District Municipal region, and we are also directly involved with the B Municipalities in 
our region with regards to Shared Services assistance and technical guidance relating to ICT 
governance.  

The Council and Management of municipalities need to extend their governance functions to 
include the Corporate Governance of ICT. In the execution of the Corporate Governance of ICT, 
they should provide the necessary strategies, architectures, plans, frameworks, policies, 
structures, procedures, processes, mechanisms and controls, and culture which are in 
compliance with the best practice ICT Governance Frameworks. 

 
ICT GOVERNANCE 
 

The Information Communication Technology (ICT) Governance has been described as the 
effective and efficient management of ICT resources and processes to facilitate the 
achievement of municipal goals and objectives.  The ICT Governance Institute describes ICT 
Governance as, “...the responsibility of the board of directors and executive management.”  

ICT Governance has risen in importance because of the widening gap between what the 
organisation expects and what ICT delivers. ICT has grown to be seen as a cost centre with 
growing benefits to the organisation ICT serves. An ICT Governance framework is meant to 
align ICT functions to the organisational goals, thus minimising the risk ICT introduces and 
ensure that there is value in ICT investments. 
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ICT GOVERNANCE STRATEGY 
 
To enable Eden DM to implement the approved Municipal Corporate Governance of ICT Policy, 
a three-phase approach will be followed: 
 

 Phase 1 – Enabling Environment (completion date June 2017): The Corporate 
Governance of ICT environments will be established in Eden DM through the adoption of 
the Municipal Corporate Governance of ICT Policy and its associated policies  as per 
Council resolution; 

 Phase 2 – Business and Strategic Alignment (completion date June 2019): Eden DM 
will plan and implement the alignment between the IDP, strategic goals, and ICT 
strategy. 

 Phase 3 – Continuous Improvement: Eden DM will enter into an on-going process to 
achieve continuous improvement of all elements related the Governance of ICT.   
 

ICT INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 
 
The Eden DM ICT components are active members of the following forum:- 
 

 Western Cape ICT forum 
 Eden Regional ICT Forum 
 Eden ICT Steering Committee 
 Western Cape Spatial Information forum 
 Eden Regional GISc forum 

 
ICT FUNCTION 
The main functions and responsibilities of the Eden DM ICT Section may be summarized as 
follows: 

ICT Planning and Strategies 
The primary function of this unit is to provide risk and logistics administration in terms of the ICT 
strategies and policies. These functions include:- 
 

 Good Governance (ICT) 
 Standards, Procedures and Policies 
 Systems and Business Analysis 
 Project Management 
 Quality Assurance 
 Performance Levels 
 Research and Development 
 E Governance 
 Training Commissioning 
 Coordinate and Monitor – Regional ICT planning 
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ICT OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT 
The primary function of this unit is to provide hardware and software support services in the 
Eden DM region. These functions include:- 
 

 User Interface 
 Desktop Support 
 Remote Support 
 Problem Logging 
 Resolution and Escalation 
 Support Analysis 
 Procurement and Asset Management (ICT Related) 
 Infrastructure Software Maintenance 
 Hardware Maintenance 
 Network Maintenance 
 Telecoms 
 Internet 
 E-Mail 
 Website Maintenance and Management 
 Coordinate and Monitor Regional ICT Planning 
 Risk Management - Lan/Wan/Internet Security 
 Research and Development 

 

ICT SYSTEMS 
The primary function of this unit is to provide system support services in the Eden DM region. 
These functions are:- 

 Application Software Maintenance 
 Application Development and Support 
 Support Legacy Systems 
 Dbase Administration 
 Research and Development 
 Coordinate and Monitor – Regional ICT planning 
 Information and Reporting 
 Contract Management 

 

 

 

GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SCIENCE (GISC) 
GISc Strategies throughout the Republic of South Africa indicates that GISc data maintenance 
requires a continual and consistent data maintenance programme to be in place. This will 
ensure that data is available when needed, not only to support high-priority initiatives such as 
mSCOA but also to support routine municipal operational requirements.  

The primary function of this unit is to establish and implement an integral spatial management 
information portal. This portal will strive to integrate different information systems into a single 
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data warehouse, from where information and knowledge can be accumulated and distributed 
from. This will include:- 

 Integration of billing systems to monitor investment properties and valuation 
inconsistencies 

 Integrate with the asset management system 
 Integration of the electronic scanning and verification devices used for asset 

management 
 Integration of monitoring and inspection devices used for environmental health services 
 Establishment of a data classification system for all municipal data  

 
ICT POLICIES APPROVED  
 

 Information Security Policy 
 Password Policy 
 Helpdesk Policy 
 ICT Disaster Recovery Action Plan informed by the Municipal Disaster Recovery Policy  
 Data Backup and Recovery policy. 
 ICT Security Controls policy. 
 Operating System Security Policy 
 Municipal Corporate Governance of ICT Policy 

 

ICT CONTINGENCY PLANNING AND THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EDEN DISTRICT 
DISASTER RECOVERY MANAGEMENT (DRM) POLICY  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The latest auditor-general report (on National Audit Outcomes) cited the lack of adequate IT 
systems across government as a key obstacle to service delivery. 
The undermentioned challenges were highlighted: 
 
 lack of IT service continuity planning 
 inadequate controls in terms of user-access management 
 insufficient security management systems 
 a general lack of IT governance compliance 

 
The responsibility for ensuring ICT organizational disaster recovery resilience does not 
reside solely with executive or senior management. As recognized good management 
practice it becomes the responsibility of every member of staff. It is therefore essential that all 
members of staff familiarize themselves with this policy and any resultant 
accountabilities, responsibilities and authorities relevant to their role via the 
organization’s ICT Disaster Recovery Management Strategy and their own individual Disaster 
Recovery Plan (DRP). 
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EDEN DISTRICT DISASTER RECOVERY MANAGEMENT (DRM) POLICY OBJECTIVES 
 
In order to achieve the aim stated above, this policy must achieve the following 
objectives: 
 
 To help the organisation identify the IT resources that are at risk; 
 The safety of all municipality staff, customers, clients and contractors; 
 The protection of the assets of Eden District Municipality; 
 To minimize financial and non-financial impact and losses; 
 To maintain high levels of customer/client service; 
 To maximize the defence of the reputation and brand image of Eden District 

Municipality; 
 To ensure that ICT Disaster Recovery Management is conducted on an end-to 

end product and/or service basis; 
 To ensure that all business divisions, business areas/units and corporate 

services, implement appropriate levels of disaster recovery to allow Mission 
(Business) Critical Activities to continue following disruption, interruption or 
loss;. 

 To ensure that external and internal suppliers of products and services are 
able to continue to provide an agreed level of service and/or supply of 
products should they themselves suffer a crisis or disaster incident; 

 To ensure that all ICT Disaster Recovery Plans, ICT Disaster Recovery 
Solutions and Teams are implemented, exercised, tested, rehearsed and 
proven ‘fit for purpose’ at a frequency commensurate to the risk and 
criticality of the business activities; 

 To allow the Council and senior management of the municipality to discharge 
their accountabilities, responsibilities and satisfy their corporate governance, 
legal and regulatory obligation;. 

 To ensure that Disaster Recovery Management is standardised. 

EDEN DISTRICT DISASTER RECOVERY ACTION PLAN 
 

Eden District Municipality has amended and updated the DR Action Plan in January 2015, 
which intends to guide the Disaster Management Team and the Systems Recovery Team to 
ultimately recover the critical systems, applications and data in the event of a major interruption 
to or destruction of the IT infrastructure (server room, systems computer room or network) at the 
Eden District Municipality. 
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PROMOTE GOOD GOVERNANCE THROUGH THE PROVISION OF LEGAL 
SERVICES 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996) makes provision for 
three distinctive and independent, but at the same time interrelated spheres of government. 
With the aforementioned in mind, it could be argued that these spheres of government are 
autonomous government structures, which might possibly share cross – cutting functions some 
of which include infrastructure development and basic services delivery.  

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

As a result of the cross-cutting nature of some basic services, the coordination service delivery 
becomes a very complex task. To remedy this position, the Intergovernmental Relations Act 
was passed by Cabinet in 2005 which ultimately aims to establish those structures to coordinate 
intergovernmental relations and protocols around the conduct of intergovernmental relations 
and the settlement of intergovernmental disputes. The Eden District Municipality, as the district’s 
strategic partner was also tasked with the responsibility of establishing such structures in the 
form of Intergovernmental Technical Forums. The key responsibility of these forums is to 
identify, discuss and find possible workable solutions for district wide developmental issues that 
are of a cross – cutting nature through the: 

 

 Improvement of horizontal and vertical communication  
 Promotion of cooperative governance  
 The development of project partnerships  
 Knowledge and information sharing  
 Effective, efficient and economic utilisation of public resources 

 

CHALLENGES 
 

 Contract Management - Training for personnel.  
 

 

 

RISKS IDENTIFIED 
 

 The lack of cooperation and dedication from B-Municipalities to participate in Legal 
forum. 
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 The lapsing of Legal forum.  
 Absence of a Management plan 
 Limited financial resources to obtain new legislation (electronic versions) to manage the 

legal function at a district level.  
 Lack of co-operation between departments. 
 Absence of a permanent Legal Advisor 
 

LEGAL ADVISOR: ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The roles and responsibilities of the Legal Advisor can be summarized as follows: 

 To render an all inclusive legal service to Council and the administration to ensure that 
all resolutions and actions which may have far-reaching legal and financial implications 
are properly considered and executed within the parameters of prescribed legislation 
and guidelines and/or the common and-or case law.   

 

VISION OF LEGAL SERVICES EDEN VISION 

The legal services section endeavours to 
ensure that Eden District  Municipality is 
legally compliant and conforms with 
Constitutional principles governing local 
government 

Eden, A Future Empowered Through Excellence 

STRATEGIC GOALS PREDETERMINED OUTCOMES 

Building a capacitated workforce and 
communities 

Providing strategic leadership and coordination to B- 
Municipalities’ in the district within its resources 
available.  

Provide training to staff members regarding the legal 
processes and procedures that apply to Supply Chain 
and contract management. 

Good governance Providing support legal mechanisms and processes that 
is necessary to enable Eden District Municipality to fulfill 
its strategic goal of Good Governance as a regional 
leader in local government. 

 

Healthy and Socially stable communities Implement an Anti Fraud Hotline to promote the Batho 
Pele principles. 
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Growing the District Economy  

Ensure financial viability of the Eden 
District Municipality 

Manage and facilitate a Contract Management process 
to combat overspending on procured services and the 
rental on all Council properties that are leased are 
received. 

Promote sustainable environmental 
management and public safety 

Provide legal assistance in the process of implementing 
of a PPP project to construct a Regional Landfill Site. 

Conduct regional bulk infrastructure 
planning and implement projects, roads 
maintenance and public transport: 
manage and develop council fixed assets 

Ensure that transparency and correct procedures are 
followed in the management and development of council 
fixed assets. 

 

GUIDING POLICIES/PROCEDURES/STRATEGIES/FRAMEWORKS 
 Access to Information Manual – available on the website  
 Anti Fraud Policy - available on the website 
 Anti fraud Implementation Plan - available on the website 

PROMOTE GOOD GOVERNANCE THROUGH THE PROVISION OF INTERNAL AND 
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION 
The Eden District Municipality is committed to two-way communication, building and maintaining 
relations with its internal and external stakeholders and to form partnerships with the public and 
private sector.  Hence the development of a policy to ensure that Eden District Municipality 
provides information to its internal and external stakeholders about the municipality’s 
programmes and services.  This has to be co-ordinated, managed and executed in an accurate, 
timeous, relevant and understandable manner to: 

 ensure that it reports its achievements with regard to its mandate;  
 ensure that it is visible, accessible and accountable to the public it serves; 
 ensure an active response to the diverse information needs of the public and geared 

towards fulfilling Council's developmental mandate; and  
 outline the responsibilities of all officials in fostering and maintaining unrivalled 

communication practice and how the available communication channels shall be 
effectively used and developed. 

Eden District Municipality (EDM), being an open, accessible and transparent institution, adopted 
a communication strategy in 2014 to:  

 Promote effective, efficient and economic communication within the Council in order to 
fulfill its developmental mandate; 

 Promote active participation through information sharing and joint decision – making in 
accordance with the Constitution of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996), the Local 
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Government legislative framework and all policies applicable to this sphere of local 
government.   

The development of a Communication Policy is currently in process and the strategy will be 
reviewed within the next financial year. 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1: CREATING HEALTHY AND SOCIALLY STABLE COMMUNITIES  
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1: CREATING HEALTHY AND SOCIALLY STABLE COMMUNITIES  
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REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOAL 1: CREATING HEALTHY AND 
SOCIALLY STABLE COMMUNITIES 
 

CREATING HEALTHY COMMUNITIES THROUGH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MUNICIPAL 
HEALTH SERVICES IN TERMS OF THE 9 KPA (SECTION 84 (I) MUNICIPAL STRUCTURES 
ACT 117 OF 1998).  

These include: 

 Chemical Safety. 
 Disposal of the Dead. 
 Environmental Pollution Control. 
 Food Control. 
 Health Surveillance of Premises. 
 Surveillance and Prevention of Communicable Diseases. 
 Vector Control / Monitoring. 
 Waste Management. 
 Water Quality Monitoring. 
 In addition to above we roll out awareness programme related to the above-mentioned 

KPAs to communities i.e. informal food traders programme, five keys for safer food, etc. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROJECTS IN THE KNYSNA-REGION  
 

1. The monthly bacteriological water monitoring of identified points in and around the knysna 
estuary.   
2. Various informal foodtraders: health and hygiene workshops.  
3. Various handwashing and anti diarrhoea awareness sessions held at identified venues as 
part of global handwashing day (oct’14). 
4. Club timbers municipal health interventions 
 

4.1 Eden Municipal Health Services assisted the rural community of Club Timbers 
informal settlement by means of an environmental clean up of the area and 
provided new toilet facilities to the community.   

4.2  The work was undertaken by identified local unemployed residents of the area 
during the last week of January 2015. 

4.3  Job shadowing of students from the knysna secondary school to introduce them 
to the world of environmental health. 

4.4  Various training courses attended by the environmental health practitioners of the 
knysna office that included the Dairy Standard Agency; Communicable Disease 
control; Medical Waste and Environmental Health Forum Meetings  
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROJECTS IN THE KLEIN KAROO- REGION 

National council of provinces (ncop) - taking parliament to the people) event in oudtshoorn: 13 -
17 April 2015 

Environmental health practitioners of oudtshoorn delivered environmental health services during 
the NCOP event.  

Environmental Health Practitioners (EHP’s) of the Klein Karoo region rendered environmental 
health inspection and monitoring services on a daily basis during the NCOP event at the 
Bridgton Sports Grounds. The activities were done in collaboration with Parliament and SANDF 
health & safety officials. Mr Desmond Paulse, Chief Municipal Health: Klein Karoo, represented 
the Environmental Health section on the JOC Meetings at the South African Police Station in 
Oudtshoorn. The EHP’s ensured that safe food preparation and healthy environmental 
conditions prevailed during the event. No cases of food poisoning or diarrhoeal related diseases 
were reported. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES RENDERED BY ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
SERVICES IN OUDTSHOORN DURING THE KLEIN KAROO NATIONAL ARTS FESTIVAL 
(KKNK) 

During the Klein Karoo National Arts festival event which took place from 3 until 11 April 2015, 
Environmental Health Practitioners were involved in inspection and monitoring operations of 
food stalls, waste management areas and ablution facilities.The Municipal Health Practitioners 
of the Klein Karoo region also attended the JOC meetings of the KKNK. Daily inspections were 
done at food stalls to ensure safe food preparation practices prevailed and no cases of food 
poisoning or diarrhoeal related diseases were reported during the event. The Eden District 
Municipality received a KKNK certificate for dedicated environmental health services that was 
rendered during the KKNK. 

FOOD HYGIENE EDUCATION TO EMPLOYEES OF SANTA (SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL 
TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION) & MEALS-ON-WHEELS (COMMUNITY PROJECT)-
OUDTSHOORN 

On Wednesday 25 March 2015, Environmental Health Practitioners (EHP’s) of the Klein Karoo 
region provided food hygiene training in Oudtshoorn to food handlers of SANTA and Meals-on-
Wheels community project. Food handlers were educated regarding proper health and hygiene 
practices and the World Health Organization’s principles of 5 Keys for Safer Food. As incentives 
awarded by Eden District Municipality, both organizations were furnished with aprons, hairnets, 
ice bricks and cooler boxes. The training sessions were done by EHP’s Johan Smith and Elizna 
Barnard. All participants received an Eden District Municipality training certificate in safe food 
hygiene practices. 
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COMMUNITY SERVICES PORTFOLIO COUNCILOR JOHN MAXIM (MIDDLE) HANDING 
OVER INCENTIVES TO MR EDDY DE JAGER, MANAGER OF THE WHEELS-ON-MEALS 
COMMUNITY PROJECT 

MOSSEL BAY –REGION 

 BENEKE RIVER PROJECT 

An amount of R10 000.00 was allocated to the Mossel Bay Office from funds that was given to 
Eden for winning the Cleanest Municipality Competition.  These funds were used to take 
chemical and bacteriological water samples from the Beneke- and Moordkuil Rivers at 
Friemersheim, with the aim to establish if these rivers are impacted by pollution and in what 
measure.  Further to provide a data base for future reference. A total of  thirty two (32) 
bacteriological and chemical samples were taken at various points in these rivers.  Although 
some results are still outstanding at the time of writing this report, initial results indicate that mild 
pollution occurs in these rivers.  The lower regions of the Beneke River are more severely 
impacted then the upper regions.  This can be attributed to human activities.  (A new formal 
housing scheme and agricultural activities on the banks of the Beneke River). 

These results will be used to pin point sources of pollution and to take preventative steps.  It will 
also be used to educate water users how to prevent pollution.   Rural communities will also be 
educated how to recognize pollution and how to treat water so that it can be safely consumed 
and used.  Quarterly samples will be taken to establish any changes in water quality. 

GREASE TRAP PROJECT  

Combined inspections were carried out by Eden District Municipality together with Mossel Bay 
Municipality in November 2014 to February 2015 at food premises and mechanical workshops 
in the Mossel Bay area specifically focusing on fat and grease traps on the various premises to 
prevent excessive fats and oils ending up in local pump stations. The project was initiated by 
Environmental Health Practitioners (Eden District Municipality) and Building control officers 
(Mossel Bay Municipality). Physical inspections were done on more than eighty (80) premises 
with a compliance rate of 30%. Both Departments issued compliance notices and fines and 
follow up inspections were carried out.  

During inspections a lack of knowledge regarding cleaning and maintenance of fat traps were 
observed. Health education on regular cleaning and maintenance of fat and grease traps were 
conducted by Environmental Health Practitioners and educational material on grease traps were 
also distributed during these education sessions.  

 

HEALTH AND HYGIENE EDUCATION: ADMIRALS 

The Management of Admirals at the Garden Route Casino in Mossel Bay realized that well 
trained staff will benefit the company as far as Food Safety is concerned.  In achieving this aim, 
the relationship between Admirals and Eden District Municipality’s Municipal Health Services, is 
of such a nature that training sessions are given on a annual basis to educate personnel on 
personal hygiene, correct and safe preparation and handling of foodstuffs, importance of the 
cold chain and the understanding of the five (5) keys principles to safer food. 
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During the month of June 2015, twelve (12) staff members from Admirals group underwent 
training and received certificates. The training was presented by Angus Andries and Brian 
Bavuma, Environmental Practitioners from Mossel Bay Office.  All participants obtained a 
certificate of attendance for the training. 

 

GEORGE –REGION 

WORLD HEALTH DAY 07 APRIL 2015 

LAWAAIKAMP COMMUNITY HALL, LAWAAIKAMP 

The Eden District Municipality celebrated the World Health day on the 7th April 2015 in 
Lawaaikamp, George. The theme for 2015 was “from farm to plate, make food safe”. Apart from 
the stakeholders who attended the event was braced by our Municipal Manager, Mr Godfrey 
Louw as well as the community members from the entire Eden Region. Stakeholders in the 
event included Swift Siliker; Department of Agriculture; Francois Ferreira Academy; 
Entrepreneur Gloria Qumba ; Heidedal Primary School. The highlight t of event was when Mrs 
Gloria Qumba, a local community member and business women delivered a testimony on the 
road she has travelled in the food supply industry.  “The quality of you food is very important.  
Strive to cook fresh food daily, and you will never have any leftovers” she said. 

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 

World Environment Day is celebrated every year 5 June to raise global awareness to take 
positive environmental action to protect nature and the planet Earth and was named by the 
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). 

 

In supporting this global effort and celebration the Masimanyane Group (NGO); Environmental 
Affairs, George Municipality; Provincial Department of Environmental Affairs and Planning; 
Cape Nature; Pick n Pay, Department of Water Affairs and Municipal Health Services, Eden 
District Municipality, joined forces to help make a difference to the environment in Thembalethu 
along the Molen River. 
 
EBOLA WORKSHOP FOR FUNERAL UNDERTAKERS 

On the 12th of November 2014 we hosted funeral undertakers from the Eden DM region in order 
to discuss safe burial of Ebola human remains. During the session the officials from the Eden 
District Municipality gave an overview and reason for the workshop. The rational of the 
workshop was due to existing literature that cultural and religious burials are playing a major 
role in spreading Ebola virus disease in the stricken region of Africa, which is declared a high 
risk area by World Health Organisation (WHO). The workshop was also attended by the 
Western Cape Forensic department who presented guidelines in relation to handling and 
transport of Ebola human remains as well proper donning and doffing of protective clothing. 
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BITOU REGION 

 Blue flag beach clean up campaign with plett primary school -  15 August 2014; 
 Health and hygiene awareness session with ski bout club restaurant  7 October 2014; 
 Handover of incentives on 23 march 2015; 
 Health and hygiene education with the plettenberg hotel – 8 September 2015; 
 Hand wash day with greenhill educare centre – 17 September 2015;Informal food 

traders training with market on main stalls – 6 October 2015. 

HESSEQUA REGION 
 
EBOLA CONTACT SESSIONS – OFFICE SESSION 
 
With the threat of Ebola outbreaks, South Africa and especially Eden prepared themselves for 
possible outbreaks. 
 
Office meetings with regard to action plans were held on the following dates:  
20 October 2014, and; 
27 October 2014. 
 
With the looming Ebola threat a Standard Operating Procedure for Ebola Outbreaks was written 
(Document availability: Mr Johan Compion). 
 
 
WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DAY 26 SEPTEMBER 2014 
 
According to the World Health Organisation, environmental health addresses all the physical, 
chemical and biological external factors to a person, and all the related factors impacting on 
behaviours.  

 Every action taken by every single person impacts environmental health, thus the Riversdale 
office decided to take this initiative to Panorama Primary School for the year, 2014. Due to a 
busy schedule the day was only celebrated on the 2nd of October 2014.  

 
The day’s activities were sponsored by FNB, and organized by Environmental Health 
Practitioners, Haemish Herwels, Deiniol Philander and Marchelles Hurling from Riversdale office 
of Eden District Municipality - Municipal Health. Hessequa Municipality sponsored six (6) big 
refuse bins. Environmental Health Practitioners from the Riversdale office took time to present 
and educate ±590 pupils, from grade 4-7 about awareness of living a healthier lifestyle. 
 
AGRICULTURAL FESTIVALS: INFORMAL FOOD TRADERS  
 
Successful surveillance of Informal Food Traders and public facilities during the following 
Festivals: 
 

 Heidelberg Agricultural Show – 11 – 14 February 2015 
 

 Riversdale Agricultural Show – 18 – 21 February 2015  
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 Business and Operational plans attached 
 
 
PERSONAL HYGIENE AND FOOD SAFETY TRAINING – DREAM CATCHERS – 07 MARCH 
2015 
 
Dream Catchers are an organisation that’s main focus is to promote the welfare of Home stays.  
 
Personal Hygiene and Food Safety education session was held in Melkhoutfontein on the 07th of 
March 2015. Seventeen (17) informal/formal food handlers (Owners of Home Stays) attended 
the training session. Feedback received indicated that training was well received and needed in 
our communities. 
 
 
WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DAY – 23 SEPTEMBER 2015 
 
The Eden District Municipality celebrated Word Environmental Health Day on 23 September 
2015, in Riversdale - Hessequa region. 
 
The 2015 theme, “Children are our Future, let’s protect their Environment and Health” 
guided the Environmental Health team to focus on grade 6 & 7 learners from the surrounding 
primary schools in the Riversdal region, namely: 
 
One hundred and sixty seven (167) learners participated in the celebrations.   
The event was hosted in conjunction with the Hessequa Municipality, Department of Water 
Affairs, Department of Provincial Health and the Breede – Gouritz Catchment Management 
Agency. 
 
 
Using the topics proposed by the INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
HEALTH as a guideline, interactive sessions were held with the learners. 
 
The excitement with which the sessions were presented and received was an indication that the 
children are ready to take the responsibility in protecting their own environment, not just for 
themselves, but for future generations.  
 
After conclusion of the event, Mr Haemish Herwels, Assistant Chief: Municipal Health Services 
made the following remarks, “From the addresses by our learners it is evident that we won’t be 
able to fix the problems of the world, but if we start in our own communities, with the guidance 
and motivation from role players, we can make that difference”. 
 
The following Chinese proverb best described Eden’s intention in celebrating World 
Environmental Health Day in this way, and it is also envisage celebrating it, in years to come. 
 
Tell me, I’ll forget, Show me, I may remember, But involve me, and I’ll understand.  
 
 
PERSONAL HEALTH AND FOOD SAFETY TRAINING 
 
Eden Distriksmunisipaliteit se Munisipale Gesondheidsafdeling in Hessequa het op 17 Oktober 
2015 ‘n suksesvolle Persoonlike Higiëne en Voedselveiligheid opleidingsessie aangebied. Die 
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program was aangebied in samewerking met die Albertinia Informele Voedselhanteerders 
gemeenskap, waarby twintig (21) gemeenskapslede teenwoordig was. 
 
Die doel van die opleiding was om die gemeenskap bewus te maak van persoonlike higiëne en 
die veilige hantering van voedsel, asook die uitreiking van ‘n Geskiktheidsertifikaat en die prose 
swat gevolg word om die sertifikaat uit te reik, ingevolge die Regulasie met betrekking tot 
Algemene Higiëne vereistes vir Voedselpersele en die Vervoer van Voedsel R 962 van 23 
November 2012. 
 
Persoonlike en Veilige hantering van Voedsel sluit in: 

 Risiko’s waaraan voedsel blootgestel word as gevolg van onhigiëniese werkspraktyke. 
 Voedselvergiftiging; 
 Vyf (5) sleutels tot veiliger voedsel. 
 Belangrikheid van skoon hande; en 
 Slegte en goeie gewoontes op ‘n voedselperseel.  

 
 
SOP 
 
Successful compilation of a Standard Operating Procedure: Dairy Farm inspections and the 
Application process for Certificate of Acceptability. 
 

GREENEST DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY AWARD 2014 

CREATING HEALTHY COMMUNITIES THROUGH THE PROVISION OF A WASTE 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE 

THE PROCUREMENT, CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF A MOSSEL BAY 
REGIONAL LANDFILL FACILITY 

Eden Municipal Council has already taken a decision in 2007 to investigate the possibility to 
establish a regional landfill facility to accommodate household waste from the municipalities of 
Bitou, Knysna, George, Mossel Bay. The decision was taken after PetroSA has indicated that 
their landfill site will not receive any waste from municipalities beginning of July 2010, which was 
extended to December 2016 with conditions.  The municipalities has also indicated in their 
Integrated Waste Management Plans and Integrated Development Plans the need for a regional 
landfill facility. The Environmental Impact Study has been finalized in the beginning of 2013 with 
the submission of the final Environmental Impact Report to the Department of Environmental 
Affairs and Development Planning. The Department of Environmental Affairs and Development 
Planning has already issued Eden District Municipality with an Environmental Authorization and 
the Department of Water Affairs has issued a Record of Decision.  Department of Environmental 
Affairs has issued a Waste Licence (number 12/9/11/L1395/9) to Eden District Municipality. R 
1.5 million rand was spend from Eden DM funds on the Environmental Impact Assessment 
process and application for a landfill licence. The Environmental Impact Study has been 
finalised in the beginning of 2013 with the submission of the final Environmental Impact Report 
to the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning and the Department of 
Environmental Affairs. The Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning has 
issued Eden District Municipality with an Environmental Authorization and the Department of 
Environmental Affairs with a Waste License to build and operate a regional landfill. 
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The proposed waste disposal facility will have a lifetime of approximately 50 years. It is 
proposed that both general waste and hazardous waste will be disposed on the landfill site in 
separate cells. Provision has been made for a future materials recovery facility, a composting 
area and an area for the processing of construction and demolition waste (builders’ rubble). 
Other infrastructure includes roads, storm water pipelines, a leachate storage dam, a 
contaminated storm water dam, offices, a laboratory, and a weighbridge and security 
infrastructure. The footprint of the waste site will cover an approximate area of 200ha and the 
landfill site itself will reach a maximum height of 12m. Individual cells will be excavated and filled 
sequentially. Each cell will be designed to last approximately 6 years, depending on the success 
rate of waste reduction.  The site will be excavated to a depth of 6m below natural ground level 
and the landfill will reach a height of 12m above natural ground level. The landfill facility will be 
situated adjacent to (south/west of) the existing PetroSA landfill site and will be concealed by an 
earth berm from the N2 road users. If all procedures are completed as prescribed by legislation, 
construction wil commence in March 2016, the first cell to be to be completed in October 2016.   
 
The Integrated Waste Management Plan (IWMP) second generation was approved by council 
on 30 January 2015, and is currently being implemented.  This date serves as the base date on 
which monitoring and review dates are based.  This is also the start date of the approved 
Regional Landfill implementation schedule. The District Municipality is currently not responsible 
for delivering waste management services, however will be responsible for the management of 
the Regional Landfill Facility once it is operational in the future.  

Due to the fact that Council do not have the necessary funds to build the Regional Landfill 
Facility,  the decision was taken to investigate the possibility to secure a Private, Public 
Partnership (PPP) to build and operate the facility over a ten (10) year contract period. A section 
78 ( Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000) was conducted and an evaluation of internal service 
delivery mechanisms report  was completed on 16 May 2011 followed by an evaluation of 
external service delivery mechanisms report on 30 March 2012. The final Feasibility report was 
completed and approved by the Eden District Municipal Council during September 2013. All 
report was provided to the Municipal Managers and Waste Managers of the participating 
municipalities. 

Eden District municipality has made  R 915 000.00 available to execute the public-private 
partnership process. The PPP unit of provincial treasury suggested that alternative waste 
technology must be included in the feasibility study. The Development Bank of South Africa  and 
National Treasury has assisted Eden DM with funding to include the investigation on alternative 
technology as part of the regional landfill feasibility. The fund must be paid back to the 
institutions at appointment of the PPP. 

A section 120 investigation (Municipal Finance Management Act ) has been followed by 
commencing with a two phase tender was decided upon, firstly a Request for Qualifications 
(RFQ), and secondly a Request for Proposals (RFP).  In May 2014 the RFQ was advertised for 
the construction and operation of a landfill facility including composting and builder’s rubble 
facility as well as a hazardous waste cell.  Part of the tender was to also look at bulk transport 
and Alternative Waste Technologies.  Ten RFQ’s were received, of which only four qualified 
according to the evaluation criteria.  The four RFQ that qualified were Interwaste, Wasteman, 
Enviroserv and The Waste Group.  A RFP was then compiled and sent to the four bidders that 
qualified, and only three RFP’s were received from Interwaste, Wasteman and Enviroserv.  The 
Technical Evaluation Committee has already met over two days, of which one day was for 
clarification presentations by the bidders.  A Technical Evaluation Report was presented to the 
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Bid Evaluation Committee meeting held on the 29th of October 2015 and at a follow-up meeting 
held on the 11th of November 2015. A Bid Evaluation Report was prepared and presented to the 
Bid Adjudication Committee meeting held on the 08th of December 2015. A preferred bidder and 
reserve bidder was appointed.  Municipalities were involved in the whole procurement process 
thus far, the Waste Managers were part of the Technical Evaluation Committee, the 
Procurement Officers were part of the Bid Evaluation Committee and the CFO’s were part of the 
Bid Adjudication Committee.  Eden District Municipality has received treasury views and 
recommendations 1 as prescribed in the PPP regulations on the feasibility study and also 
treasury views and recommendations 2 A on the request for qualifications (RFQ) tender 
documentations. Treasury Views and Recommendation ll B on the procurement process to date 
is awaited. Land was purchased at a cost of R 5 800 000.00 , subdivided and consolidated in 
one property for the construction of the landfill facility. Transfer of the property to EDM is 
finalised and the health buffersones registered on the title deeds of the applicable landowners. 
Rezoning of the purchase property was approved by Mossel Bay Municipality. 

LANDFILL IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM AS FOLLOWS; 

PROCESS PROPOSED DATE 

National TVR ll B  07 March 2016 

Commence with negotiations 11 March 2016 – 15 April 2016 

Commence with section 33 approval process 07 March 2016 

Joint MMF and DCF (Costing and B-municipal 
financial implications) 

16 March 2016 

Council Approval of PPP and section 33   31 May 2016 

Appeal period  1 June 2016 – 15 June 2016 

Construction Commence  1 July 2016 

Domestic waste cell available  1 January 2017 

Hazardous waste cell available 1 April 2017 

Regional Landfill Facility completed 1 August 2017 
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PROGRESS REPORT REGARDING THE LANDFILL PROCUREMENT PROCESS 
 
 A Bid Adjudication Committee meeting took place on 08 December 2015 and a preferred 

bidder and a reserve bidder was appointed.   
 The Value Assessment Report has been sent to Provincial and National Treasury for TVRIIB 

approval, which will take approximately 30 days.  Once the Views and Recommendations 
have been received, the preferred bidder can be notified and negotiations can commence.    

 The negotiation process will take a maximum of 14 days, after which the final figures will be 
made available. 

 The Section 33 (Treasury approval for municipal contracts exceeding 3 years) process will 
then commence and run concurrently with the council approval process.  

 Construction should commence on 01 April 2016. 
 Municipalities were involved in the whole procurement process thus far, the Waste 

Managers were part of the Technical Evaluation Committee, the Procurement Officers were 
part of the Bid Evaluation Committee and the CFO’s were part of the Bid Adjudication 
Committee.  

 Concerns were raised as no financial figures have been received by George Council and 
adjustment budgets must be approved by the end of March 2016.   

 From the onset, all preliminary figures have been submitted to the CFO’s and Municipal 
Managers of all the participating municipalities. 

 At this stage there are figures available, however the proportional division of the costs must 
be clarified.  It was decided that once the proportional division has been clarified, by mid 
February 2016, the figures will be made available to municipalities.  The final figures will be 
made available by mid March, after negotiations have been concluded.   

 Once preliminary figures have been submitted to municipalities, a meeting will be arranged 
to raise any issues to be included in the negotiations.  Feedback will be given to 
municipalities once negotiations have been concluded.  

 A communication problem has occurred regarding the project and was suggested that a 
change management process be followed in the future.  It was mentioned that all the 
municipalities are responsible for their own internal communication channels.   
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CREATING HEALTHY COMMUNITIES THROUGH WASTE MINIMIZATION PUBLIC 
AWARENESS AND EDUCATION CAMPAIGN 

Eden District Municipality in conjunction with the seven local municipalities in the region 
launched a waste management road show throughout the district as part of the draft Strategic 
Waste Minimization Plan. The aim of the road show is to create awareness throughout the 
district of waste management, minimization and how each household can manage its own 
waste. This Road Show will be an annual event. The Eden District Municipality in collaboration 
with the local Eden Municipalities also conduct the Wise-Up on Waste education and awareness 
programme which was launched in 2006. Schools and crèches are included in this awareness 
campaign in terms of waste management and minimisation. This programme is on-going. The 
Eden District Municipality, in partnership with private service providers, launched a project to 
educate schools regarding hazardous waste (e.g. redundant chemicals) as well as e-waste. In 
partnership with the Rose Foundation, 29 drop-off points for used oil and filters, etc. are 
established and workers are educated regarding these types of waste. Electronic waste 
disposal containers were established in Mossel Bay and Knysna and other e-waste disposal 
facilities were established in George and Plettenberg Bay in partnership with two private 
businessmen from the Eden District Municipal area. E-waste facilities will also be introduced in 
the future in Oudtshoorn, Ladismith and Riversdale. The same is being planned for household 
hazardous waste. 

The District Municipality is not responsible for the waste management facilities within its 
municipal jurisdiction and is therefore not responsible for internal and external compliance 
audits for the waste management facilities. Currently all the recycling facilities in the Eden 
district are registered with and report to the Eden Integrated Waste Information System on a 
monthly basis. The Waste Minimisation Roadshow 2015 took place in Plettenberg Bay on 27 
November 2015, in Knysna on 25 November 2015 and Mossel Bay on 28 November 2015. The 
municipalities of Kannaland, Oudtshoorn and George did not show any interest to take part in 
the planned roadshow and was therefore not included. Due to Riversdale not having a mall or 
suitable venue the awareness will be implemented at the schools in the municipal area. The 
objective of the 2015 Waste Minimisation Roadshow is to create public awareness and 
education regarding at source recycling in order to increase the community participation in the 
two-bag system (at source recycling) currently implemented in the majority of the local 
municipalities in the Eden District.  Past experience has changed the approach of the 2015 
Roadshow, and the Roadshow will now be taken to the communities, and will be hosted in the 
local malls of Knysna, Plettenberg Bay and Mossel Bay. The waste minimisation private sector 
role players will also be part of  the roadshow and will have exhibitions set up on the dates 
mentioned. E-Waste containers that Knysna and Mossel bay Municipalities are currrently using 
to accomodate electronic waste were suppleid without any cost for a peroid of six months. The 
two municipalities are now hiring the containers from a service provider. A Waste Minimisation 
Public Awareness and Education Campaign  Business Plan was compiled and implemented.  
Education material was designed and completed and waste minimization educational notice 
boards were erected in Bitou, Mossel Bay, George and Hessequa Municipal areas. A school 
awareness program is planned for March 2016 in collaboration with the department of 
Environmental Affairs and Development Planning. The program will kick off in Bitou Municipal 
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area. The implementation of the business plan forms part of the IWMP targets and will be 
implemented over the next five years.8 

By means of this public awareness and education campaign, the Municipalities in the 
Eden District ensures that the public is educated about the impacts of waste on their 
health and the environment. This endeavour should receive continuous support. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
8 Eden District Integrated Waste Management Plan (Second Generation) 2015 
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CREATING HEALTHY COMMUNITIES THROUGH AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

25 MARCH 2014 | GENEVA - In new estimates released today, WHO reports that in 2012 
around 7 million people died - one in eight of total global deaths – as a result of air pollution 
exposure. This finding more than doubles previous estimates and confirms that air pollution 
is now the world’s largest single environmental health risk. Reducing air pollution could 
save millions of lives. 

 

 

 

VISION  
TO HAVE AIR QUALITY WORTHY OF THE NAMES  

“EDEN” AND “THE GARDEN ROUTE”  
 

MISSION STATEMENT  
TO MINIMISE THE IMPACT OF AIR POLLUTANT EMISSIONS ON THE POPULATION AND 

THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT  
OF THE EDEN MUNICIPAL DISTRICT  

 

 

The natural beauty of the Eden region draws a huge number of local and international tourists 

on an annual basis.  The varied natural resources in the Eden municipal district led to the 

establishment of a diverse industrial sector, ranging from small manufacturing industries to a 

substantial petrochemical installation.  This industrial diversity and its concomitant employee 

base are the cause of a wide diversity in air pollutants emitted across the municipal district on a 

daily basis.  These pollutants include particulates and gases emitted from industrial activities, 

mobile sources and residential burning of fuels. 

 While this industry plays an enormous role in the economy of the region, it also results in a 

significant impact on localized air quality. This unique diversity must be protected from abuse 

and exploitation if the region is to remain a tourist attraction and preferred residential region in 

years to come.  A key step in this protection is management of the ambient air quality as it is a 

basic requirement for all living species. 

Parliament saw fit to pass the Air Quality Act (AQA), Act 39 of 2004, during 2005.  This Act 

resulted in a paradigm shift in air pollution control in South Africa as its main aim is the 
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protection of ambient air quality, i.e. the air that all people are exposed to on a daily basis.  At 

the onset of the Act, in Section 2b, it is stated that the object of the Act is 

“2(b)  generally to give effect to section 24(b) of the Constitution in order to enhance the 

quality of ambient air for the sake of securing an environment that is not harmful to 

the health and well-being of people.” 

2. THE ROLE OF DISTRICT MUNICIPALITIES IN AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN SA 

In terms of Section 156 (1) (b) of the Constitution of SA, a municipality has executive authority in 
respect of, and has the right to administer – any other matter assigned to it by national or 
provincial legislation.  

This part is an important section regarding air quality control on district level. The National 
Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, 2004 (Act 39 of 2004): Chapter 5, section 36: 
states that “Metropolitan and District municipalities are charged with implementing the 
Atmospheric Emission Licencing System referred to in Section 22……” Licencing of listed 
Activities is therefore a District Municipal function because it is stipulated in National legislation 
and therefore one of the core functions.  

Also where Air pollution has an effect on the health of communities it is a district function in 
terms of the Health Act.  

The Minister developed a National Framework in terms of Section 7(1) of the National 
Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, 2004 (Act 39 of 2004). This Framework binds all 
organs of state in all spheres of government (thus also Districts) (Section 3(b)(i & ii).  

The following table provide a clear division of main air quality functions between A, B 
and C municipalities:  

Function  AQA-
reference 

A 
municipality 

C 
municipality 

B 
municipality 

Monitor ambient air quality 
and point, non-point and 
mobile sources  

(8)(a) Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

The development of Air 
Quality Management 
Plans.  

(15)(2) Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Setting of municipal 
standards for emissions 
from point, non-point and 
mobile sources  

(11)(1) Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Implement AQA- 
Atmospheric Emission 
Licencing (AEL) system  

Chapter 5 Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty No function 

Monitor illegal listed 
activities  51(1)(a) Principle 

Responsibilty 
Principle 

Responsibilty No function 

Monitor compliance with 
emission standards of (51(1)(a) Principle 

Responsibilty 
Principle 

Responsibilty No function 
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controlled emitters  
Monitor compliance to 
prevent offensive odours 
by any activity  

(51(1)(a) Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Monitor compliance with 
directives to submit an 
atmospheric impact report.  

51(1)(c) 
 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Monitor compliance with 
conditions of AEL  

51(1)(e) 
 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty No function 

Monitor any application for 
AEL and or transfer, 
variation or renewal to 
ensure that it does not 
contain false, misleading 
information.  

 
51(1)(f) 

 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty No function 

Monitor any information 
provided to an air quality 
officer to ensure it does not 
contain false and or 
misleading information 

 
51(1)(g) 

 

Principle 
Responsibilty 

Principle 
Responsibilty No function 

 
The first three functions in the above table are the functions of all municipalities, A, B and C. 
The following functions can only be done by Districts and Metropolitan municipalities: All 
aspects of Atmospheric Emission Licensing for Listed Activities, monitoring illegal listed 
activities, controlled emitters and monitoring compliance with AEL- conditions. The 
licencing function also generates a steady stream of income and so far Eden sent out 
processing fee invoices in excess of R600 000. The National Framework also assigned other 
functions to district municipalities. The other important one is: 
 
„district municipalities are also encouraged to liaise with local municipalities with a view to 
cooperative agreements in respect of air quality management functions”.  
 
This can be seen as providing direction with regards to air quality for the district and assisting 
those B-authorities that don’t have the capacity. Eden is already assisting Hessequa 
municipality in terms of a SLA where we are being fiscally compensated for delivering the 
service. We also have a platform (Eden Air Quality Officers forum) where we assist and 
coordinate air quality with the B- authorities in the Eden district.  
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2.1 THE EDEN AIR QUALITY FUNCTION CYCLE: 
The following diagram is a typical work cycle based on the EDM District Air Quality 
functions: 
 

 
 
3. EDEN AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Eden District municipality is the 1st Authority in the Western Cape to adopt a second 
generation AQMP.  This is also in line with section 15 (1) of the NEMA: Air Quality Act, 39 of 
2004 that indicates that each municipality must include in its integrated development plan 
contemplated in Chapter 5 of the Municipal Systems Act, an air quality management plan 
(AQMP). Eden assisted all the B-authorities within its region to develop AQMP`s and besides 
Oudtshoorn, all AQMP`s are included as sector plans into the various municipal IDP`s. 

 
3.1 PROGRESS MADE WITH REGARDS TO THE AQMP (2013-2018) 
 
The only objective that was not meet in the previous AQMP is dispersion modeling due to 
budgetary constraints. Monitoring was also only partially addressed due to lack of proper 
funding.  
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

Monitoring  

Maintenance, 
calibration ,data 
management, 
quality 
assurance 

1 year 

Emissions  1 year 

Modelling  1 year 

Risk 
assessments  3-5 years 

 

AEL training  1-2 years  Training to be revisited by DEA / 
NACA. 

 

NRL training 
possibilities 

Investigate 
options On-going  

Staff 
structure     

1 Capacity and 
staff structure  
(enough 
people) 

AQM 
network 

 
requirements 

Determine 
optimum No. of 
AQM stations for 
BCMM region 

Access 
international 
guidelines, e.g. 
USEPA, 
National 
Framework, etc. 

On-going  

Adopt current 

emission limits 
2  Set AQ goals Access AQ standards and 

industrial emission limits 

Adopt current 
AQ 

1 year None 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

standards 

Assess emission 
of unlisted 
industries 

5 years plus AQ information will identify need 

Legal register 

AEL applications 

AQ & Met data 

SOPs, AQ/QC, 
incl. Equipment 
maintenance 
schedules 

Asset register 
(#) 

Access to AQ 
limits & 
emissions limits 

Approved 
emission 
sampling 
methods 

Calculation 
equations 

3  AQ 
information 

Library of 
information 

Document 
templates 

Develop / 
formalise and 
centralise 
sources of 
information 

 

Resources can 
be electronic 
and/or hard 
copies 

 

(#)  Must be 
used to budget 
for replacement 
of equipment 

1 year to 
initialise, 
thereafter 
ongoing 

Server space available 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

AEL application 
register 

Emissions 
inventory 
register 

Complaints 
register 

Document 
register 

Registers 

Equipment 
maintenance/ 
calibration 
register 

Establish, 
formalise and 
centralise all 
registers 

1 year to 
initialise, 
thereafter 
ongoing 

Server space available 

Emissions 
inventory Compile EDB Current tender 1 year Current process 

 
Compile EDB 
Inventory Prep 
Plan (IPP) 

Set quality 
objectives, 

worksheets, 

questionnaires, 

sources, etc  

Compile plan 
and review 
annually after 
EDB has been 
compiled 

 Maintain EDB 
Maintain EDB by 
entering data as 
per IPP 

Ongoing after 
EDB has been 
compiled 

Training in emissions inventories 

HR available 

AQ data 
Maintain Maintain as per 

manufacturer 

As soon as 
possible and Suitably trained & skilled HR 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

equipment requirements 

Access data 
regularly 

Revive 
Comvisioner 

Validate data Revive Comvis 
& Reporter 

QA/QC data Red Book / 
SANAS R07-02 

on-going 

 

 

available 

 

Funding available 

 

Someone becomes a “champion” for 
the cause 

Assess 
feasibility of 
automated data 
transfer and 
validation 

 1 year  

Consultants / 
industry 

User-defined 
format and 
period 

As requested Tariff structure defined 

Use station for 
“trouble-
shooting” 

As needed 

Station is operational 

Station can be sited correctly 

Infrastructure exists (may not be 
possible) AQM 

Network 

Define optimum 
use of mobile 
AQM station Assess 

feasibility of 
automated data 
transfer and 
validation 

As needed  

Reporting 
To Council Define quarterly Exists 

Existing activities 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

report format 

To DEADP Define monthly 
report format Exists 

To DEA Define annual 
report format 

Exists, but 
must be 
revived 

To the public 

Publish in 
newspaper 

Publish on 
BCMM web site;  

Develop user-
friendly format 

1 year, on-
going Web interface exists 

SAAQIS Existing format Existing 
duration 

You have the time to compile data in 
right format 

Modeling 

Assess 
cumulative 
impacts 

 

Play “what if” 
games (local 
development 
impacts) 

 

Input into spatial 
development 

Use dispersion 

model to 
estimate AQ 
concentrations 

2 year, on-
going 

Suitably skilled HR available 

 

Someone becomes a “champion” for 
the cause 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

framework / 
waste 
management 
plans / transport 
plans 

 

AQ impact 
assessment 
verification 

Statistical 
analysis 

of measured AQ 

data Risk 
assessments 

Assess long-term human & 
environmental risk due to poor 
air quality Apply toxicology 

/ epidemiology to 
determine health 
impact 

5 years plus 

Suitably skilled HR available  

 

Funding available 

Multi-disciplinary team available 4  Assess and 
select 

    interventions 
Define and rank possible 
interventions  10 years plus 

Reliable air quality & 

dispersion modelling 

data readily available 

5  Implement & 

  Monitor 
intervention 

  
Motivate 
implementation 
of intervention 

1 to 3 years 
after Objective 
3 Agreement that 

intervention is 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

necessary 

Political will exists 

Finances available 

6  Revise AQ 
goals   

Revise AQ goals 

based on AQ 
data, 

risk 
assessments 

Long term 
Data will lead to 

reliable assessments 

7  IDP 
integration   

Integrate AQMP 
in 

IDP 

1 - 2 years 
after 

adoption of 
AQMP 

Municipal departments see legal 
requirements & 

understand departmental impacts 

8  Licensing, 
Monitor 

 compliance & 

 enforcement 
AEL 

application 
process 
manageme
nt and AEL 
issuing 

 Develop AEL 
issuing plan: 

 

Application 
assessment 
(including 
impacts, AQ 
impact 

Assessment, 
etc.) 

Communications 

2 years 

Suitably skilled HR available  

 

Funding available 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

Emission limits, 

CEM 
requirements 

AQM 
requirements 

GHG emissions 

Noise limits 

Penalties 

Monitor 
compliance 

Inspection, spot 

 emission 
checks 

Evaluate 
emission 

 reports 

Compile 
inspection plan 

Compile 
emissions report 
evaluation 

plan 

 

By-laws 
Generic by-laws 
developed by 
DEA as guide 

Regulatory & 
admin tools 
& 
processes Processing fees Define fee 

structure 

Appeal 
process  

Define process 

Implement 
process 
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3.2 CURRENTLY APPROVED SECOND GENERATION AQMP (2013-18) 
The proposed objectives of the new revised AQMP are indicated in the table below.  
OBJECTIVE TASK SUBTASK ACTION TIME SCALE ASSUMPTIONS 

Plant audit  Develop audit 
plan 

Complaints  

Develop 
complaints 
reaction 
procedure 

Forthwith 

9  Review 
AQMP   Review 

achievements Annually 
Something was 

achieved 
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4. ATMOSPHERIC EMISSION LICENCING: 
AEL`S: EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY 

Name of industry New Renewal Variation PAEL AEL Expiry Date PROCESS REGION 

Fechters Sawmill  2012/07/27       2013/05/17 2016/05/16 
WOOD 
DRYING  KNYSNA  

Geelhoutvlei 
timbers 2010/04/16       2012/04/01 2016/03/31 

WOOD 
DRYING  KNYSNA  

George 
Krematorium   2013/03/27     2013/12/01 2018/11/30 

CREMATORIU
M  GEORGE 

Gourikwa ESKOM    2012/11/13     2013/05/01 2018/04/30 
LIQUID FUEL 
COMBUSTION  MOSSEL BAY 

Houttek   2013/03/27     2014/03/12 2019/02/28 
WOOD 
DRYING  GEORGE 

Johnsons Bricks    2013/03/22     2013/11/11 2018/11/10 CLAMP KILNS OUDTS 

KKI Abattoir   2013/03/08     2013/12/02 2018/10/31 
ANIMAL 
MATTER OUDTS 

KKI Tannery   2011/12/07   2012/10/31 2014/02/14 2014/11/02 
ANIMAL 
MATTER OUDTS 

Koffieklip 
houtwerke   2013/09/26     2014/03/01 2019/02/28 

WOOD 
DRYING  BITOU 

Kurland Bricks  2011/05/17 2013/02/14     2013/08/01 2018/07/31 CLAMP KILNS BITUO 

MTO 2013/02/14       2012/11/15 2016/10/31 
WOOD 
DRYING  GEORGE 

Much Asphalt   2013/02/14     2013/12/01 2018/11/30 
MACADAM 
PROCESS 

Optimum Waste    2013/01/24     2014/03/31 2019/03/31 
WASTE 
INCINERATION GEORGE 

P.G. Bison 2012/01/11       2013/03/01 2018/06/30 CREOSOTE MOSSEL BAY 

PetroSA Refinery   2012/01/16   2013/04/01 2014/04/01 2014/03/31 
PETROLEUM 
INDUSTRY MOSSEL BAY 

PetroSA Tank Farm   2013/03/27     2013/12/12 2018/12/11 
PETROLEUM 
INDUSTRY MOSSEL BAY 

PSP Timbers 2013/08/28     2015/01/05     

TAR AND 
WOOD 
DRYING HESSEQUA 
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The table above is the current status of Atmospheric Emission Licencing in the EDM.  

In terms of the National Environmental: Air Quality Act, 2004 (Act 39 of 2004), Eden District Municipality is the licensing authority for 
the Listed Activities within the Eden region. Eden has embarked on this legislative function with great success since 1 April 2010. 
AEL management is the main Air Quality function of the EDM.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Rheebok Stene 
VSBK     7/1/2014 7/1/2014   2015/06/30 VSBK MOSSEL BAY 
Rheebok Stene   2013/02/14     2013/08/01 2018/07/31 CLAMP KILNS MOSSEL BAY 
Riversdal 
Saagmeule   2013/03/14     2013/11/09 2014/12/08 

WOOD 
DRYING  HESSEQUA 

Scot 2011/05/15       2012/12/10 2016/12/09 
ANIMAL 
MATTER MOSSEL BAY 

SHELL 2012/10/11       2013/11/01 2017/10/30 
STORAGE OF 
PETROLEUM MOSSEL BAY 

South Cape 
fishmeal  2011/12/15     2014/03/01   2014/02/28 

ANIMAL 
MATTER MOSSEL BAY 

South Cape 
Galvanizing  2011/08/05       2013/05/15 2017/05/14 GALVANIZING GEORGE 
South Cape Poles  2010/07/19     2012/08/14 2013/08/14   CREOSOTE HESSEQUA 
Spitskop Stene   2013/03/26     2014/02/01 2018/01/31 CLAMP KILNS HESSEQUA 

Thesen Sawmill   2011/10/21     2013/07/01 2018/06/30 
WOOD 
DRYING  GEORGE 

Vantell Bricks    2013/03/25     2013/11/12 2018/11/11 CLAMP KILNS BITOU 

Techno asphalt 2013/04/02     2014/06/04   6/3/2015 
MACADAM 
PROCESS GEORGE 
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5. CO-OPERATIVE GOVERNANCE 

The Hessequa Municipality urgently needed to implement an air quality control  function within 
its jurisdiction and entered into a Service Level Agreement with Eden District municipality which 
has the capacity to render the service to the Hessequa Municipality. 

In terms of this agreement Eden is responsible to: 

(a) co-ordinate the development of the air quality management plan for inclusion in the 
Integrated Development Plan of the Council, in accordance with chapter 5 of the 
Systems Act; 

(b) prepare an annual report of the Council on air quality; and 
(c) exercise the duties and powers assigned to him or her under this By-law under the 

directions of the Executive Manager: Community Services and the Manager 
Municipal Health and Environmental Services related to industrial activities and 
excludes minor air quality issues like open burning at residential areas, which would 
still be dealt with by the Hessequa Municipality Law Enforcement Section. 

 

6. VEHICLE EMISSION TESTING:  

Most towns in the Eden region have the potential for excessive vehicle emissions due to the N2 
highway running through the region. This is especially the case during the December/ January 
holiday’s season when thousands of vehicles are using the N2 to reach their holiday 
destinations.  

The Eden Air Quality unit embarked on vehicle emission testing in collaboration with the B-
municipalities Air Quality and Traffic Department whereby several diesel vehicles are tested for 
excessive smoke emissions. The vehicles first go through a visual test. If the visual test 
indicated excessive smoke, that vehicle is further tested by means of the vehicle smoke test 
instrument.  

Verbal warnings are issued to vehicles that do not pass the smoke tests. In future, fines will be 
issued by the traffic department. It is also clear that the bigger mainliners were usually well 
maintained and that it is the smaller trucks and older bakkies that are problematic.  

 

7.   EMISSIONS INVENTORY 

This is a continuous process that needs man-hours to complete. In order to control, one needs 
to know the sources of emissions. Compiling emissions inventories is time consuming and ever 
changing. Conditions at industrial level change and it is important to keep track of these 
changes. Based on the current emission sources, EDM conducted emission modeling with the 
assistance of LAQS and Airshed Air Quality consultancies. It is included as a chapter in the 
current AQMP.  
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8. EDEN AIR QUALITY OFFICERS FORUM 

EDM established an Air Quality Forum with air quality officers of the B-authorities.  This is to 
improve communication between Authorities and also to disseminate information.  Air quality hot 
spots are discussed with possible solutions. This also creates a platform for implementing the 
provincial Air quality Management plan. B-municipalities are regularly visited to keep contact 
with Air quality officers and assisting with complaints dealing.  

 

9. AIR QUALITY FORUM / INDUSTRY WORKING GROUPS 

Eden D.M. established an industrial forum (working group) in 2010. Since establishment the 
forum is held quarterly between the industry and the Eden District Municipality. The B 
Municipalities in the Eden region are also actively involved in this forum.  This forum serves as 
platform for industry to report back to Eden D.M on a specific reporting template.  The forum is 
also seen as a platform to provide feedback to Industry regarding any air quality issues on 
Provincial, Municipal and National level. Industry are requested to provide a quarterly report to 
Eden, reporting on various air quality activities at the specific industry.  Issues such as 
complaints received for the period, air quality improvements, changes in organisational 
structure, etc. are reported and discussed at the forum. Applicable presentations are presented 
by guest speakers at the forum meetings.  

 

10. AIR QUALITY MONITORING / PASSIVE SAMPLING 

Eden is conducting passive air quality monitoring for SO2, NO2, H2S and BTEX in various towns 
within the Eden region. The towns involved are selected due the potential air quality impacts 
that are eminent. Albertinia, George, Riversdale, Mossel Bay, Oudtshoorn and Great Brak River 
are towns in Eden where passive sampling is undertaken.  Passive sampling are also utilized to 
assess air quality complaints.  

 

11. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS   

The main tasks associated with carrying all of the work discussed above are given below 
together with an estimation of the HR requirements. In terms of the AQMP, the following 
personnel is required to execute the functions.  

Task  Staff requirement  
Maintenance of air quality monitoring 
equipment:  An “instrument technician” is 
required.  “Half” a person is required as it is 
not a full-time activity.  
 

0.5 
 

Air quality data management & reporting:  
This is a specialist activity and one person is 
required to do the job. 

1 

“Library” maintenance:  This not a full-time 
activity, but someone must have the 

0.5 
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responsibility – say another “half” a person. 
Emissions database maintenance and 
dispersion modeling:  This is a specialist 
activity and one person is required to do the 
job. 

1 

Statistical analysis of data and risk 
assessment:  This is a specialist activity and 
will require one person in due course. 

1 

AEL license applications:  This will require 
much time and at least 2 people are required 
to fill this role. 

2 

AEL writing:  This is a specialist task and one 
person will be required to do the work. 

1 

Two to three people will be required to deal 
with compliance monitoring and plant audits 

2 

This brings the total to 9 people, but not all of the work has been covered, e.g. reacting to 
complaints is not addressed.  It is felt that two additional, junior EHP personnel is appointed to 
deal with the ”non air pollution” work, e.g. noise complaints, as well as air pollution complaints. 

It must also be borne in mind that issues like the development of various plans and strategies, 
reacting to appeals, etc., will place an additional burden on the shoulders of the BCMM officials. 

 

12.  FUNDING OF THE AIR QUALITY UNIT 

The issue of Atmospheric Emission Licenses and monitoring is potentially complex and costly 
functions to be implemented by District Municipalities. A Costing exercise by Parliament 
revealed that the average increase in cost for municipalities to implement the new Air Quality 
Act would amount to R2 million by the 5th year of implementation. The once- off cost for 
municipalities would amount to R0.6 million per municipality. In order to fund these air quality 
functions at municipal level, different potential revenue streams are under investigation: 

12.1 Atmospheric Emission license Processing Fees 

Section 37(2) (a) of the AQA allows for the non-refundable prescribed processing fee. This is 
applicable to new applications, the transfer and renewal of a license. The aim of these fees is at 
cost recovery in respect of the processing of applications. The processing fees is split into so-
called “fee bands” that are scorings according to a fee calculator.  

Each application will be dealt on merit according to the processing fee calculator. The calculator 
takes into account the scale of emissions, the complexity of the application, the SMME Status of 
the applicant, the type of applications, the risk, the geographical location and the specialized 
expertise when calculating the processing fee. DEA is in the process of publishing a 
standardized fee to be used throughout the Republic of SA.  

12.2. Admission of guilt fines 

The Eden Air Quality by-law makes provision for penalties for non-compliance. These spot fines 
was set at a maximum of R2500 per contravention by the various magisterial districts within the 
Eden region.   
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12.3 Equitable share 

Most of the cost associated to the Air Quality unit are covered by funding receive through the 
so-called equitable share to District municipalities. The burden on District municipalities are 
escalating and other sources of income must be investigated in order to make the service 
viable.  

 

 

13. AIR QUALITY CHALLENGES WITHIN EDEN DISTRICT 
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AIR QUALITY REPORT– MARCH 2015/16 

PROBLEMS/ 
THREATS  

IMPLICATION/S OF 
THE 
PROBLEM/THREATS  

WHAT IS 
PRACTICAL, 
ACHIEVABLE 
SOLUTIONS TO 
DEAL WITH 
PROBLEM/THREAT 
OVER NEXT 5 
YEARS  

WHO CAN EDEN 
PARTNER WITH TO 
IMPLEMENT THE 
PRACTICAL 
SOLUTIONS 
PROPOSED?  

PAST  PROBLEMS/ 
THREATS : 

Illegal industrial 
activities 

Fragmentation of air 
quality services  

Air quality permits 
handled by National 
Department  

No minimum 
emission limits for 
criteria pollutants  

Air pollution affect the 
Health of 
Communities  

Poorer communities 
are more in danger 
due to social 
economic 
circumstances  

Other Air Quality 
Authorities don’t want 
to take responsibility 

Development of 
houses next to 
industrial activity and 
vice versa  

Improve 
communication 
between Town 
Planning 
Departments and Air 
Quality Authorities. 

Town planning MUST 
include Air quality, 
Health and waste 
issues before 
development takes 
place.  

DEA must make 
provision in the Act 
for Licensing fees 

DEADP, Industry, 
National Departments, 
B-Authorities, 

Community through 
community structures, 
Bewarea`s, etc.  

International partners, 
sponsorships   

CURRENT 
PROBLEMS/ 
THREATS 

   

Staff shortages is 
critical. The AQMP 
indicated a staff 
need of 6 staff 
members. 
Currently only one 
(Manager) without 
any assistance, not 
even admin 
assistance.  

Lack of air quality 

Service delivery is 
negatively influenced 
through staff 
shortages due to early 
retirement policy.  

SLA with Hessequa is 
neglected due to staff 
shortages.  

MEC and Province to 
intervene at 

Appointment of at 
least one Air Quality 
officer and 
administrative 
assistant. 

 

 

 

Delegation of powers 
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monitoring due to 
budgetary 
constraints  

Fragmentation of 
Services 

AQMP at 
Oudtshoorn 
municipality not in 
place.  

Town Planning not 
considering 
environment when 
planning new 
developments  

EMI- Training and 
designation  

Training and 
capacity building at 
B-Authority level 

Budgetary 
constraints  

Personnel 
shortages  

Licensing fees (user 
charges) 

Support from 
DEADP 
(National)Lack of Air 
Quality By-laws at 
Municipal level 
Enforcement  

Council’s s see air 
quality control as a 
burden to budgets  

Transport emissions, 
dust, offensive 
odours, etc.  

Oudtshoorn  

Capital budgeting  

Global warming, 
ozone depletion  

With no or small 
budgets, no effective 
service delivery  

No EMI designation- 
no control over illegal 
activities  

 

 

 

 

 

 

to designate EMI`s 
from MEC to Mayoral 
level.  

Councils must 
include air quality as 
a priority due to the 
long term effect on 
communities  

B-Authorities to 
develop air quality 
management plans 

B-Authorities to 
formulate by-laws  

Air Quality Training to 
personnel and 
Councilors   

Improve coordination 
between all spheres 
of government 
regarding air quality  

Air quality subsidies 
to municipalities  
from National 
Government  
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REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOAL 2: BUILDING A CAPACITATED 
WORKFORCE AND COMMUNITIES 
 

Building a capacitated workforce and communities to meet the employment equity 
targets 

Eden District maintains a commitment to realising equity targets in the three highest levels of 
management and in compliance with the municipality’s approved equity plan. 

 

Building a capacitated workforce and communities to contribute towards human 
resource development of staff and the broader community 

The district strives to spend 0,5% of personnel budget on training so as to promote good 
governance practice thereby effecting efficient local government service delivery. The 
identification of opportunities for internships, mentorships, funded training, bursaries and 
induction training creates an enabling environment to achieve the Eden vision of excellence 
thereby contributing to the implementation of municipal transformation and institutional 
development. 

 

Building a capacitated workforce and communities through the Eden District Skills 
Game-Changer Design Laboratory  

Artisanal and related technical skills emerged as the key issue out of the conceptualization of 
Project Khulisa, and the identification of priority growth sectors for the Western Cape. It is widely 
recognised that if required artisanal and technical skills are not available, targeted economic 
growth cannot be achieved. In the case of Skills, the Department of Economic Development and 
Tourism (DEDAT) is the lead department and the Delivery Support Unit (DSU), situated in the 
Office of the Premier, is supporting the Game Changer. The Game Changer team agreed to 
host a series of 3 workshops in different regions within the Western Cape to defining what 
Province and its partners should be doing to ‘change the game’ in the Western Cape. Eden 
district has actively participated in the conceptualisation of the discussion paper. The paper 
focuses on how the Western Cape Government (WCG) is targeting sufficient, appropriately 
qualified artisans to meet the needs of priority sectors and economic growth. In order to address 
challenges in the system, and meet the target. WCG and partners have conceptualized the 
following levers for change across the artisanal skills pipeline: 

 

 Enhanced awareness as artisans as a career option 
 Enhanced access to maths teachers in no fee schools 
 Increased enrolment by NEETS and high school learners into artisan programmes 
 Improved access to consolidated artisan bursary programmes 
 Increased access to work placement opportunities by prospective artisans 
 Reduction in regulatory barriers faced by stakeholders across the skills pipeline. 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 4: PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY
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REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOAL 4: PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFEFTY 
 

Sustainable environmental management and climate change 

South Africa is committed to transitioning towards a low carbon economy through mitigation 
(reduction) of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, whilst simultaneously adapting to the 
inevitable changes and impacts on natural and human systems. Implementation of these 
measures will be most urgent at local grassroots level, where the consequences of climate 
change play out. The National Climate Change Response White Paper (2011) has identified 
local authorities as key role players in responding to climate change through local activities. 
Following the guidance provided by the Western Cape Climate Change Response Strategy 
(WCCCRS, 2014), municipalities in the province are starting to engage with climate change and 
embrace related opportunities. Eden District Municipality is one of the leaders in this respect, 
driven by a recent history of destructive severe weather events, and has developed the Eden 
District Climate Change Adaptation Plan (2014). Eden District Municipality has embarked on the 
formulation of a discussion paper on climate change which focuses on the specific climate risks, 
vulnerabilities and needs of the agricultural sector in the Eden District as guided by the Western 
Cape Climate Change Response Framework for the Agricultural Sector (WCCCARF, 2015). 
This Framework is the outcome of the Smart Agriculture for Climate Resilience project 
(SmartAgri), an initiative of the Western Cape Department of Agriculture and the Western Cape 
Department of Environmental Affairs & Development Planning (DEA&DP). Stakeholder 
engagement with the agricultural sector was conducted on the findings which shall further be 
cascaded across all disciplines. 

 

Climate change could also bring opportunities for agriculture in the Eden District. These include 
the following possibilities: 

 Current and future climates in the southern coastal areas are mild relative to other parts 
of the province; provided that strong risk reduction and management can contain 
damages of weather extremes, and the supporting ecosystem services remain in check, 
this area could become the new provincial “food basket”; 

 The district becomes suitable for crops not historically grown here, either migrating from 
the west (e.g. wine) or from the north (sub-tropical crops such as avocados) as the 
climates there become less suitable and the Eden climate becomes more suitable; 

 Growth potential for climate resilient local honeybush and other fynbos species; 
 Climate change understanding and responses are used to invigorate a more systems- 

and future-orientated agricultural training and skills development programme leading to a 
reduction in youth unemployment. 

That the undermentioned agricultural climate change response measures be supported: 

 Promote a climate-resilient low-carbon agricultural sector that is productive, competitive, 
equitable and ecologically sustainable across the value chain 

 Strengthen effective climate disaster risk reduction and management for agriculture 
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 Strengthen monitoring, data and knowledge management and sharing, and lead 
strategic research for climate change and agriculture 

 Ensure good co-operative governance and joint planning for effective climate change 
response implementation for agriculture. 

 That grassroots communities are engaged in better understanding climate change and 
how it will affect their well-being and livelihoods. For the agricultural sector this will 
include not only commercial farmers and their employees, but also those citizens who 
tend household and community gardens and keep livestock in urban and peri-urban 
areas. Local Government, by nature of its close interaction with communities, has a 
critical role in this engagement and process of education and joint solution seeking.  

 To support joint partnership initiatives with the private sector, for example river 
rehabilitation and waste management projects; seek more opportunities to meet directly 
with farming communities, to establish trust and accessible channels of communication 
needed for an effective joint climate change response; strengthen existing partnerships 
with National Government departments and SALGA. 

 The inclusion of climate change as an additional lens during decision making processes. 
Ideally, climate change responses should in the longer term not be labelled as climate 
change projects, but should take the form of mainstreaming into all development, social 
and economic planning and implementation processes. 

 To protect agricultural land that holds long term agricultural and food security value. 
 That the farming sector be supported with the installation of  photovoltaic systems on the 

roofs of farm/processing buildings (e.g. sheds, pack houses), or attached to water 
pumps, to increase reliability of supply, bring down costs, and simultaneously reduce the 
carbon footprint of the farm operations 

  

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND COASTAL MANAGEMENT 

Eden District Municipality remains committed to enforcing and complying with the National 
Environmental Management: Integrated Coastal Management Act (Act 24 of 2008 as amended 
by Amendment Act No. 36 of 2014) (ICM Act) and is dedicated to the integrated management of 
South Africa’s coastline and ensuring the sustainable use of the coast's natural resources. The 
environmental management unit strives to promote ecologically, socially and economically 
sustainable coastal development, as well as to control inappropriate development along our 
coast. It also intends to raise public awareness of the complexities of the coastal area, thereby 
promoting active participation in coastal management. The ICM Act places great emphasis on 
the benefit of cooperation and shared management responsibilities and thus mandates all three 
spheres of Government to develop Coastal Management Programmes (CMPs), which are policy 
or strategy documents that contain a system of principles and objectives to guide decisions and 
achieve outcomes relating to the coastal environment. These policy tools consist of three core 
components, these being an inventory or situational analysis (status quo assessment), a vision, 
priority and objectives setting component, as well as a five-year programme of implementation 
which includes specific coastal management objectives and strategies per priority area 
identified.  
 
The Western Cape Provincial Government has revised its 2004 CMP in line with the 
requirements of the ICM Act. This updated Provincial Coastal Management Programme (PCMP) 
builds upon its previous strengths and successes, is informed by stakeholder engagement and 
responds to the requirements of current legal mandates and national and provincial policies, 
strategies and programmes. The PCMP is a transversal initiative which will be implemented 
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through partnerships between all sectors and spheres of government and other stakeholders. It 
focuses on growing the blue and green economy through unlocking the economic potential of 
our coastal assets. It contributes directly to enabling a resilient, sustainable, quality and 
inclusive living environment through improved coastal spatial and development planning, 
access, protection and Local Government support. Direct links are made with the 
implementation of Operation Phakisa, which focusses on unlocking the economic potential of 
South Africa’s oceans.  

 

Opportunities identified for the WC coastal zone include but are not limited to increasing the 
protected area network and the inception of best-practice in planning future coastal 
development. Emergent threats to the WC’s coastal zone include inter alia the risks to humans 
and infrastructure from the impacts of climate change and the growing demand for natural 
resources. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND SETTING A COASTAL VISION 

Eden District Municipality seeks to achieve the coastal vision of  

 

“Our celebrated Western Cape coast for life, for all, forever” 

Eden continues to work at unlocking of both the direct and indirect value of the coast. The coast, 
its ecosystems and ecosystem services offer enormous benefits to the people of the WC 
Province and its visitors. The coast, an interrelated system dependant on the quality of the 
environment, is described as “an economic place where commercial, recreational and 
subsistence activities take place; a social place where people enjoy themselves and come to 
relax and find spiritual peace; and a biophysical place where land, sea and air meet and 
interact, and where beaches, sand dunes, rocky headlands and estuaries support a wide range 
of coastal biodiversity and ecosystem services. 

 

EDEN ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND COASTAL IMPLEMENTATION 
PROGRAMME  

The district will through the implementation of the Eden District Coastal Management 
Programme, continue working at unlocking both the direct and indirect value and economic 
benefits (Tourism and recreation; Residential areas; Discharge of storm water; Economic and 
employment opportunities; Events; Industrial and commercial uses) in close collaboration with 
the community of the coast, its ecosystem and ecosystem services. The undermentioned 
projects, programmes and initiatives as highlighted in the Eden District Coastal zone strategy 
shall receive attention: 

 

 Access to coastal public property  
 Coastal management line demarcation on zoning maps  
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 Determining and adjusting coastal boundaries of coastal access land  
 Marking coastal boundaries on zoning maps  
 Municipal CMPs  
 Consistency and alignment between Municipal CMPs and other statutory plans  
 Consultation and public participation  
 Implementation of land use legislation in coastal protection zone  
 Development and implementation of Sustainable Coastal Management Plan’s 

(SCMP’s) from Bitou to Witsand 

 Continued Involvement of Coast Care 
 Marine Protected Areas officially in place 
 Blue Flag Beaches 
 Coastal Recreation Plan 
 Estuary Management 
 Coastal Water Quality 
 Coastal Legislation 
 Coastal Education and Awareness 
 Conservation of Natural Coastal Areas 
 Development in the Coastal Zone 
 Coastal Engineering 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND BIODIVERSITY 

SUSTAINABLE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 

This project will introduce Product Service Systems (PSS) in the Western Cape as a specific tool 
to implement Sustainable Public Procurement (SPP). Product Service Systems are models that 
replace the buying of a product with buying a service. It shifts the perspective from owning 
goods, towards the use of goods in an integrated service, encompassing the full life-cycle. 
Moving away from buying goods to services enhances efficiency. The performance of the 
products/service that is asked for provide the room for sustainability and will help optimizing 
value for money across the lifecycle. This project aims to integrate PSS knowledge into existing 
public procurement policies and practices in order to drive SPP implementation in the Western 
Cape Province.  

As a first step the project will look at the current status of PPS in the Western Cape Province, at 
provincial and municipal level. To gauge this we have developed the following set of questions -  

 What are the major areas of public spending? 

 What are the services that are currently being purchased by the municipalities/province? 

 What are the products that municipalities/province could procure as an integrated 
service? 

 Why are they not being bought as a service? What are barriers? What are challenges? 
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 Are performance based specifications being used in tender documents? How are they 
evaluated and how is actual performance of a good/service being monitored? 

 Are the specifications (or pre-qualification requirements, or evaluation criteria) asking for 
sustainability performance? 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

The district focuses on ensuring that the citizens of Eden are environmentally aware and 
conscious; and that Eden schools and staff are competent in environmental matters pertaining 
to their responsibilities. This is promoted through: 

 

 The establishment of performance criteria for environmental education and training; 
 Provision of  adequate systems and resources for environmental education & training; 
 Celebration of special environmental calendar days; 
 Inclusion of environmental awareness during induction and refresher programmes; 
 Assistance to Councillors & managers in understanding Eden’s environmental 

responsibilities; 
 Provision of customised environmental training for municipal employees; 
 Seeking National Qualification Framework accreditation and utilisation of  

University Environmental Education unit for staff environmental training; 
 Develop and resource the education and training implications of IEEP; 
 Develop and resource the Eden nature reserves as key implementation sites for 

environmental education where relevant; 
 Make available accessible, high quality environmental (management) information; 
 Align school initiatives with Department of Education programmes and the 

Outcome based curriculum; 
 Provide quality environmental education & training programmes; 
 Improve efficiency and effectiveness of Eden’s environmental education & training; 
 Set up channels for the sharing of resources, lessons learnt and ‘best practice’. 
 Development of an Environmental Communication Strategy 
 Establishment of an Environmental Education Task Team 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING VISION 

The Integrated Eden Environmental Policy 2028 (IEEP) vision includes an “environmentally 
educated” public which means, according to the policy, that the public will have a high 
expectation of the authorities regarding environmental management, and will take collective 
responsibility for the environment, in a positive relationship with local government. This implies 
the ability to identify environmental problems, analyse their causes, and contribute to 
environmental management processes – ranging from local recycling or car-pooling, to 
contributing effectively to public participation decisions about development. 
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REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOAL 7: GROWING THE DISTRICT ECONOMY 
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REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOAL 7: GROWING THE DISTRICT 
ECONOMY 
 

Eden District Municipality comprises of a Local Economic Development unit which   

coordinates and promotes economic development within the district. 

 

VISION OF THE EDEN REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

To develop a diverse, sustainable and shared regional economy through innovation and 
partnerships, in order to stimulate employment and business development opportunities and 
increase the quality of life for all. 

 

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AIMS 

The Eden Regional Economic Development aims to achieve the following objectives:  

 Enabling an Environment for Economic growth through partnerships and collaboration 
 To increase the regional competitive advantage through the potential development of 

key sectors  
 Increase trade and investment through promotion 
 Coordinate and  prioritize regional economic infrastructure  
 Support local Small Medium and Micro Enterprises through procurement  
 Regional business retention and expansion  
 Increase skills and economic development through institutional support  
 Support local municipalities to minimize Red Tape  

 

GROWING THE DISTRICT ECONOMY THROUGH INTER-GOVERNMENTAL 
FORUMS 

The Eden District LED forum engages quarterly and in partnership with all B-municipalities and 
remains committed to a shared vision of economic growth and opportunity through collaboration 
in effort, joint planning initiatives and through a shared strategic intent. 

 

GROWING THE DISTRICT ECONOMY AND MOBILISING AN ECONOMIC AGENDA 

The LED unit drives and informs municipal processes which could potentially contribute to 
employment opportunities thereby aligning their economic vision thereby promoting a shared 
organisational objective. The undermentioned units and projects in active support of the LED 
agenda include: 

 

 Communication and Public Participation  
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 Social Media (Facebook, fan page, twitter, Linkdin) 
 Supply Chain through the Western Cape Supply Chain Database 
 Tourism  
 Skills development 
 EPWP 
 Informal food trainers 
 Eden Land fill waste site development 
 Agri-Parks Project 

 

GROWING THE DISTRICT ECONOMY THROUGH THE SOUTH CAPE ECONOMIC 
PARTNERSHIP (SCEP) 

The South Cape Business Partnership is key partner to local economic development and has 
been initiated and launched by the Eden DM’s LED unit in partnership with the B-municipalities 
residing in the district. The South Cape Economic Partnership (SCEP) is not an independent 
legal entity or a decision-making body; it contributes towards an enabling and conducive 
environment for collaboration between government, business and other stakeholders within the 
region. It does this by providing facilitation for a partners committee that is the focus for 
discussion about economic development collaboration; and for coordinated action through a 
programme of work for joint initiatives.  In 2015 the district municipality and five of the local 
municipalities jointly funded the appointment of a project manager as a part-time resource 
responsible for coordinating and implementing the priority activities of the SCEP. As part of the 
work during the year - through a series of stakeholder and member interactions including 
individual interviews, working group planning sessions, and thematic learning or consultation 
events - priorities were identified for collective and coordinated action. These priorities have 
been compiled into this multi-year strategy and programme of work for the SCEP for a three-
year period from 2016 to 2019. The South Cape region is a functional economic zone in the 
Western Cape Province that coincides largely with the administrative boundary of the Eden 
District Municipality. [Map]  This enables a clearly defined place-based regional partnership 
approach. The South Cape Economic Partnership has emerged from a Business Partnership 
that was first established in 2013, and it is now at a point where ad hoc collaboration can now 
be presented as a medium-term programme that will frame multi-stakeholder cooperation for the 
next Mayoral term and work towards a collective vision for shared and sustainable economic 
growth in this region in the longer run. 

 
GROWING THE DISTRICT ECONOMY AND SCEP STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
 
Within this context the partners have agreed on a set of objectives for the SCEP through a 
revised Partnership Charter in 2015.  The medium-term partnership objectives are to: 

 Facilitate constructive interaction between Business Chambers from neighbouring 
towns, local authorities and other key stakeholders influencing the business 
environment;  

 Promote and support collaborative leadership and shared growth within the economic 
delivery system of the South Cape economic region;  
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 Be a channel for communication and managing conflict within the regional business 
environment;  

 Serve as a vehicle towards developing strategic collaboration and partnerships with key 
stakeholders across the region, province and country; and  

 Provide a platform for the formulation of solutions to pressing business related issues, 
problems and challenges.  

 
PRIORITY SCEP ACTIVITIES OVER THE MEDIUM TERM 2016 - 2019 
 
There are two distinct aspects to the medium-term programme of work for the SCEP. The first is 
a theme-based set of activities that support the priority economic sectors. The second is about 
the set of activities that enable economic growth and development. The following two tables 
provide a summary of the proposed work to be done over the next three years.  
 
The SCEP is intended to be resourced by a part-time project manager who will convene all 
events; provide a secretariat service; administer all programme activities; coordinate partner 
activities; track and report on delivery against objectives; and undertake some of the 
implementation work including writing case studies and research reports where possible. Where 
additional resources are required, these will have to be provided by or funded by the SCEP 
partner organisations as agreed on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Table 1: Thematic framework for the SCEP programme of work 
 Priority ED sectors 

 Oil, gas and 
energy 

Tourism Agri-processing Creative 
industries 

Opportunities 
for 
collaboration 

• Renewable 
energy (RE) 
supply 

• RE value chain 
innovation 

• Oil industry 
decline 

• Gas industry 
optimisation 

• Energy security 
• Low Carbon 

Developments 
• Waste-to-

energy projects 

• Regional tourism 
route 
development 
(including CA-
CX cycle trail 
and Rim of 
Africa walking 
trail) 

• Coordinated 
tourism 
marketing 

• Development of 
new tourism 
marketing tools 

• Agri-park 
development 

• Honeybush tea 
industry support 

• Eden honeybee 
project 

• Forestry and 
furniture 

• Food security and 
nutrition 

• Market-makers 
capacity building 

• Film industry 
support 

• Exporters Club 
collaboration 
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 Priority ED sectors 

 Oil, gas and 
energy 

Tourism Agri-processing Creative 
industries 

Facilitation 
activities 

• Convening of 
energy working 
group 

• Interaction with 
WCPG game 
changer and 
GreenCape 

• Interaction with 
USAID SA-
LED 

• Tracking of 
energy projects 

• Support for 
regional tourism 
forum convened 
by EDM 

• Support for agri-
park project 
steering 
committee as 
necessary 

• Support for 
honeybush tea 
public sector 
community of 
practice as 
required 

• Convening of 
honeybush tea 
innovation project 
and workshop 

• Interaction with 
honeybee project 

• Conceptualisation 
of forestry support 
project 

• Funding for 
market-makers 
business 
development 
training 

• Completion and 
distribution of 
film location 
catalogue  

• Co-convening of 
Exporters Club 

• Support for Eden 
Independent 
Film Festival as 
required 

Information 
and learning 
needs 

• RE and EE 
technology 
briefings and 
press releases 

• Shared info on 
energy projects 
and lessons 
learnt 

• Case study on 
Hessequa’s 
renewable 
energy 
generation 
projects 

• Research on 
tourism 
publishers and 
how to get listed 
in 
recommendation
s 

• Research and 
conceptualisatio
n of regional 
tourism quality 
awards 

• Case study on 
Plett is a feeling 
campaign and 
use of social 
media 

• Case study on 
Travel Mossel 
Bay festival and 
media 
partnerships 

• Case study on 
#Knys1 awards 

• Research on food 
security and the 
business of food; 
and 
conceptualisation 
of a local food 
business network 
for the region. 

• Case study on 
honeybush tea 
industry 
development and 
regulation. 

• Case study on 
sustainable dairy 
farming and 
artisanal cheese 
production 

• Case study on 
hops valley as a 
global beer 
destination 

• Case study on 
Oudtshoorn 

• Case study on 
Wonkiware 
growth from 
small to large 
enterprise 

• Case study on 
KKNK 

• Research on 
how music 
festivals make 
places. 

• Press release on 
export trends in 
South Cape 
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 Priority ED sectors 

 Oil, gas and 
energy 

Tourism Agri-processing Creative 
industries 

ostrich industry 
and export impact 
of currency value 
fluctuations 

TA needs • Research on 
municipal or 
neighbourhood 
energy storage 
solutions 

• Report on 
wheeling for all 
municipalities 

• Report on 
smart meters 
and feed-in 
policies and 
procedures for 
all 
municipalities 

• Pre-feasibility 
study on The 
Bridge for Plett 
Municipality 

• Fund-raising 
support for bird 
hides in Plett 

• Concept 
proposal on site-
specific art 
partnership with 
golf course 
operators across 
the region 

• Concept 
proposal on a 
township tourism 
strategy for all 
municipalities  

• Concept 
proposal on 
heritage tourism 
promotion in the 
GR and KK 

• Concept proposal 
on community of 
practice for 
regulating and 
monitoringg health 
and safety in food 
businesses. 

• Advisory support 
for operating of 
agri-park 

• Concept proposal 
on water-wise 
agriculture 
development for 
Kannaland and 
Oudtshoorn. 

• Interaction with 
Cape Craft and 
Design Institute 

• Concept 
proposal for 
development of 
Tarka in Mossel 
Bay as a tourism 
destination and 
a stonemason 
training site 

• Technical 
assistance to 
MB municipality 
to support 
implementation 
of stonemason 
training project 

Working 
group 
arrangements 

Champion to be 
identified to chair 
working group  

Regional Tourism 
Forum doubles as 
the Tourism 
working group 

Agri-park project 
steering committee 
can continue as 
Agri-processing 
working group once 
the construction 
phase is complete 

Champion to be 
identified to chair 
working group 

 
 
 
Table 2: Enabling framework for the SCEP programme of work 
 ED enabling factors 
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 Economic 
infrastructure 

Enterprise and 
business dev’t 
& integration 

Investment 
promotion 

Maintain and 
grow the 
SCEP 

SCEP 
management 
and admin 

Oppor-
tunities for 
collabora- 
tion 

• Sustainable 
infrastructure 
design 

• Capital 
project 
preparation 
and 
appraisal 
facility 

• Public 
transport 
collaboration 
for regional 
links and 
transit 
oriented 
development 

• Aero 
industry and 
airport 
development 

• Skills 
development 
game-
changer  

• George 
Business 
Chamber 
SMME 
training  

• Transformatio
n of the 
business 
sector 

• Economic 
developmen
t 
communicati
on and 
brand 
building 

• Quality of 
life data and 
monitoring 

• Urban 
developmen
t and real 
estate as a 
growth 
sector 

• Green 
building 
promotion 

• Maintaining 
the 
relationship 
with WCPG 
and Wesgro 

• Building the 
membership 
of the SCEP 
through 
outreach and 
collaboration  

 

• Using the 
SCEP 
database to 
distribute 
relevant ED 
information 
from other 
stakeholders 

Facilitation 
activities 

• Convening 
of 
infrastructure 
working 
group 

• Coordination 
with utilities 
and 
transport 
SOCs like 
Transnet 
and ACSA 

• CSP or 
GTAC 
collaboration 
on capital 
project 
preparation 

• Convening of 
skills 
development 
working group 

• Interaction 
with WCPG 
skills game-
changer team 

• Convening 
of 
investment 
promotion 
working 
group 

• Convening of 
the partners 
meeting 
every quarter 
and 
secretariat 
services 

• Convening of 
programme 
steering 
committee 
meeting 
more 
regularly 

• Engagement
s with other 
spheres of 
government 
and 
neighbouring 
regions 

• Quarterly 
reports for 
funders and 
other 
partners 

• Quarterly 
and 
programme 
reports for 
EDP 

• Maintained 
contacts 
database 

• Programme 
performance 
tracking  
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 ED enabling factors 

 Economic 
infrastructure 

Enterprise and 
business dev’t 
& integration 

Investment 
promotion 

Maintain and 
grow the 
SCEP 

SCEP 
management 
and admin 

Information 
and 
learning 
needs 

• NMMU 
collaboration 
on 
sustainable 
infrastructure 
learning 

• Report on 
aerotropolis 
development 
practice 

• Case study 
on George 
Municipality 
youth cafe 
and George 
Business 
Chamber 
dragons den 

• Case study 
on Knysna 
Broadband 
as an 
investment 
promotion 
strategy 

• Report on 
competitive 
cities 

• Collaborative 
leadership 
training 

• SCEP 
lessons 
learnt for 
partnership 
learning 

- 

TA needs • Concept 
note on 
establishing 
a regional 
capital 
project 
preparation 
facility 

• Fund-raising 
for regional 
business 
development 
training by 
George 
Business 
Chamber 

• Report on 
developmen
t facilitation 
in local 
government 

- - 

Working 
group 
arrangemen
ts 

Champion to 
be identified to 
chair working 
group 

Champion to be 
identified to 
chair working 
group 

Champion to 
be identified 
to chair 
working group 

- - 

 
 
The scheduling of this programme of work will have to evolve through more detailed annual 
work planning. For illustrative purposes the following schedule of outputs is proposed over the 
three-year period. 
 

Area of work Year 1: 2016/17 Year 2: 2017/18 Year 3: 2018/19 

Oil, gas and 
energy 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the Energy Working 
Group 

• Renewable energy and 
energy efficiency 
technology briefing 
report 

• Report on wheeling for 
all municipalities 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the Energy Working 
Group 

• Case study on 
Hessequa’s renewable 
generation projects 

• Research on municipal 
or neighbourhood 
energy storage 
solutions 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the Energy Working 
Group 

• Report on smart 
meters and feed-in 
policies and 
procedures for all 
municipalities 
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Area of work Year 1: 2016/17 Year 2: 2017/18 Year 3: 2018/19 

Tourism • At least 4 meetings of 
the Regional Tourism 
Forum 

• Case study on Plett is a 
feeling campaign and 
use of social media 

• Pre-feasibility study on 
The Bridge for Plett 
Municipality 

• Fund-raising support for 
bird hides in Plett 

• Concept proposal on 
site-specific art 
partnership with golf 
course operators across 
the region 

• At least 4 meetings of 
the Regional Tourism 
Forum 

• Research on tourism 
publishers and how to 
get listed in 
recommendations 

• Case study on Travel 
Mossel Bay festival 
and media 
partnerships 

• Concept proposal on a 
township tourism 
strategy for all 
municipalities  

• At least 4 meetings of 
the Regional Tourism 
Forum 

• Research and 
conceptualisation of 
regional tourism 
quality awards 

• Case study on #Knys1 
awards 

• Concept proposal on 
heritage tourism 
promotion in the GR 
and KK 

Agri-
processing 

• At least 4 meetings of 
the agri-park steering 
committee 

• Honeybush tea 
innovation workshop 

• Case study on 
Oudtshoorn ostrich 
industry and export 
impact of currency value 
fluctuations 

• Advisory support for 
operating of agri-park 

• At least 4 meetings of 
the agri-park steering 
committee 

• Concept note on 
forestry support project 

• Research on food 
security and the 
business of food; and 
conceptualisation of a 
local food business 
network for the region.  

• Case study on 
honeybush tea industry 
development and 
regulation. 

• Concept proposal on 
water-wise agriculture 
development for 
Kannaland and 
Oudtshoorn. 

• At least 4 meetings of 
the agri-park steering 
committee 

• Case study on 
sustainable dairy 
farming and artisanal 
cheese production 

• Case study on hops 
valley as a global beer 
destination 

• Concept proposal on 
community of practice 
for regulating and 
monitoring health and 
safety in food 
businesses. 
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Area of work Year 1: 2016/17 Year 2: 2017/18 Year 3: 2018/19 

Creative 
industries 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the creative industries 
working group 

• At least 2 meetings of 
Exporters Club 

• Creative Industry 
Market-makers capacity 
building workshop 

• Funding proposal for 
market-makers business 
development training 

• Completion and 
distribution of film 
location catalogue  

• Eden Independent Film 
Festival hosted annually 

• Press release on export 
trends in South Cape 

• Concept proposal for 
development of Tarka in 
Mossel Bay as a tourism 
destination and a 
stonemason training site 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the creative industries 
working group 

• At least 2 meetings of 
Exporters Club 

• Eden Independent Film 
Festival hosted 
annually 

• Case study on KKNK 
• Technical assistance 

to MB municipality to 
support 
implementation of 
stonemason training 
project 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the creative industries 
working group 

• At least 2 meetings of 
Exporters Club 

• Eden Independent 
Film Festival hosted 
annually 

• Case study on 
Wonkiware growth 
from small to large 
enterprise 

• Research on how 
music festivals make 
places. 

Economic 
infrastructure 

• At least 1 meeting of the 
infrastructure working 
group 

• NMMU workshop on 
sustainable 
infrastructure 

• Concept note on 
establishing a regional 
capital project 
preparation facility 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the infrastructure 
working group 

• Report on aerotropolis 
development practice 

• Fund-raising proposal 
for a regional capital 
project preparation 
facility 

• At least 2 meetings of 
the infrastructure 
working group 

• Establishment of 
Regional Capital 
project preparation 
facility 

Enterprise and 
business 
development 
and 
integration 

• At least 1 meeting of the 
enterprise development 
and transformation 
working group  

• Fund-raising proposal 
for regional business 
development training by 
George Business 
Chamber 

• At least 1 meeting of 
the enterprise 
development and 
transformation working 
group 

• Case study on George 
Municipality youth cafe 
and George Business 
Chamber dragons den 

• At least 1 meeting of 
the enterprise 
development and 
transformation working 
group 
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Area of work Year 1: 2016/17 Year 2: 2017/18 Year 3: 2018/19 

Investment 
promotion 

• At least 1 meeting of the 
investment promotion 
working group 

• Case study on Knysna 
Broadband as an 
investment promotion 
strategy 

• At least 1 meeting of 
the investment 
promotion working 
group  

• Report on competitive 
cities 

• At least 1 meeting of 
the investment 
promotion working 
group 

• Report on 
development 
facilitation in local 
government 

Maintain and 
grow the 
SCEP 

• At least 4 meetings of 
the partners 

• At least 3 meetings of 
the programme steering 
committee 

• Collaborative leadership 
training seminar 

• Report on SCEP 
lessons learnt for 
partnership learning 

• At least 4 meetings of 
the partners 

• At least 3 meetings of 
the programme 
steering committee 

• Report on SCEP 
lessons learnt for 
partnership learning 

• At least 4 meetings of 
the partners 

• At least 3 meetings of 
the programme 
steering committee 

SCEP 
Management 
and admin 

• Quarterly reports for 
funders and other 
partners 

• Quarterly and 
programme reports for 
EDP 

• Maintained contacts 
database 

• Quarterly reports for 
funders and other 
partners 

• Quarterly and 
programme reports for 
EDP 

• Maintained contacts 
database 

• Quarterly reports for 
funders and other 
partners 

• Quarterly and 
programme reports for 
EDP 

• Maintained contacts 
database 

 
 
Note: These outputs will be reviewed and substituted as new opportunities arise, and the scope 
will be refined through consultation with implementation partners on concept proposals. 
 
BUDGET AND FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS 
 
The SCEP programme of work is scoped to be completed by a part-time project manager 
working 3 days a week. It is anticipated that this will cost about R650 000 per year. It is also 
anticipated that about R250 000 will be required each year for event costs, travel and small 
consulting assignments to deliver agreed outputs. 
 
The Western Cape EDP is budgeting to provide R365 000 per year as co-funding for the SCEP. 
The balance of R535 000 must be covered by contributions from the partner organisations. It is 
anticipated that all of the municipalities in the region will contribute according to the size of their 
budgets in 2016/17. Larger municipalities will contribute R100 000 per year (George, Mossel 
Bay and Knysna); mid-sized municipalities will contribute R50 000 per year (Bitou, Oudtshoorn, 
Hessequa and Eden) and smaller municipalities will contribute R35 000 per year (Kannaland). 
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Each municipality will contract with the EDP in terms of a three-year service level agreement 
with funding contributions to be confirmed annually. 
 
GROWING THE DISTRICT ECONOMY AND THE EXPANDED PUBLIC WORKS 
PROGRAMME (EPWP) 

The EPWP is a national government programme that aims to provide social protection through 
the creation of jobs. The programme’s mandate is “to contribute to development by providing 
work opportunities to poor and unemployed people in the labour-intensive  

delivery of public and community assets and services”. 

 

The District has committed itself to the outcomes of the EPWP, and seeks to go beyond these 
outcomes to give effect to the Strategic Goal 7 of Growing the district economy. The target shall 
be reviewed in order to allow all directorates an opportunity to identify lucrative projects and 
programmes which could accomodate the EPWP programme. The undermentioned activities 
undertaken by the EPWP unit which resides in the Management services directorate once again 
displays an integration of joint planning towards the achievement of a common vision: 
 

 The 2015/16 ECD Training Project forms part of the Social Sector Programme in which 
unemployed youth throughout the District have an opportunity to study, while working in 
their field of studies; 

 Training and Skills Development directed at the Programmer’s Exit Strategy, for 
unemployed youth remains top priority in EPWP Phase Three     [2014-2019]; 

 During the financial year 2015/16 a total of 3 Infrastructure Sector Projects [Upgrading of 
gravel Roads, and Upgrading of Buildings] were approved on the 2015/16 Business 
Plan; 

 The minimum salary for EPWP participants for the financial year 2015/16 stands at R 
78.86 as from 1st November 2015; 

 Council’s 2015/16 Business Plan duration target per project is a minimum of 100 days 
for all three Sectors [Infrastructure, Social & Environment]; 

 In terms of Council’s EPWP Policy, each project participant is required to sign an 
Employment Contract, to ensure that their remuneration is paid directly into their Bank 
Accounts; 

 The Contract also ensures contribution of UIF for unemployment purposes;  
 The Contract also safeguards participants with COIDA contribution from Council for any 

injury on the job; 
EPWP is entering  the 2016/17 DORA EPWP Grants, meaning a new EPWP Business Plan 
shall be discussed and therefore input from all components with their different sections in 
terms of labour intensive projects in sectors such as Environmental, Social & Infrastructure 
Sectors are required in order to finalize the 2016/17 EPWP Business Plan. It should be 
noted that the EPWP unit has already committed themselves to completing the current 
Social Sector: ECD Project with the 27 participants / students. 
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The future employment opportunities created for EPWP participation shall be identified by 
the undermentioned directorates and associated projects as indicated hereunder: 

 

No Directorate 2016/17 EPWP 
Project/Programme 

No of 
EPWP 
participants 

Responsible 
Official 

1. Management 
Services: Bulk 
Infrastructure 

  Mr F van Der 
Merwe 

2. Management 
Services: Waste 
Management 

Eden Regional Landfill 
site 

 Mr M Hubbe 

3. Management 
Services: 
Properties 

Environment and Social 
Projects/Seasonal 
work:Swartvlei 

 Mr W Fourie 

4. Management 
Services: 
Properties 

Life guard: Calitzdorp  Mr W Fourie 

 

Council 2015/16 EPWP current performance against national standards and targets are 
as follows: 

 Council‘s target reached: % Youth Employed = 85.51% against the national standard of 
55% Youth Employed per yearly Business Plan; 

 Council‘s target reached: % Women Employed = 60.37% against the national standard 
of 55% Women Employed per yearly Business Plan; 

 Council‘s target reached: % Disabled Employed = 4.90% against the national standard 
of 2% Disabled Employed per yearly Business Plan. 

 
 
GROWING THE DISTRICT ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

Eden’s coastline stretches from Bitou to Witsand in the south-east. The coast has multiple uses 
and provides a variety of goods and services to Eden. These goods and services are central to 
the economy of Eden and its well-being. The goods and services provided by the coastline 
include amongst others: 

 

 Tourism and recreation 
 Residential areas 
 Discharge of storm water 
 Economic and employment opportunities 
 Events 
 Industrial and commercial uses 
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The coastline of Eden is arguably one of its greatest tourism and economic assets and has the 
potential, if protected and harnessed, to play a significant role in the economic development and 
prosperity of Eden. However, the coastal resource of Eden is currently faced with many 
pressing issues including: 

 Fragmentation and loss of natural areas 
 Degradation of terrestrial ecosystems due to recreational activities and 
 inappropriate development 
 Loss of indigenous vegetation due to the spread of alien invasive vegetation Erosion and 

damage to sensitive coastal dune systems 
 Areas of poor marine water quality as a result of domestic and industrial 
 wastewater discharges, storm water discharges and malfunctioning sewerage 
 systems 
 Loss of marine resources due to poaching and other illegal activities 
 Building and infrastructure maintenance problems related to erosion, windblown 
 sand and wave action 
 Interference of physical coastal processes caused by development 
 Safety and security problems 
 Inappropriate development 
 Inappropriate recreational use 
 Litter and waste 
 Degrading beach infrastructure and facilities 
 Vandalism of beach facilities 
 Loss of recreational opportunities and scenic beauty due to sprawling urban 
 development 
 Inequalities in access to the coast and associated opportunities 

 

The economic development and tourism agendas are thereby supported through the 
environmental coastal management strategy and the district remains focused on 
integrating its activities towards the achievement of one shared vision.   
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REPORT ON STRATEGIC GOAL 3: CONDUCTING REGIONAL BULK 
INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENT PROJECTS, ROADS 
MAINTENANCE AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 
REGIONAL BULK WATER SUPPLY INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING 

Eden District Municipality has concluded a Feasibility Study of the Regional Integration of Bulk 
Water Supply Systems of Knysna and Bitou Municipalities. The study aims to identify and 
assess the technical, financial and institutional viability of integrating the regional bulk water 
infrastructure of the towns. The benefits and constraints of integrating the bulk water supply of 
these towns in the regional supply schemes have been identified. 

The study is comprised of the following phases: 

 Phase 1: Inception/Scoping was completed in April 2013 and included the collation and 
assessment of all available information related to water resources and requirements, 
infrastructure, water use efficiency and institutional arrangements for the areas served 
by the Bitou and Knysna Local Municipalities. 

 Phase 2A: Feasibility Options Analysis was fulfilled in June 2014 and describes the 
screening of the options that were identified for meeting the future water demands of the 
towns of Bitou and Knysna as well as the analyses undertaken to select options for 
preliminary design in Phase 2B. 

 Phase 2B: Preliminary design consisted of phasing analyses, the preliminary design of 
the pre-selected option (from Phase 2A), identification of legal requirements, unpacking 
of the institutional and funding options available for its implementation and a 
recommended implementation plan with associated cash flow. 

 Phase 3: Implementation Ready Study Report: upgrading of the Charlesford Diversion 
Scheme for the Regional Bulk Infrastructure Grant (RBIG) is the subject of the present 
report and comprises a detailed RBIG motivation for implementation readiness. 

The technical and financial analyses and MCDA has confirmed that the implementation of the 
separate schemes is the favoured way forward. The regional scheme (i.e. linking pipeline) is not 
significantly more expensive and may offer some strategic benefits. The application is awaiting 
a final decision from the Department of Water Affairs. Eden District Municipality has in addition 
also submitted a proposal to conduct a Feasibility study on Bulk Water supply in Ladismith. 

 

ENERGY SAVING PROJECT 

Eden wants to reduce the electricity demand from Eskom and seeks to achieve this through the 
generation of alternative energy sources and to adopt energy efficiency measures. An amount 
of R5.4 million is made available from the Department of Energy to implement energy saving 
measures in the Eden District Municipality. The project commenced in January 2015. 
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Three aspects required consideration: 

 Incorporating solar energy generation to supplement the energy drawn from the George 
Municipal grid; 

 Replacement of lighting with LED lighting, and to be coupled with occupancy sensors 
(an occupancy sensor will switch lights off after a predetermined time – typically 15-30 
minutes – should there be no one in the office; 

 Replacement of “old technology” air conditioners with modern energy efficient units 
which also incorporate occupancy sensors. 

The available funds will only be sufficient for the Main building.  

EDEN PROPERTIES 

Eden District Municipality awaits the pronouncement from the MEC: WCPG DLG and EAP 

regarding the future ownership and management of the resorts. Eden remains committed to 

continue with the maintenance and upkeep of the resorts. 

ASSET MANAGEMENT 

Eden District Municipality has an asset management register and shall develop an asset 

management maintenance plan during 2016/17. 

EDEN DISTRICT ROAD AGENCY 
INTRODUCTION 

Eden District Municipality in partnership with the WC Provincial Roads department fulfils a road 
agency function. Hereunder is a road maintenance project plan which shall be implemented 
during 1 April 2016 to 31 March 2017. It should be noted that the road maintenance project plan 
is subject to operational requirements relating to possible disaster mitigation. 

EDEN DISTRICT ROAD AGENCY PROJECT PLAN:  
01 APRIL 2016 – 31 MARCH 2017 

PROJECT ROAD NAME 
START 
DATE END DATE   

Normal 
Maintenance   1/Apr’16 31/Mar’17 65 050 65 050 

Blading   1/Apr’16 31/Mar’17 11 000 11 000 
Reseal           

DR 1568 De Draai 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 1 903 1 903 
DR 1672 Bakenskraal 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 72 72 
DR 1693 Steenoondepad 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 166 166 
DR 1693 Steenoondepad 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 84 84 
DR 1693 Steenoondepad 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 72 72 
MR 358 Volmoed- 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 1 929 1 929 
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EDEN DISTRICT ROAD AGENCY PROJECT PLAN:  
01 APRIL 2016 – 31 MARCH 2017 

PROJECT ROAD NAME 
START 
DATE END DATE   

Mosselbaai 
MR 359 Hazenjacht 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 743 743 
MR 369 Swartberg 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 4 242 4 242 
OP 6463 Zoar / Amalienstein 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 1 253 1 253 
TR 83/1 Garcia Pass 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 2 903 2 903 

TR 83/2 
Laingsburg/ 
Ladismith 

1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 
1 263 1 263 

Regravel   1/Apr’16       
DR 1624 Kleinfontein 1/Apr’16 10/Aug’16 529 5 290 
DR 1662 Leeublad 11/Aug’16 10/Dec’16 5880 5 880 
DR 1650 Daskop/Kamanasie 17/Jan’17 31/Mar’17 3530 3 530 

Construction      

DR 1694 Dysselsdorp/Le 
Roux Stasie 1/Apr/2016 31/May’17 6373 200 

DR 1578 Friemersheim 1/Apr/2016 31/Mar’17 75 000 25 800 
Normal 

Maintenance   1/Apr’16 31/Mar’17 65 050 65 050 
Blading   1/Apr’16 31/Mar’17 11 000 11 000 
Reseal           

DR 1568 De Draai 1/Apr’16 28/Feb’17 1 903 1 903 
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SECTION F: ALIGNING IDP AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
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ALIGNING EDEN DM IDP STRATEGIC GOALS AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 

Assisting the EDM to create awareness of developments and progress made in terms of reaching its objectives, the following 
comparative table seeks to guide informed decision-making in the creation of linkages between the strategic goals and public 
participation, thereby ensuring visible impact in Council endeavours. Communities are made aware of various opportunities available 
through the celebration and awareness outreach campaigns. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITY PLAN 2016/17 
Strategic Goals Public Participation Activity Advertising 

medium 
Month Contact IDP Calendar 

(Commemorative Days) 

Waste management      

Waste Minimisation Roadshow 2016 PR  Sept '16 M. Hubbe World Envir Health Day,  26 Sep '16 

E-waste containers - Mossel Bay and Knysna  PR Sept '16 M. Hubbe World Envir Health Day 

Waste Minimisation Public Awareness and 
Education Campaign PR Ongoing M. Hubbe World Envir Health Day 

Tourism   

Cycle Route Launch PR Oct '15 - 
May '16 A Koeberg Tourism Month - Oct '16 

Human Resources   

Disability awareness – Casual day PR Dec '16 M. Appels Human Resources 

16 days of activism – disability, gender and 
activism against women and child abuse PR Dec '16 C. Spies 16 Days of Activism (1 - 16 Dec 2016) 

Cancer awareness PR Oct '16 C. Spies  

International men’s day Newspaper 
PR 19 Nov '16 C. Scheepers 19 Nov '16 

I. Healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

 

Municipal Health   
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITY PLAN 2016/17 
Strategic Goals Public Participation Activity Advertising 

medium 
Month Contact IDP Calendar 

(Commemorative Days) 

Ebola PR (IGR, Staff 
News) Aug '16 J. Compion In response to emergency situation 

Social Development   

Eden Youth Council Newspaper  Jun '16 J. Jafta /  
M. Wilson 

 

Youth Day – 16 June 

 

Disaster Management   

Flood and fire awareness campaigns as 
schools in rural areas PR Feb-March 

‘17 
G. Otto 

W. Jacobs 

Floods of 2013/2014 as well as disaster fires 
in the district 

Public awareness campaign on water 
conservation  

Pamphlets 

Banners 

Bill boards 

Printed media 

and radio 

March- April 
‘17 

Eden MDMC 
and 
Communicatio
ns section 

National Water Week -16-22 March  

Call Centre Awareness Advert Oct '16 T.Bouwer  

Flood and fire awareness campaigns as 
schools in rural areas PR Feb-March 

‘17 

G. Otto 

W. Jacobs 
Floods of 2013/2014 as well as disaster fires 
in the district 

Tourism  

Eden School of Culinary Arts (ESCA) PR 
Aug - Nov 
'16 & Jan - 
Mar '17 

A Koeberg Tourism Month - Sep'16 

II. Build a capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

 

Tourism Ambassador Buddy Programme PR Oct '16 - Oct A Koeberg Tourism Month - Sep '16 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITY PLAN 2016/17 
Strategic Goals Public Participation Activity Advertising 

medium 
Month Contact IDP Calendar 

(Commemorative Days) 

'17 

Knysna Living Local Collective Craft Pop up 
Shop PR tbc A Koeberg  

Human Resources  

Bursaries to students Advt + PR Oct/Nov '16 C. Scheepers 
Intl Teachers Day,  
5 Oct '16 

 

Workplace experience for students Advt + PR Oct/Nov '16 C. Scheepers  

Workplace skills plan PR Oct/Nov '16 C. Scheepers  

Municipal Health  

Informal Food Trader Health Education 
Projects PR Sept/Oct '16 J. Compion 

Envir Health Day,  
26 Sept '14 

 

Pig Farming compliance PR Sept/Oct '16 J. Compion  

Food control PR Sept/Oct '16 J. Compion Social Development Month, October '14 

Ocean monitoring towards Blue Flag status PR, Advt Sept/Oct '16 V. Gibbs-Halls Marine month, Oct '14 

Social Development  

Braille Bibles PR Oct '16 M. Appels  

HIV & Substance abuse Peer Educator training PR Tbc A. Naidoo World AIDS Day, 1 Dec 

Disability Forum PR, Advt 2017 M. Appels  

EPWP Employment of disabled PR Ongoing M. Appels  
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITY PLAN 2016/17 
Strategic Goals Public Participation Activity Advertising 

medium 
Month Contact IDP Calendar 

(Commemorative Days) 

Early Childhood Development (library 
establishment) PR Dec '16/Mar 

'17 M. Wilson Library Week,  
17 Mar - 23 Mar '15 

Disaster Management  

First Aid training Advt + PR  W. Jacobz  

Flood awareness campaign Advt + PR As required W.  Jacobz  

Early Warning Display Advt Ongoing G. Otto  

Festive Season preparedness PR, Advt Dec '16, Dec 
'17 G. Otto World Remembrance Day For Victims of Road 

Accidents – 17 November 

Supply Chain Management  

Supplier open day PR, Advt Sept '16 T. Mpuru  

Environmental Management  

ECO Schools PR Tbc V. Gibbs-Halls  

Human Resources  

Petro SA electrical engineering students PR Tbc R.Salmons Youth Day – 16 June 

EPWP  

Job creation PR Ongoing K. Langeveldt 
 
 
 

Road infrastructure  

Bridges, roads, maintenance PR Ongoing H.Ottervanger World Remembrance Day For Victims of Road 
Accidents – 17 November 

III. Conduct regional 
bulk infrastructure 
planning & 
implement 
projects, roads Public Integrated Transport Network PR As required H.Ottervanger  
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITY PLAN 2016/17 
Strategic Goals Public Participation Activity Advertising 

medium 
Month Contact IDP Calendar 

(Commemorative Days) 

    Transport Month - October 

Tourism  

Cycling routes 62km Indwe 
Magazine July '16 A Koeberg Tourism Month - September 

Resorts  

maintenance and 
public transport; 
manage and 
develop council 
fixed assets 

Promoting of the resorts PR, Radio Ongoing W. Fourie 
 
Tourism Month - September 
 

Municipal Health  

Vegetable gardens PR tbc J. Compion  World Envir Day 

Environmental Protection  

Climate change PR Ongoing V. Gibbs-Halls  World Envir Day 

Coastal Management PR Ongoing V. Gibbs-Halls Marine month, Oct '14 

Tourism  

IV. Promote 
sustainable 
environmental 
management and 
public safety 

 

Eco Tourism PR Ongoing A Koeberg 

 

 
 

Financial Services  

Budgeting processes, public awareness PR Ongoing L. Hoek   

Office of the Municipal Manager  

V. Promote good 
governance 

 

Reporting on Equity PR Mar '15 G. Louw Human Rights Day 
21 Mar '15 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITY PLAN 2016/17 
Strategic Goals Public Participation Activity Advertising 

medium 
Month Contact IDP Calendar 

(Commemorative Days) 

EEIT - Change agents PR Nov '15 
I Saaiman 

Dr Johan Schoeman  
Intl Day of tolerance,  
16 Nov '14 

IDP    District Five year IDP Process 
Plan Indaba Africa Day – 25 May 

Mandela Day PR Jul '15 G. Louw Mandela Day, 18 Jul '15 

Women's Day PR Aug '15 G. Louw Women's Day, 8 Aug '14 

Reconciliation Day  PR Dec ‘15 W. Van der Westhuizen  Reconciliation Day, 16 Dec ‘15 

Risk Mitigation PR Oct '15 R. Bruiners Intl Day of Disaster Reduction, 
13 Oct 

Anti Fraud and Corruption PR Ongoing, 
Nov '15 G. Louw Intl Fraud Awareness, 

1 - 8 Nov 

Anti Fraud and Corruption PR tbc  Intl Anti-corruption  Day – 9 
December ‘15 

Shared Services  VI. Ensure financial 
viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

 

Billing integration (Financial Systems of all b-
municipalities linked to GIS Software, 1st in 
Western Cape) 

PR Ongoing S. Damons  

Tourism  

Utilize geographic position and natural 
endowments to enhance economy, destination 
marketing 

PR Ongoing F. Hassain Tourism/Heritage Month - 
September 

Indaba  PR May '16 A Koeberg Tourism/Heritage Month  

VII. Grow the district 
economy 

 

Best Golf Destination Award 2014 PR Ongoing A Koeberg Tourism/Heritage Month  
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITY PLAN 2016/17 
Strategic Goals Public Participation Activity Advertising 

medium 
Month Contact IDP Calendar 

(Commemorative Days) 

Joint Marketing Agreements PR Ongoing A Koeberg Tourism/Heritage Month  

Tourism month - September PR Sept '16 A Koeberg Tourism/Heritage Month  

Partnership with Cape Craft Design - SEED 
Funding PR July '16 A Koeberg Tourism/Heritage Month  

Agricultural / Food Expo PR tbc M Wilson World Food Day – 16-18 
October 

Executive Mayoral Welcome PR  M Wilson 18 & 21 December 

Local Economic Development  

Eden Entrepreneurs Week which will be taking 
place 20 – 24 October 2014.  Advt Oct '16 N. Raubenheimer Youth Day - 16 June, 15 

Eden Economic Competitiveness Improvement 
Project – Genesis (District LED Strategy 
Review)  

PR tbc N. Raubenheimer  

 South Cape Business Partnership as sub-
structure of Western Cape Economic 
Development Partnership 

PR tbc N. Raubenheimer  
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DISTRICT PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND COMMUNICATION FORUM 
 

The Eden District Public Participation and Communication Forum is active and meets quarterly. 
Hereto attached, marked Annexure I find a summary of the strengthened and active forums as 
per MEC Comment received as well as an indication of the agenda discussion points covered 
by the Forum. 

The Provincial Public Participation and Communication Forum is also active and meets 
quarterly. Much support is harnessed from the WC Provincial PP&Com Forum. 

The Department of Communication also provides much communication support to the District. 

 

DEVELOPING A CULTURE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN 
MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS 
 

This is in accordance with Chapter 4 of the Municipal Systems Act achieved through adopting a 
developmental as well as ensuring a compliance approach to public engagement through inter 
alia: 

(i) Capacity building workshops conducted with Council on IDP processes; 
(ii) Building capacity of the local community through quarterly IGR Newspaper and 

Quarterly IGR Staff Newsletter; 
(iii) Draft Social Media Policy using the municipal website, Fanpage, Facebook, Linkdin, 

Twitter; 
(iv) Media Enquiries responded to promptly; 
(v) Press Releases; 
(vi) Communication campaigns linked to a commemorative calendar of events; 
(vii) Local Media; 
(viii) Broadcasting Media; 
(ix) Radio Coverage; 
(x) “IDP Planning Tools” capacity building and information sharing on website; 
(xi) “More Jobs” Website creating opportunities for public participation; 
(xii) Section 75 MFMA compliance; 
(xiii) Supporting and monitoring Ward Operational Plans of B-Municipalities; 
(xiv) IDP Roadshows (Reflection Sessions throughout the Eden district 
(xv) EEIT IDP Roadshow throughout the Eden District 
(xvi) Public Documents displayed on the municipal website and notices are placed in local 

newspapers.  
(xvii) Eden District Municipality in conjunction with the B-municipalities and the WC 

Provincial Government DLG: Public Participation hosted a Ward Committee Summit 
in George on 21 August 2015. 
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(xviii) The WC DLG Public Participation in conjunction with all municipalities in the province 
hosted a Public Participation Conference in Stellenbosch ion 14 and 15 September 
2015. 

5.6 COUNCIL EVENTS  
 

The Eden District Communication and Public Participation Unit shall continue to provide 
communication coverage to the numerous planned Council events namely: 

4.5.1 Reconciliation Day 

4.5.2 Mayoral Welcome Campaign 

4.5.3 Back-To-School campaign 

4.5.4 House-To-Home Campaign 

4.5.5 Business Breakfast  

4.5.6 Waste Minimisation Campaign 

4.5.7 Clean Fires Campaign 

4.5.8 Open Day Supply Chain 

4.5.9 Culinary Skills Training Tourism Industry 

4.5.10 Skills Development, Learnerships and Bursaries  

4.5.11 Mandela Day 

4.5.12 Wellness Programmes 

4.5.13 Ward Committee re-establishment process 

4.5.14 Media stakeholders engagement 

4.5.15 Annual reporting and communication 

 

5.7 FUTURE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND COMMUNICATION 
IMPERATIVES 
 

 Engage the community in matters that are of interest to them through public participation 
activity plan (calendar) 

 NCOP report back 
 HIV’AIDS awareness and prevention 
 Public safety and crime awareness 
 Reporting on fraud and corruption 
 Communication marketing of the district as an investment and tourist destination 
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 Communication campaign on the re-establishment of ward committees following the 
2016 Local government elections 

 ICT hotspots and broadband rollout 
 Youth Café access 
 IGR Newspaper and Internal Staff newsletter publications 
 Tour experience writing competitions 
 Location guide 
 Social media publications and dialogue 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND TAKING PARLIAMENT TO THE 
PEOPLE- NATIONAL COUNCIL OF PROVINCES  
 

OUDTSHOORN 

13 APRIL 2015 – 17 APRIL 2015 

20 April 2015 

NCOP brought Parliament to the People - 20 Years of a Democratic Parliament   

The week long “Taking Parliament to the People” programme was just what the Eden 
communities needed to liaise with all spheres of government regarding service delivery issues 
on a single platform. The events took place from Monday, 13 April 2015 to Friday, 17 April 2015 
at the Brighton Sport Grounds in Oudtshoorn and was attended by ± 3 000 community members 
/and government officials on a daily basis. 

This platform was created by the National Council of Provinces (NCOP), in collaboration with 
the Eden District Municipality and local municipalities in the district. Its aim was to fulfil 
Government’s role by creating opportunity for public participation to emerge in an active, 
coherent and transparent manner –ultimately giving effect to proper service delivery.  

In his welcoming address on the first day of the events, Eden’s Executive Mayor, Cllr Wessie 
Van der Westhuizen also explained the strong and diverse characteristics of the Eden District 
municipal area and differentiated between the Coastal- and the Karoo parts of the district as 
foundation for all participants to understand the scope of the district. 

Many community members raised issues and reported complaints; hence, many achievements 
were also highlighted by Government representatives at the event. The following topics were 
discussed: services provided by local municipalities, human settlements, water and sanitation, 
basic- and higher education, health, social development and home affairs, as well as 
agricultural, labour and land reform.  Economic development and youth, police services and 
justice, as well as energy were also discussed.   

Each panel were well-prepared to respond to the complaints and some of them went as far as to 
visit certain organisations/persons which were implicated in the reported cases.  These were 
done to determine whether the situations indeed reflect the content of the complaints that were 
reported.  The panel consisted of national ministers, national deputy ministers, provincial 
ministers, the Eden Executive Mayor, councillors and senior management.  

On the last day of the programme, the Deputy President of South Africa, Mr Cyril Ramaphosa in 
his plenary said:  “This is democracy in work. This is what we envisaged when we crafted the 
Constitution.” 

He further emphasised:  “Our democracy is anchored on the understanding that the state is an 
instrument through which the people of our country may pursue their shared vision. We want 
every South African to be an active participant in our democratic dispensation.” 
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In closing, Mr Ramaphosa said:  “I hope that in a year from now, as a result of this week’s 
activities, we will be able to see improvement in the lives of the people we have visited.  We are 
here not just to meet and greet, but to achieve better communities and a better country.” 

Eden’s Executive Mayor, Councillor Wessie Van der Westhuizen extends a word of appreciation 
to all national, provincial and local representatives who organised and participated in the week’s 
activities and most especially all community members who, by means of their active 
participation, contributed towards the successful roll-out of the programme.  

All complaints are now in the hands of government to resolve all issues in a sustainable manner 
by means of constructive investigations which now need to follow suit.  Some of the issues 
raised included the following: 

 2011 Stats SA provides an inaccurate demographic state of reality 
 Population demographics of Oudtshoorn vis-a-vis Mosselbay is questionable 
 The inadequate number of schools in the Eden District  
 Transport of learners to schools  
 The waiting time in public clinics 
 Requests to do away with appointments in clinics 
 The need for special needs housing 
 The provision of wheelchairs to people with disabilities 
 Dignity of disabled persons 
 The Harlem patient bus system 
 Awarding of contracts to local businesses/contractors 
 Need for vocational and experiential/career training through internships by municipalities 
 The call for closure of farm schools and the identification of alternative/better schooling 
 The building of technical schools in Eden 
 Corruption and nepotism with regard to SASSA 
 Challenges facing St. Konrads Primary School 
 Doctors not examining patients and diagnosing patients without examinations 
 Racism in the Eden District 
 The need for social cohesion through sports, arts and culture 
 Street children in Oudtshoorn  
 A lack of care facilities for the frail 
 Funding for Early Childhood Development centres 
 The identification of agricultural land for farming 
 The need for agricultural technical support for farming entrepreneurs  
 Need for suitable housing in farming areas/agricultural villages 

All public comment, concerns and complaints received were captured and shall receive 
attention by the Executive Mayor of Eden District Municipality.  
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NCOP: EDEN REPORT BACK: EDEN INTERVENTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The first Taking Parliament to the People (TPTTP) programme of the National Council of 
Provinces (NCOP) in the fifth Parliament took place at Brighton Sports Grounds, Oudtshoorn 
Local Municipality in Eden District Municipality from 13 – 17 April 2015. The programme was 
conducted over a period of five days with the Deputy President addressing the full sitting of the 
House on the last day. The NCOP TPTTP programme highlighted the important role of 
oversight in ensuring that priorities of government are implemented in order to realise the 
objectives of the National Development Plan (NDP) and that local development is sustainable. 
The National Council of Provinces has arranged for a report back session during April 2016 to 
communities on the issues raised at the TPTTP. The undermentioned report informs 
stakeholders of the interventions undertaken by Eden District Municipality in addressing the 
concerns raised at the TPTTP. A community report back session is being planned for 19 April 
2016 in the Thembalethu Community Hall, George in order to report back to and give answer to 
the petitioners. 

EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY REMAINS COMMITTED TO ADDRESSING COMMUNITY 
CONCERNS:  

No. Community concern 
identified 

Eden response/intervention Eden Strategic 
Goals 

1. Outdated statistics is 
used in the IDP. 

The only available and reliable 
accredited statistics used during 
municipal planning, is the 2011 
SA Census data received from 
STATSSA. The Western Cape 
Provincial Government DLG has 
been approached by the 
Municipal Manager to consider 
the purchasing of a license for the 
statistical software supplied by 
Quantec in order to update 
statistics. The District IDP 
Managers Forum held on Friday 
16 October 2015 invited Ms Linda 
Langenhoven (STATSSA) to 
present on the updating of 
statistics whereby it was informed 
that STATSSA would only 
complete a SA census in 2021. 
Currently a community survey is 
being conducted and this shall 
commence during March 2016. 
The matter shall further be 
discussed at the forthcoming 
Provincial IDP Managers Forum 
in December 2015 where 

Good governance 
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No. Community concern 
identified 

Eden response/intervention Eden Strategic 
Goals 

alternative initiatives shall be 
discussed and considered. 

2. Inequalities in 
dealing with the 
equitable share. 

SALGA has embarked on a 
process of developing a new 
funding model for local 
government municipalities. Eden 
District Municipality has 
participated in the formulation of a 
discussion paper on this topic. 

Ensuring financial 
viability. 

3. Allegations of 
councillor 
intervention in 
administration 

Eden District Municipality has 
adopted a strict approach to the 
political interference in 
administration. Good governance 
is one of the strategic goals and 
an anti-fraud hotline has been 
established in order to report any 
fraudulent and corrupt activities. 
The hotline number is available 
on the website and all members 
of the community are free to dial 
the number and report any 
incidents which places the good 
name and reputation of the 
municipality at risk. The hotline 
number is 
0800 21 47 64. 

Good governance. 

4. Lack of integration of 
neighbourhoods in 
the George 
Municipality. 

George Municipality to respond. 
Eden District Municipality is 
currently in the process of 
updating the Spatial Development 
Framework (SDF) which seeks to 
create integrated societies. 

Conduct regional 
bulk infrastructure 
planning and 
implement projects, 
road maintenance 
and public transport, 
manage and develop 
council fixed assets. 

5. Lack of user friendly 
transport for people 
with disabilities in 
Oudtshoorn. 

Eden District Municipality is in the 
process of developing a Regional 
Integrated Transport plan which 
shall be tabled before Council in 
March 2016. 

Conduct regional 
bulk infrastructure 
planning and 
implement projects, 
road maintenance 
and public transport, 
manage and develop 
council fixed assets. 

6. Human settlements 
and concerns raised  

The provisioning of human 
settlements remains a 
competency undertaken by B-
municipalities. 
B-Municipalities to respond. 
Eden District municipality in 

Conduct regional 
bulk infrastructure 
planning and 
implement projects, 
road maintenance 
and public transport, 
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No. Community concern 
identified 

Eden response/intervention Eden Strategic 
Goals 

adopting a holistic approach to 
planning monitors the roll out of 
human settlements projects 
throughout the district. The MEC 
Human Settlements was invited to 
the DCF meeting to deliberate on 
the housing delivery progress. 
The District IDP Co-ordinator 
attends monthly Inter-
governmental Kiosk in 
Oudtshoorn in order to facilitate 
integrated thinking and ensure not 
only legislative compliance, but 
effective and efficient service 
delivery throughout the district. 

manage and develop 
council fixed assets. 

7. Water and sanitation 
in Kannaland 

B-municipal competence. 
Eden District Municipality is 
however responsible for the 
provision of Bulk Infrastructure 
and co-ordinated this function 
through project implementation, 
planning and facilitation through 
the district forums. The Eden 
District Bulk Infrastructure Forum 
meets quarterly and the 
discussions centre around 
integrating infrastructural master 
plans throughout the district. The 
matters discussed at the Bulk 
Infrastructure Forum is escalated 
to the MMF (Municipal Managers 
Forum) and the DCF (District 
Mayoral/ Coordinating Forum). 
Eden District Municipality Disaster 
Management has assisted the 
Kannaland Municipality and 
arranged for a water saving 
campaign during the crises. The 
Eden District Municipality has 
prioritised for the conduct of a 
water feasibility study in 
Ladismith. The application has 
been submitted to the DWAF. 

Conduct regional 
bulk infrastructure 
planning and 
implement projects, 
road maintenance 
and public transport, 
manage and develop 
council fixed assets. 

8. Education and the 
need for printing in 
Braille 

Eden District Municipality strives 
to ensure that public documents 
are made available in braille, but 
as we are all aware, our good 
intentions are curtailed through 

Promote sustainable 
environmental 
management and 
public safety.        
Build a capacitated 
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No. Community concern 
identified 

Eden response/intervention Eden Strategic 
Goals 

funding availability. Eden has 
however ensured that critical and 
emergency information becomes 
made available through Braille. 
Two such examples relate to the 
Ebolla information pamphlet as 
well as the Fire Awareness 
information. 

workforce and 
communities. 

9. Lack of job 
opportunities for the 
youth. 

Eden District Municipality has 
appointed 16 interns during 
2014/2015 and 8 interns during 
2015/2016. 100 job opportunities 
are made available annually 
through the EPWP programme. 
The Eden District Economic 
development unit is exploring 
ways to ensure that Eden District 
Municipality become leaders in 
economic development and job 
creation. Some projects 
embarked upon include the agri -
processing in George and 
Oudtshoorn, Cape Film Industry, 
establishment of Youth Cafes 
throughout the district. 
Eden District Municipality has 
also granted 4 external bursaries 
during 2014/2015 and 6 external 
bursaries to promising students 
during 2015/2016/ 

Growing the District 
Economy 
Build a capacitated 
workforce and 
communities. 
 

10. Youth development Eden District Municipality 
supports the roll out of youth 
cafes by the Department of Social 
development throughout the Eden 
District. 

Growing the district 
economy. 

11. Agriculture The agri-hub project is earmarked 
for implementation in George and 
Oudtshoorn. Eden’s economic 
development unit is actively 
involved in the roll out of this 
project. 

Growing the district 
economy. 

12. Eden Properties A request is received to utilise an 
Eden Property situated in St John 
Street as a car wash. The 
occupant is illegally occupying the 
municipal property and a legal 
attorney has been appointed to 
remove the business operation 

Promoting healthy 
and socially stable 
communities. 
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No. Community concern 
identified 

Eden response/intervention Eden Strategic 
Goals 

and illegal occupant. The 
occupation is in contravention of 
the municipal by law as well as 
the municipal health act and 
poses a health hazard. 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND THE EDEN DISTRICT WARD COMMITTEE SUMMIT AND 
“STRENGTHENING PARTNERSHIPS TOWARDS AN INCLUSIVE SYSYEM OF LOCAL 
GOVERNANCE” 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Because local government is regarded as the level of government “closest to the people”, the 
core of all the legislation that has been put in place is to find ways that ensure that citizens give 
input to the decisions that local councils make. The purpose of all the pieces of legislation is to 
make sure that citizens participate fully in the decisions that affect them at local level. 

Part 4 of the Municipal Structures Act gives effect to the establishment of ward committees, the 
object being centred around enhanced participatory democracy in Local Government.  

With the Local Government Elections looming in 2016, it becomes imperative for Municipal 
Councils to reconsider processes for the election and re-establishment of ward committees. 

This discussion paper has been compiled by the Eden District Municipality in collaboration with 
the B-municipalities residing within the Eden District, namely Bitou, Knysna, George, Mossel 
Bay, Hessequa, Oudtshoorn and Kannaland. It has culminated into a strategic pathway leading 
participatory democracy through the ward committee system into the fourth generation IDP. 

BACKGROUND 

The current status of ward committee operational functionality can be summarised as follows: 

Municipality Number of 
wards 

Number of 
ward 

committee 
members 

How often do 
they meet 
(monthly, 
quarterly) 

Vacancies Number of active 
ward committee 

members 
attending 
meetings 

George 25 179 Quarterly 71 25 
Oudtshoorn 13 90 Monthly 40 90 
Mossel Bay 14 131 Quarterly 7 131 

Knysna 10 79 Quarterly 21 79 
Bitou 7 61 Quarterly 9 40 

Hessequa 8 64 Monthly 16 56 
Kannaland 4 49 Monthly 1 39 
 

Eden District Municipality, in terms of the Municipal Systems Act, Section 27 District 
Framework adopted by Council to support, enable and co-ordinate public participation in 
collaboration with B-municipalities. The Eden District PPCOM Forum is active and 
meets quarterly. 

EDEN DISTRICT WARD COMMITTEE SUMMIT 

On 21 August 2015, the Eden District Municipality hosted a ward committee summit in George. 
Ward Councillors and two ward committee members attended the engagement under the 
custodianship of the Speaker: Eden District Municipality. Personal and collective capacity was 
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extracted from ward councillors and ward committee members and serves as a valuable 
evaluation tool for the assessment of the current functionality of the current ward committee 
system while at the same time builds on relationships and partnerships in sharing best practice 
and addressing factors that underline their vulnerability. The District IDP Co-ordinator managed 
the facilitation of the event with the assistance and good co-operation from facilitators seconded 
by the B-municipalities of George, Oudtshoorn, Knysna and Bitou as well as the Eden district 
municipality. 

The undermentioned findings, lessons learnt and recommendations emanating from the Eden 
District Ward Committee Summit served as the baseline of best practice at the Provincial Public 
Participation Conference which was held in Stellenbosch on 14 and 15 September 2015 and 
can be summarised under the commission topics presented hereunder: 

COMMISSION 1:  

MECHANISMS PUT IN PLACE TO ENSURE FREE AND FAIR ESTABLISHMENT OF 
WARD COMMITTEES 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To ensure free and fair election of ward committee members; 

Propose 10-15 ward committee members for each ward (size dependent); 

WC members to constitute a combination of sector and geographic representation; 

Council support to logistical arrangements for election process; 

Depoliticise the election process; 

Review the undermentioned Legislative Framework guiding ward committees 

 Ward Committee Policy directives; 
 Develop a ward committee process plan which governs the election and establishment 

process; 
 Develop a guiding Ward Committee Constitution; 
 Develop Ward Committee rules 

A quorum is constituted by 50% + 1. 

Frequency of meetings – quarterly; 

Institutionalise ward committee operations; 

Communication Strategy/mobilisation and roadshows for inviting the broader community by 
means of adverts, notices, social media, loud hailing, pamphlets and letters; 

Set criteria (encapsulated in WC Constitution) for the establishment of ward committees; 

Allow for objections period; 

No politicising of election process; 

Capacity building through quarterly workshops and Workplace skills plan; 
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90 days prior to LG Elections and in accordance with process plan to commence in February 
2016; 

Continuity/succession planning – 50% of WC members remain for second term; 

Ward Committee members accountable to Area Committees; 

Ward Committees to report quarterly to Area Committees in terms of KPA’s. 

 

COMMISSION 2 

LEGISLATIVE GUIDELINES/POLICY DEVELOPMENT 

Increase delegations of power to ward committees; 

Ward Committee Re-establishment Process Plan; 

Time schedule indicates 1 February 2016 as commencement of WC election process; 

WC elections to commence prior to LG Elections;  

Developing Rules for Ward Committees; 

Ward Committee Constitution; 

Development of Adverts/Notices; 

Agreeing on set criteria for establishment of ward committees; 

Objections/Appeal Process; 

Ward Committee feedback to be contained in Annual Report. 

 

COMMISSION 3 

ENHANCING THE CAPABILITIES OF WARD COMMITTEES ACHIEVING 
PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY 

Ward Councillor influence – depoliticize establishment process and operations; 

Councillor capacity building; 

Administrative recognition of ward committee system – institutionalising ward committees; 

Improved communication between ward councillor and ward committee member; 

Combined sector and geographic representation; 

Administrative gate keepers of ward committee system; 

Election of a Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson (WC member) 

Establishment of street committees/consultative NGO’s will enhance participatory democracy; 
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COMMISSION 4 

Acquire relevant skills in order to lead decision making and create ownership of 
opportunities presented; 

Leading and learning; 

Adequate resource allocation to achieve outcomes; 

Legal framework to guide process and WC constitutional mandate; 

Technical experts to internalise the value of participatory democracy; 

Ensure regular upward and downward feedback (quarterly); 

Capacity building of WC members; 

Integrated and effective communication – imbizo’s/social media; 

PR Councillor involvement – ex officio; 

Awareness Campaign – establishment process; 

Employment opportunities filtering system; 

Amendment if current PP/WC Policies; 

Increased numbers of reps on WC; 

Co-ordination of information sessions to enlighten WC; 

Fully fledged administrative PP Units to provide logistical support; 

Formalisation of unorganised sectors in wards; 

Election of credible WC reps that can be active and willing to serve the community; 

To ensure that all active sectors and all geographic areas are represented on the WC; 

Hold the elected WC members and Councillor accountable; 

To ensure the community is regularly informed, consulted and involved; 

Ensure that all formal WC meetings are well advertised; 

Encourage ownership of decision making. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A vision empowered by process ownership, accountability and responsibility of ward committees 
through open and honest communication with their constituents shall enhance participatory 
democracy  and ensure that citizens remain active in guiding, informing, planning, budgeting, 
management and decision making within a municipality space, thereby guaranteeing a 
community interest. 
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PROVINCIAL PUBLIC PARTICIPATION CONFERENCE: 14&15 SEPTEMBER 2015 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
As South Africa prepares for the 2016 Local Government elections, the needs arose for an 

assessment in respect of gaps and challenges that are currently experienced in the local 

government sphere pertaining to ward committees, the functionality thereof as well as the 

legislative framework that governs the participatory system. For this reason, a Provincial Public 

Participation Conference was held on 14 – 15 September 2015 by the Directorate: Public 

Participation within the Department of Local Government to get input from all municipalities in 

the Western Cape in respect of assessing and addressing the above- mentioned gaps and 

challenges. 

 

The objectives of the conference was to collectively assess gaps and challenges in current 

legislation, look at mechanisms that can be put in place to enhance participatory democracy, to 

create a platform for robust debate on current challenges as experienced by municipalities and 

also come up with recommendations as part of the Roadmap to 2016.  

 

PURPOSE OF THE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION CONFERENCE 

 

Minister Bredell  informed the conference that one of the Department of Local Government’s 

strategic goals is to unlock opportunities for communities through improved access to 

government services and active community participation. A strong emphasis has therefore been 

placed on supporting municipalities by strengthening public participation through ensuring 

functional and effective ward committee systems as well as effective communication between 

the municipality and communities. 

 

Minister Bredell indicated that the gap between the haves and have-nots is widening, thus 

resulting in huge inequalities and abject poverty. Government should lead by example and help 

communities to learn from the lessons of the past. There should be a shift from compliance to 

implementation as well as from passive to active citizenry. This could be achieved through an 

effective functioning ward committee system. 

 

Some of the reasons for ward committees not working properly include the following: 
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 A lack of support from officials and Ward Councillors; 

 Issues raised in ward committee meetings that are not responded to by the municipalities; 

 A failure to incorporate community priorities. This simply means that there is a lack of 

interest that can often be seen by the poor attendance and participation by the broader 

community in the process; 

 Lack of accountability by Ward Councilors and no community report back meetings are 

held. 

 

The following solutions to address the above- mentioned issues were highlighted by Minister 

Bredell:  

 As eyes and ears of the municipality, ward committee members in support of Ward 

Councillors, need to be vigilant in identifying hot spots and community concerns. 

 The municipal administration and Council must ensure that there is a mutual respect and 

sound relationships amongst all stakeholders. 

 In building and strengthening relationships between the municipalities and communities, 

we as Local Government, must ensure that public participation is a cross cutting activity 

within municipal components. 

 Municipalities should have a dedicated official to support all public participation and ward 

committee activities; 

 Municipal Speakers should support Ward Councillors and take responsibility for all ward 

committee activities and functioning; 

 Issues emanating from ward committee meetings must be dealt with by relevant officials 

and Portfolio Committees;  

 Over and above the ward committee system, municipalities must pursue and explore other 

mechanisms to enhance active citizens participation in governance;  

 Ward committee members must play an active role in strengthening relations between the 

municipality and the community; i.e. moving from passive objects to active subjects; and 

 Ward committees must work closer with other community stakeholders e.g. NGO’s. 

 

Recommendations pertaining to the discussion points included: 

 Election processes need to be free and fair  

 10-15 members(depending on ward size) 

 WC members to constitute of a combination of sector and geographical representation 
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 Council support to logistical arrangements of  WC election process 

 Depoliticization of the election process 

 Increase delegation powers of WC 

 Develop a WC re-establishment process plan 

 WC elections process to commence on 1 Feb 2016 

 Rules and monitoring/ evaluation tools to be developed 

 A constitution for WCs  

 Municipalities to agree on a set criteria for WC establishment 

 Feedback from WCs to be contained in the municipality’s Annual Report 

 Develop a Ward Committee Process Plan which governs the elections and establishment 

process 

 Develop WC rules and responsibilities 

 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND THE LOCAL NEWSPAPER AND LIBRARIES 
 
Chapter 4 of the Municipal Systems act requires municipalities to involve communities and 
stakeholders in the IDP Review process. The EDM utilised the media (local newspaper) to 
inform stakeholders about the IDP Review. All members of the public was invited to inspect the 
Draft 2015/16 IDP and Budget for 21-days statutory Public comment period from Thursday, 9 
April 2015 to Monday, 11 May 2015 in all major Libraries within the Eden District as well as the 
municipal website. 
 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA 
 

A social media “Government Quiz” was introduced and distributed via social media as well as 
the EDM corporate website, for the purpose of: 

 Engaging the public on important information 
 Functioning as an educational tool in the subject of laws, policies and public participation 

events 
 Redirecting the audience to important pieces of legislation / documentation 
 Serving as an “awareness” component  

 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND THE IGR NEWSPAPER 
 

A quarterly IGR newspaper in collaboration with B Municipalities is distributed, which highlights 
public involvement in the IDP process.  
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION BOOKLET: EDEN CALENDAR ACTIVITY PLAN 
 

In terms of the Public Participation calendar, a public participation activity plan was drafted and 
finalised. It has since been published in the Eden District Municipality’s IDP and Public 
Participation booklet. Each department has aligned their objectives and projects to 
commemorative events in order to involve communities. For example, Nation Water Week was 
supported by the Kannaland Water Week Campaign in March in partnership with the 
Department of Water and Sanitation. The campaign was rolled out by the Eden Disaster 
Management Team to address water shortages in and around the Kannaland area. 

 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND THE IGR CALENDAR 
 

A yearly calendar is compiled with all the IGR forums coordinated by EDM and commemorative 
dates. This calendar is distributed to different Government institutions to inform them when a 
specific forum convenes.  
 
 

EDEN DIALOGUE FESTIVAL  
 

Each B Municipality has planned to host a ward committee summit before 30 June 2015.  

The Eden Dialogue Festival is an idea which is currently being further developed. The event 
would serve the purpose of the conventional ward summit, although it would take on a different 
form. It would be interactive and entertaining, as opposed to expository and formal.   Also, we 
foresee that it would be a good opportunity to render much needed services to local 
communities. This project is currently unfunded. 

 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND ICT LIBRARIES 
 
Emanating from the LGMTEC 3 assessment held on the 4th May 2015 it was recommended that 
public participation be expanded into the libraries via ICT libraries. Through this, an interface 
can be developed whereby community members can communicate directly with municipalities 
regarding service delivery issues.   
 
YOUTH CAFE – ASSIST, ASSESS, ADDRESS (A3)  

The Youth Cafe Project, currently managed by SUFF Youth Academy, in partnership with local 
municipalities, is a youth support centre targeting youth aged 14-35.  The centre provides a host 
of free services such as career guidance, internet facilities, leadership training, media and arts 
training, and internship opportunities for those who have a passion for youth development. The 
Youth Cafes have been established in George and Oudtshoorn. 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND SERVICE RENDERED THROUGH THUSONG CENTRES 
 

The Thusong Service Centre (formerly known as Multi-Purpose Community Centres — MPCCs) programme of government is one of 
the primary vehicles for the implementation of development communication and information and to integrate government services 
into primarily rural communities. This is done to address historical, social and economic factors, which limited access to information, 
services and participation by citizens, that needs to travel long distances to access these services. The Thusong and Community 
Development Worker Programmes play a major role in bringing government services to where people live. 

EDEN DISTRICT THUSONG SERVICE CENTRES CONTACT DETAILS AND ADDRESS LIST 

LOCAL 
MUNICIPALITY 

THUSONG 
SERVICE 
CENTRE 

AREA 

THUSONG 
SERVICE 
CENTRE 

MANAGER 

CELL 
NUMBER 

LANDLINE 
NUMBER 

EMAIL ADDRESS PHYSICAL ADRESS 

Oudtshoorn Oudtshoorn Mr Lionel Prins 0784570820 044 272 2276 PRINS@OUDMUN.CO.ZA 
3 12th Avenue, 
Bongolethu, Oudtshoorn, 
6620 

Mosselbay Mossel Bay 
Asla Park Mr Peter Juthe 0738512405  PJUTHE@MOSSELBAY.GOV.ZA   

Waboomskraal Mr Samual 
Jooste 0794809605 044 886 0050 SAMUALJST1@GMAIL.COM  Highway, Waboomskraal, 

George, 6530 

George 
George- 
Thembalethu 

Mr Mzwandile 
Bam 0723160071 044 880 1711 

thembalethumpcc@gcis.gov.za/ 

 bamzwa@yahoo.com/ 
kimnesh@yahoo.com 

Corner Ngcakani/ Jeriko 
Road, 

Sankraal Road, 
Thembalethu, 

George, 6530 

Erf Number: 7053 

Hessequa Riversdale Mr Raymond 
Heunis 0731601702 028 713 3647 RAYMOND@HESSEQUA.GOV.ZA  Van Den Berg Street, 

Riversdale, 6670 
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Bitou Plettenberg Bay 

Mr Mzwandile 
Namtu 

 
0832687804 044 501 3174/ 044 

5013134 MNAMTU@PLETT.GO.V.ZA  

Corner xiphula Street, 

Kwanokuthula, Plettenberg 

Bay, 6600 

 

Kannaland Ladismith Mr Hendrick 
Barnard 083 2718207 028 551 8000 HENDRIK@KANNALAND.CO.ZA   
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EDEN DISTRICT REGIONAL LIST OF CDW9 

Names & Surnames Identity Documents No Contact details   

1. Zolani Ngetu  Regional Supervisor George 
Regional office  

044 805 8752 
083 445 4615 

2. Xavier Engel  Regional Supervisor George 
Regional office 

044 805 8750 
083 445 4487 

3. Simon Teyise  Knysna Municipality  078 399 2393 

4. Kholekile Kobi  Knysna Municipality  078 090 8697 

4. Memela Noyakaza  George Municipality  083 4454 623  

5. Eunice Nduwimana George Municipality  083  503 7121 

6. Joan Cornelius  George Municipality  083 4454 463 

7. Marion Bruinders  Mosselbay Municipality  083 4454 434 

8. Julinda Saayman Mosselbay Municipality  083 4454 647 

9. Linda Spandiel  Mosselbay Municipality 083 4454 492 

10. Boniswa Matshoba  Mosselbay Municipality 072 12 80 190 

11. Noluthando Tenge  Oudtshoorn Municipality  083 4454 708 

12. Albert Neewat  Oudtshoorn Municipality  083 4454 611 

13. Valencia Fourie  Oudtshoorn Municipality N / A 

14. Geraldine Hess Oudtshoorn Municipality  078 413 1645 

15. Caleb Januarie  Kannaland Municipality  083 445 4529 

16. Glenda Barry Kannaland Municipality 083 4454 418 

17. Marisa Joon  Kannaland Municipality N/ A 

18. Herlina Britz Kannaland Municipality N / A 

19. Sue  Ellen Dickens  Kannaland Municipality 083 4455 476 

20. Ronnie Classen Kannaland Municipality  083 4454 432 

21. Phumla Bolitina Bitou Municipality  083 4454 428 

22. Nomvula Flepisi Bitou Municipality  084871 4956 

 

 

 

                                                
9 CDW’s have assited Eden District Municipality in facilitating the Ward Committee Summit held on 21 
August 2015. They also actively participate in the PPCOM forums and the iGR handson support to 
Oudtshoorn. 
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2016 WARD COMMITTEE RE-ESTABLISHMENT 

A process plan has been developed for the re-establishment of Ward Committees following the 
2016 Local Government elections.  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Eden District Municipality is committed to addressing community concern. The establishment 
and revival of the Eden District Public Participation and Communication Forum is testimony 
thereof. Public participation outreach has extended itself throughout the Eden District and 
mechanisms have been devised to further improve collaboration and joint decision making 
throughout the district. The Eden District Ward Committee summit conducted on 21 August 
2015 and the WC Provincial public Participation Conference held in Stellenbosch on 14 and 15 
September 2015 van vouch for the commitment in strengthening participatory democracy 
through partnerships. The establishment of the new ward committees through a free and fair 
election process during 2016 shall have far reaching effects in ensuring the monitoring of 
government programmes thereby ensuring that commitments and priorities made by 
government comes to fruition. 
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Process Plan and Timeframes for the Establishment of 
Municipal Ward Committees 

   Activity  

Aug 

2015 

Sep 

2015 

Oct 

2015 

Nov 

2015 

Dec 

2015 

Jan 

2016 

Feb 

2016 

Mar 

2016 

Apr 

2016 

May 

2016 

June 

2016 

July 

2016 

Aug 

2016 

B – Municipal Ward Committee Summits 
Completed 

√             

Eden District Ward Committee Summit √             

Drafting of District Report  √             

Debriefing and discussion of District 
Report  

√             

Provincial Public Participation 
Conference  

 √            

Debriefing and discussion of Provincial 
Public Participation Conference Paper 

   √          

Drafting of Ward Committee 
Establishment Process Plan/Time 
Schedule 

 
 

  √         

Development of Ward Committee Toolkit       √ √ √     

Debriefing and discussion of Ward 
Committee Toolkit at DCF 

       √      

Ward Committee mobilisation dialogue        √ √ √    

Approval of Rules/Ward Committee 
Constitution and Process Plan (Toolkit) 
to municipal councils and DLG  

    
 

  √ √     

Appointment of Electoral 
Officers/Presiding Officers 

         √    
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Registration of organisations/members           √ √   

              

Municipal identification of number of 
members (10 – 15), call for nominations, 
qualification criteria and sector 
representation per ward 

         √ √   

Placement of notices in media and 
strategic points  

 

 

        √ √   

Closing date for submission of 
completed application forms, notification 
of rejections (with reasons) and 
announcement of successful nominees   

          √   

Objections of unsuccessful identified 
Ward Committee Members   

           √  

Identification of vacancies             √  

Notify successful members            √  

Municipalities to submit report on 
elected Ward Committee Members to 
their respective Municipal Councils  

            √ 

Drafting of Annual Ward Committee 
Operations/Activity Plans 

            √ 

Development of Ward Committee Policy             √ 

Ward Committee Induction/Training              √ 
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SECTION G: INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Intergovernmental alignment illustrates the importance of ensuring a co-operative 
approach towards service delivery. Eden District Municipality seeks to maintain and 
uphold good intergovernmental relations with all spheres of government to facilitate co-
ordination in the implementation of policy and legislation including- 

 Coherent government 
 Effective provision of services 
 Monitoring implementation of policy and legislation 
 Realisation of national priorities 

This is achieved by: 

 Taking into account the circumstances, material interests and budgets of other 
governments when performing functions 

 Consulting other organs of state 
 Through direct contact and engagement 
 Intergovernmental structures and forums 
 Consultation, sharing of information 
 Participating in intergovernmental structure in efforts to settle intergovernmental 

disputes 
 Responding promptly to requests by other organs of state 
 Avoiding wasteful duplication 

 

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS (IGR) AND GOOD GOVERNANCE  

GOOD GOVERNANCE HINGES ON THE APPLICATION OF THE BATHO 
PELE PRINCIPLES 
• Batho Pele Principles – Putting the people first 

‘Batho Pele’ is a Sesotho word which translates as “People First”. The initiative aims to 
transform the delivery of public service at all levels of government. Democratic South Africa 
required a new approach to public service that addressed the developmental challenges facing 
the country at the time of reformation. Enforcing the 11 principles of Batho Pele ensures that 
state resources are managed affectively, that all staff work efficiently, and that our people are 
served10.  

“We belong. We care. We serve.” 

 

                                                
102014 Understanding Government and Improving Government Service  
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INTER-GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS AND BACK TO BASICS11 
 

UNDERSTANDING BACK TO BASICS 
 

The core services that local government provides - clean drinking water, sanitation, electricity, 
shelter, waste removal and roads - are basic human rights, essential components of the right to 
dignity enshrined in our Constitution and Bill of Rights. Our vision of developmental local 
government was that it would be the building block on which the reconstruction and 
development of our country and society was built, a place in which the citizens of our country 
could engage in a meaningful and direct way with the institutions of the state. Local government 
is where most citizens interface with government, and its foundational ethos must be about 
serving people. Our goal is to improve the functioning of municipalities to better serve 
communities by getting the basics right. 

 

COGTA REVIEW AND ESTABLISHING CRITERIA FOR MEASUREMENT OF 
IMPROVED MUNICIPAL PERFORMANCE 
 

COGTA has done a review of South Africa’s 278 municipalities, which has revealed that we still 
have a journey to reach the ideal municipality we envisage. The top third municipalities have got 
the basics right and are performing their functions at least adequately. Within this group, there 
are a small group of top performers that are doing extremely well. In these municipalities there 
are innovative practices to ensure sustainability and resilience. This small core represents the 
desired (ideal) state for all our municipalities. The middle third of municipalities are fairly 
functional, and overall performance is average. While the basics are mostly in place and the 
municipalities can deliver on the main functions of local government, we also find some areas of 
poor performance or decline that are worrying signs. The bottom third of municipalities are 
frankly dysfunctional, and significant work is required to get them to function properly.  

 

BACK TO BASICS - PROGRAMME FOR CHANGE12 
 

“We cannot solve today’s problems with the same level of thinking that created the problems in 
the first place” (Albert Einstein). We need to do things differently if we want different solutions. 
We must change our paradigm to focus on serving the people and not extractive elites. An 
acceptable level of performance means that municipalities must: 

                                                
11 Local Government Back to Basics Strategy. (2014) The Presidential Local Government Summit. Back to Basics. To build a 
responsive, caring and accountable local government.  
12 Local Government Back to Basics Strategy. (2014) The Presidential Local Government Summit. Back to Basics. To build a 
responsive, caring and accountable local government. 
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 Put people and their concerns first and ensure constant contact with communities 
through effective public participation platforms. This is the essence of our ‘back to 
basics’ approach. 

 Create conditions for decent living by consistently delivering municipal services to the 
right quality and standard. This includes planning for and delivery of infrastructure and 
amenities, maintenance and upkeep, including the budgeting to do this. Ensure no 
failures in services and where there are, restore services with urgency. 

 Be well governed and demonstrate good governance and administration - cut 
wastage, spend public funds prudently, hire competent staff, ensure transparency and 
accountability. 

 Ensure sound financial management and accounting, and prudently manage 
resources so as to sustainably deliver services and bring development to communities. 

 Build and maintain sound institutional and administrative capabilities, 
administered and managed by dedicated and skilled personnel at all levels. 
 

DEFINING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES13 
 

All three (3) spheres of government have an important role to play in ensuring well-functioning 
municipalities. Recognising the need for inter-sphere collaboration, this section assigns specific 
responsibilities to the spheres. In addition existing intergovernmental platforms like MINMECs 
will be used to monitor and review progress. Through the Inter-Ministerial Committee on Service 
Delivery, all relevant national departments will coordinate their approach to local government 
service delivery, and increase their level of oversight of the proper performance of service 
delivery functions. Throughout this transformative process COGTA will lead national and 
provincial governance programmes at a local level to ensure they are properly aligned with local 
governance and local spatial development frameworks. Collectively all spheres of government 
will need to be actively involved. To this end COGTA has established a ‘war room’ and national 
monitoring system to track and if necessary intervene on municipal performance on key 
aspects. These systems will monitor service delivery interruptions. COGTA is working with 
provinces and municipalities to establish equivalent structures with respect to their own areas of 
influence and responsibility. 

 

 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT PROVINCIAL 
GOVERNMENT 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

1. Basic Services: Creating conditions for decent living 

 CoGTA will support the development and 
implementation of comprehensive 
infrastructure and maintenance plans in 
municipalities, with at least 7% of 
operational budgets going to maintenance 
of infrastructure. This will include 
infrastructure audits. 

Provinces to 
establish/strengthen Rapid 
Response Teams’ capabilities to 
address challenges. 
 
Monitor implementation plans of 

Municipalities must deliver the basic 
services (basic electricity, 
basic water, sanitation, waste 
removal etc.). 
 
In addition to the above, 

                                                
13 Local Government Back to Basics Strategy. (2014) The Presidential Local Government Summit. Back to Basics. To build a 
responsive, caring and accountable local government. 
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 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT PROVINCIAL 
GOVERNMENT 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

 
National Treasury and CoGTA will provide 
institutional support to improve 
expenditure, to target backlogs and to 
ensure municipalities acquire relevant 
skills for infrastructure management. 
 
The IMC will coordinate service delivery 
initiatives of national government 
departments under auspices of the IMC on 
Service Delivery. 
 
The Inter-Ministerial Basic Service 
Delivery Task Team will assist in 
unblocking and fast-tracking services 
around the country. 
 
CoGTA, Department of Water and 
Sanitation, Department of Rural 
Development and Land Reform and The 
Department of Human Settlements will 
intensify the implementation of a pipeline 
of projects in the 27 Districts with particular 
focus on water and sanitation to targeted 
areas. 

municipalities. municipalities must ensure that 
services such as cutting grass, 
patching potholes, working robots 
and streetlights and consistent 
refuse removal are provided. 
 
Council to ensure proper 
maintenance and immediate 
addressing of outages or 
maintenance issues to ensure 
continuity of service provision. 
 
Municipalities must improve 
mechanisms to deliver new 
infrastructure at a faster pace whilst 
adhering to the relevant standards. 
 
Increase of Community Work 
Programme sites targeting the 
unemployed youth in informal 
settlements to render day to day 
services such as, cutting grass, 
patching potholes, cleaning 
cemeteries, etc. 
 
Extend reach of basic services to 
communities living in informal 
settlements by providing temporary 
services such as: (i) potable 
water, (ii) temporary sanitation 
facilities, (iii) grading of gravel 
roads and (iv) refuse removal. 
 
Improve policing and installation of 
high mast lighting. 
 
Cities to announce plans for 
township establishment where they 
exist. 

2.GOOD GOVERNANCE 

 Collective efforts will be employed to 
ensure municipal governance structures 
are effective, to manage political tensions 
and ensure a healthy political / 
administrative interface. 
 
Capacity building for councillors and senior 
officials will be 
prioritised and coordinated. 

Provinces to intensify monitoring 
and support of Council meetings 
where there is evidence of 
dysfunctionality. 
 
MEC to take action in terms of 
the Code of Conduct for 
Councillors. 

Municipalities will ensure 
transparency, accountability and 
regular engagements with 
communities. 
 
All municipal council structures 
must be functional and meet 
regularly. 
 
Council Meetings to sit at least 
quarterly. 
 
All Council Committees must sit and 
process items for council 
decisions. 
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 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT PROVINCIAL 
GOVERNMENT 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

 
Clear delineation of roles and 
responsibilities between key 
leadership structures. 
 
Functional oversight committees 
must be in place, e.g. Audit 
Committee and Municipal Public 
Accounts Committees. 

3. Public Participation: Putting people first 

 Conduct regular national citizen 
satisfaction surveys. 
Assist municipalities in developing 
community engagement plans. 
National and Provincial sector 
departments to increase their visibility and 
support to Thusong Centres. 
 
CoGTA to work with GCIS to improve 
communication in order to communicate 
local government successes and use them 
as learning opportunities for other 
municipalities. 

Assist municipalities in 
developing community 
engagement plans targeting 
hotspots and potential hotspots 
areas. 
Provincial sector departments to 
increase their visibility and 
support to Thusong Centres. 

Implement community engagement 
plans targeting hotspots and 
potential hotspots areas.  
 
Municipalities to implement 
responsive and accountable 
processes with communities. 
 
Ward committees must be 
functional and Councillors must 
meet and report back to their 
constituencies at least quarterly. 
 
Utilise the Community Development 
Workers, Ward Committees 
and Ward Councillors to 
communicate projects earmarked 
for 
implementation. 
 
PR councillors need to represent 
the interests of the municipality as a 
whole and ensure that effective 
oversight and leadership functions 
are performed. 
 
Municipalities must communicate 
their plans to deal with backlogs. 
 
Municipalities to monitor and act on 
complaints, petitions and other 
feedback. 

4. Sound financial management 

 National and Provincial CoGTAs and 
Provincial Treasuries will assess and 
address capacity deficiencies of 
municipalities to develop and implement 
Audit and Post Audit Action plans. 
National and Provincial CoGTAs and 
Provincial Treasuries will assess the credit 
control and debt collection policies, 
including 
the elimination of theft of services, and by-
laws for adequacy, and support the 

National and Provincial CoGTAs 
and Provincial Treasuries to 
assess and address capacity 
deficiencies of municipalities to 
develop and implement Audit 
and Post Audit Action plans. 
 
Provincial CoGTAs and 
Treasuries to assess and 
address capacity deficiencies of 
municipalities to develop and 

All municipalities must have a 
functional financial management 
system which includes rigorous 
internal controls. 
 
Cut wasteful expenditure. 
 
Supply Chain Management 
structures and controls must be in 
place according to regulations and 
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 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT PROVINCIAL 
GOVERNMENT 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

implementation thereof. implement procurement plans. 
 
Provincial Treasuries to support 
municipalities in the 
development and 
implementation of financial 
recovery plans. 
 
National and Provincial CoGTAs 
and Provincial Treasuries to 
assess the credit control and 
debt collection policies and by-
laws for adequacy, and support 
the implementation thereof. 

with appropriate oversight. 
 
All budgets to be cash backed. 
 
Ensure that Post Audit Action Plans 
are addressed. 
 
Act decisively against fraud and 
corruption. 
 
Conduct campaigns on ‘culture of 
payment for services’ led by 
councillors. 
 
Conduct campaigns against ‘illegal 
connections, cable theft, 
manhole covers’ etc. 

5. Building Capable Institutions and Administrations 

 All municipalities will be monitored and 
supported to approve 
their organograms and timeously fill 
vacancies with competent 
people. 
COGTA and National Treasury will 
collectively enforce the 
implementation of the Municipal Systems 
Act and Municipal 
Financial Management Act regulations. 
COGTA will complete the review of the 
powers and capacity of 
all district municipalities and strengthen 
their ability to lead 
planning and infrastructure delivery, 
amongst others. 

Monitor and support the filling of 
vacancies with competent 
personnel. 
 
In collaboration with SALGA, 
monitor the functionality of local 
labour forums, identify 
weaknesses and intervene. 
 
National and provincial 
government to support 
municipalities to develop 
appropriate organograms. 
 
Develop and implement 
appropriate capacity building 
interventions. 
 
Develop guidelines on shared 
services and inter-municipal 
collaboration. 

All municipalities enforce 
competency standards for 
managers and appoint persons with 
the requisite skills, expertise and 
qualifications. 
 
All staff to sign performance 
agreements. 
 
Implement and manage 
performance management systems. 
 
Municipal management to conduct 
regular engagements with labour. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUMMIT 
A Presidential Local Government Summit was convened on 18 September 2014 at the 
Gallagher Estate in Midrand, Johannesburg.  

The purpose of the Summit was to introduce government and stakeholders to the ‘Back 
to Basics’ approach for Local Government. 

The theme of the Summit was: “Back to Basics – Serving our communities better”. The impetus 
for the Summit was the need identified to improve the functioning of municipalities to better 
serve communities by getting the basics right. All delegates endorsed, the Statement of Intent 
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with its eight primary commitments, the first of which is to commit to the implementation of the 
Back to Basics Programme.  

EDEN COMMITTED TO BACK-TO-BASICS (B2B) PROGRAMME 

Eden District Municipality remains committed to the B2B programme and diligently submits the 
monthly report to COGTA. 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS THROUGH EDEN IGR FORUMS 

The undermentioned forums are active within the Eden District Municipality: 

Forum name Does 
it 
have 
TOR? 

Is 
forum 
active? 

Frequency 
of 
meetings 

Forum 
purpose 

Forum 
composition 

Forum 
chairperson 

IDP Managers 
Forum 

Yes  Yes Quarterly Platform to 
engage on the 
IDP process of 
the district & 
local B - 
Municipalities in 
the district; 
share best 
practices on 
IDP  

Aim for 
alignment 
between the 
IDP of District & 
B – 
Municipalities 

IDP Managers 

Assistant IDP 
Offices 

Relevant 
Stakeholders 

Eden DM, IDP 
Co-ordinator- 
Ms C 
Domingo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LED Managers 
Forum 

No Yes Quarterly  Platform for 
Economic 
Development 
Practitioners to 
discuss best 
practices for the 
implementation 
of  LED project 
and programs 
to stimulate the 
local economy 

LED Managers 

SEDA, 
REDDOOR, and 
Relevant 
Stakeholders 

Eden DM, 
LED 
Coordinator 

Ms N 
Raubenheimer 

District Public 
Participation & 
Communicators 
Forum 

No Yes Quarterly Platform for 
local 
communications 
in the district to 
discuss plans, 
strategies and 
best practices 

Public 
Participation 
Official 

Communications 
Officers 

Eden DM,IDP 
Co-ordinator 
Ms C 
Domingo 
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Forum name Does 
it 
have 
TOR? 

Is 
forum 
active? 

Frequency 
of 
meetings 

Forum 
purpose 

Forum 
composition 

Forum 
chairperson 

for public 
participation 
and 
communications 

GCIS 

DPLG – Public 
Participation 
Directorate 

District Co-
ordinating 
Forum 

Yes Yes Quarterly  To identify and 
implement 
programs aimed 
at realizing one  
of the key 
objectives of  
local 
government, i.e 
to deepen  local 
democracy 

Mayors, 
Municipal 
Managers and 
Provincials 
Departments 
(when  
requested) 

Eden District, 
Executive 
Mayor, 
Wessie van 
der 
Westhuizen 

Eden Municipal 
Managers Forum 

Yes  Yes Quarterly  To discuss 
matters of 
Municipal 
Interests 

Municipal 
Managers, and 
Provincial 
Departments 

Eden DM, 
Municipal 
Manager, Mr 
Godfrey Louw 

Integrated  
Communications 
and Technology 

No Yes Quarterly   To discuss and 
strategize 
issues with 
regard to IT 

Local 
Municipalities IT 
Specialists and 
administrators 

ICT Manager 
Mr K 
Niewoudt 

Public Transport 
Technical 
Steering 
Committee 

No  Yes Quarterly  To discuss 
Integrated 
Public 
Transport 
related  issues 
regionally 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 
and Relevant  
Provincial 
Department 

Eden DM, 
Roads 
Department 

Mr H 
Ottervanger 

Eden Waste 
Management  

No On  
Request 

Bi Monthly To discuss 
matters related 
to waste 
management 

Provincial  
Waste 
Managers 

District Waste  
Managers 

Environmental 
Officers 

Eden DM, 
Waste 
Manager  - Mr 
Morton Hubbe 

Eden Disaster 
Management 
Forum  

Yes Yes Quarterly  To discuss the 
district’s 
disaster 
management 
related issues 

District and local 
municipalities 
Head of 
Departments 

Provincial and 

Eden DM, 
Disaster 
Management  
Manager – Mr 
Gerhard Otto 
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Forum name Does 
it 
have 
TOR? 

Is 
forum 
active? 

Frequency 
of 
meetings 

Forum 
purpose 

Forum 
composition 

Forum 
chairperson 

local Head of 
Departments in 
Government 

Tourism Forum Yes Yes Quarterly  To plan for the 
impact upon, 
improve and 
monitor tourism 
development 

Tourism portfolio 
Councilors 

Tourism Officials  

Technical 
Committee 
Members (LTO 
Members) 

Eden DM, 
Tourism 
Manager – Ms 
A Koeberg 

Town Engineers 
Bulk 
Infrastructure 
Forum 

Yes Yes Quarterly  To discuss any 
matters  related 
to bulk 
infrastructure in 
the district 

Department of 
Public Works 
Town Engineers 
Municipal 
managersCape 
Nature 
Department of 
Environmental 
Affairs 

Rotational 

Legal Advisors 
Forum 

No No Bi- Monthly To discuss legal 
matters in the 
district 

District  and 
Local 
Municipalities 
Legal Advisors 

Eden DM, 
Legal Advisor 
(Vacant) 

Eden HIV/Aids 
Council 

No Yes Quarterly  To discuss 
issues related 
HIV/ AIDS 
pandemic and 
creating 
awareness on 
issues that 
affect  Youth in 
the district 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 
Officials and  
Relevant stake 
holders 

Eden DM, 
Senior Buyer 
Mr Gift Mkuzo 

Eden/ Central 
Karoo HR Forum 

Yes Yes Bi - 
Monthly 

To discuss 
Corporate 
issues 

District and local 
Municipalities 
HR Managers 
and Labour 
Relations 
Officers 

Eden DM, HR 
Managers  

District 
Speakers Forum 

Yes No Quarterly  To identify and 
implement 
programs. 

District Speaker 

Local 
Municipalities 

District 
Speaker 
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Forum name Does 
it 
have 
TOR? 

Is 
forum 
active? 

Frequency 
of 
meetings 

Forum 
purpose 

Forum 
composition 

Forum 
chairperson 

Speakers 

District GIS 
Forum  

No  Yes  Quarterly GIS related 
matters 

District and B - 
Municipalities 

Eden GIS Co-
ordinator 

Regional Skills 
Development 
Facilitators 
Forum 

Yes Yes Quarterly Skills 
development in 
the region 
(Central Karoo 
and Eden) 

Eden, B 
Municipalities 
and Central 
Karoo 

Chief Skills 
Development 
Facilitator Mr 
R Salmons 

Labour 
Relations Forum 

Yes  Yes Quarterly Labour relations 
good practice 

Eden and B 
municipalities 

Vacant 

 

 
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS AND JOINT PLANNING 
INITIATIVE 
 

The Joint Planning Initiative14 is a good example of Inter-governmental Relations at work in ensuring a cooperative 
and integrated approach to long term planning. The initiative has been spearheaded under the leadership of the 
Western Cape Provincial Government and involves constant dialogue, consensus and investigation of lucrative 
developmental opportunities for future implementation. It is envisaged that these long term planning instruments be 
supported with short term operational action planning mechanisms leading to successful implementation and 
realisation of what have commonly become known as “game changers” for the Eden District. The JPI will consist of a 
set of priorities agreed upon by the Western Cape Government through the PSP and sector departmental initiatives 
and its municipalities’ Integrated Development Plans (IDP).  

In turn “game changers” will be identified to address these critical priorities. In this context, the term “Game 
changers” is used to refer to strategic interventions that will significantly change a prevailing undesired situation in a 
municipal area, where limited resources are harnessed in a focused way so that planned initiatives or actions yield 
the greatest positive impact through collective collaboration. Game changers can also be explained by The Pareto 
Principle. The definition of the game changer given in the above equally applies to the term critical interventions that 
will be identified by sector departments. 

 

                                                
14 The Indaba 1 and 2 (JPI) documents indicating long term planning initiatives in the Eden District is available for perusal on the 
municipal website under “IDP Documents/IDP Planning Tools.” 
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SECTION H: EDEN DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN 
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8. EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Eden District – Disaster risk 2016/2017 
 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Economic perspective 
 
Eden is an important economic growth area for the Western Cape. It has an expanding 
population on account of immigration from other parts of the country, bringing a dynamic mix of 
skills and cultures to the district. The relatively high percentages of households with no income 
in areas with higher population density, creates several social challenges. 
 
Basic services and infrastructure 
 
Problems on basic services infrastructure are experienced in the municipalities that have seen 
rapid population growth. The natural environment and its resources of the EDM are sensitive 
and susceptible to over-exploitation or inappropriate use.  
 
Condition of natural “disaster barriers” 
 
The Garden Route has largely intact wetlands which attenuate water; prevent erosion and 
flooding and which naturally purify the water. However, many wetlands are being slowly 
degraded through illegal channelling, the removal of reeds, peat and other water flora by 
transgressors who abstract water, mostly for agricultural purposes. 
 
Seasonal climatic outlook for 2016 
 
In its Seasonal Climate Watch Report for the period October 2015 to February 2016, the South 
African Weather Service (SAWS), along with other international forecasting systems, predict 
“the strengthening of an El-Niño episode towards the summer season with the expectation to 
continue throughout the autumn season”.  
 
This indicates that South Africa and the Eden District may continue to experience extremely 
warm and dry conditions towards the end of 2015 and continuing into 2016.   
 
The SAWS also foresee high probabilities of below-normal rainfall from mid-summer, which is 
expected to continue into autumn with small chances of localized above-normal rainfall and they 
warn that “the condition could promote a regional or localized drought”. 
 
Eden DM council commitment 
 
Eden District Municipality Council recognises that if the objective of achieving sustainable 
development in the area of Eden is to be realised, a concerted effort is required to reduce 
recurrent disaster risks in its area. 
 
 
This can only be achieved by: 
 creating resilience amongst its people and its infrastructure; 
 strengthening capacity to anticipate significant events and disasters; and 
 improving the management of such events in order to limit the effects wherever possible 
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It also requires the development and implementation of appropriate disaster risk reduction 
(DRR) methodologies and the integration of such methodologies into development plans, 
programmes and initiatives as well as the management of high risk developments. These DRR 
plans should be included into the IDP and SDF of each local authority with sustainable 
implementable projects and plans aligned to the budget. 
 
During the 2014 macro risk assessment the following new risks have been identified for 
the region: 
 

1. Alien Plant Invasion – Entire District; 
2. Coastal Erosion (Sea Level Rise) – Bitou, Knysna, George, Mossel Bay and Hessequa 

LM’s; 
3. Petro-Chemical Fire Hazards- Mossel Bay LM; 
4. Predator Animals- Kannaland and Oudtshoorn LM; 
5. Seismic hazards - Entire District; 
6. Service Disruptions- Entire District; 
7. Social Disruptions - Entire District; 
8. Storm Surges - Bitou, Knysna, George, Mossel Bay and Hessequa LM’s; 
9. Structural Integrity Old Gouritz Bridge - Mossel Bay LM; 

 
During this year attempts to address these newly identified risks mostly centred around the 
identification of the risk owner as well as to sensitise the risk owners to ensure that DRR 
planning and DRR actions should be aligned to address the newly identified risks, in line with 
the following guidelines:  
 
Extremely High Risks: Should the relative risk priority of a particular hazard event impacting 
on a community be rated as extremely high, that community faces a potentially destructive risk 
with a high probability of occurrence, for which they are unprepared.  This combination equates 
to an extremely high risk and is a disaster in the making.  For these extremely high risks you 
must prepare urgent risk reduction interventions. 
 
High Risks: If the relative risk priority of a particular hazard event impacting on a community is 
rated as high, the risks to which these communities are exposed are potentially destructive, but 
the community is modestly prepared for the hazard event occurrence.  This combination 
equates to a high risk and you must prepare a combination of risk reduction interventions and 
preparedness plans for these risks. 
 
Tolerable Risks: if the relative risk priorities of a particular hazard event impacting on a 
community is rated as tolerable, it translates into an acceptable risk for a largely prepared 
community.  This combination equates to a tolerable risk and you must prepare preparedness 
plans for these risks. 
 
Low Risks:  Relative risk priorities of a particular hazard event impacting on a community is 
rated as low risk, it translates into a very small risk for a largely prepared community.  This 
combination equates to a low risk and any hazard preparedness plans are sufficient for these 
risks. 
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8.2 DRR ACTIONS ADDRESSED IN THE CURRENT YEAR: 
 
DRR actions addressed in the current year (2015/16) include the following: 
 

 The update of the regional preparedness plans to address communicable diseases 
as well as capacity building amongst first responders with specific reference to 
addressing any foreseen communicable disease outbreak. 

 The compilation of a guideline to be used for the emergency breaching of estuaries to 
prevent flooding of previously identified high risk, mainly in areas around estuaries, 
during extreme weather events. 

 The enhancement of water resources for both the towns Ladismith Zoar and 
Oudtshoorn (Dysselsdorp as well as De Rust) to augment current domestic water supply 
during extended periods of below normal rainfall. 

 The alignment of current programs aimed at the reduction of alien invasive plants. 
 The building of bush and veldt fire response capability: 
 A additional 4x4 bush and veldt fire response tanker was purchased; 
 The SLA with the SCFPA were strengthened, this lead to the addition of three 

additional WOF teams; 
 The inclusion of an additional landing strip in Denneoord (George) to be used for 

fixed wing aerial firefighting in order to ensure one landing strip per 50 km² in the entire 
Eden DM district; 

 The erection of a centrally located WOF base camp at Denneoord (George) to be 
used for WOF teams from outside the Eden DM boundaries; 

 The addition of two firefighters per shift at the George fire station, this brings the total 
staff component at the 24/7 George fire base to 6 trained professional firefighters per 
shift; 

 The training of all senior staff (Shift Leader and higher) in the basic principles of 
incident command in order to be able to implement the internationally recognised 
incident command system (ICS) for all incidents type 3 and bigger;  

 Since 2009 local municipalities adapted their water management plans to include 
early warnings to pre-empt possible problems before they become a crises. For instance 
when a dam level reaches a certain percentage, water restrictions will be implemented 
much earlier than used to be the case before 2010.Stream flow in rivers, water run-offs 
and the salt levels in estuaries are also monitored more consistently since 2009 as a 
decrease in river flow or an abnormal rise in estuarine salinity (indicating that less water 
in coming into the estuaries) would immediately trigger alarm bells.The reuse of water is 
gaining momentum with George Municipality taking the lead with its advanced ultra-
filtration plant through which they can treat waste water for indirect use. The municipality 
also upgraded its water laboratory to monitor water quality. Mossel Bay is following suit 
by purifying waste water by way of a reverse osmosis process.  

 Maintenance and upgrades of water supply infrastructure is also receiving more 
attention. In Knysna much needed maintenance has been done to the Akkerkloof Dam 
pipeline, large-scale upgrades to the Sedgefield Water Treatment Works are underway 
and all the coastal municipalities (with the exception of Hessequa), are maintaining their 
desalination plants, although these are not currently operational and kept as ‘insurance’ 
in times of need .One area of concern was the Kannaland LM area, where sufficient 
water supply was often a challenge. This has been addressed through several 
interventions in collaboration with the Eden DMC. Ladismith’s limited water supply from 
the Jan F le Grange dam (which has a seepage problem) can be augmented with 
ground water from additional boreholes in the drier months.By working collaboratively 
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with the Cape Agency for Sustainable Integrated Development in Rural Areas 
(CASIDRA) Zoar’s water supply problem has been addressed and a project to link the 
existing Blossoms boreholes to the Klein Karoo Rural Water Supply Scheme is also 
underway. Although much work still needs to be done, these wells can be accessed to 
supplement supply to the Oudtshoorn and Calitzdorp areas is necessary. 

 As part of Eden’s commitment to ensure a safe and healthy environment for all it’s 
inhabitants as well as the visitors to the area a comprehensive capacity building program 
to train First Aiders were launched a couple of years ago. 

 During this year a total of 220 first aiders were once again successfully trained to 
the skill level of First Aid level 3.This group includes temporary staff employed as part of 
the Eden extended public works program as well as all the newly recruited lifesavers 
working on the beaches of the George LM. 

 
 
8.3 EDEN DM CORPORATE DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN 
In May 2015 the Eden Council approved the Eden DM Corporate Disaster Management Plan. 
This plan provides a framework for the institutionalisation of DRR at all Departments of the 
district authority.  

The aim for the coming year would be for each Department to develop their own line function 
specific DRR plans to be collated into one Eden Disaster Management Plan. 

To date the DRR plan the IT section has been received, refer Attachment “A” 

 
8.4 DISASTER ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES  
 

 During the past year the Eden Disaster Management section intervened and acted as 
leading coordinator during cut -off low and related severe weather events.  

 
 Assistance was also rendered to the Oudtshoorn Local Municipality with regards to the 

water crisis reported to the PDMC during March  2015. 
 

 In the latter part of the year the relevant officials form local authorities have been 
working with the Eden DMC to develop contingency plans to address extended periods 
of power outages. To date two separate workshops have been hosted by the Eden DMC 
with all the relevant emergency- and technical staff from local authorities in the Eden 
District to exchange ideas as well as to highlight specific areas of concern to the PDMC. 
Should the district  be faced with an extended power outage of 10 to 14 days it will be a 
challenge to say the least, but at least detailed contingency planning have been done 
and plans to ensure the delivery of essential services has been addressed. 
 

 Eden and role-players rolled out a Water Campaign in Kannaland following indications 
that the domestic water supply to the town was severely stressed. Eden District 
Municipality would like to extend a word of appreciation to the Department:  Water 
Affairs and Sanitation, including Ms Khuva Makumbana, Department:  Local 
Government including Mr Richard Haridien, Department of Communication, officials from 
Kannaland Municipality including the Mayor, Ald. Jeffery Donson and Municipal 
Manager, Mr Morne Hoogbaard, as well as Kannaland’s Director:  Corporate Services 
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who served as the Program Director of the event, for the successful roll out of the 
campaign.   

 
 
Summary of major incidents/ severe weather alerts for the period 1/07/2014 to 30/06/2015 
 

Date Incident Estimate damages Comment 
04/07/2014  to 
06/07/2014 

Heavy rainfall 
warning 

No major damages reported 
to the Eden DMC 

Contingency plans implemented 
i.e. pro-active emergency 
breaching of estuaries. 

July 2014  Ebola outbreak – 
West Africa 

No cases in Eden DM area Contingency planning updated 

17/07/2014  to 
19/07/2014 

Heavy rainfall 
warning 

No major damages reported 
to the Eden DMC 

Contingency plans implemented 
i.e. pro-active emergency 
breaching of estuaries.  

24/07/2014  to 
26/07/2014 

Heavy rainfall 
warning 

No damages Pro-active opening of river 
mouths 

17/08/2014 to 
26/08/2014 

Gysmanshoek pass 
fire 

19100 Ha and fire lines of 
approximately 18 kilometers. 

 

18/08/2014 to 
19/08/2014 

Civil Unrest  
Mossel Bay 

Several small fires made by 
protesters No people 
evacuated 

Situation was controlled by 
Mossel Bay SAPS  

27/08/2014 to 
28/08/2014 

Heavy rainfall 
warning 

No major damages reported 
to the Eden DMC. 

Contingency plans implemented 
i.e. pro-active emergency 
breaching of estuaries. 

17/09/2014 to 
18/09/2014 

Gale Force winds 
warning received 
 
High Seas warning 
received  

No damages Pro-active warning 
disseminated to roll players 

29/09/2014 Heavy rainfall 
warning 

No major damages reported 
to the Eden DMC. 

Contingency plans implemented 
i.e. pro-active emergency 
breaching of estuaries. 

30/09/2014 Hail storm- 
Kannaland 
(Ladismith) 

56 informal settlements 118 
adults and 66 children 
affected. 

Eden MDMC provided 200 
blankets and 60 food parcels 

6/10/2014 to 
11/10/2014 

Fire at Gouritzmond 15 000 Ha  

01/11/2014 to 
04/11/2014 

Heavy rainfall 
warning 

No major damages reported 
to the Eden DMC. 

Contingency plans implemented 
i.e. pro-active emergency 
breaching of estuaries. 

26/11/2014 to 
1/12/2014 

KKRWS water crisis Water demand exceeds the 
supply of rural scheme 
boreholes and although the 
areas to the West of 
Oudtshoorn (Volmoed, 
Calitzdorp etc.) is covered 
the areas to the East 
(Vlakteplaas, Le Roux 
Station and Dysselsdorp) do 
experience very low water 
pressures and the peak 
water demand cannot be 
supplied 

Eden water tankers used to 
transport water to areas in 
Dysselsdorp 
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Date Incident Estimate damages Comment 
14/01/2015 Kammanassie fire  Eden DM fire and rescue teams 

responded 
30/01/2015 Kannaland request 

disaster declaration 
 Situation mitigated 

08/02/2015 to 
13/02/2015 

Paardebond fire 230 000 hectares Eden DM fire and rescue teams 
responded 

11/02/2015 to 
13/02/2015 

Gamkaskloof fire 80 000 ha Eden DM fire and rescue teams 
responded 

11/02/2015 to 
13/02/2015 

Waboomskraal Fire 70  ha Eden DM fire and rescue teams 
responded 

03/03/2015 to 
06/03/2015 

Blombos Fire 30 000 ha Eden DM fire and rescue teams 
responded 

13/03/2015 Ladismith Cheese 
Factory fire 

R20 mil First teams on scene within 10 
minutes 

23/03/2015 Heavy rainfall 
warning : 
Flood in 
Meiringspoort 

Bus and vehicles entrapped , 
one fatality 

Eden DMC informed all 
stakeholders to be on high alert; 
Eden DM fire and rescue teams 
assist with rescue actions 

04/04/2015 to 
05/04/2015 

Heavy rainfall 
warning : 
 

No major damages reported 
to the Eden DMC. 

Contingency plans implemented 
i.e. pro-active emergency 
breaching of estuaries. 

 
 
Penny pinchers Lions Karoo to Coast Mountain Bike Challenge 
 
Once again the Eden Fire and Rescue service provided a rescue and safety service to the 
Penny pinchers Lions Karoo to Coast Mountain Bike Challenge that was hosted between 
Uniondale and Knysna on the 20th of September 2015.  
 
Oudtshoorn and Kannaland community based Disaster Risk Assessments 
 
To support the Oudtshoorn Local Municipality and Kannaland Local Municipality in completing a 
Disaster Risk Assessment, the Western Cape Disaster Management Centre in collaboration 
with Eden District Municipality Disaster Management Centre (Eden DMC) has commenced with 
the facilitation of a community based disaster risk assessment in accordance with the Western 
Cape standardized risk assessment methodology. 
 
Hazard specialists to be interviewed have been identified and the risks previously identified for 
the area have been tabled.  
 
DMISA Conference 2015 
 
On the 9th and 10th of September the Eden DMC and the Disaster Management Institute of 
South Africa (DMISA) co-hosted the annual Disaster Risk Reduction Conference. This 
conference was attended by more than 300 delegates from various institutions from the African 
continent including delegates from outside the African borders, as far as Slovenia and Romania.  
 
The theme of this year’s Conference was: “The 2030 Resilience: Sustainability and Adaptation 
Mandate: A New Action for Disaster Risk Reduction” and the focus of the conference were to 
share ideas and best practices in the profession of Disaster Management. 
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Eden’s Acting Executive Mayor, Cllr Lionel Esau, delivered the key note address at the opening 
function with an overview of the district and the Western Cape MEC for Local Government, 
Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, Mr Anton Bredell, highlighted that to date 
through the Western Cape’s proactive awareness campaigns, more than 70 000 learners at 85 
schools have been reached in the province. 
 
Professionalizing the field of Disaster Management was also under discussion during the 
conference when Dr. Mal Reddy, Immediate Past President of DMISA, announced that the job 
description Disaster Management Professional was recently approved by SAQA and that 
DMISA has been approved as the official body to oversee the formal registration process.  

    
Eden DMC received the  “Best Team” award for their contribution to the success of the 
2015DMISA  Conference  
 
Eden District Municipality’s DMC team was announced as the “Best Team” that helped to 
prepare and execute this year’s successful DMISA Conference. This prestigious award was 
presented to the Eden team by the President of DMISA, Dr. Johan Minnie.  
 
Logistical arrangements such as: the coordination of security services, fire safety, coordination 
of the media, registration of delegates at the event, etc. were amongst the many tasks the team 
had to oversee and execute.  
 
Shared Risk Management collaboration in the Eden District 
 
On the 22nd of July 2015 in collaboration with WWF and Santam a workshop with the following 
role-players: The George Municipality; Provincial Disaster Management; Cape Pine; San Parks; 
Cape Nature; DAFF; The George business chamber; The Oudtshoorn business chamber, 
NMMU the CSIR and various independent scientist were held at the George Lodge with the 
intention to compare notes on current as well as planned risk reduction initiatives. 
 
The meeting resolved that the need exist for a  platform to be able to sensitize decision makers 
of the current as well as foreseen risks as well ways and means where the environment could 
act as a barrier against possible disaster risks. 
 
In order to address this gap a work group reporting to the Eden Disaster Management Advisory 
Forum (EDMAF) under the leadership of Mr. Vernon Gibbs-Halls was established with the 
mandate to report to the EDMAF at quarterly meetings. 
 
Emergency Breaching of the Swartvlei estuary 
 
On the 21st of July the Eden Disaster Centre convened a workshop with all the stakeholders 
involved in the emergency breaching of the Swartvlei estuary. Over the last couple of years a 
protocol with regards to the premature breaching of the Swartvlei estuary has been established 
but in order to ensure that the actions are implemented well in advance and with enough fore 
warning the trigger levels had to be re-assessed. 
 
With the help of the SANTAM Baam initiative the services of the SANTAM technical flood risk 
specialist, with specific expertise in flooding and engineering, could be obtained to review the 
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current hydrological data of the vlei, the size of the catchment  as well as the run-off values and 
the drainage possibilities and the mouth of the system. 
 
At the workshop various possibilities to better address the current flood risk were discussed but 
it was clear that more data and modeling would have to be done before a way forward could be 
decided. 
 
SANTAM and San Parks committed to work together to assist the Eden DMC to find an 
amicable solution for the future. 
 
Malawi Peer review 
 
From 1-10 December 2015 the Eden Manager for Emergency Services formed part of the South 
African team to perform a peer review to determine the status with regards to disaster risk 
reduction (DRR) in Malawi.The process was led and organized by hosts from Malawi and 
included three peers each from Mozambique, South Africa and Zimbabwe, two from SADC, as 
well as one external consultant serving as secretariat and editor of the mission’s report.  
 
Key interviewees were drawn from various ministries, departments and organizations 
(international and NGO”S) throughout Malawi. 
 
8.4 SOUTH AFRICAN LESSONS LEARNED  
 

 The Peer Review to the Republic of Malawi has been a valuable tool to consider the 
progress achieved by the country in terms of disaster risk management. At the same 
time the Peer Review provided experience to the participants from the region in terms of 
the peer review process, in addition to allowing for the sharing of expertise and best 
practices within the region. The Peer Review has explicitly demonstrated the 
comprehensive policies and strategies on disaster risk management that Malawi 
has in place including Monitoring and Evaluation Frameworks and a Communication 
Strategy. This is an area in which South Africa can build on its own existing policies and 
strategies. 

 
 The Department of Disaster Management Affairs in Malawi is located in the Office 

of the Vice President. This has been a demonstration of the commitment to disaster 
management at the highest level of the executive, in addition to enabling effective cross-
sectoral coordination. South Africa has located matters of disaster management within 
the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs and could benefit 
from elevating disaster management to the Office of the Deputy President, as this will 
create high level interaction on disaster strategies and challenges. 

 
 The Peer Review demonstrated that there are areas for greater cooperation between 

countries within the SADC region on matters relating to disaster management. The 
current debate within SADC on the inclusion of a standing Sub-Committee on Disaster 
Management under the Ministerial Committee of the Organ is thus timely. 

 
 Malawi as the first African country that volunteered to be peer reviewed for effective 

implementation of national disaster risk reduction actions have paved the way for other 
African countries. South Africa too will take under consideration the possibility of 
volunteering to be peer reviewed on its disaster risk management systems.  
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 Mozambique has an excellent early warning system in communities. They have a 

flag system and once the red flag is hoisted it becomes mandatory for the community to 
evacuate. 

 
 Zimbabwe annually ring fence 1% of their total budget for disaster management; 

 

 Malawi has indicated that they would be interested in twinning arrangements or 
assistance relevant to curriculum expansion as well as offering formal qualifications in 
disaster management. In addition they have also requested peers to host study tours in 
relation to agriculture, economic development and environmental affairs. 

 
8.5 WATER FOR THE FUTURE SYMPOSIUM-DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING  
From 4 to 5 February the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning 
hosted a symposium with the theme “Water for the Future” The Eden DMC was invited to share 
their lessons learned after the 2009/2010 drought.  

At this symposium the key note speaker, Dr. Jakkie Cilliers, from the Institute for Security 
Studies, emphasized the emerging water crisis in the RSA. He indicated that the RSA have 
reached a point where the current dams are being used at their exploitable limit and our water 
demand per capita is far above the world average. He further indicated that nearly 25% of 
municipal water is lost due to leaks. By 2035 more than 80% of the RSA population will be 
urbanized with a predicted increase of 22% in water demand. Our current withdrawal exceeds 
supply and our current planning is not sufficient to cater for the foreseen demand.  

Various new water conservation technologies were showcased and the Eden DMC received a 
commitment from the National Cleaner Production Centre (NCPC) that their focus for the 
2016/2017 financial year would be to assist high end water consumer industries in the Eden 
District with water conservation devices. 

Professor Niel Armitage from UCT called for a move to a systems approach to replace the 
current silo approach in terms of roads, storm water and domestic water sections at 
Municipalities. He reflected on the lessons learned in Singapore to include storm water 
harvesting as part of the water bouquet to augment surface water, groundwater, re-use of 
effluent as well as desalination resources. 

It was also noted that the CSIR has been instructed to revise the current storm water design 
parameters, also referred to as the red book. The revision should consider the impact of 
climate change and increased storm water run-off.   
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8.6 EXTENSION OF THE CURRENT CALL CENTER SERVICE 
DELIVERY AGREEMENT (SLA) BETWEEN THE EDEN DM AND THE 
MOSSEL BAY LOCAL MUNICIPALITY 
Since 1/07/2010 the Eden DM have been delivering a call taking and dispatch service of both 
life threatening as well as municipal calls on behalf of the Mossel Bay Municipality. The current 
service delivery agreement (SLA) will terminate on the 30th of June 2016. 
 
Due to changes in the Labour Law with regards to the contractual employment of staff, the 
terms of the current SLA had to be re-negotiated with the Mossel Bay Municipality. In principal 
the Mossel Bay Municipality agreed that should the Mossel Bay Municipality cancel the SLA 
with the Eden DM before the proposed new expiry date of 30 June 2019, or decide not to renew 
the agreement for any reason after the actual expiry date, the Mossel Bay Municipality will 
take over all the appointed staff on total costs to company, which includes transfer cost 
and/or severance packages, or any other benefits as applicable and prescribed by Labour Law 
at that point in time.   
 
 
8.7 MAJOR FIRES FOR THE PAST SUMMER SEASON 
 
Summary of fires attended to by Eden DM Fire & Rescue Services  
(01/12/2015 – 12/02/2016) 
 

Date Type Area 

03/12/2015 Veld Fire Riversdale near PowerStation 
06/12/2015 Veld Fire George at Syferfontein  
06/12/2015 Veld Fire Ruitersbos 
09/12/2015 Veld Fire 14km from Ladismith in the direction of Laingsburg 
09/12/2015 Veld Fire Droëkloof Farm near Ladismith 
14/12/2015 Veld Fire Stilbaai / Wolweklip 
15/12/2015 Veld Fire Gouritsmond and Blombos 
18/12/2015 Veld Fire Buisplaas 
18/12/2015 Veld Fire Blombos Road 
18/12/2015 Veld Fire Kerkplaas near Ladismith 
19/12/2015 Veld Fire Blombos 
20/12/2015 Veld Fire Pacaltsdorp assisted George Municipality 
21/12/2015 Veld Fire Herbertsdale Road 
21/12/2015 Veld Fire Malanstreet, Bergsig in Calitsdorp 
21/12/2015 Veld Fire Opsoek near Calitsdorp 
21/12/2015 Veld Fire Hectorskraal near Albertinia 
23/12/2015 Veld Fire Robertson Pass 
24/12/2015 Veld Fire Holgate  
26/12/2015 Veld Fire Assisted George Municipality with fire at Heidedal Primary 

School   
26/12/2015 Veld Fire Assisted George Municipality with fire at Hoogekraal Primary 
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Date Type Area 

School 
26/12/2015 House Fire Assisted George Municipality with fire in Smartie Town 
30/12/2015 Veld Fire Blombos 
30/12/2015  Veld Fire Olynberg / Rooiberg near Van Wyksdorp 
30/12/2015 – 
07/01/2016 

Veld Fire De Vlugt / Avontuur 

30/12/2015 – 
31/12/2015 

Veld Fire Herbertsdale 

01/01/2016 Veld Fire Witsand 
02/01/2016 Veld Fire Heidelberg 
02/01/2016 Vehicle and Veld 

Fire 
Ladismith 

02/01/2016 – 
09/01/2016 

Veld Fire Seweweekspoort near Zoar 

05/01/2016 Veld Fire Van Niekerkshek near Heidelberg 
 10/01/2016  Veld Fire  Albertinia near the Steg 
 10/01/2016  Veld Fire  Calitsdorp, Mnr van der Merwe’s Farm 
 11/01/2016-
12/01/2016 

 Veld fire  Mosselbay, near N2 

 15/01/2016  Structure Fire  Ladismith 
 17/01/2016  Veld Fire  Zoar, Hoog str 
 18/01/2016-
21/01/2016 

 Veld Fire  Bergoord near the Cango Caves 

 19/01/2016  Veld Fire  Calitsdorp 
 21/01/2016  Structure Fire  Riversdale, BP Gerage 
 27/01/2016  Veld Fire  Maalgate bridge near N2 
 28/01/2016  Structure Fire  Ladismith, house fire 
 30/01/2016  Veld Fire  Hoogekraal 
 31/01/2016  Veld Fire  Knysna, Sparrabos 
 06/02/2016  Veld Fire  Ladismith,Algerynskraal 
 07/02/2016 
-08/02/2016 

Veldfire  Wittedrift Plettenberg Bay 

11/02/2016 Veldfire  Kamanasie / Jonck Farm 
 
Challenges 
 
Due to limited staff per shift the Eden fire and rescue response is limited to one fire per station 
at any point in time. It must be noted that during day shifts only two trained firefighters in on duty 
at the Riversdale fire station, 4 firefighters at Ladismith and 6 at George. This limits the 
response to fires to one fire per region.  
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At this point in time after-hour response in Ladismith as well as Riverdale is done with staff on 
standby; this is also the position for the activation of any Incident Command structure required 
in terms of Eden’s MOU with the Provincial Government. 
 
8.8 MTEF DISASTER RECOVERY AND REHABILITATION FUNDING 
(2011/2012) 

After the flooding event that took place in 2011 and 2012 the DORA (Division of Revenue Act, 
Act 2 of 2013) allocated an amount of R 54 864 772.00 to be paid over a tree year period to the 
six affected Local Municipalities within the Eden District.  

In the first year (2013/2014) an amount of R 6 584 000.00 was transferred to the six LM’s after 
which according to a signed MOU by all the relevant Local Municipalities they had to present 
monthly expenditure reports on their listed projects.  

Expenditure reports and verification thereof was completed and the second year (2014/2015) to 
the amount of R 27 433 000.00 was transferred to the six LM’s.  

None of the six LM’ has to date provided full expenditure reports on the year 2 allocation 
therefor the amount of R 20 847 776.00 included as part of their year 3 allocation could not be 
transferred yet.  

Meetings have been scheduled to take place in the week 15/02/2016 to 19/02/2016 with all the 
relevant LM’s in order to fast track the submission of their required expenditure reports to 
finalise payment of the LM’s. 
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9. EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 

9.1 GOOD GOVERNANCE: RISK MANAGEMENT 
 

To maintain an overall positive perception of the municipality and confidence in the municipality 
from the public and other stakeholders, well planned goals and objectives should be 
coordinated and achieved within the district.  Eden DM has instituted Risk Management as a 
systematic and formalised process in order to identify, assess, manage and monitor risks which 
effectively ensures achievement of those planned goals and objectives.  Thus, Risk 
management is essentially a good governance measure instituted to ensure the municipality 
accomplishes its vision, mission and strategic plans.   

Risk refers to a beneficial or unwanted outcome, actual or potential, to the organisation’s service 
delivery and other performance objectives, caused by the presence of risk factors.  A risk factor 
is seen as any threat or event which creates, or has the potential to create risk, i.e. it is the root 
cause of the risk.  The occurrence of these risks would be an example of a factor that could 
hamper service delivery.  Some risk factors also present upside potential, which management 
must be aware of and be prepared to exploit.  Such opportunities are encompassed in this 
definition of risk. 

9.1.1 BENEFITS OF RISK MANAGEMENT 
 

Risk management is a valuable management tool which increases an institution’s prospects of 
success through minimising negative outcomes and optimising opportunities. 

Instituting a system of risk management may have the following beneficial outcomes for Eden 
DM: 

 More sustainable and reliable delivery of services;  
 Informed decisions underpinned by appropriate rigour and analysis;  
 Achievement of strategic goals as set out in the Integrated Development Plan;  
 Reduced waste; 
 Prevention of fraud and corruption; 
 Better value for money through more efficient use of resources; and  
 Better outputs and outcomes through improved project and program management. 

9.1.2 LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS 
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Sections 62(1)(c)(i) and 95(c)(i) of the MFMA specifically require Accounting Officers to ensure 
that their municipalities and municipal entities have and maintain effective, efficient and 
transparent systems of risk management. 

9.1.3 THE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
 

The risk management process is the basic skeleton structure that guides the entire risk 
management unit and consists of 8 vital steps: 

Step 1: Internal Environment – the municipality’s internal environment is the foundation 
of all other components of risk management and needs to be thoroughly 
assessed. 
 

Step 2: Objective Setting – this is a precondition to event identification, risk assessment 
and risk response.  There must first be objectives before management can 
identify risks to their achievement and take necessary actions to manage the 
risks. 
 

Step 3: Event identification – as part of event identification management recognises 
that uncertainties exist, but does not know when an event may occur, or when its 
outcome should occur. 
 

Step 4: Risk Assessment – management considers the mix of potential future events 
relevant to the municipality and its activities.  This entails examining factors 
including the municipality’s size, complexity of operations and degree of 
regulation over its activities that shape the municipality’s risk profile and influence 
the methodology it uses to assess risks.  Individual risks are assessed on 
inherent and residual levels, and on impact and likelihood of occurrence. 
 

Step 5: Risk Response – this involves identifying and evaluating possible responses to 
the risks identified.  Evaluation of likelihood and impact of risks is done then 
plotted on the following graph (which is used to categorise risks as low, medium 
or high) in order to gauge the type of response needed. 
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Step 6: Control Activities – three types of control activities are recognised in risk 
management.  These are preventative controls (striving to eliminate the 
occurrence of certain risks), detective controls (striving to identify and bring 
attention to risks that have already occurred or materialised), and corrective 
controls (striving to counteract the effects of risks that have already occurred or 
materialised). 

In order for activities and operations to run effectively and efficiently Eden DM 
must optimally distribute its resources according to significance of those activities 
and operations.  The following graphs are examples of four scenarios comparing 
the relationship between levels of risks (or importance/significance of activities) 
versus levels of control (or amount of resources/effort dedicated) over those 
risks.   

Scenario A depicts a situation where the organisation’s high level risks receive 
low levels of control, i.e. very significant activities receive little attention and 
resources.  The situation is thus under-controlled.   

Scenario B is the opposite of Scenario A where low level risks are covered by 
high level controls.  The situation is over-controlled. 

Scenario C depicts a situation where the organisation has no clear or unified 
direction with regard to operations and allocation of resources.  Risk and control 

IM
PA

CT
 

LIKELIHOOD / 
PROBABILITY 

Graph: Risk Response required according to impact 
and likelihood. 
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levels are totally misaligned with high level risks receiving low level controls and 
vice versa.  This scenario is the most common among organisations in the 
beginning stages of institutionalising risk management practices.  Eden DM 
currently finds itself in this scenario. 

Scenario D is the ideal situation to operate in.  This is where risk and control 
levels are aligned and optimised correctly.  This scenario is characteristic of an 
organisation which has a strongly interlinked and effective organisational climate 
and culture with personnel who have stable emotional maturity.  This is what 
Eden DM Risk management is striving toward.   

 

Step 7: Information and Communication – information should be delivered to 
personnel in a form and timeframe that enables them to carry out their risk 
management and other responsibilities. 

Step 8: Monitoring – risk management operates in an ever-changing and dynamic 
environment.  Management needs to regularly determine whether the functioning 
of each risk management component continues to be effective. 

9.1.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Risk management remains relatively new and developing in Eden DM.  Also, best practices are 
still being formulated and evaluated within the field of risk management on a provincial level.  
Within Eden DM many officials are still unclear as to the whole purpose and relevance of risk 
management with some lower level employees still totally in the dark.  The way forward for Risk 
Management is to ensure communication and integration of risk management procedures and 
practices at all levels of Eden DM.  Each official should involve a measure of risk management 
in their day-to-day activities in order for full integration to take place. 

Graph: Risk versus Control 
optimisation 
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9.2 EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY 2016/17 RISK REGISTER 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
202 

Mandated 
services 
cannot be 
performed by 
Fire and 
Municipal 
Health 
Services 

Underfunded 
mandates. Lack of 
personnel and 
specialised 
equipment. Backlog 
of emergency 
vehicles and 
equipment. 

Report submitted to 
council and approval 
granted to appoint 8 
additional Firefighters in 
George from 
1/07/2015._Legal 
opinion obtained to 
clarify service delivery 
mandate between 
Category B and C 
municipalities. 

Moderate Community 
Services - 
Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Services 

9 9 81 

R 
203 

Water pollution 
to rivers, dams 
and oceans 

Waste water 
treatment sites and 
networks not 
operating properly 
due to blockages 

Contingency plans in 
place (with regular 
assessments made 
thereof)._All B-
municipalities have 
back-up generators in 
place to ensure 
operations continue. 

Effective Community 
Services - 
Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Services 

9 9 81 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
204 

Loss of 
possible 
income (asset 
management) 

Unrealistic 
expectations of 
revenue generation.  

Proper Contract 
Management in place 

Moderate Community 
Services - 
Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Services 

8 8 64 

R 
205 

Severe 
environmental 
damages / 
financial loss 

Occurrence of 
droughts, unplanned 
fires, floods, etc. 
Current legislation 
(IGR) prevents the 
District Municipality 
from playing an 
enforcement role at 
the B-municipalities. 
Poor planning by B-
municipalities. 
Scientific impacts are 
not addressed by B-
municipalities. 
Change in climate. 

Climate change 
adaption work group 
established_various risk 
reduction initiatives 
discussed to be 
implemented by line 
departments. 

Good Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

9 9 81 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
206 

Service 
Disruption 

Lack of / no electricity 
(Load shedding). 

none None Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

9 9 81 

R 
207 

Legal claims 
and public 
liability 

Over-dependency on 
manual reporting 
tools and 
mechanisms. Lack of 
funds to implement 
electronic tools (e.g. 
GoPro cameras). 

none None Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

8 9 72 

R 
208 

Flood damage Manual warning 
systems vs. utilisation 
of electronic tools. 

Early warning display 
erected in Saasveld 
road_Early warning 
SMS system at CCC 
upgraded. 

Good Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

8 8 64 

R 
219 

Serious 
damages to 
infrastructure 
along coastal 
areas 

Coastal erosion: rise 
in sea level. Climate 
change. 

Sea level risk maps 
included as part of 
coastal management 
plan 

Good Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

8 8 64 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
220 

Damages to 
households 
and possible 
loss of life / 
serious injuries 

Damages caused 
during operational 
firefighting e.g. 
backburn not 
controlled. 

Senior firefighters 
trained on back-burn 
techniques_Frequent on 
the job training during 
fires 

Good Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

8 7 56 

R 
222 

financial loss 
due to 
damages 

Structural integrity of 
Old Gouritz Bridge. 
Supporting slope 
failures. 

Risk transferred to DRE 
for comment and action. 

Ineffective Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

8 7 56 

R 
223 

Droughts, 
unharvestable 
fields/crops 

Excessive alien 
plantation in the 
Karoo areas. 

0 None Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

7 7 49 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
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Control 

Effectivenes
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Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
224 

Hypothetical 
disaster-
causing losses 
wrt expensive 
equipment and 
possible loss 
of life (black 
swan) 

Petro-chemical fire 
hazards. 

Full audit of PetroSA 
Petro-chemical plant in 
Voorbaai done in latter 
part of 2013. Some 
interventions done. 

Average Community 
Services - 
Manager: 
Emergency 
Services/MD
MC 

9 3 27 

R 
232 

Exposure to 
communicable 
diseases 
(internal and 
External) New 
and emerging 
diseases like 
Vibrio 
vulnificus, 
Typhoid Fever 
and viral 
meningitis 

Ineffective 
management of 
outbreaks. Insufficient 
equipment (PPE and 
other). Lack of 
resources. lack of 
capacity. late 
notification of 
disease. Public: 
unsafe environment 
(water, sanitation, air 
and waste). No 
proper SOP `s in 
place because of a 
lack of research and 
credible data and 
information 

Contingency plan for 
outbreaks_NICD 
provide information on 
possible outbreaks on a 
frequent basis._Provide 
environmental health 
awareness and 
education to the 
communities 

Good Community 
Services - 
Municipal 
Health and 
Environmenta
l Services 

8 8 64 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
233 

  Non-compliance to 
statutory 
requirements, due to 
decision taken by 
EDM's council. 
Unfunded mandates 
enforced by National 
Government through 
legislation without the 
required budget 
needs. Shortage of 
EHPs (approved 
positions on 
Organogram do not 
adhere to 
National/International 
benchmarks). 

Report to council for 
Revision of council 
decision. 

None Community 
Services - 
Municipal 
Health and 
Environmenta
l Services 

9 7 63 

R 
234 

Serious 
injuries / death 

Unsafe work 
environment. 
Inaccessible network 
coverage. 

Personal protective 
equipment_health and 
safety committee 
communications 

Ineffective Community 
Services - 
Municipal 
Health and 
Environmenta
l Services 

8 7 56 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
236 

unsafe and 
unhealthy 
conditions at 
public places 

Complex and 
hazardous work 
environments 
(including biological 
threats, like Ebola, 
Typhoid etc.). 

Provision and training 
on use of 
PPE_Implementation of 
council medical 
surveillance policy 

Moderate Community 
Services - 
Municipal 
Health and 
Environmenta
l Services 

8 7 56 

R 
238 

Overdependen
cy on key 
personnel 

Lack of skills and 
capacity 
empowerment. 

Skills development 
program 

Average Community 
Services - 
Municipal 
Health and 
Environmenta
l Services 

7 8 56 

R 
239 

Additional 
costs incurred 
wrt claims 
against EDM 

Incorrect calculations 
of Atmospheric 
admissions license. 
Public participation 
and appeals 
procedures not 
followed in terms of 
legislation. Incorrect 
categorisation of 
listed activities. 

Verification process for 
calculation of AEL air 
quality information 
system_Air quality 
information system for 
monitoring 

None Community 
Services - 
Municipal 
Health and 
Environmenta
l Services 

7 7 49 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
240 

Non 
compliance to 
Municipal 
health  
legislation 
leading to 
possible 
lawsuits 

Incorrect inspection 
procedures, 
procurement of 
samples and 
submission thereof. 
No 
standardised/audited 
sampling and 
assessment 
procedures.   

Scope of practice for 
EHP_DOH applicable 
legislation_Council 
policies.Norms and 
standards for 
Municipal Health 
Services were 
promulgated.           

None Community 
Services - 
Municipal 
Health and 
Environmenta
l Services 

7 7 49 

R 
242 

lack of / 
insufficient 
revenue 
generated by 
properties 

Lease agreements 
not renewed. Lack of 
accountability and 
responsibility. 
Economic realities. 

Contract Employee 
appointed to ensure 
backlogs are being 
addressed._Proposals 
remitted to council to 
dispose of selected 
properties 

Moderate Community 
Services - 
Properties 

8 8 64 

R 
243 

Deterioration 
of 
infrastructure 

Back-log of 
maintenance of 
infrastructure. 
Uncertainty wrt 
transfer of resorts to 
B-municipalities. 

Maintenance Plan 
drawn up for managing 
Infrastructure and 
Material resources 

Effective Community 
Services - 
Properties 

8 8 64 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
244 

Shared 
Service 
Initiative: ito 
integrated 
regional 
spatial 
development 
(Opportunity) 

Appointment of junior 
town planner. 
Establishment of 
Regional Spatial 
Development Forum. 
Regional Spatial 
Development Policy 
and Implementation 
Plan. 

Current structure on 
organogram 
provisionally approved 
to include appointment 
of a Junior Town 
Planner. 

Average Community 
Services - 
Regional 
Planning & 
Bulk 
Infrastructure 

8 8 64 

  

Emerging of 
old and new 
diseases 

Exposure to 
communicable 
diseases (internal and 
External) 

Develop protocals for 
possible disease 
outbreaks Good 

Comm 
Services: 
Mun Health 
and 
Environmenta
l Services 8 8 64 

ROADS DEPARTMENT 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
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Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
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Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
290 

Do not have 
the resources 
(borrow pits) to 
effectively 
implement 
projects 

Delay in the process 
of approving and 
implementation of 
borrow pits due to 
legislative 
requirements (mineral 
and petroleum act, 
NEMA regulation, 
Heritage foundation, 
LUPO) 

ongoing negotiations 
with PGWC and 
consulants Weak 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 9 10 90 

R 
294 

Aging, 
deteriorating 
and 
inadequate 
road network 

Lack of funds. 
Personnel shortages. 
Flood damages 

ongoing negotiations 
with PGWC Weak 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 8 7 56 

R 
296 

Unsatisfactory 
quantities of 
quality roads 
built / repaired. 

Not enough funds 
received. Lack of 
seriousness in 
executing tasks. 
Inadequate project 
planning and quality 
controls. 

Financial planning: 
zero based 
budgeting_quality 
control performed on 
a monthly 
basis_completion 
certificates provided 
after work done Effective 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 8 7 56 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
298 

Over / under 
payment of 
creditors 

Invoices not 
authorised for 
payment by user 
departments 

Liaising with creditor 
section on problem 
cases 

Below 
Average 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 7 7 49 

R 
300 

Injury on duty / 
loss of life 

Lack of protective 
gear. Unsatisfactory 
levels of maintenance 
of road infrastructure. 
Insufficient / 
inaccurate road signs 
and road markings. 
Not enough funds 
received. 
Incompetent staff and 
lack of awareness. 
Negligence. 

Safety 
plans_competency 
and awareness 
training_pre-job risk 
assessment _Regional 
health and safety 
committee meetings 

Highly 
Effective 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 8 6 48 

R 
301 

Misuse of 
council 
properties / 
assets 

Theft and abuse of 
resources (time and 
assets). Asset 
management 
procedures not 
complying to set 
requirements. SOP's 
not finalised. 
Inconsistent 
application of controls 

detailed monthly 
planning and 
inspections_disciplina
ry actions against 
transgressors 

Below 
Average 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 6 6 36 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

at all roads depots. 
(including access 
control). lack of 
accountability. 

R 
303 

Workforce not 
suitably skilled 
to fulfill their 
roles as per 
objectives set. 

Application of EE 
Targets. Lack of 
scarce-skills / 
continuity planning. 
Lack of 
accountability. TASK 
evaluation system. 
Misalignment 
between 
remuneration and 
level of responsibility 
and skills associated 
with the speciality 
function. Good 
performance not 
recognised / 
rewarded. 

Maintenance 
plans_continuous 
inspections of work 
performed and 
prioritization Good 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 8 6 48 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
305 

Delayed 
performance 
of work due to 
slow / 
inadequate 
internal 
processes. 

Purchase process 
takes to long. 
Ineffective / 
unsatisfactory 
systems. Over 
regulated policies and 
procedures. 

monitoring of 
tenders_continuous 
negotiations with role 
players (SCM, 
Management, PGWC, 
Legal) Average 

Roads 
Services - 
Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 7 5 35 

  

Delays in filling 
of vacant 
posts 

internal processes to 
fill posts are taking to 
long. Process to find 
suitable qualified 
aplicants not 
sufficient. 

risk should be with 
Exec Manager 
Corporate     7 5 35 

OFFICE OF THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER 

R 
209 

Long term 
sustainability 
of EDM 

Not managing 
demands of 
infrastructure, staff, 
public and financial 
constraints. Silo 
management. 
Uncertainty about the 
ownership of land and 
buildings. 

Negotiations with 
PGWC with regards to 
Roads 
Depots._SALGA 
intervention submitted 
to National Minister 
regarding 
Remuneration Upper 
Limits for Senior 

Below 
Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 10 8 80 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

Inconsistency 
between 
categorisation for 
councilors, senior 
managers and staff. 

Managers. 

R 
210 

Failure to 
successfully 
convert to 
SCOA 

Lack of funding. Lack 
of capacity and 
knowledge. Pilot sites 
not adhering to 
compliance 
specifications. 

Approved SCOA 
project plan._Partial 
funding for SCOA 
implementation. Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 9 72 

R 
211 

Fraud in the 
workplace 

Non-adherence to 
acceptable norms 
and standards. 
Unethical behaviour. 

Vetting 
system._Induction 
process._Ethics 
hotline._Disciplinary 
code / Code of 
conduct. Weak 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 8 64 

R 
212 

Possible 
lawsuits 
against EDM 

Changes in legislation 
not timely identified 
and communicated. 
Incorrect legal 
opinion. Absence of a 
permanent and 
competent legal 
advisor. All legal 
inquiries not handled 

Shared services 
agreement with 
George Municipality 
for the utilization of 
their legal advisors Moderate 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 8 64 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
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Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
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Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

by legal department. 
HR / responsible 
individuals not 
following up on cases 
/ disputes / deadlines 
and not making sure 
legal disputes are 
carried through / 
completed. 

R 
213 

Inadequate 
budgetary 
control 

Inadequate planning 
and review on 
departmental level. 
Manipulation of order 
system by suppliers. 
Use of incorrect vote 
numbers / allocation. 
Payments exceeding 
budget not noted in a 
timely manner. 

Monthly control of 
expenditure by HOD's 
and BTO. Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 8 64 

R 
214 

Insufficient 
income 
generated 
from resorts 

Fixed and continuous 
costs of maintaining 
resorts without any 
substantial financial 
benefit being 
received. Lack of 
marketing. 

Monthly HOD income 
reports._SEMPER 
electronic booking 
system. 

Below 
Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
215 

Insufficient 
budget 
provision due 
to litigation 

Lack of timely 
interdepartmental 
cooperation when 
external legal 
services are obtained. 
Legal services 
department is not 
consulted by other 
sections (lack of in-
house legal 
consultation). 

Effective utilisation of 
in-house Legal 
Services for all legal 
matters, before 
appointing external 
panel of attorneys. Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 

R 
216 

Non-alignment 
of IDP, budget 
and SDBIP 

Process plans of IDP, 
Risk Management, 
budget and SDBIP 
done in silo. Outdated 
SDF. Lack of capacity 
to implement SDF.  None None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 

R 
217 

Not all 
opportunities 
to generate 
income are 
explored 

Absence of council 
resolutions to enable 
the exploring of 
opportunities none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 
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k 

Ite
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
218 

Non-
adherence to 
statutory 
requirements, 
policies and 
collective 
agreements 
regarding HR 
related matters 

Organogram and JD's 
outdated and not 
aligned to core 
business processes. 
Lack of SOP's 
(operational strategic 
plan) resulting in 
unclear interpretation 
of policies and 
regulations. Lack of 
communication 
between HR (payroll) 
and finance. 
Necessary 
documentation not 
submitted to HR in a 
timely manner. 
Outdated / incomplete 
/ inadequate policies. 
Policies not regularly 
communicated and 
workshopped with 
employees (LLF's not 
taking place) 

Collective agreements 
in place for the 
payment of rental 
allowances. 

Below 
Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 
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k 

Ite
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
221 

Inability to 
attract and 
appoint 
suitably 
qualified staff 
at the right 
level in a 
timely manner 

Recruitment & 
Selection process / 
policy and 
organogram not 
aligned to 
organisational needs. 
Incorrect application 
and understanding of 
EE targets / policy. 
Coordination and 
cooperation between 
the various sections 
wrt the appointment 
process. Evaluation 
and revision of JD's 
not done in a timely 
manner. Employee 
qualification not 
vetted and reference 
checking not done by 
recruitment & 
selection section. 
Vacancies not filled in 
a timely manner. Over 
reliance on 
consultants. 
Inconsistency 
between 
categorisation for 

Recruitment and 
Selection Policy 
stringently applied 
(appointments done 
on merit)._Vetting 
system applied. Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 
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k 

Ite
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

senior managers and 
staff. Moratorium on 
municipal TASK 
grading system 

R 
225 

Ineffective and 
inefficient 
performance 
throughout the 
organisation 

Absence of individual 
performance. 
Continuous 
involvement and 
support from labor 
relations and unions. 
Non-alignment of 
IDP, Budget and 
SDBIP none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 

R 
226 

No value for 
money for 
services under 
R 30k 
(quotations) 

lack of standard 
pricing 

Review of quotations 
by Management. 

Below 
Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 8 56 

R 
227 

alignment of 
expenditure to 
strategic goals 
not achieved 
as per IDP 

No approved demand 
management plan in 
place none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 
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Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
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Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
228 

Personnel 
training needs 
not met 

Wrong personnel 
trained. Training 
provided 
inappropriate on 
inadequate. Lack of 
skills audits and 
PDP's. WSP not 
aligned with skills 
needs and IDP none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 8 7 56 

R 
229 

Ineffective 
contract 
management 
leading to 
contractual 
obligations not 
being met. 

Decentralised 
contract management 
process. Absence of 
contract management 
policy and 
implementation 
thereof. Lack of 
understanding of 
contract 
management. 
Ineffective 
performance 
management of 
contracts. Payments 
made for goods and 
services that have not 
been received yet. 

Collaborator 
system._GRV process. Ineffective 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 7 49 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
230 

Misrepresentat
ion / tarnished 
image of EDM 

Lack of internal 
controls and following 
of protocols w.r.t. 
presentations, 
external 
engagements, etc. 
Promises made by 
politicians not aligned 
to approved planning 
and budget. 

Roads acts in terms of 
PGWC policies when 
dealing with 
public._Communicatio
n Policy. Weak 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 7 49 

R 
231 

Occurrence of 
irregular, 
fruitless and 
wasteful 
expenditure 

No approved demand 
management plan in 
place. Splitting of 
processes (tender, 
petty cash, etc.). By-
passing SCM 
process. Lack of 
management 
oversight (especially 
below R 10k). Poor 
planning by user 
departments. Abuse 
of petty cash. Lack of 
inter departmental 
cooperation in 
submitting 
information. Lack of 
review over 
allowances claimed 

Review of tenders and 
related 
specifications._Manag
ement review and 
approval._Segregation 
of duties: HR & 
salaries sections. Average 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 6 8 48 
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cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

by the respected 
supervisors in the 
different departments 
(S&T / overtime) 

R 
235 

Inability to 
effectively 
achieve 
strategic goals 
identified by 
the IDP in a 
sustainable 
manner 

Not enough income 
generating services 
provided by EDM. 
Funds received from 
NT/PT not enough to 
perform all functions 
as per IDP none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 6 42 

R 
237 

Damage / loss 
of movable 
assets 

Lack of / poor 
effectiveness of asset 
management plan. 
Ineffective policy 
implementation 
(SOP/'s). Lack of 
security controls with 
regards to movement 
of assets. Theft of 
movable assets. 
Unauthorised 
movement of assets. 

Approved policies in 
place._Procedure 
manuals have been 
implemented in certain 
departments._Annual 
asset verification 
process._Effective 
implementation of 
'Transfer of Asset' 
forms._Employees to 
complete a form and 
submit to HOD to 
inform them of the in Good 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 6 42 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
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Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
245 

Negative 
publicity 
through 
alleged 
fraudulent and 
corrupt activity 
within the 
organisation 

Employees sending 
information to 
publishers, third 
parties and social 
media. Unethical 
conduct of workforce. 
Lack of appreciation 
of policy content 
(awareness). 
Confidential 
information being 
accessed and leaked 
to outside parties. none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 6 42 

R 
247 

Resorts not 
transferred to 
B-
municipalities 
(opportunity 
lies in 
transferring to 
B-
municipalities) 

Delayed processes 
due to labor relations 
procedures. none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 6 42 

R 
248 

Non-
compliance to 
legislation 

Lack of / ineffective 
monitoring tool. 
EDM's website not 
updated with all 
relevant policies, 
procedures and 
documents. 

Ignite Compliance 
Model Ineffective 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 6 42 
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cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

Ineffective control for 
legislation below R 
30k. Ineffective 
controls for legislation 
above R 30 k. No 
capacity in AFS 
section. Late / no 
submission after 31 
August (financial 
statements). Non-
compliance to 
payments made 
within 30 days. 

R 
251 

Inability to 
implement the 
RBAP 

Staff capacity 
constraints and filling 
of vacancies. No 
continuous career 
development plans 
(training) due to lack 
of funding. none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Chief Audit 
Executive 7 8 56 

R 
252 

Inaccurate and 
ineffective 
reporting on 
performance 
management. 

Data quality 
measures not 
defined. Lack of 
SOP's. KPI's not well 
defined. 

Ignite Performance 
Management 
System_continuous 
training and 
information sessions ; 
notifications Good 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Performance 
Management 
Officer 8 7 56 
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Ite
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
307 

Failure to 
implement the 
shared 
services 
initiative 

Lack of buy-in from B-
municipalities. Non-
payment. Capacity 
constraints to 
manage shared 
services as well as in-
house function. SLA 
not adequate (penalty 
clauses not defined, 
etc.) resulting in non-
payment. 
Discrepancies 
between results of 
regional job 
evaluation committee 
and TASK audit 
committee. Non-
compliance of 
municipalities to 
binding agreements. 
JD's not clear. none None 

Office of the 
Municipal 
Manager - 
Municipal 
Manager 7 6 42 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 
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Ite
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
250 

Incorrect 
treatment of 
GRAP with the 
compilation of 
the AFS 

Limited Capacity in 
GRAP / AFS section.  
Dynamics / 
interpretation / 
implementation of 
GRAP. Insufficient 
technical skills in 
finance section. 
Absence of skills of 
personnel. 

use of external service 
providers  Effective 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Financial 
Statements 5 7 35 

R 
266 

Fraud and 
Corruption in 
the supply 
chain 
management 
process 

Collusion between 
suppliers or between 
suppliers and EDM 
employees. 

Internal: Segregation 
of duties_External: 
SCM review process Good 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 7 8 56 

  

Misuse/incorre
ct use of 
deviations  

Poor planning 
Preferred suppliers 
being used  

Collaborator process, 
Deviation approval by 
HOD and Muncipal 
manager Segregation 
of duties  Effective 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 7 8   
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Ite
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
267 

Incorrect 
quantities of 
goods and 
services 
purchased 
(stores) 

Minimum and 
maximum inventory 
levels inappropriately 
determined. Absence 
of planning (cost / 
project management / 
bill of quantities 
lacking). Damages / 
replacements. 
Ineffective 
communications from 
user departments 

monthly stock takes, 
and review of obsolete 
stock System 
generated reorder 
reports Effective 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 7 6 42 

R 
268 

Theft of store 
items 

Absence of security. 
Unethical workforce. 
Absence of workforce 
integrity / collusion of 
employees. 

Appointment of 
security 
service_Monthly stock 
take  and  
reconciliations 
Segregation of duties 
Access to stores 
controlled Review by 
deputy manager of 
monthly stock takes 
and sign off  by CFO Moderate 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 7 6 42 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
269 

Goods or 
services of an 
inferior 
quantity 
purchased / 
monitored 

No mechanisms in 
place to audit vendors 
on their delivery of 
services and goods. 
Delivery of service / 
products as agreed 
upon not monitored. 
Goods or services are 
purchased at an 
inappropriate price. 
Absence of technical 
expertise with 
compilation of 
specification and 
evaluation 

Collaborator contract 
management system 
for SLA 
monitoring_Supplier 
evaluation and rating 
on collaborator Moderate 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 6 7 42 

R 
270 

Inadequate 
insurance 
cover 

 Not all causes of 
incidents adequately 
assessed when 
insurance portfolio is 
compiled. Absence of 
interdepartmental 
cooperation in 
submitting 
information. Absence 
of skills in the 
organisation. 

Interdepartmental 
work sessions with 
the compilation of the 
tender specifications None 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 6 6 36 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
271 

Non-
compliance to 
GRAP 
standards 
(assets) 

Lack of GRAP skills in 
the assets section. 
Incomplete and 
incorrect information 
captured in the asset 
register. Incorrect 
classification between 
PPE and Investment 
Property. Assets 
unaccounted for in 
the asset register. 
Lack of 
interdepartmental 
cooperation in 
submitting 
information. 

use of external service 
provider (Moore 
Stephens/Mubesko) Effective 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 5 7 35 

R 
272 

Services 
rendered are 
not completely 
and accurately 
billed in a 
timely manner 
(including 
matters of 
fraud and 
corruption) 

Absence of 
interdepartmental 
cooperation. Absence 
of integrated systems 
(across EHP's, 
firefighting accounts, 
resorts, etc.). No 
formalised SOP's. 
Informal 
processes/procedure
s are not properly 
communicated to all 
relevant stakeholders. none None 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 7 8 64 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

No reconciliation 
between Abakus 
system and off-site 
data input done. 
Responsibility and 
accountability from 
supervisors absent. 
Incorrect processing. 
Absence of monthly 
debtors reconciliation. 
No reviews of 
information received 
from other 
departments.  
Reconciliation of 
income from resorts 
absent. Lack of 
technical skills 

R 
273 

Over / under 
payments 

Absence of creditor 
reconciliation. 
Inadequate contract 
management. 
Creditors department 
not primary station for 
receipt of invoices. 
Insufficient built-in 
validity check in 
creditor system. 
Monthly recurring 

Abacus Financial 
System_Monthly 
creditor 
reconciliations for 
each creditor before 
payments 
made_reconciliations 
checked and signed 
by Supervisor 

Below 
Average 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 7 9 63 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

payments do not 
follow normal review 
process (e.g. 
telephone, municipal 
accounts) 

R 
274 

Inadequate 
recovery of 
outstanding 
debtors (Bad 
Debts) 

Lack of SOP's. 
Accountability, 
responsibility and 
work ethic not 
accepted by 
individuals. Lack of 
interdepartmental 
cooperation  none None 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 7 7 49 

R 
275 

Interest and 
penalties to 
SARS (VAT) 

Inadequate reviewing. 
Incorrect VAT code 
used. Incorrect 
payment of VAT. 
Over / 
understatement of 
income and 
expenditure. No 
review of 
reconciliation by 
supervisor. Absence 
of necessary skills of 
personnel. 

reconciliations 
reviewed monthly  

Below 
Average 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 6 8 48 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
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Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
276 

Theft of Petty 
Cash 

No petty cash 
reconciliation.  

Annual Petty Cash 
counts 
Reconciliations 
reviewed by CFO Moderate 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 2 4 8 

R 
291 

Failure to 
deliver on 
service 
delivery 
objectives due 
to grant 
conditions not 
being met 

Grant conditions not 
met. Absence of 
review by the user 
department to esure 
grant conditions are 
met/ planning for 
implementation. Loss 
of grant funding. none None 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 8 8 64 

R 
292 

Not exploiting 
all possible 
grant funding 
opportunities 

Absence of capacity 
and knowledge. 
Lacking dedicated 
person to manage 
grant application 
process. 0 None 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 8 8 64 

R 
293 

Creditors not 
paid within 30 
days 

No creditor 
reconciliations. 
Invoices not 
processed in a timely 
manner. Inadequate 
creditor system none None 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 8 8 64 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
295 

Inaccurate or 
incomplete 
deductions 
and payments 
to third parties 

Inadequate review 
and reconciliations. 

monthly 
reconciliations Good 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 7 8 56 

R 
297 

Incorrect 
treatment of 
VAT resulting 
in over- or 
under-
payments to 
SARS 

Inadequate 
knowledge. Incorrect 
VAT parameters on 
system w.r.t. stores. 

Monthly VAT 
reconciliations Average 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Exp, Income, 
Creditors, 
Debtors 7 7 49 

R 
299 

Qualified audit 
report / 
adverse audit 
opinion / 
disclaimer 

No policies and 
procedures in place. 
Ineffective 
management and 
implementation of 
policies and 
procedures. No 
capacity in AFS 
section. 
Unsatisfactory follow-
up of internal and 
external audit 
findings. 

Policy register 
_Implementation of 
OPCAR Quarterly 
OPCAR/GRAP 
meetings Audit of 
OPCAR by Internal 
Audit section Average 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Financial 
Statements 6 8 48 
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Control 
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Risk Owner Impact 
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Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
302 

Lack of / no 
service 
delivery with 
regard to key 
areas within 
the finance 
department  

Absence of personnel 
capacity. No  
succession planning 
Inadequate tools of 
trade Limited financial 
resources none None 

Financial 
Services - 
Chief 
Financial 
Officer 7 8 56 

R 
304 

Budget is not 
credible and 
cash funded 

Absence of multi-year 
planning by 
departments. 
Unrealistic projections 
for departmental 
budgets. Limited own 
revenue sources. 
Growth in income 
lower than growth in 
expenditure. 85% 
reliant on grant 
funding. 

Review of budget by 
MANCOM to ensure it 
is cashfunded  None 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 9 8 72 

R 
306 

Payments 
made to 
incorrect/fictitio
us 
suppliers/Ghos
t workers 
(Fraud) 

Unauthorised 
amendments to 
banking details and 
master file 
amendments. 
Changes made to 
supplier master data 
not adequately 
monitored. 
Inadequate creditor 

Segregation of 
duties_Access control 
rights_Independent 
third party 
correspondance Effective 

Financial 
Services - 
Deputy 
Manager: 
Data, SCM, 
Stores, 
Assets 8 8 64 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

reconciliations. 

CORPORATE/STRATEGIC SERVICES 

  

Potential 
growth in 
tourism figures 
not achieved. 

No buy-in from 
stakeholders._ 
Limited statistics 
available to do 
tourism marketing 
and development._ 
Cannot obtain 
sufficient financial 
resources to 
implement projects 
due to budget 
allocations._ 
No unified Tourism 
brand to do 
destination 
marketing._ 

Joint Marketing 
Agreements. 
Quarterly Local 
Tourism Forum 
Meetings. 
Funding LTO projects 
and initiatives. 
Facilitating and 
coordinating funding 
for LTO projects 
through 
Wesgro/DEDAT/DCAS. 
Attending tourism 
marketing platforms 
as a collective under 
the banner Garden Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Tourism 7 6 42 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
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Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

B Municipalities not 
acknowledging the 
role of the District 
municipality in terms 
of regional tourism._ 
No district marketing 
and development 
strategy to direct 
tourism 
initiatives._Delayed 
administrative 
procedures. 
Shortage of funding 
to support 
partnerships._ 
Budget and capacity 
constraints of B 
municipalities._ 

Route & Klein Karoo 
Tourism. 
Development of 
Garden Route & Klein 
Karoo Tourism App. 
Continuous 
strengthening of 
relationships with 
stakeholders.  

new 

Policy/decision 
makers not 
understanding 
the impact of 
tourism on the 
economy for 
tourism 
development. 

No budget for 
tourism. 

Submit proposals for 
external funding. 
 
Enter into agreements 
to implement 
initiatives.    

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Torism       
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Risk Owner Impact 
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Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

new 

Eden DM 
resorts not up 
to standard for 
marketing 
purposes. 

No resort marketing 
plan in place that will 
give direction to 
market resorts. 
 
Shortage of funds 
available to upgrade 
resorts to become 
marketable. None Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Tourism 7 6 42 

new 

Investment 
promotion and 
implementatio
n of District 
Economic 
Strategy 
hampered 

Lack of unified 
business brand Lack 
of invesotr confidence 
in Eden lack in buy in 
from stakeholders 
Misalignment of 
National, Provincial 
and District 
strategies. Lack 
strategic partnership 
to obtain the 
necessary funds and 
technical expertise 
(Lack of internal and 
external funding) 
Lack of human 
resources to 
implement strategy. 
No integration of 
functions of relevant 

South Cape Economic 
Partnership & other 
stakeholder 
partnerships. Brand 
Messaging. 
Strengthening 
partnerships e.g. 
WESGRO, DRDLR, 
DoA, NMMU, etc. Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
LED 7 6 42 
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Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

internal departments 
to support 
implementation of 
LED strategy. 

new 

Incorrect 
website 
information 

Corporate website 
CMS is outdated. 
Departments not 
providing 
updated/accurate 
information. 

Assisstance from 
Internal IT section and 
external Service 
provider (Ubertech) Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 3 3 9 

new 

Reliabiliy of 
publish dates 
of important 
documents 
could result in 
non-
compliance 

Upload dates of 
documents can be 
changed(system 
allow it). Late receipt 
of documents from 
internal departments. 

Communicators email 
the relevant 
department as soon as 
an upload has been 
done with a screen 
print of th 
einformation or 
documentation. Ineffective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 5 5 25 

new 

Incomplete or 
inaccurate 
documentation 
may be 
uploaded on 
the website 

Lack of skills to 
upload complex 
documents 

Communicators rely 
on one person to 
upload complex 
documents, images 
inside documents and 
modules on website. Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 4 4 16 
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Risk Cause of risk (root 
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Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
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Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

new 

Public distrust 
in Credibility of 
information 
uploaded on 
the website 

Uploade of 
information that has 
not been approved by 
the HOD or Municipal 
Manager None none 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 7 3 21 

new 

Website is 
inaccesable 
for employees 
and public 

Webserver crashing, 
especially over 
weekends. No 
monitoring after 
working hours. 

None, due to office 
hours being 07:30-
16:00 on weekdays none 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 7 5 35 

new 

Ineffective 
intergovernme
ntal 
relationships 

Shortage of articles 
on website to 
promote governemnt 
service offering 

A draft masterplan 
inplace to address 
some of the 
shortcomings. Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 5 4 20 

new 

Reputational 
damage 
distrust in 
credibility of 
EdenDM 

Public commenting 
offensive remarks 
about EdenDM or 
individuals working at 
EdenDm. Monitoring 
cannot take place as 
this happens after 
working hours. 

Notifications are 
received via Facebook 
of comments posted 
on page. The page has 
buildt in moderation 
function that allows 
the administrtor to list 
words that are not 
allowed on the page. Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 7 5 35 
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od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

new 

Inadequate 
monitoring of 
Facebook 
information 

No monitoring of 
facebook activity  None none 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 6 5 30 

new 

Lack of 
information 
sharing may 
cause 
inactivity on 
the page and 
deviate from 
the main 
purpose of 
social media 

Shortage of articles 
generated to post on 
EdenDM facebook 
page 

Articles on website are 
used to populate the 
facebook page Effective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 4 4 16 

new 
Direct contact 
with media 

Non adherence to 
Communication plan 
and internal protocols 

Approved 
Communication 
Strategy(2014) and 
draft communication 
policy to be approved 
by council Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 7 5 35 
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od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

new 

Delayed 
response to 
media 
enquiries 

Delayed responses 
from internal 
departments to 
formulate official 
responses to media. 
Inspections might 
delay the process and 
deadline of media 
house might be met. 

Departsments to 
repsond in 48 hours 
as per set KPI Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 7 5 35 

new 

Delayed 
advertising 
process 

Order numbers from 
internal departments 
are not received 
ttimeously as per 
deadline of the 
newspaper. None none 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Communicati
ons 6 5 30 

new 

Incurring non-
budgeted 
costs from 
additional legal 
opinions 
/labour related 
matters 

Lack of timely 
interdepartmental 
cooperation when 
external legal 
services are obtained. 
Legal services dept is 
not consulted by 
other sections (lack of 
in-house legal 
consultation). 

effective utilisation of 
internal legal services 
for all legal matters, 
before appointing of 
panel of attorneys. Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Legal  8 8 64 
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Control 
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Risk Owner Impact 
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Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

new 

Lawsuits 
against Eden 
District 
Municipality 

Changes in legislation 
not timely identified 
and communicated._ 
Incorrect legal 
opinion._ 
Absence of a 
permanent and 
competent legal 
advisor._ 
All legal inquiries not 
referred to legal 
department._ 
Labour Related 
Matters not properly 
discussed with the 
Legal Section prior to 
actions taken._ Non 
Compliance with SCM 
policy and timelines.                                                                             
_inadequate attention 
to objections (SCM).  

Interim appointment of 
temporary legal ad-
visor by making use of 
George Municipality's 
legal advisor_In the 
process of procuring a 
service provider for a 
electronic legislation 
system._ 
Shared services 
agreement with 
George Municipality 
for the utilization of 
their legal 
advisors._SCM must 
ensure compliance to 
the SCM policy and 
adhere to timelines._                         
Objections should be 
referred to the Legal 
Section as soon as 
possible.   Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Legal  8 8 64 

new 

Poor contract 
management 
system.  

 non usage of 
contract management 
system by user 
departments_bid 
committee decisions 
not drafted to give 
effect to proper 

 user departments 
should adhere to strict 
system compliance_ 
user departments 
should ensure to make 
provisions for all 
abnormalities Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Legal  7 6 42 
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Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

drafting of contracts  

R 
246 

Possible legal 
implications as 
a result of non-
compliance to 
archiving 
requirements 

Documents not 
timeously received                                                            
Depertments not 
loading 
correspondance onto  
Collaborator                                             
System downtime 
due to network failure 

Implementation of 
registry procedure 
manual_ Fixed due 
date times per line 
managers_Memorand
um sent to user dept 
as reminder to sent 
records to registry_ Good 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Auxiliary 
Services 8 7 56 

R 
277 

Loss of and 
unauthorised 
access to 
(confidential) 
information 

 Lack of protection 
against hazardous 
threats_ Incorrect 
filling of information_ 
Non-adherence to 
Archives 
Act._Information 
storage not 
centralised. Incoming 
and outgoing official 
correspondence is 
not received 

Security door installed 
limit 
access_Confidentiality 
agreements signed by 
registry 
staff_Electronic filing 
on Collaborator_ 
Smoke detectors 
installed_Fire 
extinguisers 
installed_Control 
sheet_Contigency 
Plan Good 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Auxiliary 
Services 7 6 42 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

new 
Inadequate 
storage space 

Limited office 
space_Records 
Control Schedule 
regulate retention 
period thus leading to 
inadequate storage 
space_ Lack of clarity 
with regards to 
Archive Act 
(electronic vs paper 
records). Lack of staff 
capacity.     

Clean up project 
annually_ Good 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Auxiliary 
Services 6 5 30 

R 
278 

Theft and 
vandalism of 
municipal 
assets and 
information at 
54 York Street, 
George 

Entrance to municipal 
premises not 
adequately 
controlled_Minimal 
access control 
measures 
installed_Lack of 
uniform access 
control measures 
(security)_Limited 
staff capacity 

Security 
gates_Security guard 
at the front 
entrance_cameras at 3 
entrances of the 
building_Access 
control system Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Auxiliary 
Services 7 6 42 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
279 

Outstanding 
resolutions 
resulting in 
delayed or 
ineffective 
implementatio
n of decision 
management 
and/or 
business 
processes 

Collaborator due 
dates not immediately 
identified and 
communicated to 
necessary officials. 
Lack of guiding 
policy. Committee 
and council 
resolutions not 
executed by due 
date. Committee and 
council resolutions 
not adequately 
documented / 
recorded. Minute-
taking not correctly / 
completely done. 
Non-adherence to the 
official meeting 
schedule. none None 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Chief 
Administratio
n Officer 6 7 42 

R 
283 

High financial 
costs of 
distributing all 
official 
documentation 

Council members not 
using tools of the 
trade to its full 
potential. Resistance 
to change. Council 
equipment is 
outdated and / or 
inadequate (printer) none None 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Chief 
Administratio
n Officer 5 5 25 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
253 

Financial 
losses and 
decrease in 
productivity, 
hampering 
service 
delivery 
(overtime / 
leave 
payments / 
allowances) 

Time sheets not kept 
for all employees. 
Insufficient record-
keeping of leave. The 
current electronic 
clocking system not 
utilised to monitor 
time and attendance 
of employees. 
Attendance registers 
are incomplete and 
inaccurate. Long 
service leave 
encashed after one 
year of receiving 
leave. Lack of 
supervision. 
Inadequate review 
and calculation of 
balances. Lack of 
accountability. 
Inaccurate and 
unauthorised 
changes made to 
leave balances. Lack 
of proactive programs 
to address employee 
wellness. 
Communication of 

Attendance register 
system._ESS System 
procedures._ICT 
Policy and Ethics 
Policy in 
place._MyDisclosure 
system._New 
Overtime and Standby 
Form implemented. Effective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Human 
Resources 8 7 56 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

Employee Wellness 
availability absent. 
Leakage of 
confidential 
information. 
Confidential 
information requested 
by senior officials. 
Non-compliance to 
good practice 
frameworks and 
legislative 
requirements. Non-
compliance with the 
collective agreement 
regarding the 
payment of acting 
allowances. 

R 
254 

Loss of 
critical/scarce 
skills when 
employees 
retire/resign 
(leaving EDM) 

Improper 
planning/budgeting 
for succession/exit 
strategies 
(critical/scarce skills). 
Lack of 
implementation of 
Career and 
Succession Planning 
Policy. 

MANCOM & council 
resolutions._Career 
and Succession 
Planning Policy 
approved._Workplace 
Skills Plan 
approved._Completion 
of Personal 
Development Plans. Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Human 
Resources 7 8 56 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
255 

Theft and 
Fraud 

Unethical workforce. 
Inadequate 
segregation of duties 
and internal controls. 

Vetting and 
application of EE 
Act_Collective 
agreement w.r.t. 
disciplinary code Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Human 
Resources 8 6 48 

R 
263 

Unfunded 
projects 

Budget allocation at a 
National and 
Provincial level 
without consultation 
with the Municipality. 

Pronvincial IDP 
Indaba_Quarterly and 
Provincial IDP 
Managers 
Forums/MERO and 
SEP informs 
provincial budget 
allocations Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
IDP 8 7 56 

R 
264 

IGR and IDP 
functions not 
effectively 
implemented 

Absence of 
institutionalisation of 
IDP in the 
organisation. Lack of 
understanding of 
strategic vision of 
EDM. 

Compliance to S27 of 
District 
framework_Attendanc
e to quarterly district 
forum Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
IDP 7 7 49 

R 
265 

Unsatisfactory 
level of service 
to public / B-
municipalities 

Deficiencies with 
setting IDP 
objectives. Ineffective 
intergovernmental 
relationships. Lack of 
integration of district 
wide project planning 

IGR 
Forums_Approved IDP 
process 
plan_Quarterly public 
participation sessions 
with public. Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
IDP 8 6 48 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

and alignment. 

R 
286 

Inadequate 
addressing of 
labor Relations 
issues 
(misconduct, 
staff cases, 
etc.) 

Labor Relations 
officer position is 
vacant. EE Targets 
incorrectly applied. 
Appointed 
chairperson may 
have prior knowledge 
of the cases. Staff not 
aware of the 
legislated protocol for 
labor related 
processes. People / 
employees are not 
willing to avail 
themselves for 
hearings. 

Collective agreements 
in place_Working as 
per SALGA guidelines 

Highly 
Effective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Human 
Resources 8 8 64 

R 
287 

Possible 
occurrence of 
fraudulent and 
unethical 
behaviour (e.g. 
wrongful 

Inadequate 
segregation of duties 
and internal controls. 

Internal audit 
inspections._Supervis
ory control and 
segregation of 
duties._PayDay and 
ESS systems. Good 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Human 
Resources 7 9 63 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

allocation of 
benefits, 
creation of 
ghost 
employees =, 
increases 
salary 
payments, 
etc.) 

R 
289 

Legal liability 
against the 
employer for 
non-
compliance 
with the OHS 
Act. 

Management does 
not apply minimum 
requirements 
contained in the OHS 
Act. Reliance on 
external service 
providers to perform 
risk analyses. 
Delayed 
implementation of 
plans due to 
dependence on 
various stakeholders. 
Lack of 
understanding and 
importance of all 
processes. 

OHS risk assessment 
(last done in 2010). 
(Medical surveillance 
currently being 
implemented)_Emerge
ncy preparedness plan 
approved. OHS legal 
compliance register in 
process to be drafted 
and escalated. OHS 
risk assessment to be 
updated in the 
2016/2017 financial 
year.   Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Human 
Resources 8 7 56 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

new 
Inadequate 
storage space 

Limited office 
space_Records 
Control Schedule 
regulate retention 
period thus leading to 
inadequate storage 
space_ Lack of clarity 
with regards to 
Archive Act 
(electronic vs paper 
records). Lack of staff 
capacity.     

Clean up project 
annually_ medium 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Auxiliary 
Services 6 5 30 

new 

Inadequate 
cleaning 
services Limit staff capacity Rotation of employees Ineffective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Auxiliary 
Services 6 6 36 

new 

Late 
distribution of 
resolutions  

Committee and 
council resolutions 
not executed by due 
date_Lack of  
capacity_Number of 
committee and other 
meetings_Frequency 
of meetings_   
Committee and 
council resolutions 

Compile minutes 
within 7 working days 
after the 
meeting_Distribute 
resolutions on 
Collaborator_Follow 
up on 
progress_Reminders 
of closing dates for 
items sent _Council Ineffective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Chief 
Administratio
n Officer 6 6 36 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

not adequately 
documented_ Non-
adherence to the 
official meeting 
schedule. 

approved scheduled 
meeting dates 

new 

Late 
distribution of 
agendas 

Due dates not adhere 
to by management 
and officials_ 
Resolutions not 
executed by due 
date._ Non-
adherence to the 
official meeting 
schedule_Outdated 
photocopier machine 
_Vehicles to deliver 
agendas not always 
available_Councillors 
not always at home to 
receive/sign for 
agendas_Portfolio 
Councillors not 
always available to 
sign off draft 
agenda_Management 
do not accept 
ownership for agenda 

Reminders of closing 
dates for items sent 
_Council approved 
scheduled meeting 
dates_Booking of 
vehicles in 
advance_Waiting for 
specifications 
committee to approve 
specifications for 
renting a new 
photocopier_Phone 
Councillors when 
deliver agendas_Sent 
agenda to Portfolio 
Councillors to sign off Ineffective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
Chief 
Administratio
n Officer 6 6 36 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

  

High financial 
costs of 
distributing all 
official 
documentation 

Council members not 
using tools of the 
trade to its full 
potential. Resistance 
to change. Council 
equipment is 
outdated and / or 
inadequate (printer) none none All 5 5 25 

R 
256 

Incorrect 
decision-
making 
leading to 
possibility of 
over- or under-
spending 

Non-alignment of 
Abakus and 
Collaborator. Lack of 
system integration. 
Corrupted data. 
Incorrect setup of the 
Payday System 
regarding shift and 
temporary workers. 
Non-compliance with 
BCEA may cause 
incorrect overtime 
payments being 
made. 

Weekly backup 
procedures done by 
IT_monthly sessions 
held w.r.t. overtime at 
management 
meetings, site visits 
and individual 
counselling._abakus 
and collaborator 
system reviewed 
monthly. Weak 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
ICT Services 8 8 64 

R 
257 

Unauthorised 
access to key 
data 

Users failing to 
comply with security 
policy. 

Collaborator user 
management process Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
ICT Services 8 8 64 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
258 

Loss of 
information 

Occurrence of a 
disaster, natural or 
unnatural, damaging 
EDM's server system. 
Information systems 
being sabotaged. 

Approved Disaster 
Recovery Policy. Good 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
ICT Services 8 7 56 

R 
259 Cyber fraud 

Failure of financial 
controls and non-
adherence to control 
systems. Insufficient 
management of the 
user account 
management system. 

intrusion detection 
and firewall 
procedures in place 

Highly 
Effective 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
ICT Services 8 6 48 

R 
260 

Back-up 
facilities are 
subject to the 
same risks 
(e.g. weather, 
geography, 
etc.) as the 
primary server 
site 

Offsite Disaster 
Recovery Centre in 
close proximity to 
primary server site. 

Offsite Disaster 
Facility at the Roads 
department Good 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
ICT Services 8 5 40 

R 
261 

Lack of IT 
Governance 
Framework 

Ineffective 
responsibilities and 
accountabilities 

Governance 
Framework approved 
by Council. 

Below 
Average 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
ICT Services 7 5 35 
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Ris
k 

Ite
m 

Risk Cause of risk (root 
cause) Current Controls 

Perceived 
Control 

Effectivenes
s 

Risk Owner Impact 
Rating 

Likeliho
od 

Ratings 

Inherent 
risk 

rating 

R 
262 

Irrelevant risks 
considered as 
important 

Lack of detailed risk 
assessment 

Risk Management 
Policy, Strategy and 
Implementation 
plan_Quarterly reports 
on risk mitigation and 
identification of new 
risks Moderate 

Corporate / 
Strategic 
Services - 
ICT Services 7 5 35 
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SECTION I: FINANCIAL/IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
 

2016/17 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT FOOTPRINT 
 

Municipality  Allocation  Total (R’000) 

Eden District Municipality RSC Levies Replacement 127 892 

Total 127 892 

Kannaland 22 940 

Hessequa 34 558 

Mossel Bay 70 874 

George 109 872 

Oudtshoorn 58 194 

Bitou 64 235 

Knysna 62 982 

Eden District Municipality 

Equitable Share 

142 094 

Total 565 749 

Kannaland 80 720 

Hessequa 83 257 

Mossel Bay 108 651 

George 273 379 

Oudtshoorn 111 418 

Bitou 94 832 

Knysna 107 641 

Eden District Municipality 

Total Allocations To Municipalities 

146 708 

Total 1 006 606 

Kannaland 21 502 

Hessequa 31 108 

Mossel Bay 65 716 

George 109 872 

Oudtshoorn 53 416 

Bitou 

Equitable Share Formula 

61 736 
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Knysna 58 963 

Eden District Municipality 14 202 

Total 416 515 

George Infrastructure Skills Development Grant 3 700 

Total 3 700 

Kannaland 1 810 

Hessequa 1 475 

Mossel Bay 1 475 

George 1 475 

Oudtshoorn 1 475 

Bitou 1 475 

Knysna 1 475 

Eden District Municipality 

Local Government Financial Management Grant 

1 250 

Total 11 910 

Kannaland 1 000 

Hessequa 1 088 

Mossel Bay 1 839 

George 4 014 

Oudtshoorn 2 448 

Bitou 1 869 

Knysna 1 292 

Eden District Municipality 

Expanded Public Works Programme Integrated 
Grant for Municipalities 

1 000 

Total 14 550 

Kannaland 16 000 

Hessequa 3 000 

Mossel Bay 10 000 

George 9 500 

Oudtshoorn 8 000 

Bitou 

Integrated National Electrification Programme 
Municipal Infrastructure Grant (Municipal) Grant 

8 000 
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Knysna 3 001 

Eden District Municipality  

Total 57 501 

Eden District Municipality Rural Roads Asset Management Systems Grant 2 364 

Total 2 364 

Hessequa Municipal Disaster Recovery Grant 30 000 

Total 30 000 

Kannaland 9 803 

Hessequa 13 023 

Mossel Bay 23 004 

George 38 283 

Oudtshoorn 20 756 

Bitou 19 253 

Knysna 

Municipal Infrastructure Grant  

 

23 891 

Total 148 013 

George Public Transport Network Grant 106 444 

Total 106 444 

Knysna Neighbourhood Development Partnership 10 000 

Total 10 000 

Hessequa 113 

Mossel Bay 1 459 

George 91 

Oudtshoorn 

Integrated National Electrification Programme 
(Eskom) 

297 

Total 1 960 

Kannaland 29 167 

Bitou 20 248 

Knysna 

Regional Bulk Infrastructure Grant 

5 000 

Total 54 415 

Kannaland 1 438 

Hessequa 

Special Support for Councillor Remuneration 
and Ward Committees 

3 450 
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Mossel Bay 5 158 

Oudtshoorn 4 778 

Bitou 2 499 

Knysna 4 019 

Total 21 342 
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2016/17 WC PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT FOOTPRINT 
 

The Eden District receives R4.691 billion or 8.3 per cent of the provincial expenditure. Within 
Eden District, George receives R 1 592 340’ 000 (33.94 per cent) followed by Oudtshoorn 
Municipality receives R662 286’ 000 (14.12 per cent) and Mossel Bay receives R594 756’000 
(12.68 per cent). Bitou receives R253 268 (5.40 percent); Hessequa receives R328 050’000 
(6.99 per cent); Knysna receives R 443 206’000 (9.45 per cent) and Kannaland receives 
R145 707’000 (3.11 per cent) 

R 671 878 (14.32) is allocated towards Municipal projects and across wards. 

Total infrastructure provincial investment in Eden amounts to R 808. 437 million in 2016/17 of 
which the largest proportion (R379. 698 million) is allocated towards roads projects. 

 

VOTE 3: PROVINCIAL TREASURY  

 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Eden DM  120 
Kannaland 120 
Hessequa 120 
Mossel Bay 120 
George 120 
Oudtshoorn 120 
Bitou 120 

 
Programme 4 
 

Financial Management Capacity 
Building Grant 

Knysna 120 
Eden DM  120 
Kannaland 120 
Hessequa 120 
Mossel Bay 120 
George 120 
Oudtshoorn 120 
Bitou 120 

Programme 4 
 

Total departmental 
transfers/grants 

Knysna 120 
Total Investment 1920 
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Vote 4: Department of Community Safety 

 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Mossel Bay 11 

George 9 
Oudtshoorn 1 

Programme 1 Administration  

Knysna 2 

Eden DM  
Kannaland  
Hessequa 237 
Mossel Bay 36 
George 187 
Oudtshoorn 94 
Bitou 21 
Knysna 476 

Programme 2 Provincial 
Secretariat for Police Services 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

999 

Kannaland 2 

Hessequa 183 
Mossel Bay 50 
George 196 
Oudtshoorn 228 
Bitou 48 
Knysna 138 

Programme 3  Provincial 
Policing Functions 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

32 

Mossel Bay 4 

George 11 
Oudtshoorn 4 

Programme 4 Security 
Risk Management 

Bitou 2 
Total Investment 3393 
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VOTE 5: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Eden DM  
Kannaland  
Hessequa 72 
Mossel Bay  
George 3 296 
Oudtshoorn 154 
Bitou  
Knysna 476 
Kannaland 83 762 
Hessequa 123 003 
Mossel Bay 235 781 
George 507 323 
Oudtshoorn 344 580 
Bitou 100 164 
Knysna 162 477 
Kannaland 344 
Hessequa 275 
Mossel Bay 75 
George 487 
Oudtshoorn  
Bitou 195 
Knysna 398 
Kannaland 106 
Hessequa 178 
Mossel Bay 240 

Administration 

George 80 685 
Oudtshoorn 34 895 
Bitou 61 

Programme 1 
 

 

Knysna 118 
Total Investment 1 888 818 
 

 

VOTE 6: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH  

 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Kannaland 37 897 
Hessequa 78 570 

  

Mossel Bay 148 024 
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George 122 750 
Oudtshoorn 146 535 
Bitou 27 223 
Knysna 119 905 

Programme 3  Emergency 
Medical Services 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

75 824 

George 428 841 
Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

 
4 379 

Hessequa 255 
Mossel Bay 1 207 
George 2 575 
Oudtshoorn 257 
Knysna 448 

Programme 4  Provincial 
Hospital Services 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

3 

Total Investment 1 494 040 
 

 

VOTE 7: DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

George 2 291 Programme 1 
 

Administration 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

10 695 

Kannaland 2 830 

Hessequa 2 895 
Mossel Bay 6 701 
George 12 932 
Oudtshoorn 9 099 
Bitou 1 770 
Knysna 1 878 

 
 
 
 
Programme 2 

 
 
 
 
Social 
Welfare Services 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

60 513 

Programme 3 Children 
and Families 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

97 617 
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George 23 640 Programme 4 
 

Restorative Services 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

3 436 

Programme 5 
 

Development and Research Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

1 528 

Total Investment 237 825 
 

VOTE 8:  HUMAN SETTLEMENTS  

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Hessequa 12 000 

Mossel Bay 46 240 
George 81 850 
Oudtshoorn 43 850 
Bitou 37 350 

Programme 3 Housing Development 

Knysna 51 734 
Total Investment 273 024 
 

VOTE 9: DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Programme 1 
 Administration George 1 333 

Programme 3 
 Compliance and Enforcement George 2479 

Programme 4 
 

Environmental Quality 
Management 

George 5607 

Programme 5 
 Biodiversity Management 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

200 

Programme 7 
 Development Planning George 2 757 

Total Investment 12 376 
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VOTE 10: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND PUBLIC WORKS 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Mossel Bay   8 500 Programme 2 Public 
Works Infrastructure 

George 18 080 
Kannaland 14 050 
Hessequa 91 112 
Mossel Bay 89 259 
George 38 134 
Oudtshoorn 15 216 
Bitou 50 754 
Knysna 6 481 

Programme 3  Transport 
Infrastructure 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

183 308 

Programme 4 Transport Operations George 80 544 

Kannaland 770 
Hessequa 2 643 
Mossel Bay 18 502 
George 8 750 
Oudtshoorn 18 780 
Bitou 1 899 
Knysna 13 768 

Programme 5 
 Transport Regulation 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

6 133 

Total Investment 666 683 
 

VOTE 11: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Programme 2 Sustainable Resource 
Management 

George 6 953 

George 7 455 
Programme 3 Farmer 

Support and Development Oudtshoorn 6 546 

Programme 4 Veterinary Services George 8 130 

George 7 928 
Programme 5 

Research 
and Technology Development 
Services Oudtshoorn 7 095 
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Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

George 1 839 
Programme 7  

Structured 
Agricultural Education and 
Training Oudtshoorn 1 420 

Programme 8  Rural Development 
Coordination 

George 1 157 

Total Investment 48 523 
 

VOTE 12: DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Programme 2  Integrated 
Economic Development 
Services 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

7 805 

Total Investment 7805 
 

VOTE 13: DEPARTMENT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS AND SPORT 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Kannaland 1 900 
Hessequa 7 010 
Mossel Bay 9 135 
George 7 996 
Oudtshoorn 4 943 
Bitou 9 830 

Programme 3  Library 
and Archive Services 

Knysna 9 452 
Programme 4 Sport and Recreation George 54 

Total Investment 50 320 
 

Vote 14: Department of Local Government 

Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

Kannaland 366 
Mossel Bay 77 
George 231 
Oudtshoorn 77 
Bitou 174 
Knysna 346 

Programme 2 Local Governance 

Across wards 6 094 
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Programme  Activity  Area  
2016/2017 
Estimate 
(`000)  

and municipal 
Projects 
 
Kannaland 77 
Hessequa 872 
Mossel Bay 74 
George 74 
Oudtshoorn 74 
Bitou 74 
Knysna 74 

Programme 3 
 

Development and Planning 

Across wards 
and municipal 
projects 

74 

Total Investment 8 684 
 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The WCG is faced with significant social and economic challenges and competing priorities 
whilst having limited resources. The province ascribes to the evidence based approach to make 
well-informed and justifiable investment decisions that will advance inclusive, sustainable and 
smart economic growth and improve socio-economic outcomes. The spatial and sectoral 
distribution of the Province’s budget is based on current socio-economic realities, policies and 
strategies that jointly confront the Province and municipalities. The bulk of the PG’s budget is 
allocated to the social and economic sectors. It resembles the province’s commitment to 
advance inclusive economic growth, combat poverty, crime and other social ills and to create 
public value by improving the quality of life for all citizens in the Province. 
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2016/17 B-MUNICIPAL PRIORITIES 
 

The undermentioned B – municipal priorities and Eden District Municipality priorities 
shall guide the future project implementation support and financial investment footprint.  

GEORGE MUNICIPALITY 
Municipal Priorities 2016/2017  

 Enabling environment to support inclusive economic development and growth. 
 Sustainable development – green economy, renewable energy, waste, ecosystems. 
 Human Development – Education, Training Youth. 
 Human Security – Human Settlements, housing, living conditions, safety. 
 Participatory forms of democracy and developments at grass root level. 
 Partnerships and communications with external stakeholders. 
 Infrastructure development for economic growth and EPWP. 
 Transport systems 
 Effective and efficient service delivery in support of growth, development and 

sustainability. 
 Fiscal stability, financial management and good governance 

 

OUDTSHOORN MUNICIPALITY 
Municipal Priorities 2016/2017 

 Construction of Hydroponics and tunnel farm in Volmoed 
 Establish Cultural village to enhance tourism 
 Establish Business incubator Centre 
 Establishment of artisans skills centre 
 Development of Mandela Market Square for crafters and Hawkers 
 Housing Project (Rectification of Power constructed houses ) in Bongolethu  
 Speed Calming signs in the CBD, townships and main roads 
 2 Slipways on De Rust Road and Oudtshoorn (St Saviour and cemetery) 
 Truck Stop on the De Rust Road and Oudtshoorn Urban Edge 
 Widening upgrade the road between Oudtshoorn and George due to daily heavy traffic  
 Establishment of walk way and cycling path on river bank 
 Total rehabilitation of all the streets due to old infrastructure 
 Total Rehabilitation of Water Mains 
 Construction of Water Treatment Facilities 
 Completion of Blossoms Artesian Water source with storing capacity 
 Develop a Strategy to address learner drop out 
 Community involvement in education. 
 Parent awareness on importance of education for learners.  
 Parent involvement in learner intervention. 
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 Door to door project between WCED and DSD. 
 Infrastructure Maintenance 
 Municipal Maintenance Grant Funding 
 Rollout on the white paper on Families 
 Family Preservation Programme 
 Construction of new clinic in Rose-Valley  
 Construction of new library in Rose-Valley 
 Construction of new primary school in Rose-Valley 
 Construction of new High School in Bridgton 
 Social Housing Project for middle income people 
 Agri-Village housing project in Schoemanshoek 
 Volmoed Primary School Hotel as a Safe house for street children  
 Agri-Village 

 

KNYSNA MUNICIPALITY 
Municipal Priorities 2016/2017  

 Development of an Integrated Strategic Development Framework which includes the 
review and integration of: SDF; Economic Strategy; Human Settlement Plan; Strategic 
Environmental Assessment 

 Facilitate discussions with relevant sector departments for the transfer of State owned 
land to Knysna Municipality for residential development 

 Development of an effective management plan to prevent the pollution of estuaries 
 Support for upgrading of bulk infrastructure 
 Review of the Knysna Municipality Integrated Transport Plan 
 Implementation of the Red Tape Reduction Strategy 
 Facilitating of an Economic Development Summit 
 Study for the monitoring of migration patterns to and from the area  
 Effective mobile service for remote rural areas   
 Implementation of regional sport development programmes   
 Establishment of an additional primary school  
 Establishment of a high school for the Sedgefield/Rheenendal area  
 Establishment of a higher educational facility  
 Assistance with the development of storm water master plans for disaster management 

purposes 
 Facilitate discussions with the relevant departments for electrification of all informal 

settlements 
 Facilitate discussions with the relevant departments for provision of basic services to 

agri/forestry villages such as Brackenhill 
 Assistance with the awareness programme to prevent fires and other man-made 

disasters  
 Study to determine the potential of alternative energy sources  
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 Development of an Integrated Waste Management Plan 
 Establishment of a functional Disaster Mangement Centre 
 Upgrading of the Nekkies/N2 Intersection 
 Establishment of an Early Childhood Development Centre 
 Establishment of a shelter for homeless people 
 Establishment of a service centre for the aged 
 Establishment of a safe house for abused women and children 
 Establishment of health care facilities            
 Expansion of existing clinic facilities 
 Implementation of food nutrition programmes for vulnerable people 
 Assistance with the implementation of programmes resulting from the CRDP  
 Conducting a municipal wide risk analysis in order to establish a risk profile for Knysna 

Municipality 
 Improving the effectiveness of the emergency services (ambulances, etc) particularly in 

rural areas and informal settlements 
 Establishment of a full- fledged Thusong Service Centre 
 Establishment of a Community Hall 
 Facilitate discussions with the relevant authorities for the establishment of satellite police 

stations 
 Reviving of the railway infrastructure and re-introduction of a railway passenger service  

 

 

KANNALAND MUNICIPALITY 
Municipal Priorities 2016/2017  

 

 Tourism: Oude Pastorie / Round Trip 
 Proper marketing of the whole area / DEDAT can assist: 
 Oude Pastorie Building: for exhibit /training (wine) and possibly market this to attract 

tourist to sample local products;  
 Round Trip: Seveweekspoort - Oudtshoorn route; Cross municipal linkages: Oudtshoorn; 

Kannaland & PA: collaboration between these municipalities 
 Identify possible skills development initiatives that will complement the skills gap /need 

that is likely to arise from the identified game changers. 
 Ability (capacity) of municipality to collect revenue/ payment rates (credit control/ debt 

collection policy). 
 Taking over ownership of Eskom supply in Zoar and Van Wyksdorp (lever). 
 Green Economy: Solar  bicycles DoA to investigate the use of electrical bicycles along 

the Route 62 /converting bikes to solar driven bikes; 
 Bulk Infrastructure for Water and Sanitation Services required to unlock development 

(socio - economic). 
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 Need to revisit Local Government Funding models - (equitable share). 
 Integrated Approach to the Wellness of the Elderly care/Community Based Programmes 

for elderly 
 Additional CRDP Node 

 

MOSSEL BAY MUNICIPALITY 
Municipal Priorities 2016/2017  

 Poultry Value chain project 
 Upgrading of Louis Fourie Road from Dana Bay to Hartenbos in accordance with road 

master plan 
 Construction of bridge or subway across main road (Brandwacht) to ensure safe 

crossing of the road. 
 Upgrading / Tarring of gravel road between Freimersheim and Greatbrak River 
 Youth Café 
 Harbour Development 
 N2 Crossing 
 New Fully fledged Police Station 
 New Fire station 
 Upgrading of sports facilities  
 Annual Diaz festival  
 ICT services for all libraries 
 Government subsidised transport for school children   
 Full time Operation and maintenance of newly build Sonskyn Vallei Clinic. 
 Provision of dedicated emergency and ambulance Service in Great Brak River Area, 

Greenhaven and Wolwedans Community 
 Upgrading of the airfield 
 Rollout on the white paper on Families 
 Reduce the number of underperforming schools from 23 to 0. 
 Growing The Economy: Aligning skills development priorities with priority (growing) 

sectors 
 Coastal: Dune Management  
 Municipality needs assistance to understand sediment flow in the area: Sediment Study. 

Alignment between Provincial and Municipal Coastal Management Plans;             
 Adequate Housing Opportunities 
  Capacity increase of water and sewerage bulk infrastructure 
 Electrification of informal settlements (backlog 1500 leading to service delivery protest) 
 Timelines and scheduling of human settlements projects must be aligned to funding from 

Dept. of Energy. 
 Increased use of the MOD Programme 
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BITOU MUNICIPALITY 
Municipal Priorities 2016/2017  

Catalytic Projects for Economic Development: 

 Economic Development and Catalytic Project Driver;  
 Coming-together/New Horizons/Ladywood;  
 Checkers Development Project;  
 Central Beach Re-development;  
 Offices Development Project;  
 Initiating and providing support to agri-tourism projects (e.g. Strawberry festival); 
 Equine / Horses / Polo: investigate the possibility of festivals to attract tourism &/ 

investments.  
 Sustainable events (e.g. Oyster festival) 

Sustainable Human Settlements Provision 

 Current model not sustainable - erase informality (goal is not own a brick and mortar 
structure). 

 Incremental approach (e.g. serviced  sites) - National Policy. 
 Need for a policy shift at a National  Policy level in terms of providing greenfield 

developments incrementally. At Provincial level there is already a move towards the 
incremental approach. This now needs to be cascaded down to the local  level. 

 Funding model: Need to relook at the funding models i.t.o. the provision of bulk 
infrastructure in support of human settlements development. 

 Ensuring that people in informal settlements have access to basic services in order to 
ensure dignified living. 

 Proactive identification land and planning to cater for expected population increases. 

Catalytic Projects for Economic Development: 

 Kwa-Nokuthula Electricity Upgrade. 

HESSEQUA MUNICIPALITY 
Municipal Priorities 2016/2017  

 Provision of formal surface of Port Beaufort road. This has been in the asking for many 
years.  

 Upgrading of sport facilities  
 Urgent need for funding of organisational structure study. "Dienstaat ondersoek" work 

study 
 Stillbaai Harbour Development 
 Economic + Spatial Plan for all harbours exists (DTPW); which should be released soon.   
 Efficient use of municipal and Educational  Facilities for skills Development 

Programmes. 
 Establishment of Satellites 
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 Use of "WEBCAM" – Broadband 
 Waste Recycling 
 Waste economy 
 Waste to energy 
 Adequate Housing  
 Province together with the Municipality should consider alternatives in terms of housing. 
 Consider how to manage the issue of delivering service site vs Enhanced Sites.  
 Enhance the development of bulk water supply in Riversdale 
 Kristalkloof Dam - will assist with commercial farming, developing farmers and urban 

development 
 National Department of Water affairs to be brought on board                                                              
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EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY 2016/17 PRIORITIES 
 

• Agri - processing – George and Oudtshoorn 

• Tourism marketing and development – Film industry; Film Location Catalogue; Cycling 
programme;(Plett to CT route 160km Plett to George);Tourism APP; Regional Tourism 
Guide; Domestic toruism marketing shows (Beeld Gauteng) and World Travel Market 
Africa (CT in May 2016); Annual Tourism Indaba in Durban (May 2016) Development of 
marketing material (maps and itinerary) 

• Waste Management (Eden Landfill Site Bidding and adjudication through formal tender 
process; construction commences in March 2016; First cell completed in October 2016. 
(Bitou; Knysna; George; Mossel Bay;) 

• Organisational Restructuring – Micro structure review concluded end of June 2016  

• Intergovernmental Relations  

• Economic Development implementation 

• Eden Spatial Development Framework review  

• Eden property management  

• Asset management maintenance plan implementation 

• Municipal health management including air quality – monitoring stations; licensing; 
testing; forums  

• Eden Coastal Management – plan implementation; estuary management 

• Disaster management including fire fighting – Disaster Management Act amendment  

• Resorts turn-around Strategy – Repairs and maintenance 

• Financial viability – Financial Model; mSCOA – readiness/progress; Financial Plan in 
IDP 

• Roads Agency and District integrated Transport – Approved; Municipal airports; 
regulation of passenger transport  

• Bulk Infrastructure - Water feasibility studies in the District (Kammanassie dam and 
Swartberg dam in Ladismith) – application submitted to DWAF; Knysna Bitou cross 
border decision pending (DWAF); Solar energy saving project Domestic waste water and 
sewerage disposal systems; Comprehensive Bulk Infrastructure Master Plan 
development 

• ICT governance and enhancement – Implement DR Plan; ICT integration and 
governance 
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Eden IDP Project Template – Partially Funded 2016/17 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (OPERATING BUDGET) 

  Proposed 
Budget 
2016/17  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2017/18  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2018/19  

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
                    

-   
          

250,000  
          

350,000  

SDF 
          

800,000  
                    

-   
       

-   

MSCOA 
       

1,200,000  
       

1,000,000  -  

EMPLOYEE WELLNESS 
            

26,300  
            

27,825  
            

29,439  

SCOA implementation 
       

2,000,000  
       

2,000,000  
          

500,000  

EXTERNAL BURSARIES 
          

105,000  
          

111,090  
          

117,533  

OHS: STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS PROJECTS 
            

92,000  
            

97,336  
          

102,981  

EDUCATION FORUM 
            

10,500  
            

11,109  
            

11,753  

RECORDS CLEAN-UP PROJECT 
            

80,000  
            

84,640  
            

89,549  

ENTERPRISE LICENCE AGREEMENT 
          

155,000  
          

163,990  
          

173,501  

BACK SCANNING OF HR DOCUMENTS 
            

50,000  
            

60,000  
            

70,000  

INTERNAL NEWSLETTER 
            

27,000  
            

35,000  
            

40,000  

MEDIA ENGAGEMENT / GOODWILL SESSION 
            

15,000  
            

18,000  
            

22,000  

RE-BRANDING CAMPAIGN / MATERIAL 
            

50,000  
                    

-   
                    

-   

EVENTS COVERAGE 
            

10,000  
            

11,000  
            

12,000  

SOCIAL MEDIA AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
              

5,000  
              

7,000  
              

9,000  

MARKETING / AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS 
              

5,000  
              

6,000  
              

7,000  

EXTERNAL NEWSLETTER 
            

90,000  
          

110,000  
          

115,000  

TOURISM INDABA 
            

45,000  
            

55,000  
            

65,000  
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT-EDEN SCHOOL OF 
CULINARY ARTS 

          
100,000  

          
100,000  

         
100,000  
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INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE  MANAGEMENT 
          

150,000  
          

158,700  
          

167,905  

TOURISM AND MARKETING MATERIAL 
            

45,000  
            

55,000  
            

55,000  

TOURISM APP 
              

2,000  
              

3,000  
      

3,800  

WELCOME CAMPAIGN 
              

5,000  
              

8,000  
            

10,000  

BRANDING/INVESTMENT PROMOTION WORKSHOPS 
            

10,000  
            

20,000  
            

30,000  

IDP DOCUMENTS 
            

15,250  - - 
IDP ROADSHOWS AND STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT 

            
20,000  - - 

IGR FORUMS 
            

30,000  - - 

PERFORM MGT APR/SDBIP 
            

50,000  100,000 100,000 

LED FORUM 
            

12,000  
            

15,000  
            

18,000  
FILM LOCATION GUIDE / FILM INDUSTRY SKILLS 
DEV. 

            
50,000  

            
50,000  

            
50,000  

SOUTH CAPE ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP 
            

50,000  
            

50,000  
            

50,000  

LED STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT (5 year) 
            

50,000  
            

50,000  
            

50,000  
WORLD TRAVEL MARKET AFRICA 2016(WWT & 
BEELD EXPO) 

          
100,000  

          
110,000  

          
120,000  

TRAVEL FESTIVAL 
            

45,000  
            

50,000  
            

55,000  

GARDEN ROUTE & KLEIN KAROO TOURISM APP 
              

2,000  
              

3,000  
              

3,800  
MUNICIPAL HEALTH PROJECTS / INFORMAL FOOD 
TRADERS 

          
100,000  

          
100,000  

          
100,000  

INTEGRATED WASTE MGT -  PLAN 
          

170,000  - - 

 TOTAL (OPERATING BUDGET) 
       

5,772,050  
       

4,920,690  
    

2,628,262  
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CAPITAL BUDGET) 

  Proposed 
Budget 
2016/17  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2017/18  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2018/19  

     

IT EQUIPMENT 
           

250,000.00 
          

250,000.00  
          

250,000.00  

SWARTVLEI SEWERAGE PROJECT 
      

120,000.00  
          

250,000.00  
                            

-   

FIRE FIGHTING - VARIOUS EQUIPMENT ITEMS 
           

200,000.00  
          

150,000.00  
          

100,000.00  

FINGER SCANNER AND SYSTEM 
             

50,000.00  
                         

-   -  

STEEL CABINET 
             

25,000.00  
                            

-    - 

SMOKE DETECTOR 
             

40,000.00  
             

50,000.00  
             

50,000.00  

STEEL SHELVES 
             

40,000.00  
             

50,000.00  
             

50,000.00  

POOL VEHICLE 
           

155,000.00  
          

165,000.00  
          

175,000.00  

RADIO TRANSMITTER 
           

400,000.00  
                            

-   
                            

-   

MIA (MAJOR INCIDENT ALERT) SMS SYSTEM 
      

215,000.00  
     

160,000.00  
     

160,000.00  

MINNIE JOC / FCP VEHICLE -  
          

500,000.00   - 
 
AEROQUILLE MOBILE ANALYZER 

      
430,000.00  

       
50,000.00   - 

WEATHER STATION 
        

50,000.00                      -    - 

LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS - MOSSEL BAY 
    

-   
       

58,500.00   - 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
      

750,000.00  
     

300,000.00   - 

UPGRADING OF BUILDINGS / RESORTS 
   

2,000,000.00  
  

1,000,000.00   - 

UPGRADING OF SECURITY SYSTEM (HO) 
      

180,000.00                      -                       -   

OFFICE CHAIRS (DATA OFFICE) 
          

5,400.00   -  - 

OFFICE CHAIRS (SCM OFFICE) 
        

10,800.00   -  - 
 
HIGH BACK CHAIRS (CREDITORS) 
 

          
8,100.00   -  - 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CAPITAL BUDGET) 

  Proposed 
Budget 
2016/17  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2017/18  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2018/19  

HIGH BACK CHAIRS (JOHAN + CHRIS) 
        

10,800.00   -  - 

VISITORS CHAIRS 
          

4,000.00   -  - 

TASK - PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT 
          

8,000.00   -  - 

CAMERA 
        

15,000.00   -  - 

CHAIRS (REPLACEMENT OF JOC CHAIRS) 
        

45,000.00  
       

45,000.00   - 

A3 PRINTER / SCANNER 
                     

-   
       

40,000.00   - 

MAP HANGERS 
          

1,500.00   -  - 

EASY RAIL WHITE BOARD SYSTEM 
                     

-   
         

4,000.00   - 

WHITEBOARD MAGNETIC 2400X 1200 
                     

-     
         

2,500.00  

LASER POINT WIRELESS PRESENTER 
             

600.00  
            

600.00   - 

FRIDGE / FREEZER 
                     

-   
         

3,000.00  
         

3,000.00  

VITAL WEATHER STATION 
                     

-   
       

28,000.00   - 

OFFICE CHAIRS (FLAMINGO) (MHS) 
          

9,431.36   -  - 

FILING SHELVE (MHS) 
   

2,700.00   -  - 

NEW WORKING STATION FOR MARLON (MHS) 
          

5,000.00   -  - 

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR (MHS) 
          

4,590.00   -  - 

FREE CHLORINE METER (MHS) 
        

22,500.00   -  - 

URN (MHS) 
          

1,200.00   -  - 

OFFICE CHAIRS (REGISTRY) 
  

5,000.00   -  - 

BINDERS (REGISTRY) 
          

4,000.00   -  - 
HAND HELD RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
(COMMITTEE) 

          
5,000.00   -  - 

LAMINATOR            -  - 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CAPITAL BUDGET) 

  Proposed 
Budget 
2016/17  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2017/18  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2018/19  

2,000.00  
DATA PROJECTOR (FRANCOIS-LOERIE & 
OUTENIQUA) 

        
12,000.00   -  - 

DONGEL 
          

2,000.00   -  - 

OFFICE CHAIRS (COMMITTEE) 
          

5,000.00   -  - 

REPLACEMENT OF CHAIRS IN COUNCIL CHAMBER 
      

200,000.00   -  - 

EQUIPMENT 
      

180,000.00   -  - 

SAFETY GATES 
          

7,500.00   -  - 

BLINDS           
          

3,000.00   -  - 

EQUIPMENT 
        

80,000.00   -  - 

SAFETY GATES 
          

5,000.00   -  - 

EQUIPMENT 
        

50,000.00   -  - 
OFFICE DESK CHAIR FOR OFFICIALS (2) - MHS 
KLEIN KAROO 

          
2,000.00   -  - 

SAVER HIGHBACK CHAIRS (7) 
          

6,941.06   -  - 

FLAMINGO VISITORS CHAIRS (10) 
        

11,571.00   -  - 

DESK UNIT (1) 
          

8,685.00   -  - 

REFRIGERATOR (1) 
          

3,200.00   -  - 

KARCHER MV 6 PREMIUM VACUUM CLEANER (1) 
          

3,189.00   -  - 

OFFICE CHAIR - MOSSEL BAY 
          

1,500.00   -  - 

3 SHELVE CABINET WITH DOORS (1) - LAKES AREA 
          

3,500.00   -  - 

PEDESTAL FAN (1) - LAKES AREA 
             

450.00   -  - 

MOBILE AIRCONDITIONER (1) - LAKES AREA 
          

2,000.00   -  - 

HIGH BACK CHAIR (1) - LAKES AREA 
          

2,672.43   -  - 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CAPITAL BUDGET) 

  Proposed 
Budget 
2016/17  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2017/18  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2018/19  

PEDESTAL FANS (5) - PLETT 
          

2,400.00   -  - 

HIGH BACK CHAIRS (2) - PLETT 
          

5,344.86   -  - 

HINGED DOOR CUPBOARDS (1) - PLETT 
          

3,920.00   -  - 

OFFICE FURNITURE 
        

20,000.00                      -    - 

 TOTAL (CAPITAL PROJECTS) 
       

5,697,494.71  
       

3,104,100.00  
          

790,500.00  

 
THE EDEN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN AND THE 
2016/17 EDEN IDP/BUDGET LINKAGE 
INTRODUCTION 

Eden District Municipality has a constitutional mandate to fulfil and perform its functions as set 
out in legislation. In addition to legislation, council adopted the following budget related policies 
which are available on the municipal website. the policies are as follows, and are available for 
perusal on the Eden municipal website namely: 

 

Credit Control and Debt Management Policy and By- Law 

Tariff policy and By– Law 

Budget Policy 

Asset Management Policy 

Banking, Cash Management and Investment Policy 

Supply Chain Management Policy 

Borrowing Policy 

Funds and Reserve Policy 

 

The limited financial resources of the district municipality compelled that alternative sources and 
mechanisms be identified to ensure the delivery of its mandate. 

 

The MTREF 2016-2019 budget was compiled based on the following assumptions. 
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National Treasury in their Circulars 78 addresses the following:  

The key focus of this circular is the 2016 Local Government Elections, the demarcation process 
and the changes to the local government grant allocations 

 

 The South African economy and inflation targets 

The 2015 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement notes that the global economic outlook has 
been weaker than anticipated. Growth in developing economies has moderated in response to 
lower commodity prices, subdued domestic demand and reduced capital inflows. Growth in 
some developed economies has offset this slowdown. The South African economy is expected 
to grow by 1.5 per cent in 2015, 1.7 per cent in 2016 and 2.6 per cent in 2017. Domestic 
inflation is lower, largely as a result of declining oil prices. However, the depreciation of the 
Rand and the current drought gripping many parts of the country, however, pose some risk to 
the inflation outlook. Furthermore the electricity supply shortages pose the largest domestic risk 
to growth. 

 

Persistent high unemployment remains one of South Africa’s most pressing challenges. 

Difficult trading conditions and low business confidence levels have limited hiring during 2015. 
The formal sector lost 76 000 jobs, with sharp declines in manufacturing and construction, as 
well as community, social and personal services. 

These economic challenges will continue to pressurise municipal revenue generation and 
collection hence a conservative approach is advised for projecting revenue. These 

circumstances  make it essential for municipalities to reprioritise expenditure and implement 
stringent cost-containment measures. 

Municipalities must take the following macro-economic forecasts into consideration when 

preparing their 2016/17 budgets and MTREF. 

 

Table 1: Macroeconomic performance and projections, 2014 - 2018 

Fiscal year                              2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 
                                                 Actual Estimate  Forecast  
CPI Inflation                              5.6% 5.5% 6.0% 5.8% 5.8% 
Source: Medium Term Budget Policy Statement 2015 

Note: the fiscal year referred to is the national fiscal year (April to March) which is more closely aligned to the municipal fiscal year 
(July to June) than the calendar year inflation. 

 

Key focus areas for the 2016/17 budget process 
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Local government conditional grants and additional allocations 
 

The purpose of the conditional grants is to deliver on national government priorities relating to 
service delivery. Additional funding is allocated in the form of unconditional allocations such as 
the equitable share and the sharing of the general fuel levy. The main purpose of the equitable 
share is to fund the provision of free basic services to the poor. 

The 2015 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement indicates that over the 2016 MTEF period, 
transfers to local government total R350.6 billion, with 59.5 per cent transferred as unconditional 
allocations and the rest as conditional grants. The division of available funds to local 
government have increased to R106.9 billion or 9.2 per cent of the national revenue for 
2016/17. These funds are expected to increase to R128.4 billion by 2018/19. 

It is imperative that municipalities reflect the conditional grant allocations as per the 2016 

Division of Revenue Bill once available, and plan effectively to utilise these allocations 
appropriately so as to avoid requesting roll-overs. 

 

Changes to local government allocations 

 The local government equitable share is being increased by R6 billion over the MTEF to 
provide some relief for the impact of increasing costs of bulk water and electricity and rapid 
growth in households. 

 The municipal demarcation transition grant allocation is being increased to subsidise the 
additional administrative costs in respect of the re-demarcations. This includes increased 
allocations for demarcations approved in 2013 and allocations for demarcations approved in 
2015. 

 The municipal systems improvement grant will become an indirect grant so that it can 
support more strategic capacity building interventions at municipalities. The initiatives 
funded from this grant will be aligned to the Back-to-Basics strategy and the Department of 
Cooperative Governance and the National Treasury will jointly decide on the details of how 
this programme will work. 

 The municipal human settlements capacity grant was introduced in 2014/15 to facilitate the 
development of capacity to manage human settlements programmes in anticipation of the 
assignment of the housing function to cities. However, there is no longer a need for this 
standalone grant as the assignment process was subsequently suspended indefinitely. The 
grant will be terminated in 2016/17. Cities will be allowed to use 3 per cent of the urban 
settlements development grant to improve their capacity with regard to the built-environment 
functions. 

 The indirect bucket eradication programme grant was due to end in 2015/16 but will be 
extended to 2016/17 to complete the eradication of bucket sanitation systems in formal 
residential areas. Sanitation upgrading and bucket system eradication in informal areas will 
continue to be funded through the urban settlements development grant, human settlements 
development grant and municipal infrastructure grant. 

 

Reforms to local government fiscal framework 
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The second phase of the collaborative review of the local government infrastructure grant 
system led by the National Treasury has been concluded. Several changes will be introduced 
over the 2016 MTEF period to streamline these grants and improve the value and sustainability 
of associated investments. Proposed reforms to be introduced from 2016 include: 

 

 Enabling the use of funds for the renewal, refurbishment and rehabilitation of existing 
infrastructure, alongside asset management systems to plan and prioritise maintenance; 

 Reforming the public transport network grant to support financially sustainable transit 
networks in large cities by using a formula to allocate the grant, thereby giving cities a clear 
financial envelope within which to plan; 

 Consolidating urban grants over the MTEF to tackle challenges in the built environment; 
 Rationalising grants to reduce complexity and administrative burdens. Several water and 

sanitation grants are being merged; 
o The municipal water infrastructure grant, the water services operating subsidy 

grant and the rural households infrastructure grant will be merged into a single 
grant that will be targeted at reticulation and on-site-solutions in low capacity 
municipalities. 

 Introducing greater differentiation between urban and rural areas. Secondary cities in 
particular will see changes to their planning requirements. 
 

National Treasury has initiated a process of reviewing development charges. A national draft 
policy framework on development charges has been developed and processes are underway to 
consult on the policy.  

Municipal Standard Chart of Accounts (mSCOA) 

The mSCOA Regulations apply to all municipalities and municipal entities with effect from 1 July 
2017 and only eleven months remain for preparation and implementation readiness as the 
2017/18 MTREF budgets will all have to be aligned to mSCOA. 

  

The implementation of mSCOA must be considered a business reform and it requires a 

significant change in municipal business processes; and it involves systems conversion and/ 

or re-implementation. Further, mSCOA requires organisational change as it is not only a 
financial reform that is being introduced. 

The 2016/17 tabled budget or consolidated budget must include an annexure containing the 
municipality’s mSCOA project plan and progress to date. 

 

National Treasury has a dedicated website to support municipalities with their mSCOA 

readiness efforts. The following information is available: 

 The current mSCOA classification framework; 
 The mSCOA Project Summary Document; 
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 All Municipal SCOA Circulars, providing hands-on support on how to undertake preparation 
and implementation; 

 Integrated Consultative Forum (ICF) – documentation and presentations of the mSCOA 
piloting process; and 

The Frequently Asked Questions Database (FAQ Database) – where previously asked 
questions and responses can be accessed and new questions may be logged 

The revenue budget 
National Treasury continues to encourage municipalities to keep increases in rates, tariffs and 
other charges at levels that reflect an appropriate balance between the interests of poor 
households, other customers and ensuring the financial sustainability of the municipality. For 
this reason municipalities must justify in their budget documentation all increases in 
excess of the 6.0 per cent projected inflation target in the budget narratives. 

 

Municipalities are not maximising the revenue generation potential of their revenue base and 
this, together with the increasing unemployment and the decline in economic growth means that 
there is just not sufficient municipal own revenue to supplement the national funding sources to 
local government. 

 

It is therefore necessary for municipalities to ensure that their tariffs are adequate to, at the 
minimum, cover the costs of bulk services and also to ensure that all properties are correctly 
billed for property rates and all services rendered. 

 

Revenue Raising Strategy 

 

The Executive Mayor, Municipal Manager and the CFO are part of a Provincial Task Team with 
the other district municipalities of the Western Cape and the Department of Local Government 
in the Western Cape is busy addressing the issue of alternative revenue sources for district 
municipalities.  

Funding was allocated by Provincial Treasury to Cape Winelands District Municipality for the 
District Funding Research Initiative.  A project steering committee consisting of the 
CFO’s/Financial Officials/Municipal Manager of the different district municipalities, where the 
scope of this project was determined, and SCM processes were followed and the successful 
service provider has been appointed.  The objective of this initiative is to ensure financial 
sustainability in the long term of district municipalities and to share best practices. 

In house, the municipality is busy with an investigation regarding the additional funding for the 
Environmental Health and Environmental Services and to compile a turnaround strategy for 
resorts. 
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HIGH LEVEL SUMMARY OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET 

 

DESCRIPTION 
 Adjustment 

2015/16   2016/2017   2017/18   2018/2019  

Income 
          
375,672,758  

         
400,759,388  

          
476,548,530  

          
498,014,882  

          

Expenditure 
         
368,051,739  

         
394,825,735  

          
469,844,734  

          
494,740,529  

          

Surplus/(Deficit) 
              
7,621,019  

             
5,933,653  

              
6,703,796  

              
3,274,353  

          

Capital 
              
1,790,501  

             
5,697,495  

              
3,104,100  

                  
790,500  

          

Nett 
              
5,830,518  

                 
236,159  

              
3,599,696  

              
2,483,853  

 

 

 

 

INCOME BY SOURCE 

INCOME 
  Proposed 

Budget 2016/17  
 Proposed 

Budget 2017/18  
 Proposed 

Budget 2018/19  

EQS - RSC Levies grant 
      
(142,094,000.00) 

     
(146,043,000.00) 

     
(150,876,000.00) 

Rental of Facilities and Equipment 
          
(1,424,332.26) 

         
(1,506,943.53) 

         
(1,594,346.26) 

Interest earned external investments 
          
(7,018,197.34) 

         
(7,425,252.79) 

         
(7,855,917.45) 

Interest earned outstanding debtors 
             
(799,483.84) 

            
(845,853.91) 

            
(894,913.43) 

Government Grant and subsidies 
        
(41,756,000.00) 

       
(62,990,000.00) 

       
(66,005,000.00) 

Income Agency services 
        
(14,500,000.00) 

       
(15,300,000.00) 

       
(16,000,000.00) 

Contributions municipalities 
             
(626,614.05) 

            
(662,957.66) 

            
(701,409.21) 

Contributions municipalities & products 
        
(38,959,095.40) 

       
(82,141,610.66) 

       
(86,905,824.08) 

Sundry income 
        
(20,777,385.02) 

       
(19,781,982.99) 

       
(21,281,189.28) 

Public contribution and donated PPE 
             
(804,280.46) 

            
(850,928.73) 

            
(900,282.59) 

ROADS AGENCY FUNCTION 
      
(132,000,000.00) 

     
(139,000,000.00) 

     
(145,000,000.00) 

TOTAL 
  
(400,759,388.37) 

 
(476,548,530.26) 

 
(498,014,882.30) 
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EDEN EXPENDITURE PER TYPE 

 

EXPENDITURE PER SECTION 

  Proposed 
Budget 
2016/17  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2017/18  

 Proposed 
Budget 
2018/19  

        
EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL       

Office: The Municipal Manager 
       
2,782,485.09  

       
3,010,580.25  

       
3,257,449.98  

Office: Executive Mayor 
       
1,328,005.29  

       
1,419,669.74  

       
1,526,408.87  

Office: Executive Deputy Mayor 
           
735,324.93  

           
782,915.43  

           
841,704.25  

Office: Speaker 
           
822,513.04  

           
883,508.92  

           
952,759.70  

Portfolio Committess 
             
86,968.74  

             
92,012.93  

             
97,349.68  

Risk Management Unit 
           
553,448.87  

           
596,370.53  

           
642,690.35  

Council General 
     
39,717,599.98  

     
36,340,492.65  

     
38,681,330.56  

  
     
46,026,345.94  

     
43,125,550.46  

     
45,999,693.39  

BUDGET AND TREASURY OFFICE 
                             
-        

MANAGER FINANCIAL SERVICES 
       
4,726,947.87  

       
4,765,283.45  

       
4,020,253.58  

FINANCE - SCM / DATA / ASSETS / 
STORES 

       
4,783,547.04  

       
5,169,085.64  

       
5,586,068.15  

FINANCE - EXPENDITURES / INCOME / 
BTO 

       
6,129,911.71  

       
6,631,852.80  

       
7,175,195.05  

FINANCE - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
       
3,950,234.37  

       
4,129,166.00  

       
4,063,963.62  

INTERNAL AUDIT UNIT 
       
1,811,184.40  

       
1,960,470.21  

       
2,122,143.68  

FINANCE - FINANCE INTERNS 
           
601,477.85  

           
650,799.03  

           
704,164.55  

  
     
22,003,303.24  

     
23,306,657.13  

     
23,671,788.64  

CORPORATE / SUPPORT SERVICES       
EXECUTIVE MANAGER: SUPPORT 
SERVICES 

       
3,234,465.29  

       
3,473,975.17  

       
3,731,695.65  

SUPPORT SERVICES: COMMITTEE 
       
2,197,328.88  

       
2,375,269.09  

       
2,567,773.40  

HUMAN RESOURCES UNIT                      
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8,407,614.33  9,035,052.63  9,709,441.30  

ICT UNIT 
       
9,321,370.53  

       
9,861,301.02  

     
12,066,223.15  

SUPPORT SERVICES: REGISTRY 
       
6,690,561.99  

       
7,234,009.03  

       
7,683,227.02  

LEGAL SERVICES 
       
1,445,301.48  

       
1,561,514.22  

       
1,687,175.93  

TASK UNIT 
           
322,787.10  

           
347,394.98  

           
373,920.93  

COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION 

       
1,845,516.46  

       
1,961,042.58  

       
2,120,071.27  

  
     
33,464,946.06  

     
35,849,558.72  

     
39,939,528.66  

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT       

MANAGER SUPPORT SERVICES 
       
1,006,794.45  

       
1,087,147.18  

       
1,173,983.80  

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
UNIT 

       
1,897,992.62  

       
2,050,196.22  

       
2,213,741.84  

REGIONAL PLANNING UNIT 
       
5,027,866.72  

       
4,366,448.76  

       
4,670,608.08  

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT 
PLANNING UNIT 

       
1,344,495.71  

       
1,382,110.65  

       
1,493,339.35  

TOURISM 
       
1,409,074.85  

       
1,538,392.09  

       
1,664,106.66  

PROJECT MANAGEMENT UNIT 
                             
-    

                             
-    

                             
-    

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT UNIT 
           
841,047.44  

           
952,251.69  

       
1,018,299.42  

  
     
11,527,271.79  

     
11,376,546.60  

     
12,234,079.15  

PUBLIC SAFETY       

FIRE SERVICES: GEORGE 
     
16,915,488.05  

     
18,157,549.44  

     
19,512,588.40  

DISASTER MANAGEMENT UNIT 
       
5,817,800.29  

       
6,281,396.72  

       
6,785,871.62  

FIRE SERVICES: RIVERSDALE 
           
631,609.25  

           
683,401.21  

           
739,440.11  

FIRE SERVICES: UNIONDALE 
                             
-    

                             
-    

                             
-    

FIRE SERVICES: KANNALAND 
       
2,095,697.88  

       
2,268,966.86  

       
2,456,586.07  

  
     
25,460,595.46  

     
27,391,314.22  

     
29,494,486.19  

HEALTH       
EXECUTIVE MANAGER: COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 

       
2,269,275.52  

       
2,447,159.97  

       
2,639,182.60  

ADMINISTRATION: MUNICIPAL 
HEALTH 

       
1,974,222.24  

       
2,105,198.23  

       
2,247,910.50  
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MHS: GEORGE 
       
5,972,388.99  

       
6,464,710.91  

       
6,997,835.38  

MHS: KLEIN KAROO 
       
5,093,017.78  

       
5,506,918.73  

       
5,954,783.10  

MHS: LANGEBERG 
       
6,127,524.04  

       
6,629,716.45  

       
7,173,317.11  

MHS: LAKES AREAS 
       
4,899,939.13  

       
5,291,017.10  

       
5,713,725.22  

MAN SERVICES PROJECT: EPWP 
           
375,473.12  

                             
-    

                             
-    

MAN SERVICES PROJECT: EPWP 
       
1,000,000.00  

                             
-    

                             
-    

  
     
27,711,840.81  

     
28,444,721.40  

     
30,726,753.92  

SPORT AND RECREATION       

SPORT SECTION 
                             
-    

                             
-    

                             
-    

RESORT: VICTORIA BAY 
       
1,047,435.13  

       
1,128,228.05  

       
1,215,405.96  

RESORT: CALITZDORP SPA 
       
1,387,858.44  

                             
-    

                             
-    

CALITZDORP SPA - KIOSK 
                
5,653.54  

                
5,981.45  

                
6,328.37  

RESORT: CALITZDORP SPA 
       
6,510,201.77  

       
6,990,081.71  

       
7,506,381.70  

DE HOEK MOUNTAIN RESORT 
       
3,677,805.19  

       
3,960,122.72  

       
4,264,624.15  

DE HOEK SHOP 
                
5,653.54  

                
5,981.45  

                
6,328.37  

KLEINKRANTZ RESORT 
           
396,500.00  

           
419,497.00  

           
443,827.83  

  
     
13,031,107.61  

     
12,509,892.37  

     
13,442,896.38  

WASTE MANAGEMENT       

WASTE MANAGEMENT 
       
1,892,476.67  

       
1,861,609.34  

       
2,012,105.05  

REGIONAL LANDFILL SITE 
     
39,495,526.00  

     
82,318,307.12  

     
87,186,168.38  

  
     
41,388,002.67  

     
84,179,916.46  

     
89,198,273.43  

ROAD TRANSPORT       

ROAD TRANSPORT 
       
3,264,000.00  

       
3,382,000.00  

       
3,523,000.00  

  
       
3,264,000.00  

       
3,382,000.00  

       
3,523,000.00  

WATER       

BULK INFRASTRUCTURE WATER 
     
37,092,144.10  

     
59,277,794.17  

     
59,353,166.36  
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37,092,144.10  

     
59,277,794.17  

     
59,353,166.36  

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT       

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
           
802,146.13  

           
865,054.24  

           
932,975.93  

AIR QUALITY UNIT 
       
1,054,031.27  

       
1,135,728.09  

       
1,223,886.95  

  
       
1,856,177.40  

       
2,000,782.33  

       
2,156,862.88  

ROADS AGENCY FUNCTION       

ROADS AGENCY FUNCTION 

   
132,000,000.0
0  

   
139,000,000.0
0  

   
145,000,000.0
0  

        

` 

   
394,825,735.0
8  

   
469,844,733.8
5  

   
494,740,528.9
9  

 

OWN FUNDED PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THE BUDGET 

DESCRIPTION 
Proposed 

Budget 
2016/17 

Proposed 
Budget 
2017/18 

Proposed 
Budget 
2018/19 

    

HOUSE TO HOME   
                       
-    

                       
-    

SPECIAL NEEDS-SPEAKER 
         
300,000.00  

         
321,600.00  

         
347,971.20  

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT   
                       
-    

                       
-    

MSCOA 
      
1,200,000.00  

      
1,000,000.00    

EMPLOYEE WELLNESS       

SCOA implementation 
         
105,000.00  

         
111,090.00  

         
117,533.22  

EXTERNAL BURSARIES   
                       
-    

                       
-    

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 
           
50,000.00  

           
60,000.00  

           
70,000.00  

EDUCATION FORUM 
           
92,000.00  

           
97,336.00  

         
102,981.49  

RECORDS CLEAN-UP PROJECT 
           
10,500.00  

           
11,109.00  

           
11,753.32  
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RECORDS CLEAN-UP PROJECT 
           
26,300.00  

           
27,825.40  

           
29,439.27  

ENTERPRISE LICENCE AGREEMENT 
         
155,000.00  

         
163,990.00  

         
173,501.42  

LAUNCH OF FIRE ACADEMY 
      
1,000,000.00  

      
1,000,000.00  

         
500,000.00  

BACK SCANNING OF HR DOCUMENTS 
           
80,000.00  

           
84,640.00  

           
89,549.12  

INTERNAL NEWSLETTER 
           
90,000.00  

         
110,000.00  

         
115,000.00  

MEDIA ENGAGEMENT / GOODWILL SESSION 
           
27,000.00  

           
35,000.00  

           
40,000.00  

ANNUAL REPORT 
           
15,000.00  

           
18,000.00  

           
22,000.00  

RE-BRANDING CAMPAIGN / MATERIAL 
             
5,000.00  

             
7,000.00  

             
9,000.00  

EVENTS COVERAGE 
           
87,500.00  

           
92,495.00  

           
97,775.00  

SOCIAL MEDIA AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
           
10,000.00  

           
11,000.00  

           
12,000.00  

MARKETING / AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS 
             
5,000.00  

             
7,000.00  

             
9,000.00  

EXTERNAL NEWSLETTER 
             
5,000.00  

             
6,000.00  

             
7,000.00  

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN 
           
10,000.00  

           
20,000.00  

           
30,000.00  

TOURISM INDABA 
           
12,000.00  

           
15,000.00  

           
18,000.00  

FILM LOCATION 
           
90,000.00  

         
120,000.00  

         
150,000.00  

Tourism development-Eden School of Culinary Arts 
         
250,000.00  

         
300,000.00  

         
320,000.00  

Individual Performance  Management 
         
500,000.00  

         
550,000.00  

         
600,000.00  

TOURISM AND MARKETING MATERIAL 
         
100,000.00  

         
150,000.00  

         
200,000.00  

TOURISM APP       

Toursim Destination Marketing 
         
100,000.00  

         
110,000.00  

         
120,000.00  

WELCOME CAMPAIGN 
         
100,000.00  

         
200,000.00  

         
250,000.00  

SOUTH CAPE BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP 
         
165,000.00  

         
180,000.00  

         
200,000.00  

BRANDING/INVESTMENT PROMOTION 
WORKSHOPS 

             
2,000.00  

             
3,000.00  

             
3,800.00  
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION SUMMIT       

PERFORM MGT APR/SDBIP 
             
5,000.00  

             
8,000.00  

           
10,000.00  

LED FORUM 
           
45,000.00  

           
50,000.00  

           
55,000.00  

FILM LOCATION GUIDE / FILM INDUSTRY SKILLS 
DEV.       

SOUTH CAPE ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP 
           
55,000.00  

           
80,000.00  

         
100,000.00  

LED STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT (5 year) 
           
85,000.00  

         
120,000.00  

         
180,000.00  

WASTE MANAGEMENT ECONOMIC DEV. 
PROJECT 

                       
-        

WORLD TRAVEL MARKET AFRICA 2016(WWT & 
BEELD EXPO) 

           
45,000.00  

           
55,000.00  

           
65,000.00  

TRAVEL FESTIVAL 
           
30,000.00  

           
35,000.00  

           
40,000.00  

TOURISM AMBASSADORS PROGRAMME 
             
2,000.00  

             
3,000.00  

             
3,800.00  

CYCLING ROUTE DEVELOPMENT 
           
40,000.00  

           
40,000.00  

           
40,000.00  

GARDEN ROUTE & KLEIN KAROO TOURISM APP 
         
150,000.00  

         
158,700.00  

         
167,904.60  

LOW SEASON CAMPAIGN (NEWSPAPER 
APPENDIX) 

         
150,000.00  

         
158,700.00  

         
167,904.60  

DMISA CONGRESS       
MUNICIPAL HEALTH PROJECTS       
INFORMAL FOOD: TRADERS  PROJECT - EDEN 
REGION       
Rural Development Progr.       
MOU Implementation       
GREENEST MUNICIPALITY AWARD PROJECTS       
FYNBOS FORUM PROGRAM       
VOELVRY KLEINBOERE VERENIGING (RURAL)       
DISASTER RELIEF FOR WOMAN (RURAL)       
MATRIC PROGRAM (RURAL)       
CHRISMAS PROGRAM (RURAL)       
RECONCILIATION DAY (RURAL)       
JAMBOREEN / RURAL AREAS       
KAMANASSIE CRECHE (RURAL)       

KLEIN KUIKENS (RURAL) 
           
80,000.00  

           
84,640.00  

           
89,549.12  

EMPOWERMENT OF UPCOMING FARMERS       
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(KLEINBOERE) 
INTEGRATED WASTE MGT -  PLAN       

Article 78 Investigation Phase 2&3 
         
170,000.00      

SPECIAL STUDIES       
INTEGRATED WASTE MGT -  PLAN       

GREENEST MUNICIPALITY AWARD PROJECTS 
                       
-        

        
        

  
      
5,772,050.00  

      
4,920,690.40  

      
2,628,262.44  

 

 

LIST OF CAPITAL PROJECTS 

 

CAPITAL       

IT EQUIPMENT 
           
250,000.00  

          
250,000.00  

          
250,000.00  

SWARTVLEI SEWERAGE PROJECT 
           
120,000.00  

          
250,000.00  

                            
-    

FIRE FIGHTING - VARIOUS EQUIPMENT 
ITEMS 

           
200,000.00  

          
150,000.00  

          
100,000.00  

FINGER SCANNER AND SYSTEM 
             
50,000.00  

                            
-      

STEEL CABINET 
             
25,000.00  

                            
-      

SMOKE DETECTOR 
             
40,000.00  

             
50,000.00  

             
50,000.00  

STEEL SHELVES 
             
40,000.00  

             
50,000.00  

             
50,000.00  

POOL VEHICLE 
           
155,000.00  

          
165,000.00  

          
175,000.00  

RADIO TRANSMITTER 
           
400,000.00  

                            
-    

                            
-    

MIA (MAJOR INCIDENT ALERT) SMS 
SYSTEM 

      
215,000.00  

     
160,000.00  

     
160,000.0

0  

MINNIE JOC / FCP VEHICLE   
          
500,000.00    

AEROQUILLE MOBILE ANALYZER 
      
430,000.00  

       
50,000.00    

WEATHER STATION 
        
50,000.00  

                    
-      
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LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS - MOSSEL 
BAY 

                     
-    

       
58,500.00    

COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
      
750,000.00  

     
300,000.00    

UPGRADING OF BUILDINGS / RESORTS 

   
2,000,000.0
0  

  
1,000,000.0
0    

UPGRADING OF SECURITY SYSTEM 
(HO) 

      
180,000.00  

                    
-    

                    
-    

OFFICE CHAIRS (DATA OFFICE) 
          
5,400.00      

OFFICE CHAIRS (SCM OFFICE) 
        
10,800.00      

HIGH BACK CHAIRS (CREDITORS) 
          
8,100.00      

HIGH BACK CHAIRS (JOHAN + CHRIS) 
        
10,800.00      

VISITORS CHAIRS 
          
4,000.00      

TASK - PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT 
          
8,000.00      

CAMERA 
        
15,000.00      

CHAIRS (REPLACEMENT OF JOC 
CHAIRS) 

        
45,000.00  

       
45,000.00    

A3 PRINTER / SCANNER 
                     
-    

       
40,000.00    

MAP HANGERS 
          
1,500.00      

EASY RAIL WHITE BOARD SYSTEM 
                     
-    

         
4,000.00    

WHITEBOARD MAGNETIC 2400X 1200 
                     
-      

         
2,500.00  

LASER POINT WIRELESS PRESENTER 
             
600.00  

            
600.00    

FRIDGE / FREEZER 
                     
-    

         
3,000.00  

         
3,000.00  

VITAL WEATHER STATION 
                     
-    

       
28,000.00    

OFFICE CHAIRS (FLAMINGO) (MHS) 
          
9,431.36      

FILING SHELVE (MHS) 
          
2,700.00      

NEW WORKING STATION FOR MARLON 
(MHS) 

          
5,000.00      
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OVERHEAD PROJECTOR (MHS) 
          
4,590.00      

FREE CHLORINE METER (MHS) 
        
22,500.00      

URN (MHS) 
          
1,200.00      

OFFICE CHAIRS (REGISTRY) 
          
5,000.00      

BINDERS (REGISTRY) 
          
4,000.00      

HAND HELD RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
(COMMITTEE) 

          
5,000.00      

LAMINATOR 
          
2,000.00      

DATA PROJECTOR (FRANCOIS-LOERIE 
& OUTENIQUA) 

        
12,000.00      

DONGEL 
          
2,000.00      

OFFICE CHAIRS (COMMITTEE) 
          
5,000.00      

REPLACEMENT OF CHAIRS IN COUNCIL 
CHAMBER 

      
200,000.00      

EQUIPMENT 
      
180,000.00      

SAFETY GATES 
          
7,500.00      

BLINDS           
          
3,000.00      

EQUIPMENT 
        
80,000.00      

SAFETY GATES 
          
5,000.00      

EQUIPMENT 
        
50,000.00      

OFFICE DESK CHAIR FOR OFFICIALS (2) 
- MHS KLEIN KAROO 

          
2,000.00      

SAVER HIGHBACK CHAIRS (7) 
          
6,941.06      

FLAMINGO VISITORS CHAIRS (10) 
        
11,571.00      

DESK UNIT (1) 
          
8,685.00      

REFRIGERATOR (1) 
          
3,200.00      

KARCHER MV 6 PREMIUM VACUUM 
CLEANER (1) 

          
3,189.00      
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OFFICE CHAIR - MOSSEL BAY 
          
1,500.00      

3 SHELVE CABINET WITH DOORS (1) - 
LAKES AREA 

          
3,500.00      

PEDESTAL FAN (1) - LAKES AREA 
             
450.00      

MOBILE AIRCONDITIONER (1) - LAKES 
AREA 

          
2,000.00      

HIGH BACK CHAIR (1) - LAKES AREA 
          
2,672.43      

PEDESTAL FANS (5) - PLETT 
          
2,400.00      

HIGH BACK CHAIRS (2) - PLETT 
          
5,344.86      

HINGED DOOR CUPBOARDS (1) - PLETT 
          
3,920.00      

OFFICE FURNITURE 
        
20,000.00  

                    
-      

  
       
5,697,494.71  

       
3,104,100.00  

          
790,500.00  
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SECTION J: INSTITUTIONAL DELIVERY CAPACITY AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
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10.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

In terms of Regulation 2 as contained in the Municipal Systems Regulations 32 of 2000, the 
undermentioned institutional framework is prepared in order to guide future institutional 
arrangements relating to adequate staff resources for effective, efficient and economical IDP 
implementation. 

Organisational Performance Management shall be cascaded to all departmental line managers 
in 2016/2017. Key performance indicators shall accurately align to strategic goals through 
effective operational planning and the development of accurate standard operational 
procedures. A Draft SDBIP shall accompany the Final IDP for submission to council for 
consideration in May 2016. 

The institutional framework developed is in accordance with Regulation 2 as contained in the 
Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000. This human capital framework ensures: 

(i) Objective staff placement 
(ii) Internal organisational transformation 
(iii) Improved performance management 
(iv) Accurate budget descriptions 
(v) Efficient and effective human resource allocation 
(vi) Integration of operations 
(vii) Aligning microstructure to meet strategic goals 
(viii) Enabling developmental local government and staff accountability 
(ix) Impact driven development making sure that strategy translates into operational 

opportunity. 
(x) Budget is informed by and responds to IDP prioritisation 
(xi) Vision realisation 

The revised institutional framework should inform micro-structure review thereby enabling an 
efficient, economical and strategically aligned, goal driven workforce implementation and 
realisation of Eden’s vision of excellence. 
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10.2 EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY POLICY REGISTER 
  
The Eden District Policy register demonstrates Eden’s state of readiness in strategic goal 
implementation. The Eden Policy Register was included in the 2015/2016 Reviewed IDP and a 
copy thereof is available for perusal on the municipal website.  

 

10.3 STANDARD OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 
 

Standard Operational Procedures (SOPs) based on municipal functions shall be developed for 
each department and finalised during 2016/2017. The undermentioned departments have 
already developed SOPs. 

Fire Department 

 Eden Municipal Fire and Rescue Service 
 Control Room Policy 

Municipal Health 

 Reporting on Notifiable Diseases 
 Response to Notification of Diseases 
 Outbreak Response 
 Outbreak Response Teams 
 Steps of an Outbreak Investigation 
 Communication Guidelines 
 Cholera Investigative Guidelines 
 Salmonellosis Investigative Guideline 
 Meningococcal Investigative Guideline 
 Plague Investigative Guideline 
 Shigellosis Investigative Guideline 
 Rabies Investigative Guideline 
 Tyhpoid Investigative Guideline 
 Viral Hemorraghic Fevr Investigative Guideline 
 Legionellosis Investigative Guideline  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

That SOP's be developed for all functions in Eden District Municipality. 
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10.4   INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS 
 

10.4.1 Political structure 

The Eden District Municipal Council is a Category C municipality with an Executive Mayoral 
System. 

Council consists of thirty five (35) councillors that are structured in the following manner: 
 

Proportional representatives  Fifteen 

Direct representatives from the seven (7) local Municipalities  

George Municipality Six (6) 

Kannaland Municipality One (1) 

Knysna Municipality Two (2) 

Hessequa Municipality Two (2) 

Mossel Bay Municipality Four (4) 

Oudtshoorn Municipality Three (3) 

Bitou Municipality Two (2) 

 

10.4.2 Governing Party 

Council is currently governed by a DA lead coalition with the ACDP and COPE. 

The ANC and ICOSA form the opposition in Council. 

10.4.3 Political Parties represented in Council 

The following Political Parties represented in Council:  

 Democratic Alliance (17) 

 African National Congress (13) 

 ICOSA  (2) 

 COPE (1) 

 ACDP (2) 
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10.4.4 Executive Mayoral Committee  

The Executive Mayoral Committee consists of the Executive Mayor, Deputy Executive Mayor, 
Speaker and seven (7) Councillors that are the chairpersons of the portfolio committees. 
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EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL  
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10.4.4 The  Administration 

MACRO STRUCTURE  

The Macro organisational structure consists of a Municipal Manager, who is also the Accounting 
Officer, and reporting to this position are three Executive Managers (Execitive Manager: 
Corporate Strategic Services, Executive Manager: Community Services, Senior Manager: 
Roads Services and Chief Financial Officer)  
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10.4.5 MICRO STRUCTURE 

Council is in the process of reviewing the micro structure of the district due to the financial 
difficulties experienced. If accepted, the revised structures will aim to streamline the 
organisation and contribute towards making the organisation financially viable. 

 

 

10.5 EDEN ASSESSMENT OF PAST PERFORMANCE  
Ensuring the  

Past Performance shall focus on all the accomplishments (2012/13 – 2016/17) to date. 

The 2016/2017 can be termed a final review as it shall depict accomplishments celebrated from 
2012 to date. The pre-determined objectives as set in the 5-year IDP has been assessed and 
the outstanding operations have been depicted and highlighted in the benchmarking template 
hereunder which shall serve as a close out handover report from the existing council to the 
incoming council after the local government elections has been concluded. The benchmarking 
exercise shall guide the setting of the 2016/17 KPI’s thereby ensuring  the attention to the 
outstanding matters during the final year of 5-year IDP implementation. 

The undermentioned reports have informed the IDP Manager of past performance and remedial 
action required: 

 

 2014 MEC Comments – Fully addressed 
 2012-2017 Five year IDP and each annual review undertaken 
 Legislative compliance in terms of the Time schedule adherence 
 2013/2014 Annual Report – Clean Audit 
 2014/15 Annual Report – Clean Audit 
 2014 LGMTEC 3 Assessment – Eden has addressed the majority of the improvement 

measures recommended during the previous LGMTEC 3 Assessment 
 2015/2016 Section 27 IDP framework in collaboration with B-municipalities 
 2014/2015 and 2015/16 IDP/SDBIP/Budget Alignment – Corrective measures 

undertaken to ensure alignment of the IDP, SDBIP and Budget. Both 2014/ 2015 and 
2015/ 2016 Alignment shall be depicted in the Final Reviewed 2016/17 IDP 

 Core Components of IDP (MSA 32 of 2000) 
 IDP Accomplishments as contained in the IDP template 
 Eden Policies and Policy Register 
 Work Place Skills Plan 
 National and Provincial Development Plans 
 2016/17 IDP/PMS/Budget alignment included 
 2016/17 Disaster Management Chapter included 
 2016/2017 performance benchmarks report (Handover) 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP AND MUNICIPAL PLANNING – MR GODFREY LOUW 

Section: Internal Audit 

Strategic Goal 5: Promote good governance 

Pre-determined Objectives:  

 Institutionalize performance management throughout the entire organisation. 
SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

Internal audit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Unqualified Audit 
Report 

- Successful preparation 
of a risk-based audit 
plan and internal audit 
program 

- Advising the accounting 
officer and quarterly 
reporting to the audit 
committee on the 
implementation of the 
internal audit plan 

 

 

 

- Clean Audit Report 

- Successful preparation 
of a risk-based audit 
plan and internal audit 
program 

- Advising the accounting 
officer and quarterly 
reporting to the audit 
committee on the 
implementation of the 
internal audit plan 

- Performing other duties 
such as ad request 
from management or 
received from the 
accounting officer 

 

 

- Clean Audit Report 

- Successful 
preparation of a risk-
based audit plan and 
internal audit program 

- Advising the 
accounting officer and 
quarterly reporting to 
the audit committee 
on the implementation 
of the internal audit 
plan 

- Performing other 
duties such as ad 
request from 
management or 
received from the 
accounting officer 

 

- Advising the 
accounting officer 
and quarterly 
reporting to the 
audit committee on 
the implementation 
of the internal audit 
plan 

- Performing other 
duties such as ad 
request from 
management or 
received from the 
accounting officer 

- Successful 
initiation and 
establishment of 
the Eden Internal 
Audit/Risk 
Management 
Forum for the Eden 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP AND MUNICIPAL PLANNING – MR GODFREY LOUW 

Internal Audit (Cont) district; Eden’s 
CAE elected as 
chairman of Forum 
for 15/16 year 

Section: Risk Management 

Strategic Goal 5: Promote good governance 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Institutionalize performance management throughout the entire organization. 
Risk management 
 

- Establishment of Risk 
Committee. 

 

- Interim appointment of 
Risk Officer 

- Updating and approval 
of ERM Policy, 
Framework (Strategy) 
and Implementation 
plan 

- Drafting of and 
approval the Terms of 
Reference for Risk 
Champions 

- Appointment of Risk 
Champions 

- Utilisation of MSIG 
grant for upgrading of 
IT infrastructure, i.e. 
Ignite Risk Model 

- Monthly updating of 
risk register on Ignite 
Risk Model 
(Dashboard) 

- Identifying top 
strategic risks of EDM 
to report to council 

- Reporting quarterly to 
council on the top 
strategic risks 

- Permanent 
appointment of the 
Risk Officer 

- Permanent 
appointment of the 
Risk Officer 

- Updating of ERM 
Policy, Framework 

- Conducting 
quarterly Risk 
Committee 
meetings to 
discuss risk areas 
within each 
department and 
organisation-wide 
risks. 

- Monthly updating 
of risk register on 
Ignite Risk Model. 

- Identifying top 
strategic risks of 
EDM to report to 
council. 

- Reporting quarterly 
to council on the 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP AND MUNICIPAL PLANNING – MR GODFREY LOUW 

- Performed risk 
assessments for the 
entire Eden District 
Municipality and 
utilising the Risk model 
to populate the risk 
register on. 

- Conducting quarterly 
Risk Committee 
meetings to discuss risk 
areas within each 
department and 
organisation wide risks. 

 

(Strategy) and 
Implementation plan 
(approval pending) 

- Updating of Fraud 
Risk Management 
Policy, Framework 
(Strategy) and 
Implementation plan 
(approval pending) 

- Conducting quarterly 
Risk Committee 
meetings to discuss 
risk areas within each 
department and 
organisation wide 
risks. 

- Performed risk 
assessments for the 
entire Eden District 
Municipality and 
utilising the Risk 
model to populate the 
risk register. 

 
 
 
 
 

top strategic risks. 
- Updating of ERM 

Policy, Framework 
(Strategy) and 
Implementation 
plan (approval 
pending). 

- Formulation of 
Fraud Risk 
Management 
Policy, Framework 
(Strategy) and 
Implementation 
plan (approval 
pending). 
Eden District CAE 
& CRO Forum to 
be established 
(first meeting 
scheduled for 10 
November 2015). 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP AND MUNICIPAL PLANNING – MR GODFREY LOUW 

 
 

Section: Performance Management 

Strategic Goal 5: Promote good governance 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Institutionalize performance management throughout the entire organization. 
Performance 
management 

 

Implementation of the 
Performance Management 
System – developed for the 
Municipal Manager and the 
Executive Management (s57 
employees) and has not 
cascaded to line manager 
level.  This shall be embarked 
upon in the 2015/2016 
financial year.Unqualified 
Audit 

- Clean Audit 

 

- Clean Audit 

- Completed the first 
phase of the 
individual 
performance policy 

-  Processes ready for 
roll out during the 
15/16 financial year 

- Alignment of 
IDP/SDBIP and 
Budget through 
MSCOA roll out as 
per phase 1. 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

CORPORATE/STRATEGIC SERVICES – MS TRIX HOLTZHAUSEN 

Section: IDP/IGR/Public Participation/Communication 

Strategic Goal 5: Promote good governance 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 To advance communication between internal and external role players through effective inter-governmental relations. 
SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

Integrated 
development 
planning (IDP) and 
Public Participation 

 

- Complied with 
legislative processes. 

- Successfully reviewed 
the IDP. 

- IDP was rated as the 
best IDP in the Western 
Cape Province. 

- IDP gained momentum 
at the Wilderness 
engagement. 

 

- The appointment of an 
IDP Manager (1 April 
2014). 

- The strengthening of 
the District IDP 
Managers Forum. 

- The establishment of a 
support register. 

- The establishment of 
IDP Planning Tools on 
the municipal website. 

- The establishment of a 
Policy Register and the 
maintenance of such. 

- Showcasing IDP 
accomplishments 
through IGR Newsletter 
and Internal Staff 
Newsletter.  

- 2014/2015 IDP 

- The establishment of 
an Events Calendar 
indicating Forum 
Dates and 
commemorative dates 
for ease of reference 
and ensuring public 
participation and 
effective 
communication of 
Eden District 
Municipality activities.  

- Risk identification, 
risk management and 
risk mitigation through 
Risk Assist ICT 
system. 

- 2013/2014 Indaba 
agreements finalized. 

- Incorporated a Risk to 

- Establish District 
Public Participation 
Forum 

- Coordinated the 
first District Ward 
Committee Summit 
on 21 August 2015 

- Participated in 
Provincial Public 
Participation 
Summit in 
Stellenbosch on 14 
and 15 September 
2015 

- Advocating Ward 
Based Planning in 
IDP 

- Established 
Process Plan for 
re-establishment of 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

CORPORATE/STRATEGIC SERVICES – MS TRIX HOLTZHAUSEN 

Reviewed. 
- LGMTEC 3 

Assessment concluded 
and concerns raised 
adequately addressed. 

- MEC Comments 
adequately addressed. 

 

ensure IDP objectives 
realised 

- Alignment between 
IDP, Budget and 
SDBIP 

- Process Plan adopted 
- Section 27 

Framework 
- Complied with all 

steps in the Process 
plan 

- Provided IDP support 
to Oudtshoorn 
municipality 

- IDP template includes 
all operational 
planning 

- Documented all past 
accomplishments 

- Mid-review of 
performance 

- Engage extensively 
with all stakeholders 
and clients 

- LGMTEC 3 report 
verifies an improved 
performance in the 
unit 

- Complied in terms of 

Ward Committees 
- 2015/2016 JPI 

Progress 
- Position Paper IDP 

Amendment and 
Review legislative 
refinement 

- Established 
Provincial 
guidelines on 
standard Time 
Schedule for key 
deadlines for 
compliance 
assurance 

- 2015/2016 Process 
plan adopted within 
legal prescript 

- 2015/2016 IDP 
Section 27 District 
Framework 
adopted within 
legal timeframe 

- District and B 
municipal 
alignment 

- Eden District and 
Central Karoo 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

CORPORATE/STRATEGIC SERVICES – MS TRIX HOLTZHAUSEN 

MFMA S 75, MSA 
and Regulations 2 in 
terms of IDP content 

- A more credible 
document has been 
written to focus on 
implementation 

- Shortfall in the 
inclusion + updating 
of the SDF 

 

alignment secured 
- Participated in the 

drafting of the 
Concept Paper 
(Process 
Plans/Time 
schedules 
monitored) in July 
2015 
 

Inter-governmental 
Relations 

- Eden District 
Municipality 
coordinated and chair 
District Public 
Participation and 
Communicators Forum 
meeting  

- Total of 21 IGR forums 
operational  

- Eden Coordinated 
Ward Committee 
operations plans  

- Quarterly compilation 
and distribution of the 
IGR Newsletter 

- Eden District 
Municipality 
coordinated and chair 
District Public 
Participation and 
Communicators Forum 
meeting  

- Total of 21 IGR forums 
operational  

- Eden Coordinated 
Ward Committee 
operations plans  

- Quarterly compilation 
and distribution of the 
IGR Newsletter 

- DCF, MMF, Bulk 
Infrastructure and  
Public Participation 
and Communicators 
Forum meetings 
operational 

- Eden publish a district 
IGR newsletter on a 
quarterly basis  

- Eden District 
Municipality complies 
with the Back to 
Basics process   

- Eden District 
Municipality was 
active involve in the 
“Taking Parliament to 

- DCF, MMF, Bulk 
Infrastructure and  
Public Participation 
and 
Communicators 
Forum meetings 
operational 

- Eden publish a 
district IGR 
newsletter on a 
quarterly basis  

- District Ward 
Committee Summit 
hosted in August 
2015  

- Eden DM was 
active involved in 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

CORPORATE/STRATEGIC SERVICES – MS TRIX HOLTZHAUSEN 

the People” campaign 
that was hosted in 
Oudtshoorn in April 
2015. 

the coordination 
and logistical 
arrangements of 
Provincial Public 
Participation 
Conference  

- Nomination of 
municipal secundis 
to ensure quorums 
at DCF and MMF 
meetings  

- Eden District 
Municipality was 
active involve in 
the “Taking 
Parliament to the 
People” campaign 
that was hosted in 
Oudtshoorn 

- Eden District 
Municipality 
complies with the 
Back to Basics 
process 

- Eden DM support 
and attend various 
provincial and 
national 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

CORPORATE/STRATEGIC SERVICES – MS TRIX HOLTZHAUSEN 

government forums 
and working 
groups  
 

Communication 

 

Media Liaison 

-  The issuing of press 
releases and news articles to 
the media. 

-  Conducting of Press 
Conferences:  One year in 
Office by the Executive 
Mayor. 

-  Responding to requests 
from the media. 

-  Inviting the media to events. 

Content Creation 

Content Creators were very 
active in ensuring that 
accurate, sufficient and 
relevant news articles were 
created; send to the media, 
published on the Eden’s 
website, fan page and internal 
and external newsletters. 

Corporate Branding 

For the Municipality to 
maintain a professional 
image, a new corporate brand 

Media Liaison 

The Unit constantly fed 
information through to all 
relevant media houses for 
publishing/broadcasting.  
More than 10 responses to 
media requests were 
processed. 

Content Creation  

More than 200 press 
releases/news articles and 
reports were generated 

Social Media: Facebook / 
Twitter 

The Unit aims to continuously 
promote the Eden brand in 
this technology-driven world 
where community interaction 
and involvement is crucial to 
the district municipality’s 
reputation Legislation 
promulgated in the Municipal 
Structures Act (Act 117 of 
1998), Chapter 4, and drives 
and directs the Unit’s 

- Braille document on 
Ebola Virus 

- Creation of 
employment 
opportunities (on 
Website) 

- IDP planning tools 
support district IDP 
managers - 
IDP@edendm.co.za 

- Commemorative 
Days calendar 
promotes citizen 
participation 

- IGR calendar informs 
the province 

- Social media policy 
(draft) 

- Alignment of job 
descriptions to 
support 
communication 
strategy 

- Anti-Fraud Hotline 
established for 
reporting of corrupt 
activities  

- Communication 

- Developed Draft 
Communication 
Policy (including 
Social media and 
E-mail etiquette) 
and started with 
consultations with 
Management and 
all staff. 

- Draft Annual report 
has been 
submitted and 
approved as per 
legislative 
requirement. 

- Compiled and 
distributed two 
External and two 
internal newsletters 
up to period 
December 2015. 

- Media 
Liaison/Media 
Engagements: 
Responded to 
media queries and 
issued press 
releases. 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

CORPORATE/STRATEGIC SERVICES – MS TRIX HOLTZHAUSEN 

was designed and replaced 
with the new brand.   

Placement of Advertisements 

Tenders, vacancies and 
council notices received from 
internal departments were 
processed, send to 
newspapers for placement 
and published on Eden’s 
website, notice boards and 
fan pages. 

Graphic Design 

The following tasks were 
carried out by Eden’s Graphic 
Designer for internal as well 
as external stakeholders, 
promoting the brand of Eden 
District Municipality: 

Marketing (Social Networking) 

During 2012/13 a Facebook 
fan page was created in order 
to target online audiences, but 
more specifically the youth.  
The total number of “likes” to 
the fan page at the end of the 
year amounted to 
approximately 300 - a clear 
indication that this fan page is 
growing faster than expected. 

approach to Public 
Participation. 

Graphic Design 

A total of 631 artwork designs 
were developed internally. 

Photographic Services 

A total of 168 photographic 
services were rendered.  

Advertising 

A total of 90 advertisements 
were placed in newspapers or 
on the website/fan page. 

Website Administration  

During 2013/14 old 
documents were replaced with 
more current and legislative 
documents (policies, 
frameworks, legislation etc).   

Forty front-page updates of 
news articles were done and 
more than 200 repository 
updates were done (tenders, 
vacancies, notices and 
compliance documents). 

Website Administration & 
Design:  Tourism 

writing guidelines 
established as an 
annexure to the 
communication 
strategy 

- Email etiquette 
guidelines established 
as an annexure to the 
communication 
strategy 

- IGR and internal staff 
newsletter maintains 
a high corporate EDM 
image and promotes 
staff morale 

-All Forums strengthened as 
per comments by the MEC 

-Extension of District 
Support to LED and Youth 
Development Initiatives 
such as Youth Café 

-13 district interventions in 
achieving JPI’s 

-Annual Report Compliance 

-Social Media Best Practice 
– Provincial award 

-Media Breakfast to improve 
media relations 

-GCIS actively involved in 

- Advertise-ments 
were placed in 
newspapers or on 
the website/fan page, 
as requested by 
Internal Depts. 
 

Awareness 
campaigns:   
Sourced and compiled 
awareness material in 
relation to 
commemorative days; 
National and 
International Calendar 
Days. 
 
Event Coverage:  
Formed part of 
planning team for 
DMISA 2015 
Conference for media 
liaison and coverage. 
Marketing of Eden 
Services on a 
continuous basis. 
Mayoral Welcoming 
Campaign (December 
2015) for Tourists to 
Eden/Garden Route & 
Klein Karoo. 
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Coordination of a weekly 
events calendar 

An activity calendar that 
reflects all the events that are 
initiated by the municipality, 
were published by the Unit on 
a weekly basis.   

Production of Staff Newsletter 
(Internal Communication with 
internal staff) 

During 2012/2013 good 
quality A4 newsletters with 
relevant information were 
produced by the Unit.  
Information such as staff 
related events, achievements, 
highlights, educational content 
and updates were published 
in the Newsletter. 

Production of IGR District 
Newsletter (Communication 
with external parties) 

This tabloid style publication, 
printed on newsprint paper 
contained information such as 
news events, service delivery 
and informative information 
from all B-municipalities in the 
region.  

Eden’s graphic designer 
saved Council a substantial 
amount of money by 
developing the Garden Route 
& Klein Karoo Tourism 
website in 2013. A total of 22 
blogs posts were uploaded 
during 2013 as well as page-
and slide updates. 

Website Administration & 
Design:  Resorts 

The graphic designer 
developed websites for 
various resorts during 2013, 
with the aim of maintaining a 
uniform, aesthetically pleasing 
and user-friendly interface 
across the board.  Resort 
rates and fees are regularly 
updated to ensure the 
representation of accurate 
information. 

Weekly Events Calendar 

A total number of 24 
calendars were issued.   

Corporate Branding 

One of the core functions of 
the Communications Unit is to 
uphold the corporate image of 
the organization.  In doing so, 

IGR forums 

- Effective Marketing and 
Corporate Branding 

-IGR and Public 
Participation Booklets 

-Draft Policy and Strategy 
being workshopped 

-Mayoral campaigns and 
events successfully hosted 

-Kannaland Water 
Campaign 

 

 

 

Graphic Designs: 
Delivered Graphic 
Design Services to 
entire organization. 

 
Website Adminis-
tration: 
Update and maintain 
Eden Website. 
Currently in process of 
developing a website 
for Eden Waste 
Management unit. 
 
- Assisting Tourism 

Unit on a 
continuous basis 
with social media 
and website 
administration. 
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more banners were designed, 
printed and placed on 
strategic places within the 
organisation, door labels for 
employees and newly 
appointed employees were 
designed, good quality 
business cards were printed 
and e-mail stationary were 
created for e-mail users. 

District IGR Newsletters 

3 IGR Newsletter were issued 
during the year. 

Staff Newsletter 

4 Staff Newsletters were 
issued during the year. 

Special Programmes/Projects 

Anti-Fraud and Anti-
Corruption Awareness 
Campaign 

Eden District Municipality 
implemented an Eden Anti-
Fraud and –Corruption Hotline 
in October 2013 as part of it 
fraud prevention programme.   

Section: Auxiliary Services 

Strategic Goal 5: Promote good governance 
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Pre-determined Objective: To enhance the district’s coordination and strategic enabler role through, the implementation of “Shared 
Services” with the B-municipalities. 

Auxiliary services 

 

 

Auxilliary Services 
(Cont) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Change Management 
sessions with staff 
members were held 

- Human Resource 
Management workflow 
processes on the 
Collaborator system 

- Service Level 
Agreement workflow 
processes on the 
Collaborator system 

- Disposal of records 
- Purchase of a high 

density steel cabinet 
- Telephone 

communication system 

- Collaborator User group 
meetings 

- Disposal of records 

- Strategic session 

- Auxiliary Services 
Master Plan  

- Collaborator user group 
meetings 

- Installation of smoke 
detectors at registry 

 

 

- Disposal of records 

- Multiyear tenders 

- Installation of smoke 
detectors at registry 

 

- Strategic session 
with all the staff 
members to 
discuss the role 
and way forward of 
the section 

- Appointment of 2 
contract workers to 
assist with the 
disposal of records 

- Continuation of the 
monthly 
Collaborator User 
group meetings  

- Favourable Audit 
report on the 
management of 
records from 
Provincial Archives  

- Installation of steel 
shelving at the 
strong room 

- Obtain funding for 
the installation of 
extra bays for the 
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Auxilliary Services 
(Cont) 

 

high density steel 
cabinet 

- Improve the 
security at registry 

- In process of 
rollout of Time and 
Attendance to all 
offices 

- In process of 
purchasing extra 
bays for the high 
density steel 
cabinet 

Section: ICT 

Strategic goal 5: Promote good governance 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 To advance communication between internal and external role players through effective  
inter-governmental relations; and 

 To enhance the district’s coordination and strategic enabler role through, the implementation of “Shared Services” with the B-
municipalities. 

ICT 

 

A computerized system  

(Dashboard) to monitor 
all ICT related matters 
are in place for users to 

- New Personnel structure  
- Eden regional ICT Forum 
- Eden regional GIS Forum 
- Regional Data integration  

Project  (GIS) 

End of three year 
Enterprise License 
Agreement (Esri 
Software) 

Service Level 
Agreement with Chief 
Directorate National 
GeoSpatial 
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log problems (tickets) 
concerning ICT 
equipment such as 
laptops, desktop, 
software and hardware 
 

Coordinating of Regional 
GISc Integration Project 

Information. 

Unified 
Communications 
(LYNC2013) 

Enable all Eden DM 
registered users to 
communicate with 
each other from any 
platform on any device 
through a unified 
communications 
system. The main goal 
is to communicate via 
already existing data 
networks thus saving 
on telephone costs. 

Establishment of an 
Enterprise Wi-Fi 
System for Eden 
District Municipality. 

Replacement of 
the current firewall 
infrastructure with 
a physical 
hardware full 
Unified Threat 
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Management 
(UTM) System for 
the Eden District 
Municipality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section: Tourism 

Strategic Goal 7: Grow the District Economy 
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Pre-determined Objective:  

 Facilitate tourism marketing in the District by forming partnerships with Local Tourism Organizations (LTO’s); and 
 To enhance the district’s coordination and strategic enabler role through, the implementation of “Shared Services” with the B-

municipalities. 

Tourism - Indaba 2013 
- Cater care programme 
- Regional tourism guide 
- Travel agents 

federation India 

- Indaba 2014 

- Garden route best golf 
destination 2014 award: 
Africa and gulf states 

- Weekend weekly 
journalists from Hong 
Kong visit garden route 
& Klein Karoo 

- Eden dm regional 
tourism marketing and 
development strategy 
for garden route & Klein 
Karoo 2014/2015 

- September 2013 – 
tourism month 

- Mossel bay travel 
festival 

 

 

 

- Tourism arts & 
entertainment plenary 
session 

- Garden 
route/southern cape 
film industry 
collaboration 
workshop 

- Wesgro rto meeting 

- Skal international 
tourism day 

- 50 plus Beurs Utrecht 

- Official garden route 
& Klein Karoo booklet 

- Establishment of 
cycling task team for 
region 

- Plett wine & bubbly 
festival 

- Local tourism 
organisation meeting 

Cater Care project:  
Eden DM made 
R100 000 available to 
continue with this 
successful initiative 
and 20 youth was 
recruited and is 
currently in this training 
course with the 
Francois Ferreira 
Academy.  

Hosted joint work 
sessions (22  
Sept., 07 Oct. and 29 
Oct. 2015) with local 
tourism offices 
(LTO’s), South Cape 
Economic Partnership 
(SCEP) and the private 
sector with the aim: 

-identify regional 
tourism priority 
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campaigns; 

-move towards a 
functional tourism 
model to address the 
roles and 
responsibilities; agreed 
that regional priorities 
will be guided by the 
following categories: 
Quality of Life, Cycling, 
Adventure, Heritage 
and Slow Food. 

-ensure a more 
integrated approach 
and synchronized 
strategy to promoting 
the region, resulting in 
a strategic direction 
that will provide clear 
deliverables. 

Formed part of the AHI 
Conference with 
session focusing on 
Cycling Tourism and 
heritage. 

A regional, off-road 
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cycling route as a 
catalytic project, will be 
developed to gain a 
share of the growing 
leisure and sport 
cycling market. 
DEDAT through 
Wesgro made R2,6 
mill available for the 
building of the first 160 
km dedicated single 
track cycling route 
from Plett to George. 

Priority activities that 
will form part of the 
2016/17 Eden Tourism 
Strategy were 
identified.  

N12 Treasure Route 
Development:  

National initiative 
running through 
George and 
Oudtshoorn (De Rust) 
in the Eden District –
facilitating process in 
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collaboration with 
NDT. 

-South Cape Economic 
Partnership on board 
in terms of 
facilitation/support  in 
taking Tourism 
strategically forward to 
increase economic 
impact of Tourism in 
this District. 

200 Youth from Eden 
benefitted from the 
National Tourism 
Buddies programme. 

- Wesgro RTO 
meeting in 
November 2015 in 
Mossel Bay. 
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Section: Local Economic Development (LED) 

Strategic Goal 7: Grow the District Economy 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Facilitate a conducive environment to stimulate  Local Economic Development (LED) in the District; and 
 Assist/facilitate the comprehensive Rural Development Plan, in collaboration with the Department of Rural Development and 

Land Reform; and 
 To enhance the district’s coordination and strategic enabler role through, the implementation of “Shared Services” with the B-

municipalities. 

Local Economic 
Development  

 

- Regional Funding 
Mobilization  

- Eden Entrepreneurs 
Week 

- LED Maturity 

- Eden Entrepreneurship 
Week 2013: 

- Municipal Red Tape 
Reduction (MRTR): 

- Work & Skills 

- Film Industry 
Development 

- South Cape Business 
Partnership – 
Programme Manager 

Film Industry 
Development: 
Eden Independent 
Film Festival:  George:  
30 Oct – 01 Nov 2015; 
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LED (cont. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessment  
- Business Retention and 

Expansion 
- Access to Finance and 

Incentives Road show 
- Western Cape 

Economic Development 
Partnership (EDP) 

- BUSINESS 
PARTNERSHIP 
(FORMERLY GARDEN 
ROUTE BUSINESS 
FORUM) 

- LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
COLLABORATION 

Programme 
- Regional Funding 

Mobilization 
- South Cape Business 

Partnership 
- Review of the District 

Economic Development 
Strategy 

 

appointment through 
Western Cape 
Economic 
Development 
Partnership 

- Approval of the 
Reviewed Eden 
District LED Strategy 
(Genesis Report) 

- Hosted the Eden 
Business Breakfast in 
collaboration with 
tourism section 

- Hosted the Eden 
Investment 
Communicators 
Workshop 

- Provincial LED 
Maturity Assessment, 
4th place in the 
Province 
 
 

Film Locations 
Catalogue – Buy-in 
from 5 of the 7 B-
municipalities.  To be 
concluded by end of 
June 2016. 
Draft Strategy 
developed in 
collaboration with 
George and Knysna 
muns (1st draft:  to be 
concluded after 
consultation with rest 
of B-muns. and 
industry stakeholders. 
Training by Suff 
Academy for youth in 
creative industries 
through Youth Café, 
George. 
Agri-Park: 
Coordination of Project 
funded by Rural 
Development and 
Land Reform Dept. 
District Agri-Park 
Planning and 
Operational Task 
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Team has been 
established and are in 
full operation. 
Service Provider has 
been appointed by 
DRDLR to finalize 
Masterplan. 
25 Young people 
(NARYSEC) from the 
District have been 
trained and employed 
to participate in the 
Agri-Park project. 
Commodity base of the 
Project has been 
identified. 
ODN Youth Café MOU 
and Lease Agreement 
have been finalized 
with DSD and Suff 
Academy. 
South Cape Economic 
Partnership in full 
operation. 
Assisted the African 
Skills FET College for 
300 students who are 
employed for 4-5 years 
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LED (cont.) 

in either bricklaying, 
welding, carpentry, 
electrical and plumbing 
to qualify (RPL) them 
as artisans with the 
emphasis to start their 
own businesses.   
Twenty six (26) young 
people were trained in 
entrepreneurial 
development by NYDA 
in Oudtshoorn.  
Further training to be 
extended to the rest of 
the District. 
 

Section: Human Resources 

Strategic goal 2: Build a capacitated workforce and communities. 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 To contribute towards the human resource development of Eden DM staff and the broader community through training 
programmes, internships and mentorships; and 

 To forge local partnerships with tertiary institutions , the B-municipalities and sector departments to increase the skills levels 
in the District with a special focus on the vulnerable groups (Women, youth, the aged and disabled); and 

 To implement municipal transformation and institutional development. 
Human Resources: 

Employment equity 

- Submission of EE 
Report 

- Approval of EE Policy 

- Submission of EE 
Report 

- Approval of Disability 
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 - Approval of Disability 
Framework 

Policy 
- Approval of Gender 

Policy 
 

Human Resources: 

Skills development 

 

 - Number of Employees 
that received training = 
279 

- Number of 
Learnerships 
completed 

- NQF levels 1-2 = 2 
persons 

- NQF levels 3-8 = 58 
persons. 

- Number of Skills 
Programs completed 

- NQF levels 1-2 = 35 
persons 

- NQF levels 3-8 = 145 
persons 

  

Human Resources: 
Labour relations 

Disciplinary Hearings, 
Grievances, Disputes, Medical 
Incapacity’s are successfully 
done throughout the year 

Disciplinary Hearings, 
Grievances, Disputes, 
Medical Incapacity’s are 
successfully done 
throughout the year 

Disciplinary Hearings, 
Grievances, Disputes, 
Medical Incapacity’s are 
successfully done 
throughout the year 

Disciplinary Hearings, 
Grievances, Disputes, 
Medical Incapacity’s 
are successfully done 
throughout the year 

Exceptional 
relationship with 
government 
departments, SALGA 
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& SALGBC 

Human Resources: 
Occupational Health 
and safety 

 -  Medical fitness tests 
of employees  

Awarding of three (3) 
year tender for 
Emergency 
Preparedness  

Processing of injury 
on duty claims, online 
(paperless system).   

Implementation of 
new Construction 
Regulation 

Approval of OHS 
Management System  

Approval of three 
(3) year Tender for 
Occupational 
Health Services  

Compilation of 
OHS legal register.   

Finalised Heat 
Policy  

Human Resources: 
Employee Benefits 

 -  - Medical Aid   
Membership is made 
optional for employees 

Group Life Insurance 
Tender was awarded for 
2015-2017 

Implementation of Salary & 
Wage Collective Agreement 
& Main Collective 
Agreement 1 July 2015 

Human Resources: 
Administration 

- Implementation of 
annual leave on ESS 

- Implementation of 
annual leave on ESS 

Implementation of annual Implementation of all 
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(Leave) leave on ESS leave types on ESS 

Human Resources: 
Task evaluation  

- Job Description 
Evaluations are done 
throughout the year 

- Job Description 
Evaluations are done 
throughout the year 

Job Description 
Evaluations are done 
throughout the year 

Job Description 
Evaluations are 
done throughout 
the year 

Human Resources: 
Annual 
microstructure 
review 

- Approval of 2012/2013 
Organisational Structure 
from 1 July 2012 

-  Approval of 
2014/2015 
Organisational 
Structure from 1 July 
2014 

In review process 
with 2015/16 
organisational 
structure 

Section: Legal 

Strategic Goal 5: Promote good governance 
Pre-determined Objective:  

 To manage the strategic property portfolio of council through the development of suitable strategies; and 
 To enhance the district’s coordination and strategic enabler role through, the implementation of “Shared Services” with the B-

municipalities. 
Legal services - The implementation of 

the draft Service Level 
Agreement and 
management of the 
Service Level 
Agreement process on 
collaborator. 

- The compilation of the 

- The compilation of the 
PAIA MANUAL (Access 
to Information Manual) 
which was approved by 
Council on 31 March 
2014 (DC 637/03/14) 

- The implementation of 
the Anti Fraud Hotline, 

- A immense 
improvement in the 
contract management 
system on 
collaborator which in 
line with the Service 
Level Agreement 
process contributed to 

- The successful 
implementa- tion of 
the Lexis Nexis 
Digital Law Library 
system.  

- Successful 
appointment of a 
new panel of 
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PAIA MANUAL (Access 
to Information Manual) 
which was approved by 
Council on 31 March 
2014 (DC 637/03/14) 

 

 

and drafted the Anti 
Fraud Policy, which 
was accepted by 
Council on 31st of 
March 2014 (DC 
624/03/14). 

- A vast improvement in 
the contract 
management system on 
collaborator which in 
line with the Service 
Level Agreement 
process contributed to 
a operational contract 
management system. 

 

a fully operational and 
effective contract 
management system. 

- The successful 
implementation of the 
Anti Fraud Policy. 

 

Attorneys. 
- Anti-Fraud and 

corruption Day 
petition 
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Section: EPWP 

Strategic Goal 7: Growing the District Economy. 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Finalize institutional arrangements with the objective to reach EPWP (FTE) targets in terms of Council’s municipal protocol 
agreement and the incentive agreement. 

SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

EPWP - Approval of EPWP 
Policy Document 

- Created 200% of FTE 
target in terms of jobs 
created 

- All 2012/13 project 
beneficiaries received 
accredited training 

- All 2012/2013 project 
beneficiaries signed an 
Employment Contract 
with Council 

- Approval of EPWP 
Policy Document 

- Created 300% of FTE 
target in terms of jobs 
created 

- Accredited training 
provided by UNISA 

- Five EPWP elementary 
workers received multi-
skilled on-the-job 
accredited and non-
accredited training to 
become Assistant-
EPWP Project Linked 
Managers / 
Implementers 

- All 2013/14 project 
beneficiaries signed an 
Employment Contract 

- For the financial year 
2014/15 an Early 
Childhood 
Development “Pilot 
Project” was launched 
on a District-wide 
basis, especially in 
the Rural Areas.  

- A total of 28 
participants received 
3840 training person 
days of Accredited & 
Non Accredited 
training provided by 
their Host Employers 
on site and by South 
Cape Training 
College 

The 2015/16 ECD 
Training Project forms 
part of the Social 
Sector Programme in 
which unemployed 
youth throughout the 
District have an 
opportunity to study, 
while working in their 
field of studies. – 
Training and Skills 
Development directed 
at the Programmer’s 
Exit Strategy, for 
unemployed youth 
remains top priority in 
EPWP Phase Three     
[2014-2019]; 
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with Council - For the financial year 

2014/15 a total of 77 
EPWP participants in 
the Infrastructure 
Sector assisted in the 
creation of Public / 
Community Assets to 
the value of  R 46.6 
million 

- For the financial year 
2014/15 a total of 135 
participants in the 
EPWP Programme 
received an average 
daily salary of R 166, 
within all three Sector 
Projects with an 
average duration of 9 
months. 

- For the financial year 
2014/15 five EPWP 
elementary workers 
received 1100 
accredited and non-
accredited training 
person days.  

- Accredited training 
includes Health & 
Safety; Incident 
Investigation; 
Workplace Accessor 

During the financial 
year 2015/16 a total of 
3 Infrastructure Sector 
Projects [Upgrading of 
gravel Roads, and 
Upgrading of 
Buildings] were 
approved on the 
2015/16 Business 
Plan; 
The minimum salary 
for EPWP participants 
for the financial year 
2015/16 stands at R 
78.86 as from 1st 
November 2015; 
Council’s 2015/16 
Business Plan duration 
target per project is a 
minimum of 100 days 
for all three Sectors 
[Infrastructure, Social 
& Environment]; 
In terms of Council’s 
EPWP Policy, each 
project participant is 
required to sign an 
Employment Contract, 
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& Workplace Mentor  

- For the financial year 
2014/15 an average 
of 540 family 
members of 135 
households received 
all the benefits of a 
constant daily income 
of R 166 for an 
average duration of 9 
months. 

- For the financial year 
2014/15 an average 
of 85% of the total 
project expenditure 
was used towards the 
remuneration 
component of 
projects, especially 
projects which were 
funded by Council’s 
2014/15 DORA Grant. 

For the financial year 
2014/15 Council manage 
to create a total of 17374 
person days of work on a 
District-wide basis, with 
funds received from the 
DORA EPWP Grants and 
Funds received by PDPW  
A total of 82.71 Fte’s 

to ensure that their 
remuneration is paid 
directly into their Bank 
Accounts; 
The Contract also 
ensures contribution of 
UIF for unemployment 
purposes;  
The Contract also 
safeguards 
participants with 
COIDA contribution 
from Council for any 
injury on the job; 
Council 2015/16 EPWP 
current performance 
against national 
standards and targets 
are as follows; 

Council‘s target reached: 
% Youth Employed = 
85.51% against the 
national standard of 55% 
Youth Employed per 
yearly Business Plan; 

Council‘s target reached: 
% Women Employed = 
60.37% against the 
national standard of 55% 
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were created in all three 
Sector Projects. 

Women Employed per 
yearly Business Plan; 

Council‘s target 
reached: % Disabled 
Employed = 4.90% 
against the national 
standard of 2% 
Disabled Employed 
per yearly Business 
Plan. 

Section: Social Development 

Strategic Goal 1: Healthy and socially stable communities. 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Assist to reduce the poverty incidence in the district through coordinating and implementing social development programmes 
in collaboration with sector departments and municipalities. 

SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

Social Development - MOU with Department 
Social Development 

- Chrysalis Academy 
- Assessments of 

disability accessibility at 
B-municipalities 

- HIV Peer Educator 
Programme 

- Started food garden in 
collaboration with 
Womb-to-Tomb (NGO 
in George). 
Placed 2 workers on 
non-state sector EPWP 
through Womb-to-
Tomb. 

- Avontuur HIV and AIDS 

- Unit redirected to 
follow an economic 

focus. 

The strengthening the 
economic ‘agency’ of 
our unemployed youth 
throughout our District, 
providing continues 
work experience, 
enhancing their dignity, 
promoting social and 
economic inclusion 
remains a key priority 
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awareness programme 

- Establishment of toy 
libraries for crèches 

- Training of Call Centre 
personnel 

- VIP toilets for crèches 
in Thembalethu 

- Elderly awareness 
programmes:  
Vleesbaai, Farleigh and 
Smutsville 

- Substance abuse 
programme: 
Local Drug Action 
Committee 

- Development of Eden 
DM HAST Plan 

- An Eden DM Disability 
Plan as part of the 
MOU with Social 
Development has been 
developed in 
collaboration with 
relevant Government 
and community 
stakeholders 

- District Food Security 

during EPWP Phase 
Three [ 2014-2019]; 
The strengthening the 
economic ‘agency’ of 
our unemployed youth 
throughout our District, 
providing continues 
work experience, 
enhancing their dignity, 
promoting social and 
economic inclusion 
remains a key priority 
during EPWP Phase 
Three [ 2014-2019]. 
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Plan  

 
 
 
 
 

Section: Environmental Health 

Strategic Goal 1: Healthy and socially stable communities. 
Pre-determined Objective:  

 Establish healthy communities by assisting to reduce child mortality and increase life expectancy in the District. 
SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

Municipal Health - 17% more inspections 
were carried out and 
non-food premises e.g. 
Garages, crèches, 
caravan parks (i.e. 
Surveillance premises) 
in 2012/2013 than in 
previous financial year. 

- 82% of food premises 
(formal and informal) 
comply with Regulation 
R963 of 2012 and 96% 
of restaurants and 
public places inspected 

- 21% more inspections 
were carried out at non-
food premises e.g. 
Garages, crèches, 
caravan parks (i.e. 
Surveillance premises) 
in 2012/2013 than in 
previous financial year. 

- 90% of food premises 
(formal and informal) 
comply with Regulation 
R962 of 2012 and 96% 
of restaurants and 
public places inspected 

- The main focus area 
of Municipal Health 
Services is on 
Monitoring of 
Premises, Food and 
Water Quality. 

- During the 2014/2015 
Financial Year 
amount of 35151 
were carried out on 
different premises as 
require by Legislation  

- An amount of 2793 
Samples were taken 

The Eden District 
Municipality render 
Municipal Health 
services as stipulated 
in the Health act and 
which includes the 
following Key 
performance areas: 
1. Water Quality 
monitoring; 
2. Food control 
3. Waste 
Management; 
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comply with the 
Tobacco Products 
Control Act. 

comply with the 
Tobacco Products 
Control Act. 

from all the Food 
outlets in the Region 
as well as from water 
Provision points and 
water Recreational 
areas in the Regions. 

- Several Health & 
Hygiene programmes 
were launch which 
includes the informal 
Food Handlers 
programmes, Hand 
washing a wares 
programme, and the 
organising of 
successfully Health 
day in George( Save 
Food for all) 

 
 

4. Health Surveillance 
of premises 
5. Surveillance and 
prevention of 
communicable 
diseases, excluding 
immunisations 
6. Vector control 
7. Environmental 
pollution control 
8. Disposal of the dead 
and 
9. Chemical safety 
Abovementioned Key 
Performance areas 
were strictly rendered 
according to the scope 
of the profession of 
environmental health. 
The financial year an 
amount of 37423 
inspections were done. 
An amount of 2980 
samples were taken 
from June 2014-July 
2015. 
The services rendered 
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by Municipal Health 
focus on the following 
projects: 
- Bacteriological 

water monitoring 
- Health & Hygiene 

Workshops 
- Global hand wash 

day 
- Hand washing and 

Anti-Diarrhoea 
Awareness 

- Clean –up and 
providing of toilets 
to Club Timbers 

- Training; 
- Dairy Standard 

Agency 
- Communicable 

Disease control 
- Medical Waste  
- Environmental 

Health Forum 
Meetings 

- Delivered 
Environmental 
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health services 
during the NCOP 
event. 

- Food Hygiene 
training at SANTA 

- Beneke River 
project(Water 
monitoring) 

- Grease trap project 
- World Health Day. 
- Environmental 

Health Day 
- Ebola Workshop 
- Blue Flag 
Agricultural Festivals. 
 
 

Section: Environmental Health (Air Quality) 

Strategic Goal 1: Healthy and socially stable communities. 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Establish healthy communities by assisting to reduce child mortality and increase life expectancy in the District. 

Air Quality 
Management 

- Formulation of 2nd 
Generation AQMP and 
also assistance to B-

- Formulation of 2nd 
Generation AQMP and 
also assistance to B-

- Won Air Quality 
award Greenest town 
competition 

- Successfully 
launched Eden 
Clean fires 
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authorities ensuring 
AQMP’s for all 
authorities within Eden. 

- Eden Clean Fires 
Campaign 

- Renewal of Licensing of 
Listed Activities 

- Odour control in 
Oudtshoorn 

authorities ensuring 
AQMP`s for all 
authorities within Eden. 

- Eden Clean Fires 
Campaign 

- Renewal of Licensing of 
Listed Activities 

- Odour control in 
Oudtshoorn 

- Successfully 
launched National Air 
Quality emissions 
Inventory training for 
Industries in Eden 
region.   

- Conducted 4 Air 
quality working group 
meetings with 
Industry. 

- Successfully 
launched three Eden 
Clean fires 
campaigns in the 
Eden region.  

- Odour control in 
MosselBay 

- Addressed complaints 
through 
Intergovernmental 
task Teams in 
George.  

- Won Alfred Nzo 
National 
Environmental Health 
Award for Air Quality 
innovation. 

campaigns in the 
Eden region.  

- Conducted 4 Air 
quality working 
group meetings 
with Industry. 

- Conducted Air 
Quality Training 
(Boiler Training) for 
Air Quality Officers 
in the region.  
Conducted Air 
Quality monitoring 
training for Industry 
within Eden region.  

- Investigations led 
to compliance 
actions against two 
illegal listed 
activities within the 
region.   

- World Health Day 
celebrations in 
George.  

- All AEL`s up to 
date within the 
Eden region  
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Section: Environmental Health (Waste Management) 

Strategic goal 2: Healthy and socially stable communities. 
Pre-determined Objective:  

 Establish healthy communities by assisting to reduce child mortality and increase life expectancy in the District. 

Waste Management  - Department of 
Environmental Affairs 
and Development 
Planning have issued 
an Environmental 
Authorization in 
accordance with the 
National Environmental 
Management Act 107 of 
1998 to operate a 
landfill facility (waste 
license. 
DBSA and National 
Treasury made funding 
available for alternative 
waste management 
technologies. 

- Waste License licence 
number 
12/9/11/l1395/9. 

- Second Generation 
IWMP completed and 
accepted by Council. 

- Properties acquired and 
registered to Eden DM 
to develop Regional 
Landfill Facility. 

- Eden Integrated Waste 
Information System 
designed and 
implemented 
successfully.  

- Eden DM Waste 
Management section 
allotted as the best in 
the Western Cape on 
district level in the 
Greenest Town 
Competition. 

- Request for Proposal 
to appoint a Public, 
Private Partner in the 

- Land purchased for 
regional waste site 

- Regional Waste 
Management site 
commencing 
construction in March 
2016. 

- Waste Minimisation 
Road shows. 

- District waste 
management IGR 
Forums active 
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- Funding  R 1.8 million 

to include Alternative 
Waste Management  
Technologies 

development and 
management of the 
Regional Landfill 
Facility compiled and 
advertised. 

 
 

Section 
Environmental Management 

Strategic goal 2 
Promote sustainable Environmental Management and public safety. 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 To conserve and protect the District’s natural environment by implementing initiatives that prevents environmental 
degradation; and 

 Promoting a healthy and green environment by implementing awareness programmes in collaboration with external partners. 
Environmental 
Management 

 

Environmental 
Management 

- 2012/13 Wetlands 
day, Water week, 
Arbor Week, 
Environmental 
Week, Bird week, 
Coastal Clean-up, 
and Marine Week 

- Blue Flag Beaches 
- YES  programme 

and USAID, as part 
of the ‘Stepping up 
to Sustainability’ 
programme with 
WESSA, is funding 

- Carbon 
Sequestration 
project 

- Launch of the Eden 
Climate Change 
Adaptation Plan 

- Estuary 
Management Plans 

- 6 EDEN Eco 
Schools 

- Eden Secure 
Hosting the Fynbos 
Forum 2014 

- All draft 
environmental 
management plans 
are available for 
perusal on the 
website.  

- The Coastal 
Management Plan, 
The Biodiversity 
Strategy, the Climate 
Adaptation Plan 
need to be 
translated spatially 
and depicted 
through a GIS to 
form the first spatial 
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150 people to attend 
the Environmental 
Educators short  
course in partnership 
with Eden District 
Municipality and the 
GIR having launched 
a pilot phase of the 
Level two SEAT 
registered 
Environmental 
Training 
programmes for 
Eden District 
Municipality. 

- 7 Eco schools 

- Eden Wilderness 
Blue Flag 

- EDEN District 
secure two Coastal 
HOPE SPOTS 
 

layer of the SDF. 
Implementation of 
the Environmental 
Plans becomes 
crucial during 
2015/2016.  

- Alignment of the 
EMP’s and the 
National Estuarine 
Management 
Protocol.  

- The Biodiversity 
Sector Plans and the 
SANBI GIS support 
tools incorporated 
into the municipal 
environmental 
protection planning 
schemes.  

- Eden in the process 
of establishing the 
UNESCO registered 
MAB biosphere in 
the Garden Route.  

-  Eden continues to 
supply solar water 
geysers, assist 
roads to build 
resilient structures 
and raise climate 
change awareness.  

- Seven estuary 
forums administered 
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by Eden;  

- Awaiting set     back 
line determination as 
per DEADP 
mandate. 

- 14 Blue flag beaches 
in the Eden District; 
responded to 
disaster related 
issues. 

- Established 2 Hope 
Spots (One in 
Knysna and one in 
Bitou) with 
international 
accreditation;  

- Negotiating ACESS 
in conjunction with 
Oceans and Coasts; 
Demarcated a 
Protected Coastal 
Property Corridor 
(Robberg Corridor) 
awaiting approval by 
MEC. Full audit 
conducted on all 
coastal 
infrastructures.  

- Won the Greenest 
Town Competition 
(2014) 

Section:  
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Bulk Infrastructure 

Strategic goal 3: 
Conduct regional bulk infrastructure planning and implement projects, roads maintenance and public transport; manage and 

develop Council fixed assets. 
Pre-determined Objective:  

 Execute regional bulk infrastructure planning, and implementation of projects; and 
 Reduce road infrastructure maintenance backlog by 15%; and 
 Co-ordinate the modal shift from the use of private transport to the use of public transport; and 
 Institute mechanisms that support the move of freight from road to rail; and 
 Create an environment to increase road traffic safety. 

SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

Bulk Infrastructure 
Management 

 - Identify of possible 
regional schemes 

- Establishment and 
revival of the Eden 
District Bulk 
Infrastructure Forum. 

- Feasibility study of 
the Regional 
Integration of the Bulk 
water systems of the 
Knysna and Bitou 
municipalities. 
Investigation in 
process. 

- Revival of the Eden 
Bulk Infrastructure 
forum. 

- Feasibility study of 
the Regional 
Integration of the 
Bulk water systems 
of the Knysna and 
Bitou municipalities 
completed. 

- Application for 
funding from DWS 
for a feasibility 
study of the 
Regional 
Integration of the 
Bulk water systems 
of Oudtshoorn and 
Kannaland 
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submitted. 

- Revival of the 
Eden Bulk 
Infrastructure 
Forum. 

Infrastructure    - Solar energy 
generating plant to 
be erected at Eden 
Head Office 54 
York Street. 
(Tender Phase) 

 
 
 
 
 

Section 
Disaster management and Fire and Rescue Services 

Strategic Goal 4 
 Promote sustainable Environmental Management and public safety. 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Render disaster management and emergency services by ensuring legal compliance with regards to disaster management 
centre and ensuring that fire and rescue services are delivered in compliance with the South African National Standards 
Code. 

SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 
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Disaster 
Management 

- Risk and vulnerability 
assessment updated 
and the draft was 
completed 

- Storm surge early 
warning finalized 

- Business Adopt a 
municipality project 
launched 

- Emergency breaching 
of estuaries protocol 
established 

- Official study tour to 
Los Angeles fire 
department 

- Disaster response 
capacity improved with 
2 additional marquees 
obtained for emergency 
shelter 

- Provincial disaster 
declaration after 2012 
flood.  Disaster relief 
and recovery funding 
obtained for Bitou 
Municipality to the 
value of R13,2 Million 

- Update of corporate 
disaster management 
plan 

- Eden macro disaster 
risk assessment 
updated 

- The Eden MDMC was 
instrumental in the 
dissemination of early 
warnings, the roll-out of 
preparedness plans 
and the coordination of 
disaster management 
related activities for the 
district as a whole 

- Estuary breaching of 
estuaries -protocols 
updated 

- Joint emergency 
service exercise   

- Jan F Le Grange dam’s 
storage capacity had to 
be reduced due to 
structural damages 
after the January 2014 
floods. In collaboration 
with the PDMC an 

- Oversight on the 
implementation of 
reconstruction and 
rehabilitation projects 
– 2011/2012 Floods; 

- The Eden MDMC was 
instrumental in the 
dissemination of early 
warnings, the roll-out of 
preparedness plans and 
the coordination of 
disaster management 
related activities for the 
district as a whole; 

- Updating of various 
contingency plans 
including oil spill, 
drought management 
as well as dam 
shedding and major 
electricity disruptions; 

- Entered into an SLA 
with Central Karoo 
DM to assist with 
disaster management 
service delivery at 
Oudtshoorn- and 
Kannaland LM; 

- Coordination of and 
facilitation of the 
process to have 
Mossel Bay declared 
a local disaster area 

Oversight on the 
implementation of 
reconstruction and 
rehabilitation projects – 
2011/2012 Floods;                
Year 2 allocations to 
the value of 
R27433000.00 paid 
over to effected local 
Municipalities 
The Eden MDMC was 
instrumental in the 
dissemination of early 
warnings, the roll-out 
of preparedness plans 
and the coordination of 
disaster management 
related activities for the 
district as a whole; 
Updating of various 
contingency plans 
including oil spill, 
drought management, 
dam shedding 
Meiringspoort Pass, 
major electricity 
disruptions as well as 
the Eden DM 
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- Eden flood hazard 

mapping completed 
- Establishment of 

disaster management 
advisory forums at 
Hessequa- and 
Kannaland 
municipalities 

emergency funding 
request to build new 
dam a new dam to the 
value of R28 Mil was 
forwarded to the 
NDMC. 

- Regional Flood hazard 
mapping completed 

- Early warning display 
(EWD) erected 

- Flood Management 
- Stranding of Kiani Satu 

vessel: 8- 18 August 
2014 

- WOF dispatch area in 
EDMC upgraded 

- South Cape Radio 
Hamnet included into 
EDMC 

- First Aid training 
(Capacity building) 

- Fire and flood 
awareness campaign 

- Upgrade of ICT 
systems in EDMC 

after the devastating 
fires in Feb/ March 
2015; 

- Coordination and the 
implementation of 
mitigation projects to 
assist the Kannaland 
LM during their water 
crisis in January and 
February 2015; 

- First Aid training 
(Capacity building); 

- Fire and flood 
awareness campaign; 

- In August 2014 the 
Eden DMC in 
collaboration with the 
Environmental Health 
Section developed 
contingency plans to 
be used if the Ebola 
virus threat had to 
spread to the district; 

- In order to be pro-
active in terms of 
Xenophobia related 
incidents 2200 
booklets that have 
been printed by the 
PDMC were 
distributed across the 
district at access 

Corporate Disaster 
Management Plan; 
SLA with Central 
Karoo DM to assist 
with disaster 
management service 
delivery at 
Oudtshoorn- and 
Kannaland LM 
finalised  
Coordination of and 
facilitation of the 
process to have 
Oudtshoorn declared a 
local disaster area 
after the devastating 
fires in Feb/ March 
2015, Western Cape 
Cabinet endorsed the 
classification of a local 
state of disaster in 
October 2015 
Coordination and the 
implementation of 
mitigation projects to 
assist the Oudtshoorn/ 
KKRWS during their 
water crisis in July 
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points to refugee 
asylum seekers, and 
foreign nationals. The 
access points include 
police stations, home 
affairs, Thusong 
centres, libraries, 
schools, hospitals, 
municipal officers and 
any other points of 
interest for the target 
audience; 

- In collaboration with 
the Department of 
Environmental Affairs 
and Development 
Planning,  Directorate 
: Climate Change and 
Biodiversity a 
municipal workshop 
on financing climate 
change related 
projects in local 
government was 
facilitated by the Eden 
DMC IN August 2014; 

- In October 2014 the 
Eden disaster centre 
did a presentation to 
the Provincial and 
District roads section 
with regards to an 
overview of the 

2015; 
Establishment of the 
Eden Shared Risk 
Management working 
group reporting to the 
Eden Disaster 
Management Advisory 
Forum 
In November 2015 
some of the 
emergency services 
management staff 
attended advanced 
ICS training (ICS - 
LSC Logistics Section 
Chief) to be able to 
perform within the 
Provincial response 
protocols. 

The ICS systems have 
been adopted as the 
system to be used by 
all emergency role-
players in the Western 
Cape. 

First Aid training 
(Capacity building) 
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current radio 
communication 
network and the 
problems that may 
exist. Further the 
outcome of an 
evaluation of the 
different solutions to 
meet the most cost 
effective, long term 
solution for the 
greater Eden and 
Central Karoo 
Municipalities was 
presented. The 
objective of the 
proposed network 
upgrade will be to 
provide the best 
percentage coverage 
and to increase the 
band availability for 
optimal utilisation at a 
manageable cost. 

- During the latter part 
of November and 
December the 
emergency services 
management staff 
attended advanced 
ICS training (ICS 400 
and ICS 420) to be 
able to perform within 

thus far a total of five 
courses has been 
presented  

Coordination and the 
implementation of 
mitigation projects to 
assist the Oudtshoorn 
with regards to Avian 
Affluenza outbreak. 
WSAR Emergency 
Exercise held at De 
Hoek 
 
In September 2015 
support was given to 
Oudtshoorn and 
Kannaland 
Municipalities in 
completing a 
community based 
Disaster Risk 
assessment. 
 
Co-hosted the annual 
DMISA(Disaster 
Management Institute 
of South Africa 
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the Provincial 
response protocols.  
The ICS systems has 
been adopted as the 
system to be used by 
all emergency role-
players in the 
Western Cape. 

. 
ACSA Joint 
Emergency Exercise 
 
Renewal of the Eden 
DMC and Mossel Bay 
call centre  shared 
service  
 

Fire and Rescue 
Services 

- The fire service 
manage to implement 
fire safety and 
awareness programs at 
various local 
authorities, schools and 
NGO’s in the district. 

- The Eden Fire Service 
opened a new fire base 
in Riversdale, First Aid 
level 3 training has 
been provided to more 
than 400 individuals.  
Some equipment has 
been donated as part of 
the SANTAM BAAM 
(Business Adopts a 
Municipality) project to 

- In collaboration with the 
SCFPA two additional 
WOF fire bases were 
opened at Riversdale 
and Sedgefield. The 
addition of these teams 
adds 44 hand crew to 
be used during 
firefighting deployment 
in these areas. 
Update of 2013/2014 
summer season 
preparedness plan 

- Springbok Rally 
successful 

- Dryland Traverse 
successful   

- Eco bound Cycle Race 

- Lead by the Eden 
District Municipality 
fire service role 
players including 
Cape Nature, 
Sanparks and Cape 
Pine signed an 
agreement with 
Forest Fire Aviation to 
deliver aerial 
firefighting support to 
the whole region. This 
agreement ensures 
that an  helicopter is 
available for 12 
months in a year and 
provides a means of 
aerial attack which is 
very valuable to 
contain wildfires; 

- All the staff were 

-  
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strengthen capacity and 
resources. 

- Standard operating 
procedures for various 
fire-fighting tasks has 
been developed and 
implemented not only 
for the Eden fire and 
rescue service but also 
for use by the local 
authorities. 

successful 

- Voortrekker Week 
successful 

- Billabong Surfing 
Competition successful 

 

 

trained to meet the 
minimum training and 
skill levels; 

- The Eden DM and the 
George Municipal fire 
departments has 
been working 
tirelessly during this 
year to prepare fire 
breaks in the areas 
North and East of the 
municipal waterworks 
as controlled block 
burns to limit the fire 
load will be done; 

- As part of the 
2014/2015 fire 
season preparedness 
wild land fire 
suppression 
simulations was done 
in collaboration with 
the SCFPA, San 
Parks, Cape Nature 
and Cape Pine ; 

- The fire service 
manage to implement 
fire safety and 
awareness programs 
at various local 
authorities, schools 
and NGO’s in the 
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district. 

- In collaboration with 
the SCFPA two 
additional WOF fire 
bases were opened at 
Mossel Bay and 
Ladismith. The 
addition of these 
teams adds 44 hand 
crew to be used 
during firefighting 
deployment in these 
areas. 
Update of 2014/2015 
summer season 
preparedness plan 

Section:  
Property and planning 

Strategic Goal 3 
Conduct regional bulk infrastructure planning and implement projects, roads maintenance and public transport; manage and develop 

Council fixed assets. 
Pre-determined Objective:  

 Execute regional bulk infrastructure planning, and implementation of projects;  
 Reduce road infrastructure maintenance backlog by 15%;  
 Co-ordinate the modal shift from the use of private transport to the use of public transport;  
 Institute mechanisms that support the move of freight from road to rail; and 
 Create an environment to increase road traffic safety. 

Property and -  - Eden contributed to the 
revision of the Provincial 

- Council Resolution on 25th 
May 2015  to transfer 

- Finalised the property 
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Planning Spatial Development 

Framework. (SPLUMA 
used as the guide during 
compilation). 

- Finalisation of property and 
lease register 

- Permission from treasury to 
enter into long term 
agreements 

- Generation of addition 
revenue through short term 
lease agreements 

In terms of Section 16 
Eden District Municipality 
transferred in excess of 
300 properties to B 
municipalities successfully 
in 2014 

Calitzdorp Spa and 
Victoria Bay Caravan Park 
and Buffels Bay Caravan 
Park to the B 
Municipalities 

and lease register. 
- Victoria Bay transfer to 

George Municipality 
finalized. Transfer 
scheduled for 1 July 
2016 

- Long term leases and 
or development 
proposals on various 
Council properties in 
process 

Municipal Resorts - Occupancy December 
2012 to January 2013 
averaging at 46 % for 
the Spa and 60% for 
resorts 

- Springbok Motor Bike 
Rally successful 

- Klein Karoo Nationale 
Kunstefees successful 

- Klein Karoo Cycle Tour 
successful 

- Calitzdorp Spa received 

 

 

- The establishment of 
an Events Calendar 
indicating Forum 
Dates and 
commemorative dates 
for ease of reference 
and ensuring public 
participation and 
effective 
communication of 
Eden District 
Municipality activities.  

- Victoria Bay transfer to 
George Municipality 
finalized. Transfer 
scheduled for 1 July 
2016 

- Long term leases and 
or development 
proposals on various 
Council properties in 
process 

- The implementation of 
a hospitality reservation 
system completed 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

COMMUNITY SERVICES – MR CLIVE AFRICA 
a 3 star grading 

- Dryland Traverse 
successful 

- Risk identification, 
risk management and 
risk mitigation done 
through Risk Assist 
ICT system. 

- 2013/2014 Indaba 
agreements finalized. 

-  

successfully 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

ROADS SERVICES - MR HANS OTTERVANGER 

Section 
Roads Services 

Strategic goal 3 
Conduct regional bulk infrastructure planning and implement projects, roads maintenance and public transport; manage and 

develop Council fixed assets. 
Pre-determined Objective:  

 Execute regional bulk infrastructure planning, and implementation of projects; and 
 Reduce road infrastructure maintenance backlog by 15%; and 
 Co-ordinate the modal shift from the use of private transport to the use of public transport; and 
 Institute mechanisms that support the move of freight from road to rail; and 
 Create an environment to increase road traffic safety. 

SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

ROADS  -   Maintained 6250 km of 
Provincial road 
network 
 
Constructed 4.15 Km 
of Geelhoutboom 
Road 
 
Rehabilitated 2.37 km 
of Swartvlei Road. 
 
Regravelled 28 km of 
road network 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

ROADS SERVICES - MR HANS OTTERVANGER 
Constructed Noll 
Bridge Structure 

 

 

 

 

EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

FINANCIAL SERVICES – MS LOUISE HOEK 

Section 
Finance Administration 

Strategic Goal 3 
Ensure Financial viability of the Eden District Municipality 

Pre-determined Objective:  

 Enhancing resource and funding mobilization from external sources to ensure more funds are available for the 
implementation of the core functions and extended municipal mandates;  

 Institutionalizing effective and cost effective financial administration through financial reforms; and 
 Find/investigate innovative ways of increasing additional sources of funding. 

SECTION 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

Financial services - Enrolment of Finance 
officials into Minimum 
Competency Training 

- Eden District 
Municipality’s SCM 

- Enrolment of SCM 
officials into the first 
dedicated SCM short 
course rolled out by 
University of 

- Establishing of the 
Demand 
Management Plan 

- Procurement phase of 
the Regional Landfill 

- Has been achieved 
with 2 exceptions.  

- The western cape 
supplier database 
was successfully 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

FINANCIAL SERVICES – MS LOUISE HOEK 
Policy officially 
reviewed the Provincial 
Treasury SCM & Asset 
Management Unit to 
ensure it is in line with 
SCM Regulations 

- SCM Policy reviewed 
and work shopped with 
Extended Management 
team 

- SCM Policy approved 
by Council 

- SCM undergone 
extensive review by the 
Eden District 
Municipality’s very own 
Internal Audit 

 

 

Stellenbosch and 
funded by National and 
Western Cape 
Government Provincial 
Treasury. 

- Eden DM chosen to be 
part of the provincial 
study group team in 
developing and 
reviewing learning 
material for the Supply 
Chain Management 
course rolled by 
Stellenbosch University 
in partnership with the 
Western Cape 
Provincial Government 
Treasury 

- SCM organisational 
awareness and maturity 
level improvement 
process is work in 
progress 

- SCM Policy Work-
shopped and reviewed 
with the extended 
management team 

- SCM Policy approved 
by Council 

Site underway 
 

rolled out in Eden 
District and its also 
been rolled out in 
the western cape. 
Eden DM was the 
pilot. 

- mSCOA start up 
process has 
commenced. 

- Currently we 
started to 
implement some of 
the turn strategy ie 
implementation 
early retirement. 
The ground work 
on financial viability 
has started. 

- Significant capacity 
building initiatives 
has been achieved 
and is ongoing. We 
acknowledge the 
role that Province 
as played in this 
process. 

- The credible AFS 
was submitted 
timeously and the 
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EDEN DISTRICT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

FINANCIAL SERVICES – MS LOUISE HOEK 
- SCM undergone in 

depth review process 
by the western Cape 
Provincial Treasury’s 
SCM Unit 

- SCM undergone an in 
depth audit by external 
auditors, Meyer & Otto, 
preparation for Audit 
readiness 

- MM formally appointed 
permanent members to 
the SCM Bid 
Specification 
Committee and the Bid 
Adjudication 

audit process was 
concluded 
successfully. The 
audit outcome was 
positive, 
unqualified clean 
audit. 

- Continuously 
supporting the 
implementation of 
the MFPII process. 
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THE HANDOVER/CLOSE OUT REPORT 
 

2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

SG1 1.1 Establish 
healthy 
communities by 
assisting to reduce 
child mortality and 
increase the life 
expectancy in the 
District 

Implement municipal 
health services in terms of 
the 9 KPA, Health Act and 
Scope of Practice 

Fully addressed and ongoing Ongoing (9KPA’s)water testing, air 
quality monitoring, environmental 
health management, waste 
management and education 

Communication campaign on 
preventing the spread of HIV 

 1.2 Assist to reduce 
the poverty 
incidence in the 
District through co-
ordinating and 
implementing social 
development 
programmes in 
collaboration with 
sector departments 
and municipalities. 

Strengthen NGO and 
other partnerships and 
support social 
development forums; 

Implement/review HAST 
Plan; 

Early ECD; 

Develop District Disability 
strategy; 

Support to elderly; 

Implement Youth policy; 

Implement HAST; 

Develop a policy for ECD and 
assistance to ECD Centres; 

Develop a District Disability 
Strategy; 

Support to the elderly; 

Implementation of the youth 
policy; 

Social development research 

(HIV/AIDS; disability; 
Unemployed disabled people; 

Redirect to LED 

Youth and entrepreneurial 
development Policy implementation 
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

Social development 
research 

unemployed grade 12; 
domestic violence; teenage 
pregnancies; substance abuse. 

SG2 2.1To contribute 
towards the human 
Resource 
Development of 
Eden Staff and the 
broader community 
through training 
programmes, 
internships and 
mentorship 
programmes. 

Implement WPSP; 

Skills partnerships with 
external role players; 
Establish an Eden Skills 
Development Forum; 

Municipal transformation 
and institutional 
development (EE and 
vacancy levels) 

Partially addressed 

Vacancy levels; 

 

Ongoing through the implementation 
of the workplace skills plan. 

Microstructure review aligned to IDP  

Succession planning and mentorship 
programme 

Staff induction and orientation 

Provincial internship support 
programme 

 

 2.2 To forge local 
partnerships with 
tertiary institutions, 
B-municipalities and 
sector departments 
to increase skills 
levels. 

Skills partnerships with 
external role players 
(Business, Sector 
Departments and training 
facilities)  

Liase with Dept of Education - 
career guidance and after care 
facilities; identify opportunities 
for internships/mentorships; 
identify funded training 
opportunities with educational 
institutions for vulnerable 
groups 

Ongoing 

CPUT and the EEIT 

Premiers Game Changer  

 2.3 Implement 
municipal 
transformation and 

Municipal development 
and institutional 
development 

Partially addressed 

EE and vacancy levels 

Ongoing 

EEIT implementation 
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

institutional 
development 

IDP/microstructure review and 
alignment 

Filling of key positions 

SG3  3.1 Execute 
regional bulk 
infrastructure 
planning and 
implementation of 
projects 

Update and implement the 
Eden Bulk Infrastructural 
Master Plans; Renewable 
energy options 

Update and implement the 
Eden Bulk Infrastructural 
Master Plans 

Develop, update and implement the 
Eden Comprehensive Bulk 
Infrastructural Master Plans 

Investigate various alternative energy 
transitions. Conduct a bulk water 
feasibility study in 
Riversdale,(Kristalkloof dam, 
Ladismith (Kamanasie and Swartberg 
Dam) 

 3.2 Reduce road 
infrastructure 
maintenance 
backlog by 15%. 

Increase road 
maintenance, productivity 
and funding 

Ongoing Ongoing road agency maintenance, 
reseal and re-graveling as per 
provincial programme 

 3.3 Co-ordinate the 
modal shift from the 
use of private 
transport to the use 
of public transport 

District Mobility Strategy; 
Coordinate/facilitate 
implementation of the 
District ITMP 

Incorporate ITMP into SDF and 
IDP. 

Incorporate ITMP into  

SDF and IDP. 

Rollout of transport routes throughout 
the district 

 3.4 Institute 
mechanisms that 
support the move of 

Support the creation of a 
cost effective rail system. 

Fast track road to rail re-
generation JPI. 

Fast track road to rail re-generation 
JPI. 

Investigate the rail re-generation in 
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

freight from road to 
rail 

Hessequa 

 3.5 Create an 
environment to 
increase road traffic 
safety 

System of implementing 
AARTO, law enforcement, 
information systems (road 
signs/markings) 

Fully addressed Ongoing 

SG4 4.1To conserve and 
protect the district’s 
natural environment 
by implementing 
initiatives that 
prevents 
environmental 
degradation. 

Implement/review the 
IWMP; 

Implement/review the Air 
Quality Management Plan; 

Develop/implement 
coastal management plan; 
Identify a biosphere 
domain for the Garden 
Route Initiative; Climate 
change adaptation and 
mitigation 

Spatial depiction of Biosphere 
onto SDF 

Ongoing 

 

Implement Coastal management plan 

Spatial depiction of Biosphere onto 
SDF 

Implement Climate change adaptation 
plan/ 

Smart Agri project implementation 

 4.2 Render disaster 
management and 
emergency services 
by ensuring legal 
compliance with 
regards to disaster 
management centre 
and ensuring that 

Implement fire breaks;  

Develop/implement 
effective early warning 
system for seismic events; 
render fire services to B-
municipalities on a shared 
services basis; facilitate 
and co-ordinate fire and 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Disaster mitigation and incorporation 
of departmental contingency plans 
into the Disaster Management Plan 

Establishment and co-ordination of B-
municipal disaster management 
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

fire and rescue 
services are 
delivered in 
compliance with the 
SANS code.  

emergency response 
related training; 
Strengthen relations with 
working on fire and SC 
Fire Protection 
Association; Facilitate 
community based 
assessments for B-
municipalities; Update 
Disaster Management 
Framework in 
collaboration with PDMC; 
Implement District 
Disaster Management 
Initiatives 

centres 

 4.3Promoting a 
healthy and green 
environment by 
implementing 
awareness 
programmes in 
collaboration with 
external partners 

Environmental awareness 
programmes in liason with 
partners and civil society 
(NGO, SANBI, Biosphere 
reserve and research 
institutions) 

Ongoing Ongoing 

SG5 5.1To advance 
communication 
between internal 
and external role 

Develop and implement a 
district communication 
strategy; 

Implement Ward Committee re-
establishment process plan 

Implement Ward Committee re- 

establishment process plan in 
collaboration with B-municipalities 
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

players through 
effective  IGR 

Co-ordinate the 
functioning of District IGR 
Forums; 

Develop an inclusive 
process to develop the 
District IDP; 

2017 – 2021 Five Year IDP Process 
Plan Indaba 

MGAP Reporting 

ICT systems integration 

Ongoing strengthening of IGR forums 

 5.2 Institutionalise 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organisation 

Implement organizational 
and departmental PMS 

Cascade PMS to departmental 
level. 

Implement CPUT (EEIT) 
Report Findings 

Cascade PMS to  

departmental level. 

Implement CPUT  

(EEIT) Report Findings 

IDP/PMS/Budget alignment 

Development of SOP’s 

 5.3 Manage the 
strategic property 
portfolio of Council 
through the 
development of 
suitable strategies  

Re-engineer the District 
Shared Services Model; 

Implement Shared 
services initiatives; 

Identify SS initiatives; 

Finalise SLA per initiative 

Property Management 
maintenance Plan (PMMP); 
SDF Review 

Develop and implement PMPP; 

Review and update of District SDF. 

 

SG6 6.1 Enhancing 
resource and 
funding mobilization 

Procure services of an 
external fundraiser; 
Develop/implement a 

Implement INCA Report 
findings 

Implement INCA  

Report findings 
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

from external 
sources to ensure 
more funds are 
available for the 
implementation of 
core functions and 
extended municipal 
mandates 

fundraising strategy; 

 

Development of alternative and 
sustainable funding model for district 
municipalities 

 6.2 Institutionalise 
effective and cost 
effective financial 
administration 
through financial 
reforms 

Implement financial 
management and 
planning reforms; annual 
review of financial policies 

Ongoing Implement financial management and  

planning reforms;  

Annual review of financial policies 

mSCOA implementation readiness 

(1 July 2017) 

 6.3 Find/investigate 
innovative ways of 
increasing 
additional sources 
of funding 

Create platforms for 
interdepartmental 
collaboration 

Establish inter-departmental  

funding task team 

Establish inter- departmental funding 
task team 

SG7 7.1 Facilitate a 
conducive 
environment to 
stimulate LED in the 
District 

Investment recruitment for 
the region; Business 
retention and expansion of 
businesses; Implement 
LED Strategy; 

Agri-park co-ordination; 
Regional Film industry; 
Oudtshoorn Youth Café; 
Computer Centre 
linkages(Conville); Liase with 
NYDA; N 12 Treasure Route; 

Agri-park co-ordination;  

Regional Film industry;  

Oudtshoorn Youth Café;  

Computer Centre linkages(Conville);  
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

Create an enabling 
environment for LED 
through municipal policies 
and processes 

Road to rail regeneration; 
Unpack Landfill site LED 
opportunities 

Liase with NYDA;  

N 12 Treasure Route;  

Road to rail regeneration; Unpack 
Landfill site LED opportunities.  

 

 7.2 Finalise 
institutional 
arrangements with 
the objective to 
reach EPWP (FTE) 
targets ito Council’s 
municipal protocol 
agreement and the 
incentive agreement 

Co-ordinate EPWP 
programme on district 
level 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Identify EPWP programmes 

 7.3 Facilitate 
tourism marketing in 
the district by 
forming 
partnerships with 
local tourism 
organisations 
(LTO’s) 

Implement tourism 
marketing and 
development strategy; 

Turn around strategy for 
municipal resorts; 
Investigate tourism 
marketing options (latest 
technology) 

Location guide Implement Location Guide 

Film industry 

Cycle route (Bitou to George Phase 1) 

Communication and marketing of the 
GR&KK (Tourism and investment 
destination) 

 7.4 Assist/ facilitate 
the comprehensive 

Request National 
Department to appoint SP 

Ongoing Support agri parks implementation 
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2012 – 2017 IDP/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKING 
SG  Pre-determined 

Objectives 
Strategies/ 

Interventions 

Interventions/ 

Strategies outstanding 

Future interventions 

Rural Development 
Plan, in 
collaboration with 
the Department of 
Rural Dvelopment 
and Land Reform 

to draft Strategic Plan for 
Eden region.  

Assist Oudtshoorn with legal 
compliance in IDP 

Rural comprehensive Bulk 
Infrastructure Master planning and 
implementation 
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2016/17 DRAFT SDBIP- TOP LAYER 
EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY DRAFT TOP LAYER SDBIP 2016/2017 
 

Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Financial 
Services 

Conduct 
regional bulk 
infrastructure 
planning and 
implement 
projects, 
roads 
maintenance 
and public 
transport; 
manage and 
develop 
council fixed 
assets 

Percentage of 
the municipal 
capital budget 
spent on 
capital projects 
by 30 June 
2017 (Actual 
amount spent 
on capital 
projects /Total 
amount 
budgeted for 
capital 
projects) 

% of capital 
budget spent 
by 30 June 
2016 

CFO 95% 90% 0% 0% 0% 90% 

Community 
Services 

Grow the 
district 

Create job 
opportunities 
through the 
Expanded 
Public Works 
Programme 
(EPWP) by 30 
June 2017 

Number of Job 
opportunities 
created 
through the 
Expanded 
Public Works 
Programme 
(EPWP) by 30 
June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

100 100 0 0 0 100 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Corporate 
Services 

Build a 
capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

Number of 
people from 
employment 
equity target 
groups that will 
be appointed 
in the three 
highest levels 
of 
management 
in compliance 
with a 
municipality’s 
approved 
employment 
equity plan 

Number of 
people that will 
be appointed 
in the three 
highest levels 
of 
management 
in compliance 
with a 
municipality’s 
approved 
employment 
equity plan 

Executive 
Manager: 
Support 
Services 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

Corporate 
Services 

Build a 
capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

Spent 0.5% of 
personnel 
budget on 
training by 30 
June 2017 
(Actual total 
training 
expenditure 
divided by total 
personnel 
budget) 

(Actual total 
training 
expenditure 
divided by total 
personnel 
budget) 

Executive 
Manager: 
Support 
Services 

0.50% 0.50% 0% 0% 0% 0.50% 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Financial 
Services 

Ensure 
financial 
viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Financial 
viability 
measured in 
terms of the 
municipality's 
ability to meet 
it's service 
debt 
obligations 
((Short Term 
Borrowing + 
Bank Overdraft 
+ Short Term 
Lease + Long 
Term 
Borrowing + 
Long Term 
Lease) / Total 
Operating 
Revenue - 
Operating 
Conditional 
Grant) 

(Short Term 
Borrowing + 
Bank Overdraft 
+ Short Term 
Lease + Long 
Term 
Borrowing + 
Long Term 
Lease) / Total 
Operating 
Revenue - 
Operating 
Conditional 
Grant 

CFO 45% 30% 0% 0% 30% 0% 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Financial 
Services 

Ensure 
financial 
viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Financial 
viability 
measured in 
terms of the 
available cash 
to cover fixed 
operating 
expenditure 
((Cash and 
Cash 
Equivalents - 
Unspent 
Conditional 
Grants - 
Overdraft) + 
Short Term 
Investment) / 
Monthly Fixed 
Operational 
Expenditure 
excluding 
(Depreciation, 
Amortisation, 
and Provision 
for Bad Debts, 
Impairment 
and Loss on 
Disposal of 
Assets)) 

(Cash and 
Cash 
Equivalents - 
Unspent 
Conditional 
Grants - 
Overdraft) + 
Short Term 
Investment / 
Monthly Fixed 
Operational 
Expenditure 
excluding 
(Depreciation, 
Amortisation, 
and Provision 
for Bad Debts, 
Impairment 
and Loss on 
Disposal of 
Assets) 

CFO 2 5.2 0 0 5.2 0 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Office of 
the 
Municipal 
Manager 

Promote good 
governance 

Compile the 
Risk based 
audit plan 
(RBAP) for 
2017/18 and 
submit to the 
Audit 
Committee for 
consideration 
by 30 June 
2017 

RBAP for 
2017/18 
compiled and 
submitted to 
the Audit 
Committee by 
30 June 2017 

Municipal 
Manager 1 1 0 0 0 1 

Office of 
the 
Municipal 
Manager 

Promote good 
governance 

Submit the 
updated risk 
register to the 
risk 
management 
committee by 
31 March 2017 

Updated risk 
register 
submitted to 
the risk 
management 
committee by 
31 March 2017 

Risk 
Officer 1 1 0 0 1 0 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Office of 
the 
Municipal 
Manager 

Promote good 
governance 

Review the risk 
management 
policy that 
includes the 
strategy and 
implementation 
plan and 
submit to risk 
management 
committee by 
31 May 2017 

Reviewed risk 
management 
policy that 
includes the 
strategy and 
implementation 
plan submitted 
to risk 
management 
committee by 
31 May 2017 

 

Risk 
Officer 1 1 0 0 0 1 

Office of 
the 
Municipal 
Manager 

Promote good 
governance 

Submit the Top 
layer SDBIP 
for the 2017/18 
budget for 
approval by 
the Mayor 
within 14 days 
after the 
budget has 
been approved 

Top Layer 
SDBIP for the 
2017/18 
budget 
submitted to 
the Mayor 
within 14 days 
after the 
budget has 
been approved 

PMS 
manager 1 1 0 0 0 1 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Office of 
the 
Municipal 
Manager 

Promote good 
governance 

Draft the 
annual 
performance 
report for 
2015/16 and 
submit to the 
Auditor 
General by 31 
August 2016 

Annual 
performance 
report for 
2015/16 
drafted and 
submitted to 
the Auditor 
General by 31 
August 2016 

PMS 
manager 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Office of 
the 
Municipal 
Manager 

Promote good 
governance 

Facilitate the 
meetings of 
the Municipal 
Public Account 
Committee 
(MPAC) 

Number of 
Municipal 
Public Account 
Committee 
(MPAC) 
meetings held 

Municipal 
Manager 

New 
performance 
indicator for 
2015/16 

2 0 1 1 0 

Community 
Services 

Grow the 
district 

Submit the 
EPWP 
business plan 
to the National 
Minister of 
Public Works 
for all internal 
projects by 30 
June 2017 

EPWP 
business plan 
submitted to 
the National 
Minister of 
Public Works 
by 30 June 
2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

1 1 0 0 0 1 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Community 
Services 

Promote 
sustainable 
environmental 
management 
and public 
safety 

Attend to 85% 
of all calls 
received in 
2016/17 in the 
Call Centre (% 
calculated by 
the system) 

% of calls 
received in 
2016/17 
attended to 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 

Community 
Services 

Promote 
sustainable 
environmental 
management 
and public 
safety 

Hold quarterly 
meetings with 
applicable 
stakeholders to 
discuss 
regional 
disaster 
management 
issues 

Number of 
quarterly 
meetings held 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

4 4 1 1 1 1 

Community 
Services 

Promote 
sustainable 
environmental 
management 
and public 
safety 

Execute 2 
emergency 
exercises by 
30 June 2017 

Number of 
emergency 
exercises 
executed by 
30 June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

2 2 0 1 0 1 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Community 
Services 

Conduct 
regional bulk 
infrastructure 
planning and 
implement 
projects, 
roads 
maintenance 
and public 
transport; 
manage and 
develop 
council fixed 
assets 

Appoint a 
service 
provider by 30 
June 2016 to 
develop, 
operate and 
manage bulk 
waste within 
the district 

Service 
provider 
appointed by 
30 June 2016 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

1 1 0 0 0 1 

Community 
Services 

Promote 
sustainable 
environmental 
management 
and public 
safety 

Implement 4 
emission 
testing (air 
quality) 
initiatives by 
30 June 2017 

Number of 
emission 
testing (air 
quality) 
initiatives 
implemented 
by 30 June 
2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

4 4 1 1 1 1 

Community 
Services 

Healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

Hold quarterly 
meetings with 
the Eden Air 
Quality 
stakeholders 
forum 

Number of 
meetings held 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

4 4 1 1 1 1 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Community 
Services 

Promote 
sustainable 
environmental 
management 
and public 
safety 

Raise 
environmental 
awareness 
through 2 
awareness 
sessions with 
the community 
by 30 June 
2017 

Number of 
sessions held 
by 30 June 
2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

2 2 0 1 0 1 

Community 
Services 

Healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

Raise Health 
and Hygiene 
education 
awareness 
through 4 
sessions with 
the community 
by 30 June 
2017 

Number of 
session held 
by 30 June 
2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

4 4 1 1 1 1 

Community 
Services 

Healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

Publish 2 
articles on 
municipal 
health in the 
local media by 
30 June 2017 

Number of 
articles 
published by 
30 June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

2 2 0 1 0 1 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Community 
Services 

Promote 
sustainable 
environmental 
management 
and public 
safety 

Provide 8 first 
aid training 
sessions by 30 
June 2017 

Number of first 
aid training 
sessions 
provided by 30 
June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

8 8 2 2 2 2 

Community 
Services 

Healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

Provide 4 food 
safety training 
sessions to 
informal food 
traders by 30 
June 2017 

Number of 
food safety 
training 
sessions 
provided by 30 
June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Community 
Service 

4 4 1 1 1 1 

Roads 
Services 

Conduct 
regional bulk 
infrastructure 
planning and 
implement 
projects, 
roads 
maintenance 
and public 
transport; 
manage and 
develop 
council fixed 
assets 

Spent 95% of 
the roads 
maintenance 
conditional 
grant by 30 
June 2017 
(Actual 
expenditure 
divided by 
approved 
allocation 
received) 

% of the roads 
maintenance 
conditional 
grant spent 

Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 

95% 95% 0% 48% 0% 95% 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Roads 
Services 

Conduct 
regional bulk 
infrastructure 
planning and 
implement 
projects, 
roads 
maintenance 
and public 
transport; 
manage and 
develop 
council fixed 
assets 

Develop a 
Regional 
Integrated 
Transport plan 
and submit to 
Council by 31 
March 2016 

Plan 
developed and 
submitted to 
Council by 31 
March 2016 

Senior 
Manager: 
Roads 

1 1 0 0 1 0 

Corporate 
Services 

Build a 
capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

Limit vacancy 
rate to 15% of 
budgeted post 
by 30 June 
2017 (Number 
of funded 
posts vacant 
divided by 
number of 
budgeted 
funded posts) 

(Number of 
funded posts 
vacant divided 
by budgeted 
funded posts) 

Executive 
Manager: 
Support 
Services 

15% 15% 0% 0% 0% 15% 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Corporate 
Services 

Build a 
capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

Review the 
Organisational 
structure and 
submit to 
Council by 30 
June 2017 

Organisational 
structure 
reviewed and 
submitted to 
Council by 30 
June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Support 
Services 

1 1 0 0 0 1 

Corporate 
Services 

Build a 
capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

Award 2 
external 
bursaries to 
qualifying 
candidates by 
30 June 2017 

Number of 
external 
bursaries 
awarded by 30 
June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Support 
Services 

2 2 0 0 0 2 

Corporate 
Services 

Build a 
capacitated 
workforce and 
communities 

Host a 
municipal staff 
award 
ceremony for 
excellent 
performance 
by 30 June 
2017 

Ceremony 
hosted by 30 
June 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Support 
Services 

1 1 0 0 0 1 

Corporate 
Services 

Promote good 
governance 

Compile and 
submit the final 
annual report 
and oversight 
report for 
2015/16 to 
council by 31 
March 2017 

Final annual 
report and 
oversight 
report for 
2015/16 
submitted to 
council by 31 
March 2017 

Executive 
Manager: 
Support 
Services 

1 1 0 0 1 0 
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Sep-
16 

Dec-
16 

Mar-
17 

Jun-
17 Directorate Strategic 

Goal KPI Unit of 
Measurement KPI Owner Baseline Annual 

Target Target Target Target Target 

Financial 
Services 

Ensure 
financial 
viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Submit the 
annual 
financial 
statement of 
2015/16 to the 
auditor-
General by 31 
August 2016 

Annual 
financial 
statements of 
2015/16 
submitted by 
31 August 
2016 

CFO 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Financial 
Services 

Ensure 
financial 
viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Achieve a 
current ratio of 
1 (Current 
assets : 
Current 
liabilities) 

Current 
Assets/Current 
Liabilities 

CFO 2 1 0 0 1 0 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

TOP LAYER 

Good 
Governance and 
Public 
Participation 

Good 
Governance 

and IGR 

SG5:Promote 
Good 

Governance 

Institutionalize 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organization. 

Annually review, update and obtain Council 
approval of Internal Audit Charter and Audit 
and Performance Audit Committee (“APAC”) 
Charter 

On annual basis, compile a three-year 
strategic risk-based audit plan (“RBAP”), 
taking into account updated risk registers, 
legislation and specific APAC/ Management 
concerns 

Compile the Risk 
based audit plan 
(RBAP) for 2017/18 
and submit to the 
Audit Committee for 
consideration by 30 
June 2017 

 

RBAP for 
2017/18 
compiled and 
submitted to 
the Audit 
Committee by 
30 June 2017 

1 

Good 
Governance and 
Public 
Participation 

Good 
Governance 

and IGR 

SG5:Promote 
Good 

Governance 

Institutionalize 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organization. 

Annual review and approval from Council of 
Risk Management Policy, Strategy and 
Implementation plan 

Annual Risk Assessment  

Ongoing review of risk register per 
department 

Monthly completion of Compliance module 

Ongoing monitoring of disclosure of 
employees on the MyDisclosure system 

Coordinating of engagement of mGAP and 
MGRO 

Submit the updated 
risk register to the 
risk management 
committee by 31 
March 2017 

 

Updated risk 
register 
submitted to 
the risk 
management 
committee by 
31 March 2017 

1 

Good 
Governance and 
Public 
Participation 

Good 
Governance 

and IGR 

SG5:Promote 
Good 

Governance 

Institutionalize 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organization. 

Annual review and approval from Council of 
Risk Management Policy, Strategy and 
Implementation plan 

Annual Risk Assessment  

Ongoing review of risk register per 
department 

Monthly completion of Compliance module 

Ongoing monitoring of disclosure of 

Review the risk 
management policy 
that includes the 
strategy and 
implementation 
plan and submit to 
risk management 
committee by 31 
May 2017 

 Reviewed risk 
management 
policy that 
includes the 
strategy and 
implementation 
plan submitted 
to risk 
management 
committee by 
31 May 2017 

1 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

employees on the MyDisclosure system 

Coordinating of engagement of mGAP and 
MGRO 

Good 
Governance and 
Public 
Participation 

Good 
Governance 

and IGR 

SG5:Promote 
Good 

Governance 

Institutionalize 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organization. 

Performance Management Policy; Internal 
audit charter; Audit and performance Audit 
Committee Charter; Risk based Internal 
Audit Plan; Risk Management 
Policy/Framework/Strategy/Charter; 
Internal Audit Methodology; Delegation 
system; Cascade performance management 
to departmental level 

Submit the Top 
layer SDBIP for the 
2017/18 budget for 
approval by the 
Mayor within 14 
days after the 
budget has been 
approved 

 

Top Layer SDBIP 
for the 2017/18 
budget 
submitted to 
the Mayor 
within 14 days 
after the 
budget has 
been approved 

1 

Good 
Governance and 
Public 
Participation 

Good 
Governance 

and IGR 

SG5:Promote 
Good 

Governance 

Institutionalize 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organization. 

Performance Management Policy; Internal 
audit charter; Audit and performance Audit 
Committee Charter; Risk based Internal 
Audit Plan; Risk Management 
Policy/Framework/Strategy/Charter; 
Internal Audit Methodology; Delegation 
system; Cascade performance management 
to departmental level 

Draft the annual 
performance report 
for 2015/16 and 
submit to the 
Auditor General by 
31 August 2016 

 

Annual 
performance 
report for 
2015/16 
drafted and 
submitted to 
the Auditor 
General by 31 
August 2016 

1 

Good 
Governance and 
Public 
Participation 

Good 
Governance 

and IGR 

SG5:Promote 
Good 

Governance 

Institutionalize 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organization. 

Performance Management Policy; Internal 
audit charter; Audit and performance Audit 
Committee Charter; Risk based Internal 
Audit Plan; Risk Management 
Policy/Framework/Strategy/Charter; 
Internal Audit Methodology; Delegation 
system; Cascade performance management 
to departmental level 

Facilitate the 
meetings of the 
Municipal Public 
Account Committee 
(MPAC) 

 

Number of 
Municipal 
Public Account 
Committee 
(MPAC) 
meetings held 

2 

Good 
Governance and 
Public 
Participation 

Good 
Governance 

and IGR 

SG5:Promote 
Good 

Governance 

Institutionalize 
performance 
management 
throughout the 
entire organization. 

Performance Management Policy; Internal 
audit charter; Audit and performance Audit 
Committee Charter; Risk based Internal 
Audit Plan; Risk Management 
Policy/Framework/Strategy/Charter; 
Internal Audit Methodology; Delegation 
system; Cascade performance management 

Compile and submit 
the final annual 
report and oversight 
report for 2015/16 
to council by 31 
March 2017 

 

Final annual 
report and 
oversight report 
for 2015/16 
submitted to 
council by 31 
March 2017 

1 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

to departmental level 

 

Promote Good Governance (SG5): Total 

 

R73 736  

Municipal 
Financial 
Viability and 
Management 

Financial 
Viability 

SG6: Ensure 
Financial 

Viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Institutionalizing 
effective and cost 
efficient financial 
administration 
through financial 
reforms 

Annual Budget approved by Council; Cost 
saving measures Establish inter-
departmental funding task team/ work 
group; Maintain funding database on 
monthly basis; Internal resource 
mobilization; Investigate generating funds 
w.r.t fynbos exports on certain  council 
properties. . Procure services of an external 
fundraiser; Develop/implement a 
fundraising strategy; Implement financial 
management and planning reforms; annual 
review of financial policies. Create platforms 
for interdepartmental collaboration; 
Compilation of Financial Statements for 
Eden and Roads; Ensure safe keeping of 
council assets (existence);  

Ensure  an accurate, complete asset 
register(completeness); Ensure that council 
has adequate insurance within its risk 
appetite; Ensure uninterrupted 
communication  service for mobile data and 
voice; Ensure safe keeping of council 
inventory (existence); Ensure  an accurate, 
complete inventory egister(completeness);  

Financial viability 
measured in terms 
of the municipality's 
ability to meet it's 
service debt 
obligations ((Short 
Term Borrowing + 
Bank Overdraft + 
Short Term Lease + 
Long Term 
Borrowing + Long 
Term Lease) / Total 
Operating Revenue - 
Operating 
Conditional Grant) 

 (Short Term 
Borrowing + 
Bank Overdraft 
+ Short Term 
Lease + Long 
Term Borrowing 
+ Long Term 
Lease) / Total 
Operating 
Revenue - 
Operating 
Conditional 
Grant 

30% 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

all reporting as per statute  is complied with; 
Ensure value for money in procurement; 
Have controls in place to minimise against 
the risk of fraud and corruption; Facilitating 
regional oversight on Supply chain 
management in partnership with Western 
Cape Government treasury; Billing and 
collection of revenue in accordance to 
legislation and Council policies; Compilation 
of budget and adjustment  budget; Financial 
reporting to Council, Provincial and National 
Treasury; Compilation of budget and 
adjustment  budget; Financial reporting to 
Council, Provincial and National Treasury; 
Payment of creditors. 

Municipal 
Financial 
Viability and 
Management 

Financial 
Viability 

SG6: Ensure 
Financial 

Viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Institutionalizing 
effective and cost 
efficient financial 
administration 
through financial 
reforms 

Compilation of Financial Statements for 
Eden and Roads; Ensure safe keeping of 
council assets (existence);  

Ensure  an accurate, complete asset 
register(completeness); Ensure that council 
has adequate insurance within its risk 
appetite; Ensure uninterrupted 
communication  service for mobile data and 
voice; Ensure safe keeping of council 
inventory (existence); Ensure  an accurate, 
complete inventory register; completeness); 
Ensure value for money on council 
inventory; Ensure accurate record keeping 
of council financial data; Safety of financial 
data; Ensure constant updates of the 
Vendor Management Database; Ensure 
safety over council’s banking process; 
Ensure that a sound Supply Chain 
Management Policy is in place; Ensure a 
proper and functional Supply Chain 

Financial viability 
measured in terms 
of the available cash 
to cover fixed 
operating 
expenditure ((Cash 
and Cash 
Equivalents - 
Unspent Conditional 
Grants - Overdraft) 
+ Short Term 
Investment) / 
Monthly Fixed 
Operational 
Expenditure 
excluding 
(Depreciation, 
Amortisation, and 
Provision for Bad 
Debts, Impairment 
and Loss on Disposal 

 (Cash and Cash 
Equivalents - 
Unspent 
Conditional 
Grants - 
Overdraft) + 
Short Term 
Investment / 
Monthly Fixed 
Operational 
Expenditure 
excluding 
(Depreciation, 
Amortisation, 
and Provision 
for Bad Debts, 
Impairment and 
Loss on Disposal 
of Assets) 

5.2 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

the risk of fraud and corruption; Facilitating 
regional oversight on Supply chain 
management in partnership with Western 
Cape Government treasury; Billing and 
collection of revenue in accordance to 
legislation and Council policies; Compilation 
of budget and adjustment  budget; Financial 
reporting to Council, Provincial and National 
Treasury; Compilation of budget and 
adjustment  budget; Financial reporting to 
Council, Provincial and National Treasury; 
Payment of creditors; .Annual Budget 
approved by Council; Cost saving measures 
Establish inter-departmental funding task 
team/ work group; Maintain funding 
database on monthly basis; Internal 
resource mobilization; Investigate 
generating funds w.r.t fynbos exports on 
certain  council properties.  Procure services 
of an external fundraiser; 
Develop/implement a fundraising strategy; 
Implement financial management and 
planning reforms; annual review of financial 
policies. Create platforms for 
interdepartmental collaboration. 

Municipal 
Financial 
Viability and 
Management 

Financial 
Viability 

SG6: Ensure 
Financial 

Viability of the 
Eden District 
Municipality 

Institutionalizing 
effective and cost 
efficient financial 
administration 
through financial 
reforms 

Annual Budget approved by Council; Cost 
saving measures Establish inter-
departmental funding task team/ work 
group; Maintain funding database on 
monthly basis; Internal resource 
mobilization; Investigate generating funds 
w.r.t fynbos exports on certain  council 
properties. . Procure services of an external 
fundraiser; Develop/implement a 
fundraising strategy; Implement financial 
management and planning reforms; annual 
review of financial policies. Create platforms 
for interdepartmental collaboration; 
Compilation of Financial Statements for 
Eden and Roads; Ensure safe keeping of 

Submit the annual 
financial statement 
of 2015/16 to the 
auditor-General by 
31 August 2016 

 Annual financial 
statements of 
2015/16 
submitted by 31 
August 2016 

1 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

council assets (existence);  

Ensure  an accurate, complete asset 
register(completeness); Ensure that council 
has adequate insurance within its risk 
appetite; Ensure uninterrupted 
communication  service for mobile data and 
voice; Ensure safe keeping of council 
inventory (existence); Ensure  an accurate, 
complete inventory egister(completeness);  

Ensure value for money on council 
inventory; Ensure accurate record keeping 
of council financial data; Safety of financial 
data; Ensure constant updates of the 
Vendor Management Database; Ensure 
safety over council’s banking process; 
Ensure that a sound Supply Chain 
Management Policy is in place; Ensure a 
proper and functional Supply Chain 
Management System is in place; Ensure that 
all reporting as per statute  is complied with; 
Ensure value for money in procurement; 
Have controls in place to minimise against 
the risk of fraud and corruption; Facilitating 
regional oversight on Supply chain 
management in partnership with Western 
Cape Government treasury; Billing and 
collection of revenue in accordance to 
legislation and Council policies; Compilation 
of budget and adjustment  budget; Financial 
reporting to Council, Provincial and National 
Treasury; Compilation of budget and 
adjustment  budget; Financial reporting to 
Council, Provincial and National Treasury; 
Payment of creditors. 

Municipal 
Financial 
Viability and 
Management 

Financial 
Viability 

SG6: Ensure 
Financial 

Viability of the 
Eden District 

Institutionalizing 
effective and cost 
efficient financial 
administration 
through financial 

Annual Budget approved by Council; Cost 
saving measures Establish inter-
departmental funding task team/ work 
group; Maintain funding database on 
monthly basis; Internal resource 

Achieve a current 
ratio of 1 (Current 
assets : Current 
liabilities) 

 
Current 
Assets/Current 
Liabilities 

1 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

Municipality reforms mobilization; Investigate generating funds 
w.r.t fynbos exports on certain  council 
properties. . Procure services of an external 
fundraiser; Develop/implement a 
fundraising strategy; Implement financial 
management and planning reforms; annual 
review of financial policies. Create platforms 
for interdepartmental collaboration; ; 
Compilation of Financial Statements for 
Eden and Roads; Ensure safe keeping of 
council assets (existence);  

Ensure  an accurate, complete asset 
register(completeness); Ensure that council 
has adequate insurance within its risk 
appetite; Ensure uninterrupted 
communication  service for mobile data and 
voice; Ensure safe keeping of council 
inventory (existence); Ensure  an accurate, 
complete inventory register completeness); 
Ensure value for money on council 
inventory; Ensure accurate record keeping 
of council financial data; Safety of financial 
data; Ensure constant updates of the 
Vendor Management Database; Ensure 
safety over council’s banking process; 
Ensure that a sound Supply Chain 
Management Policy is in place; Ensure a 
proper and functional Supply Chain 
Management System is in place; Ensure that 
all reporting as per statute  is complied with; 
Ensure value for money in procurement; 
Have controls in place to minimise against 
the risk of fraud and corruption; Facilitating 
regional oversight on Supply chain 
management in partnership with Western 
Cape Government treasury; Billing and 
collection of revenue in accordance to 
legislation and Council policies; Compilation 
of budget and adjustment  budget; Financial 
reporting to Council, Provincial and National 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

Treasury; Compilation of budget and 
adjustment  budget; Financial reporting to 
Council, Provincial and National Treasury; 
Payment of creditors. 

 

Ensure Financial Viability of the Eden District Municipality (SG6): Total 

   

   R20 312 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Bulk Services, 
Roads and 

Public 
Transport and 

ICT 

SG3:Conduct 
Regional Bulk 
Infrastructure 

Planning & 
Implement 

Projects, Roads 
Maintenance 

and Public 
Transport; 

Manage And 
Develop Council 

Fixed Assets 

Institutionalizing 
effective and cost 
efficient financial 
administration 
through financial 
reforms 

Execute maintenance, re-gravel, reseal and 
construction on Provincial Roads as per 
Provincial Annual Performance Plan; Prompt 
the integration of water and waste water 
development project in Eden as a region; 
Upgrading of Regional Bulk Water Master 
Plan for the region; Prompt the integration 
of water and waste water development 
project in Eden as a region; Upgrading of 
Regional Bulk Water Master Plan for the 
region; Optimize contract management on 
leases; Ensure market related lease; 
Minimize fire risk through alien eradication 
and making of fire belts; Ensure timeous and 
continued maintenance of council buildings; 
Optimize Resort Income; Finalize Property 
Ownership District v Local Municipalities 

Percentage of the 
municipal capital 
budget spent on 
capital projects by 
30 June 2017 
(Actual amount 
spent on capital 
projects /Total 
amount budgeted 
for capital projects) 

 
% of capital 
budget spent by 
30 June 2016 

90% 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Bulk Services, 
Roads and 

Public 
Transport and 

ICT 

SG3:Conduct 
Regional Bulk 
Infrastructure 

Planning & 
Implement 

Projects, Roads 
Maintenance 

and Public 
Transport; 

Manage And 
Develop Council 

Fixed Assets 

Execute regional 
bulk infrastructure 
planning, and  
implementation of 
projects 

Execute maintenance, regravel, reseal and 
construction on Provincial Roads as per 
Provincial Annual Performance Plan; Prompt 
the integration of water and waste water 
development project in Eden as a region; 
Upgrading of Regional Bulk Water Master 
Plan for the region; Prompt the integration 
of water and waste water development 
project in Eden as a region; Upgrading of 
Regional Bulk Water Master Plan for the 
region; Optimize contract management on 
leases; Ensure market related lease; 
Minimize fire risk through alien eradication 
and making of fire belts; Ensure timeous and 

Spent 95% of the 
roads maintenance 
conditional grant by 
30 June 2017 
(Actual expenditure 
divided by approved 
allocation received) 

 

% of the roads 
maintenance 
conditional 
grant spent 

95% 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

continued maintenance of council buildings; 
Optimize Resort Income; Finalize Property 
Ownership District v Local Municipalities; 
monitor capital budget expenditure 

 

Conduct Regional Bulk Infrastructure Planning & Implement Projects, Roads Maintenance and Public Transport; Manage And Develop Council Fixed Assets (SG3): Total 

 

R 189 515 

Municipal 
Transformation 
and Institutional 
Development 

Internal and 
external 
Capacity 
Building 

SG2:Build a 
Capacitated 
Workforce and 
Communities 

To contribute 
towards the human 
resource 
development of 
Eden DM staff and 
the broader 
community through 
training programs, 
internships and 
mentorships. 

Regional HR forum; Liaison with department 
of Education –  facilitate proper career 
guidance & aftercare facilities, Identification 
of opportunities for internships & 
mentorships; Identify funded training 
Compile employment equity, related 
statistics and reports 

Number of people 
from employment 
equity target groups 
that will be 
appointed in the 
three highest levels 
of management in 
compliance with a 
municipality’s 
approved 
employment equity 
plan 

 

Number of 
people that will 
be appointed in 
the three 
highest levels of 
management in 
compliance 
with a 
municipality’s 
approved 
employment 
equity plan 

0 

Municipal 
Transformation 
and Institutional 
Development 

 

 

 

Internal and 
external 
Capacity 
Building 

SG2:Build a 
Capacitated 
Workforce and 
Communities 

To contribute 
towards the human 
resource 
development of 
Eden DM staff and 
the broader 
community through 
training programs, 
internships and 
mentorships. 

Regional HR forum; Liaison with department 
of Education –  facilitate proper career 
guidance & aftercare facilities, Identification 
of opportunities for internships & 
mentorships; Identify funded training; 
Create an occupationally competent and 
engaged workforce which builds 
organisational capability, providing 
employees with opportunities to develop 
new knowledge and skills 

Spent 0.5% of 
personnel budget 
on training by 30 
June 2017 (Actual 
total training 
expenditure divided 
by total personnel 
budget) 

 

(Actual total 
training 
expenditure 
divided by total 
personnel 
budget) 

0.5% 

Municipal 
Transformation 
and Institutional 
Development 

 

 

Internal and 
external 
Capacity 
Building 

SG2:Build a 
Capacitated 
Workforce and 
Communities 

To implement 
municipal 
transformation and 
institutional 
development. 

Regional HR forum; Liaison with department 
of Education; facilitate proper career 
guidance & aftercare facilities, Identification 
of opportunities for internships & 
mentorships; Identify funded training. 
Municipal transformation and institutional 
development; Provide and coordinate 
recruitment and selection services; 
Administer vacancy adverts; Arrange short 

Limit vacancy rate 
to 15% of budgeted 
post by 30 June 
2017 (Number of 
funded posts vacant 
divided by number 
of budgeted funded 
posts) 

 (Number of 
funded posts 
vacant divided 
by budgeted 
funded posts) 

15% 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

listing, selection interviews and relevant 
admin procedures; Administer 
recommendations for staff movements; 
Conduct and record exit interviews; 
Administer and maintain proper records 
system for recruitment and selection 
processes; Reporting on statistics and 
vacancy rates. 

Municipal 
Transformation 
and Institutional 
Development 

Internal and 
external 
Capacity 
Building 

SG2:Build a 
Capacitated 
Workforce and 
Communities 

To implement 
municipal 
transformation and 
institutional 
development. 

Regional HR forum; Liaison with department 
of Education –  

facilitate proper career guidance & aftercare 
facilities, Identification of opportunities for 
internships & mentorships; Identify funded 
training. Municipal transformation and 
institutional development. 

Review the 
Organisational 
structure and 
submit to Council by 
30 June 2017 

 

Organisational 
structure 
reviewed and 
submitted to 
Council by 30 
June 2017 

1 

Municipal 
Transformation 
and Institutional 
Development 

Internal and 
external 
Capacity 
Building 

SG2:Build a 
Capacitated 
Workforce and 
Communities 

To implement 
municipal 
transformation and 
institutional 
development. 

Regional HR forum; Liaison with department 
of Education –  

facilitate proper career guidance & aftercare 
facilities, Identification of opportunities for 
internships & mentorships; Identify funded 
training. Municipal transformation and 
institutional development. 

Award 2 external 
bursaries to 
qualifying 
candidates by 30 
June 2017 

 

Number of 
external 
bursaries 
awarded by 30 
June 2017 

2 

Build a Capacitated Workforce and Communities (SG2): Total 
 

R8 408 

Local Economic 
Development 

Local 
Economic 
Development
, Youth, LED 
and Youth 
Entrepreneur 

ship 

SG7:Grow the 
District 
Economy 

Facilitate a 
conducive 
environment to 
stimulate Local 
Economic 
Development (LED) 
in the District 

Investment recruitment for the region; 
Business retention and expansion of 
businesses; Implement LED Strategy; 

Create an enabling environment for LED 
through municipal policies and processes 

Co-ordinate EPWP programme on district 
level; For all the EPWP sectors, project 
based training aimed at capacitating EPWP 
participants remains an important part of 
EPWP; Improve the monitoring & and 

Create job 
opportunities 
through the 
Expanded Public 
Works Programme 
(EPWP) by 30 June 
2017 

 Number of Job 
opportunities 
created through 
the Expanded 
Public Works 
Programme 
(EPWP) by 30 
June 2017 

100 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

evaluation of qualitative aspects; All EPWP 
Projects should provide longer duration 
work opportunities; Increased community 
participation for more visibility and 
ownership in poor communities enhancing 
social cohesion; Improve targeting of 
participants through community 
participation; Improve the strategic and 
operational aspects of the EPWP, aiming to 
improve implementation; Strengthen 
collaboration and synergies  amongst lead 
departments and other stakeholders by 
sharing best practice and lessons. 

Local Economic 
Development 

Local 
Economic 
Development
, Youth, LED 
and Youth 
Entrepreneur 

ship 

SG7:Grow the 
District 
Economy 

Facilitate a 
conducive 
environment to 
stimulate Local 
Economic 
Development (LED) 
in the District 

Investment recruitment for the region; 
Business retention and expansion of 
businesses; Implement LED Strategy;Create 
an enabling environment for LED through 
municipal policies and processesCo-ordinate 
EPWP programme on district level; For all 
the EPWP sectors, project based training 
aimed at capacitating EPWP participants 
remains an important part of EPWP; 
Improve the monitoring & and evaluation of 
qualitative aspects; All EPWP Projects 
should provide longer duration work 
opportunities; Increased community 
participation for more visibility and 
ownership in poor communities enhancing 
social cohesion; Improve targeting of 
participants through community 
participation; Improve the strategic and 
operational aspects of the EPWP, aiming to 
improve implementation; Strengthen 
collaboration and synergies  amongst lead 
departments and other stakeholders by 
sharing best practice and lessons. 

 

 

Submit the EPWP 
business plan to the 
National Minister of 
Public Works for all 
internal projects by 
30 June 2017 

 

EPWP business 
plan submitted 
to the National 
Minister of 
Public Works by 
30 June 2017 

1 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

 

Grow the District Economy (SG7): Total 

 

R 7 034 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Environment 
Public Safety 

and Air 
quality 

SG4:Promote 
Sustainable 

Environmental 
Management 

and Public 
Safety  

Render disaster 
management and 
emergency services 
by ensuring legal 
compliance with 
regards to disaster 
management centre 
and ensuring that 
fire and rescue 
services are 
delivered in 
compliance with the 
South African 
National Standards 
code 

 Investigate the establishment of a fire 
fighting academyInvestigate the 
establishment of a fire fighting 
academyMDCM forward guidelines for in 
house Micro Risk Assessments Technical 
support from PDMCRisk reduction dash 
board, disaster management related 
training, provide a disaster management 
corporate guideline, Assistance to initiatives 
establish an disaster management advisory 
forum with technical work groups; roll-out 
of Eden DM call centre platform to B’s not 
currently involve; Provide efficient and 
effective bush and veldt firefighting services 
for the entire district; Provide efficient and 
effective firefighting services on behalf of 
the Kannaland LM in the Kannaland 
Municipal area; To ensure correct billing for 
firefighting services rendered; To provide a 
transport service to other Departments; 
Coastal and Estuary Management; Climate 
Change Mitigation and Adaptation; 
Biodiversity Conservation; Rivers, Wetlands 
and Water Conservation; Greening and 
Alien eradication; Environmental 
Awareness; Working for the Coast 
programme 

Attend to 85% of all 
calls received in 
2016/17 in the Call 
Centre (% calculated 
by the system) 

 

% of calls 
received in 
2016/17 
attended to 

85% 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Environment 
Public Safety 

and Air 
quality 

SG4:Promote 
Sustainable 

Environmental 
Management 

and Public 
Safety  

Render disaster 
management and 
emergency services 
by ensuring legal 
compliance with 
regards to disaster 
management centre 
and ensuring that 
fire and rescue 

Investigate the establishment of a fire 
fighting academyInvestigate the 
establishment of a fire fighting 
academyMDCM forward guidelines for in 
house Micro Risk Assessments Technical 
support from PDMCRisk reduction dash 
board, disaster management related 
training, provide a disaster management 
corporate guideline, Assistance to initiatives 

Hold quarterly 
meetings with 
applicable 
stakeholders to 
discuss regional 
disaster 
management issues 

 Number of 
quarterly 
meetings held 

4 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

services are 
delivered in 
compliance with the 
South African 
National Standards 
code 

establish an disaster management advisory 
forum with technical work groups; roll-out 
of Eden DM call centre platform to B’s not 
currently involve; Promote an integrated 
and co-coordinated approach to disaster 
management; To ensure timeous and 
effective response as well as mitigation to 
eminent disastrous conditions; To oversee 
and coordinate the implementation of 
disaster rehabilitations and recovery 
projects at local municipal level; To promote 
and execute public awareness campaigns as 
well as to build capacity by training at least 
200 disaster management volunteers to the 
level First Aid level 3; To enhance the 
current emergency radio communication 
platform as well as to link this platform to 
users in areas where traditional forms of 
communication i.e. landlines and cell phone 
is not effective; To move to an electronic 
occurrence book system in the CCC; To 
assist local municipalities with the execution 
of local ward based disaster risk 
assessments; To ensure timeous 
dissemination of severe weather alerts to all 
interested and affected parties; To operate 
the Eden Joint Operations Centre( JOC) as a 
central coordination platform before, during 
as well as after any major incident/disaster. 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Environment 
Public Safety 

and Air 
quality 

SG4:Promote 
Sustainable 

Environmental 
Management 

and Public 
Safety  

Render disaster 
management and 
emergency services 
by ensuring legal 
compliance with 
regards to disaster 
management centre 
and ensuring that 
fire and rescue 
services are 
delivered in 

Investigate the establishment of a fire 
fighting academy; Investigate the 
establishment of a fire fighting 
academyMDCM forward guidelines for in 
house Micro Risk Assessments Technical 
support from PDMCRisk reduction dash 
board, disaster management related 
training, provide a disaster management 
corporate guideline, Assistance to initiatives 
establish an disaster management advisory 
forum with technical work groups; roll-out 

Execute 2 
emergency 
exercises by 30 June 
2017 

 

 Number of 
exercises 
executed by 30 
June 2017 

2 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

compliance with the 
South African 
National Standards 
code 

of Eden DM call centre platform to B’s not 
currently involve; Promote an integrated 
and co-coordinated approach to disaster 
management; To ensure timeous and 
effective response as well as mitigation to 
eminent disastrous conditions; To oversee 
and coordinate the implementation of 
disaster rehabilitations and recovery 
projects at local municipal level; To promote 
and execute public awareness campaigns as 
well as to build capacity by training at least 
200 disaster management volunteers to the 
level First Aid level 3; To enhance the 
current emergency radio communication 
platform as well as to link this platform to 
users in areas where traditional forms of 
communication i.e. landlines and cell phone 
is not effective; To move to an electronic 
occurrence book system in the CCC; To 
assist local municipalities with the execution 
of local ward based disaster risk 
assessments; To ensure timeous 
dissemination of severe weather alerts to all 
interested and affected parties; To operate 
the Eden Joint Operations Centre( JOC) as a 
central coordination platform before, during 
as well as after any major incident/disaster;  

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Environment 
Public Safety 

and Air 
quality 

SG4:Promote 
Sustainable 
Environmental 
Management 
and Public 
Safety 

Promoting a healthy 
and green 
environment by 
implementing 
awareness 
programmes in 
collaboration with 
external partners. 

Set Air Quality Goals; Set up AQ 
Management System; Carry out risk 
assessments; Assess and Select Control 
Measures; Assess and Select Control 
Measures; Implement of Intervention and 
Monitoring Effectiveness; Revise Air Quality 
Goals; Integrate the AQMP into the IDP; 
Compliance Monitoring, Enforcement and 
Control; Review the Air Quality 
Management Plan 

Implement 4 
emission testing (air 
quality) initiatives 
by 30 June 2017 

 

Number of 
emission testing 
(air quality) 
initiatives 
implemented 
by 30 June 2017 

 

4 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 

Environment 
Public Safety 

SG4:Promote 
Sustainable 

Promoting a healthy 
and green 

Promote an integrated and co-coordinated 
approach to disaster management; To 

Provide 8 first aid 
training sessions by 

 Number of first 
aid training 

8 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

Infrastructure 
Investment 

and Air 
quality 

Environmental 
Management 

and Public 
Safety  

environment by 
implementing 
awareness 
programmes in 
collaboration with 
external partners. 

ensure timeous and effective response as 
well as mitigation to eminent disastrous 
conditions; To oversee and coordinate the 
implementation of disaster rehabilitations 
and recovery projects at local municipal 
level; To promote and execute public 
awareness campaigns as well as to build 
capacity by training at least 200 disaster 
management volunteers to the level First 
Aid level 3; To enhance the current 
emergency radio communication platform 
as well as to link this platform to users in 
areas where traditional forms of 
communication i.e. landlines and cell phone 
is not effective; To move to an electronic 
occurrence book system in the CCC; To 
assist local municipalities with the execution 
of local ward based disaster risk 
assessments; To ensure timeous 
dissemination of severe weather alerts to all 
interested and affected parties; To operate 
the Eden Joint Operations Centre ( JOC) as a 
central coordination platform before, during 
as well as after any major incident/disaster. 

30 June 2017 sessions 
provided by 30 
June 2017 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Environment, 
Air quality 
and Public 

Safety 

SG4:Promote 
Sustainable 
Environmental 
Management 
and Public 
Safety 

To conserve and 
protect the district’s 
natural 
environment by 
implementing 
initiatives that 
prevents 
environmental 
degradation 

Environmental awareness programmes in 
liason with partners and civil society, NGO’s 
SANBI, Biosphere reserve and research 
institutions Develop and implement the 
coastal Management plan; Identify a 
Biosphere domain for the Garden Route 
initiative; Climate change adaptation and 
mitigation; Coastal and Estuary 
Management; Climate Change Mitigation 
and Adaptation; Biodiversity Conservation; 
Rivers, Wetlands and Water Conservation; 
Greening and Alien eradication; 
Environmental Awareness; Working for the 
Coast programme 

 

Raise environmental 
awareness through 
2 awareness 
sessions with the 
community by 30 
June 2017 

 
Number of 
sessions held by 
30 June 2017 

2 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

 

Promote Sustainable Environmental Management and Public Safety (SG4): Total 

 

R 26 263 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Municipal 
Health and 

Environmenta
l Waste 

SG1: Creating 
healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

To conserve and 
protect the district’s 
natural 
environment by 
implementing 
initiatives that 
prevents 
environmental 
degradation 

Raise health and 
hygiene education  
awareness through 
4 sessions by 30 
June 2017 

 

Number of 
sessions held by 
30 June 2017 

 

4 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Municipal 
Health and 

Environmenta
l Waste 

SG1: Creating 
healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

To conserve and 
protect the district’s 
natural 
environment by 
implementing 
initiatives that 
prevents 
environmental 
degradation 

Publish 2 articles on 
municipal health in 
the local media by 
30 June 2017 

 

 

Number of 
articles 
published by 30 
June 2017 

 

2 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Municipal 
Health and 

Environmenta
l Waste 

SG1: Creating 
healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

To conserve and 
protect the district’s 
natural 
environment by 
implementing 
initiatives that 
prevents 
environmental 
degradation 

Rendered the 9 KPA’s of Municipal Health:  

 Water quality monitoring 
 Food control  
 Waste management 
 Health surveillance of premises 
 Surveillance and prevention of 

communicable diseases, 
excluding immunizations  

 Vector Control 
 Environmental pollution control 
 Disposal of the dead and 
 Chemical safety  

Develop regional landfill site/s ;Develop 
proper Waste management information 
systems;  Develop a waste minimization 
strategy; Strengthen NGO and other 
partnerships and support social 
development forums; Conduct Waste 
Education; Provision of support staff 
,capacity building, management of 
hazardous & industrial waste; participation 
in waste management forums; Waste 
management functional structure; Develop 
alternative technology processes, 
development & enforcement of waste 
legislation; Provision of support staff, air 
quality monitoring, air quality modeling; SLA 
with B-municipalities, partnerships with 
industries, provincial & national, ring 
fencing of air quality income; generate 
additional income sources; In liaison with B-
municipalities, capacity building for staff 
(specialized skills)Adopt an Eden Climate 
change and mitigation framework; Identify 
and explore renewable sources of energy; 

Provide 4 food 
safety training 
sessions to informal 
food traders by 30 
June 2017 

 

 

Number of food 
safety training 
sessions 
provided by 30 
June 2017 

 

4 
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National KPA Eden KPA 
Eden Strategic 

Goal 
Predetermined 
Objective 

Eden 2012 - 2017 Strategies 2016/2017 KPI  Reference 
Unit of 

Measurement  
Annual 
Target 

2016/2017 Budget R’000 

Basic Service 
Delivery and 
Infrastructure 
Investment 

Municipal 
Health and 

Environment 
Waste  

SG1: Creating 
healthy and 
socially stable 
communities 

To conserve and 
protect the district’s 
natural 
environment by 
implementing 
initiatives that 
prevents 
environmental 
degradation 

Implement municipal health services in 
terms of the 9 KPA, Health Act and Scope of 
Practice. 

Develop regional landfill site/s ;Develop 
proper Waste management information 
systems;  Develop a waste minimization 
strategy; Strengthen NGO and other 
partnerships and support social 
development forums; Conduct Waste 
Education; Provision of support staff 
,capacity building, management of 
hazardous & industrial waste; participation 
in waste management forums; Waste 
management functional structure; Provision 
of support staff, air quality monitoring, air 
quality modeling; SLA with B-municipalities, 
partnerships with industries, provincial & 
national, ring fencing of air quality income; 
generate additional income sources; In 
liaison with B-municipalities, capacity 
building for staff (specialized skills)Adopt an 
Eden Climate change and mitigation 
framework; Identify and explore renewable 
sources of energy; 

Set Air Quality Goals; Set up AQ 
Management System and assess and select 
control measures; Carry out risk 
assessments; Assess and Select Control 
Measures; Implement of Intervention and 
Monitoring Effectiveness; Revise Air Quality 
Goals; Integrate the AQMP into the IDP 

Compliance Monitoring, Enforcement and 
Control; Review the Air Quality 
Management Plan 

Hold quarterly 
meetings with the 
Eden Air Quality 
stakeholders forum 

 

 

Number of 
meetings held 

 

4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creating healthy and socially stable communities (SG1): Total 

 

R 68 778 
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DC4 Eden - Supporting Table SA4 Reconciliation of IDP strategic objectives and budget (revenue)

Strategic Objective Goal
Goal
Code

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome
Audited 

Outcome
Audited 

Outcome
Original 
Budget

Adjusted 
Budget

Full Year 
Forecast

Budget Year 
2016/17

Budget Year 
+1 2017/18

Budget Year 
+2 2018/19

Promoting sustainable 
env iromental management 
and public safety  

P               503               309            2,255               934               934                 –                  –                  –  

Creating healthy  and sosially  
stable communities

S            5,009            5,327            6,823            6,251            6,251          50,136          92,557          98,273 

Building a capacitated 
workforce and communities

C               902               875                 –                173               182               197 

Conducting regional bulk 
infrastructure planning and 
implement projects, roads 
maintenance and punlic 
transport, manage and 
develop council's fix ed assets 

A         110,408         137,713         128,700         143,180         143,180         138,288         144,863         151,203 

Ensuring financial v iability  of 
the Eden District Municipality

F                  7                  4                 –                  –                  –                  –  

Promoting good gov ernance G         166,330         162,335         209,837         225,308         225,308         211,382         239,186         248,702 
Grow ing the district economy E                21                 –                  –                  –                  –  

Allocations to other priorities 2
Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and contributions) 1 283,180        306,563        –               347,615        375,673        375,673        399,979        476,789        498,375        

Current Year 2015/16
2016/17 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
Ref
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DC4 Eden - Supporting Table SA5 Reconciliation of IDP strategic objectives and budget (operating expenditure)

Strategic Objective Goal
Goal
Code

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome
Audited 

Outcome
Audited 

Outcome
Original 
Budget

Adjusted 
Budget

Full Year 
Forecast

Budget Year 
2016/17

Budget Year 
+1 2017/18

Budget Year 
+2 2018/19

Promoting sustainable 
env iromental management 
and public safety  

P          27,152          28,928          47,225          26,771          45,890          45,890          26,263          28,256          30,427 

Creating healthy  and socially  
stable communities

S          33,647          35,618          34,454          61,101          61,203          61,203          68,778         113,760         121,149 

Building a capacitated 
w orkforce and communities

C          22,836          26,245          10,084          31,199          10,616          10,616            8,408            9,035            9,709 

Conducting regional bulk 
infrastructure planning and 
implement projects, roads 
maintenance and punlic 

A         112,315         125,444         121,628         131,853         143,180         143,180         189,515         218,536         225,990 

Ensuring financial v iability  of 
the Eden District Municipality

F          16,419          17,259          17,661          23,616          22,273          22,273          20,312          21,586          21,910 

Promoting good gov ernance G          48,955          65,949         308,482          60,121          73,630          73,630          73,736          72,853          79,370 

Grow ing the district economy E            6,728          14,470            6,867          11,919          11,259          11,259            7,034            6,058            6,545 

Allocations to other priorities
Total Expenditure 1 268,052        313,913        546,401        346,580        368,051        368,051        394,046        470,085        495,101        

Current Year 2015/16
2016/17 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
Ref
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DC4 Eden - Supporting Table SA6 Reconciliation of IDP strategic objectives and budget (capital expenditure)

Strategic Objective Goal
Goal 
Code

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome
Audited 

Outcome
Audited 

Outcome
Original 
Budget

Adjusted 
Budget

Full Year 
Forecast

Budget Year 
2016/17

Budget Year 
+1 2017/18

Budget Year 
+2 2018/19

Promoting sustainable 
management and public safety  

P               183               375               775               775            1,032            1,096               441 

Creating healthy  and socially  
stable communities

S               150               200               197               197               603               109                 –  

Building a capacitated 
w orkforce and communities

C            2,992            1,226            3,140                 –                  –                  –                  –                  –  

Conducting regional bulk 
infrastructure planning and 
implement projects, roads 
maintenance and punlic 

A                  9            5,711                23                23            1,446            1,250                 –  

Ensuring financial v iability  of 
the Eden District Municipality

F                26               140               140                39                 –                  –  

Promoting good gov ernance G               303               460               656               656            2,578               650               350 

Grow ing the district economy E                12                 –  

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Allocations to other priorities 3
Total Capital Expenditure 1 3,675           1,226           8,851           1,035           1,791           1,791           5,697           3,104           791              

Current Year 2015/16
2016/17 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
Ref
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CONCLUSION 
 

The 2016/17 IDP Review focuses on the assurance of measurable impact on community 
livelihood. The Mero Report serves as a baseline measure and directs all efforts towards active 
community participation in economic opportunities created through capacity building, 
employment creation programmes, infrastructural development and support thereby building on 
entrepreneurial inclusivity. Integrated thinking shall lead to innovative collaboration between 
public and private involvement thereby insuring SMME development and promotion of the 
informal economy. All this shall be achieved only through a joint collaboration of 
intergovernmental planning.  

Despite the deteriorating economic environment, the economic outlook presents opportunities 
for the Eden district in the tourism sector due to the weaker rand and exchange rate. The policy 
implications of the economic outlook emphasises the imperative of economic innovation, 
sustainable and inclusive growth, competitive advantage and collaborative effort. Targetted 
efforts to reduce inefficiencies in the system, especially non-core spending without 
compromising service delivery and the conservative management of personnel budgets will 
assist the district in overcoming the anticipated deterioration of the economic climate and its 
impact on the fiscal envelope. Overall, personnel numbers will have to be tailored to strategic 
goals. Departments are further encouraged to continue and enhance current efforts which focus 
on improving efficiency initiatives as well as becoming resource efficient. 

A responsive dedicated, willing organisational human capital alongside clearly defined 
operational and performance management systems, establishes objective fiscal relation towards 
investing in our development vision of excellence and determination in giving effect to Integrated 
Development Planning. 
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ANNEXURE I WCG HOD COMMENTS 
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ANNEXURE II - EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY IGR FORUMS 
 
1 JULY 2015 - 30 JUNE 2016 

NO. FORUM DATE OF 
MEETING AGENDA ITEMS DISCUSSED 

08/05/2015 

 

 

Agenda Items 

1. Alignment of District and Local Municipal 

    IDP’s 

2. Comments received during  PP process 

    and inclusion into IDP 

3. Alignment of IDP, Budget and SDBIP 

 

11/08/2015 Agenda Items 

 

 

1. Legislative Framework, core  

   components and details of the IDP  

2. Section 27 framework  

3. Process plan 2015/16  

4. District & B Municipal IDP Alignment  

 

 

  

 

1.  District IDP Managers 
Forum 

16/10/2015 Agenda Items 

 

1. JPI Feedback 

2. Eden District IDP Master Plan 

3. IDP Project identification 

4. Provincial PP Conference Feedback 
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5. B-Municipal Public Participation feedback 

    (Community priorities) 

6. Producing mSCOA compliant IDP’s. 

7. 2016/2017 IDP Statistics 

8. Preparation for Provincial IDP Managers 
Forum (December 2015) 

9. Draft 2016/17 IDP Content 

10. Oudtshoorn Support: Draft IDP Review 

 

02/12/2015/2015 Agenda Items 

 

1.  Eden District IDP Master Plan 

2. Feedback regarding IDP 
roadshow/community meetings 

3. Ward Committee re-establishment 

21/08/2015 Ward Committee Summit 

 

1. Current status of Ward Committee   Operational 
Plans within the region 

2. Fostering a responsive citizenry 

3. Feedback on activities/initiatives (DLG ) 

4. Mechanisms to ensure free and fair 
establishment of Ward Committees  

5. Legislative Framework and Ward Committee 
Policy Development  

6.  The extent of Ward Councilor influence in 
Western Cape establishments  

7. Public participation beyond Ward Committees  

8. Plenary discussion 

 

2. District Public 
Participation & 
Communications 
Forum 

02/09/2015 

 

 

 

 

Agenda Items 

Planning meeting: Ward Committee Summit  

  

Discussion Paper 

Municipal Communication 
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Ward Committee Operations and  Quarterly 
Reports to Department of Local Government 

Preparing for Provincial PP Conference 

Agenda Items 

 

1.  Eden District IDP Master Plan 

2. Feedback regarding IDP 
roadshow/community meetings 

3. Ward Committee re-establishment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/12/2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4/02/2015 

Presentations 

Feedback: Ward Committee Operations 

Feedback: GCIS activities and opportunities 

Feedback: Provincial Public Participation and 
Communicators Forum meeting 

Gaps in Ward Committee system 

 

Training and Skills Development Opportunities 

Western Cape Provincial Supply Chain Database 

Eden Youth Cafe’ 

3.  Bulk Infrastructure 
Forum 

07/09/2015 Agenda Items 

  

1 Integrated Public Transport System  

2 Alternative Housing Technologies  

3 Master Plans for District:  

4. Electricity Master Plan  

5. Water Report  

6.Roads Report  

7.JPI/ Eden District Alignment  
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09/03/2016 Agenda Items 

Infrastructural Development Categories 

Short term deliverables 

Long term deliverables 

Comprehensive Master Plans 

Geographic location 

Funding source 

Presentation 

Electricity recovery programme 

29/09/2015 Presentations 

New Matters/Presentations 

Feedback District Youth Cafes 

Agri-Parks 

Xenophobia 

Sustainability guide for Local and District 
Municipalities 

Feedback: SALGA 

Feedback: Ward Committee Summit 

Feedback:IDP 

4. Municipal Managers 
Forum 

06/11/2015 Presentations 

Feedback report agriculture 

Waste Minimisation 

JPI and IDP Feedback 

Youth Development (Youth Cafe) 

Disaster Management 

Skills Development 

Air Quality Report 

5. District Mayoral 
Forum 

29/09/2015 Presentations  

New Matters/Presentations 

Feedback District Youth Cafes 

Agri-Parks 

Xenophobia 

Sustainability guide for Local and District 
Municipalities 
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Feedback: SALGA 

Feedback: Ward Committee Summit 

Feedback:IDP 

06/11/2015 Presentations 

1. Bringing Parliament to the People 

2. Municipal/Provincial Economic Review Outlook 
(MERO/PERO) Report 

3. Eden Community Cluster 

4. 2016/2017 IDP Review 

5. Feedback: Public Participation Conference 

Feedback: SALGA 

Feedback: Ward Committee Summit 

01/07/2014 

 

 

Presentations 

 

2014/2015 IDP Review Process  

LGMTEC 3 Assessment  

MEC Feedback  

Eden Corporate Website  

IDP Corporate E-Mail Account 

Accessing IDP Documents 

Feedback: IDP Managers Forum Meetings 

2015/2016 IDP Review Time Schedule   

Proposed 2016 Ward Delimitations   

 

6. Eden District IDP 
Task Team 

 

13/10/2015 Agenda Items 

 

5.1 Producing mSCOA compliant IDP’s 

5.2 Legislative Guidelines  

5.3 Eden District 2016/2017 IDP Content 

5.4 JPI Feedback Eden District IDP Master 
Plan 

5.5 Accomplishments 

5.6 2016/2017 IDP Project Identification 
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5.7 Feedback: Ward Committee Summit 

04/02/2016 Presentations 

 

Eden 2015/2016 IDP Review  

IDP Time Schedule  

IDP Content  

IDP Templates 

IDP Indaba 2 

Provincial Joint Planning Initiative (JPI) 

Eden Micro Structure Review: Alignment with 
Eden Strategic Goals 

Disaster Management Plan 

Spatial Development Framework 

Operational Strategies 

 

7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Western Cape 
Provincial IDP 
Managers Forum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

04-05/06/2015 

(Knysna) 

Aim of Workshop: 

To get feedback on IDP process including 
municipalities’ IDP plans / time schedules and 
Provincial role in the process; 

To brief on LGMTEC 3 and JPI processes; 

To serve as a platform for sharing good planning 
practices; 

Discuss new projects (District Alignment 
workshops; Process Plan development) 

Craft a differentiated approach to IDP assessment 
of the 5-year Plan and Annual Review) 

Presentations: 

Feedback Report: District & Metro IDP Managers 
Forum 

IDP Process / District Issues 

Red flags 

Project: District Alignment Workshop 

Spatial Investment Mapping and data 
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Management 

Project: Process Plans/District Frameworks/Time 
schedules developed 

LGMTEC 3 Debriefing 

Presentation: 5-year IDP vs Annual Review 
(Legislative Context) 

Breakaway sessions: 5-year IDP vs Review 

MSA Section 34 “IDP Review” 

MSA Chapter 4: “Public Participation” 

MSA Section 26/Reg 2 “IDP Core Components” 

IDP Framework, Parameters and Assessment 
Tool 

PDO Forum input 

Provincial Treasury Input 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3&4/09/2015 

(Beaufort West) 

 

Aim of the Workshop 

To get feedback on IDP process including 
municipalities’ IDP plans / time schedules and 
Provincial role in the process; 

To debrief on District Alignment Workshops; 

To serve as a platform for sharing good planning 
practices; 

Discuss new projects “Process Plan Development” 

Craft a differentiated approach to IDP assessment 
of the 5-year Plan and Annual Review) 

Presentations 

Metro and Regional Feedback 

Process Plan development 

Social Responsibiolity Initiative 

Workshop:Position Paper 

(5-year; Annual review and Ammendment) 

Disaster Management Guidelines 

SALGA Municipal Barometer 

PDO Forum Input 

Provincial Treasury Input 
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3&4/12/2015 

(Goodwood CT) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

03&04/03/2016 

(Swartland)       

 

 

 

 

 

Aim of Workshop 

To get feedback on IDP process including 
municipalities IDP Process Plans/ Time Schedules 
and provincial role in the process; 

To serve as a platform for sharing good planning 
practices; 

To discuss the new project: Process Plan 
development 

To craft a differentiated approach to IDP 
Assessment of the 5-year Plan and Annual 
Review 

Presentations 

Metro and Regional feedback 

Progress on milestones in Council approved IDP 
and Budget timeschedules 

Public engagements undertaken 

Red flags 

Process Plan and Time schedule development 

Facilitating effective partnerships with local 
communities through IDP processes 

CDW Communication 

Preparation for Indaba 2 

Disaster Management Centre 

Initiating an IGR approach towards IDP Alignment 

Back-to-basics 

Recent Audit outcomes 

Social responsibility Initiative (Ruyterwacht 
Preparatory School) 

 

Aim of the Workshop 

To get feedback on IDP process including 
municipalities IDP Process Plans/ Time Schedules 
and provincial role in the process; 

To prepare municipalities for LGMTEC 3 
Assessment 

To serve as a platform for sharing good planning 
practices; 

To debrief on Indaba 2 
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District 
Alignment 
Workshop 

 

JPI 

 

IDP Indaba 2 

To discuss new project “Time Schedule 
development” 

To prepare municipalities for term of office 

To discuss the new project: Process Plan 
development 

To craft a differentiated approach to IDP 
Assessment of the 5-year Plan and Annual 
Review 

Presentations 

Metro and Regional Feedback 

LGMTEC 3 2016/17 Process 

IDP Position Paper 

Integrated Reporting System 

Feedback on IDP Indaba 2 

Process Plan/Time schedule development 

Draft Provincial Calendar 

SPLUMA Workshop 

Spatial development and Infrastructure Support 
Strategy 

IGPF Presentation (COGTA) 

Social Responsbility (Help a Rural Child) 

 

 

Eden and Central Karoo (13/14 August 2015 and 
13 November 2015) 

 

September 2015 

 

23 and 24 February 2016 
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ANNEXURE III 

EDEN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY LG MTEC ASSESSMENT REPORT 
BUDGET AND IDP ANALYSIS 

 WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 

(REPORT UPDATED ON 17 March 2016) 

 

NO. LG MTEC 
FINDING/ASSESSMENT 

REMEDY 
PROPOSED 
BY IDP 
MANAGER 

REMEDIAL ACTION  

4.1.2 
Page 
11 

Documents in letter from MEC 
on 2013/14 IDP not 
incorporated into 2014/15 IDP. 

Incorporate 
same. 

 An IDP Manager was 
appointed on 1 April 
2014.15 

 
 The 2014/2015 and 

2015/16 
IDP/PMS/Budget 
alignment has been 
corrected and tabled 
to Council on 29 
February 2016. The 
Performance 
Management will be 
cascaded to the 
departmental level 
during 2016/17. 
 

 2014/15 and 2015/16 
IDP/SDBIP/Budget 
alignment corrective 
measures 
implemented and 
adopted by Council 
on 29 February 2016/ 
 

 An IDP Managers 
Forum is operational 
and meets three 
times annually. The 
Eden District 
Municipality also 

                                                
15 Ms CL Domingo was appointed as the District IDP Co-ordinator with effect 1 April 2014. 
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serves on the 
Provincial IDP 
Managers Forum 
which is active and 
meets quarterly. The 
IDP Manager meets 
quarterly and serves 
on the Provincial 
IWG. The District. B-
Municipalities and the 
District Municipality 
has concluded a Joint 
Planning Initiative in 
George on 28 and 29 
September 2015. The 
WC Indaba 2 was 
attended on 23 and 
24 February 2016. 
The District IDP 
remains a standing 
item on the agenda of 
both the MM Forum 
and the District 
Councillors Forum. 
Inactive Bulk 
Infrastructure Forum 
is cause for concern. 
 

FULLY ADDRESSED 
 

4.1.2  
Page 
11 

No linkage between the IDP and 
Performance Management 
system. 

Link same  The 20142015 and 
2015/16 IDP and the 
Performance 
Management 
Systems are linked. 
The alignment 
template ws tabled to 
Council on 29 
February 2016. As 
corrective measures 
in response to the AG 
Report. 
 

FULLY ADDRESSED 
4.1.2 
Page 
11 

No mention of the District 
Forums, involved stakeholders 
and the role of the District 
Municipality. 

Include in the 
IDP an outline 
of the various 
District Forums 
in operation, the 
involved 

 The table of District 
IGR Forums has been 
included in the 
2016/17  reviewed 
IDP. 
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stakeholders 
and the role of 
the District 
Municipality. 

FULLY ADDRESSED 

4.1.3 
Page 
12 

No updated performance 
measured against the targets 
established in the 2012-2017 
IDP. Targets contained in the 
IDP are not measurable or 
quantifiable. 

Incorporate 
measurable and 
quantifiable 
targets in the 
IDP. 

 Performance 
Management shall be 
cascaded to Line 
Management level 
during 2016/17. 

 Operational plans 
shall inform Standard 
Operational 
Procedures and are 
being developed. The 
Budget and Treasury 
Unit is driving this 
process. Policies shall 
inform the operational 
planning of each 
department. 
 

PARTIALLY ADDRESSED 
4.2.1 
Page 
12 

District SDF is outdated. 
  

Update SDF  The District SDF is 
outdated as from 
2015. Funding 
previously committed 
by the Department of 
Rural Development 
and Land Reform has 
been withdrawn and 
the Department has 
indicated that no 
future financial 
commitments in this 
regard is forthcoming. 
The district 
municipality has 
appointed MISA to 
assist in the updating 
of the SDF. The 
DRDLR is 
commended for 
assisting with the gap 
analysis. The WC 
Provincial IDP 
department has 
arranged for capacity 
building in spatial 
planning at the 
Provincial IDP 
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Managers Forum held 
on 3 and 4 March 
2016 in Swartland. 

PARTIALLY ADDRESSED 
4.2.2 
Page 
17 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Waste Management and Waste 
Removal 
Limited access to solid waste 
landfill sites will negatively affect 
quality of life and economic 
development in the District. 

Include most 
recent 
information 
relating to work 
done towards 
establishing a 
new landfill site 
and include in 
the Final 
2014/15 IDP. 
Finalise the 
second 
Generation 
IWMP as a 
matter of 
priority and 
allow for 
adequate 
staffing. 
Report on the 
implementation 
of the IWMP in 
the Annual 
Reports which 
are submitted to 
Provincial 
Treasury and 
DLG. 
Implement 
waste 
information 
gathering and 
reporting 
mechanisms 
i.t.o the 
National Waste 
Information 
Regulations. 

Regional Landfill Facility 
progress: 

 Procurement of 
PPP in progress. 
TVR 2(b) requires 
attention as per 
National Treasury 
prescipt. 

 A joint MMF and 
DCF was held on 
16 March 2016 to 
discuss the 
financial 
implications for B-
municipalities 
partaking in the 
project. Section C 
in the Draft 
2016/17 IDP 
Review explains 
the project and 
depicts a process 
plan. 

 Construction of the 
first cell of the  
Landfill site to be 
completed by 
December 2016 
and 
implementation to 
go ahead from 
January 2017. 

IWMP progress: 

 Second generation 
IWMP out for Public 
Comment. 
Comment period 
extend up to 08 
May 2014. Plan will 
then be work 
shopped with 
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Council and 
thereafter 
submitted for 
approval in June 
2014. The IWMP 
was adopted by 
Council on 30 
January 2015. 
 Section C of the 
2016/17 Draft 
Reviewed IDP 
gives an overview 
of the waste 
management 
function executed 
by the district. 

Waste Information 
System: 

 Eden District 
Municipality has 
developed their 
own waste 
information system 
where all 
healthcare waste 
generators, 
hazardous waste 
generators and 
recyclers must 
register and report 
to. Eden DM in 
collaboration with 
DEADP is in the 
process to develop 
an electronic 
system to report 
from the Eden 
Information 
System to IPWIS.  

Reporting on IWMP 
progress: 

 Reporting must 
take place once a 
year, at the end of 
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the year to DEADP. 
As soon as the 
second generation 
plan is approved 
by council progress 
reporting will be 
send to DEADP at 
the agreed time as 
per the Provincial 
Waste Officers 
Forum meetings. 

FULLY ADDRESSED 
4.2.3 
Page 
18 

Air Quality Management 
The Reviewed IDP erroneously 
refers to an old 2007 AQMP for 
the District. 
Air quality challenges and 
threats not mentioned and no 
mention is made of indicators 
and targets relating to meeting 
air quality objectives, 

Report on air 
quality 
contained in 
Section C. 

FULLY ADDRESSED 

4.2.4 
Page 
19 

Coastal Management 
No mention of a Coastal 
Management Plan for Eden in 
the Draft IDP. 
Page 104 mentions the 
implementation of a coastal plan 
but DEADP is unsure what this 
plan refers to. 
No information and status is  
provided for “Projects for the  
establishment and management 

of 
coastal areas” on page 58 or  
Ëstuary Management Plans on 

the  
same page. 

Environmental 
management 
report 
contained in 
Section C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FULLY ADDRESSED 

4.3.2 
Page 
21 

Municipal Infrastructure 
Planning 
Under the heading Asset 
Management Policy has been 
left blank. 

Critical 
omission. 
Report of 
progress 
regarding Asset 
Management 
Policy to be 
incorporated 
into IDP. 
Populate this 
section with 
summary of 

 Eden District 
Municipality 
recognises that we do 
not have an Asset 
Management Policy.  

 
 Aurecon has 

compiled an Asset 
Maintenance Master 
Plan which isused as 
a basis in developing 
an Eden Asset 
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plan. 
 

Management Policy. 
 

OUTSTANDING 
4.3.3 
Page 
21 

Municipal roads and storm 
water 

The reviewed 
IDP should 
reflect the 
status of O&M 
plans and 
strategies 
aligning to the 
mandate of 
road access 
and quality 
should be 
compiled. 

 Eden provides a road 
agency function 

 Operation and 
Maintenance Plans are 
determined by the 
Department of Transport 
through their annual 
performance plan as 
agreed to with the District 
Municipality.  
 Provincial targets are 

determined.  
 Section C reports on 

the road 
maintenance, re-
gravel and reseal 
project plan. 
 

FULLY ADDRESSED 
4.3.6 
Page 
22 

Energy and Electricity 
Concern that percentage 
households with access to 
electricity has decreased since 
2001 Census. 

District 
Renewable 
Energy Forum 
to discuss 
alternative 
energy sources 
for the District. 

 The provisioning of 
electricity is a B-
Municipality function. 

 Bulk infrastructure 
forum inactive. 

 Eden solar energy 
initiative. 

PARTIALLY ADDRESSED  
 

 
4.3.7 
Page 
22 

Roads and Transport Include further 
information 
regarding future 
plans for 
mobility 
strategies in the 
District. 

 IPTS in Mossel Bay is 
being linked to that of 
George Municipality. 
Go George is 
operational and it is 
intended that the 
IPTS be rolled out in 
all B Municipalities 
and within the District 
as a whole.  

 
 The Eden District 

Municipality mainly 
plays a coordinating 
role. 
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 District IPTS adopted 
by Council on 29 
March 2016. 
 

FULLY ADDRESSSED 
4.3.9 
Page 
22 

Disaster management 
No disaster management 
budget or list of high risk 
developments/IDP Projects 
within the Municipality. 

 
Include same in 
IDP. 

 An Eden Risk 
Assessment Report 
has been compiled by 
Disaster 
Management, funded 
and in collaboration 
with WC Provincial 
Government which 
assesses and 
identified all high risk 
development zones in 
the Province. This 
Report forms the 
basis of the Eden 
Disaster Management 
Plan. A table 
indicating disaster 
mitigation of all major 
incidents in Eden 
shall also find 
expression in the 
2015/2016 IDP 
review.  This is 
available on the Eden 
website under 
Planning Tools. Also 
a risk register has 
been compiled. The 
2015/2016 IDP review 
shall contain a 
chapter concerning 
Risk Management 
and the 2015/2016 
Risk Register. 

 The 2016/17 Draft 
IDP review contains a 
Disaster Management 
Chapter which is in 
accordance with the 
Disaster Framework 
presented and 
developed by the WC 
provincial Disaster 
Management 
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department. 

 Eden does not 
envisage embarking 
on any high risk 
development 
initiatives in the near 
future. Further it must 
be noted that to date 
the local 
municipalities within 
the Eden DM’s area 
of jurisdiction thus far 
has failed to inform 
the Eden DM of any 
planned high risk 
developments. 

 In the absence of 
being informed of any 
high risk 
developments the 
EDEN MDMC 
reverted to 
addressing the risks 
identified as part of 
the regional risk 
assessment. 

 Below a table 
indicating the risks 
identified in 2005 as 
well as the prevention 
and mitigation 
methodologies put in 
place since 2005.The 
risks identified in the 
2013 risk assessment 
will form the basis of 
planned activities for 
the next two years. 
The risk assessment 
report requires 
constant updating as 
it is found that 
development 
initiatives are in 
disregard of the 
allocated high risk 
development 
designation. The 
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updating of the SDF 
throughout the district 
shall correct and 
prevent this in future. 

FULLY ADDRESSED 

4.4 
Page 
23 
 

Local Economic Development 
Projects identified do not reflect 
economic development 
alignment across functions. 

Ensure district 
meetings lead 
to demonstrable 
coordination, 
collaboration 
that can be 
seen at IDP 
indabas and 
other IGR 
Forums. 
Include B 
Municipalities 
reviewed LED 
strategies in 
next reviewed 
IDP. 
Consider 
connectivity 
EAST and 
WEST. 

 The 2016/17 IDP 
Review shall focus on 
implementing the 
MERO 
recommendations. 

 Section C in the 
2016/17 Draft IDP 
review reflects the 
strides made in 
relation to regional 
economic 
development 
planning. The plan is 
well documented and 
is project driven with 
a clear focus on 
creating opportunities 
to stimulate the 
economy.  

 The agr-park project 
shall pay much 
attention to the rural 
economy and there is 
response to the 
MERO findings. 

FULLY ADDRESSED 
4.5.1 
Page 
24 

Good Governance and Public 
Participation. 
Public Participation Policy not 
reflected in Draft IDP. 

Include the 
current status of 
Ward 
Committee 
Operational 
Plans of 
Municipalities in 
the region. 

 The Budget now 
reflects the activities 
of Communication 
and Public 
Participation. 

 A communication 
budget is included. 

 IDP and public 
participation are 
aligned through 
effective 
communication. 
 

 Commemoratives 
calendars and 
campaigns seek to 
promote an active 
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and involved and 
informed citizenry. 
 

 Anti-Fraud Hotline 
and Information 
Sessions16 
 

 The District Public 
Participation and 
Communication 
Forum is established, 
active and 
strengthened. 
Regular meetings are 
convened and 
provincial support is 
continuous. The last 
meeting was hosted 
on the  31 March 
2016. 17 

 
 A meeting between 

the District and the 
Provincial 
Government was 
arranged for 13 May 
2014 seeking the re 
establishment of the 
forum. 18  
 

 The Forum has been 
meeting quarterly 
since re 
establishment. 

 The operation and 
functionality of Ward 
Committees in the B-
Municipalities will 
remains a discussion 
point at this Forum 
and feedback 

                                                
16 The Anti-Fraud and Corruption Information Sessions will be concluded by the end of June 2014. The 
report will be forwarded to all Portfolio Committees. A competition will be rolled out between 7 and 
11 July 2014 and administered by KPMG. Food hampers will be handed out to the competitions winners. 
17 The District PPC Forum is fully operational. The Acting Communications Manager attended the 
Provincial PPC Forum in Cape Winelands District Worcester on 16 May 2014. 
18 This meeting of the PPC Forum was convened and successfully attended by the B-Municipalities, GCIS 
and the Provincial Department. 
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requirement at the 
Provincial Public 
Participation and 
Communications 
Forum meeting. The 
Back-to-Basics 
approach requires a 
commitment for the 
District to monitor 
Ward Committee 
functionality of local 
municipalities. The 
Eden District plans on 
hosting a Ward 
Committee Summit 
during October 2015. 
 

 The IDP Manager 
chairs the District 
PPCOM has been 
attending all 
Provincial Forums of 
PP and COM. 
 

 Eden district 
Municipality has 
hosted its first Ward 
Committee Summit in 
George and assisted 
in the organising of 
the Provincial Public 
Participation 
Conference in 
Stellenbosch on 14 
and 15 September 
2016. 
 

 A ward committee re-
establishment 
process plan has 
been developed and 
Eden is committed to 
assisting the local 
municipalities with the 
ward committee re-
establishment 
process. 
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FULLY ADDRESSED 
4.5.2 
Page 
24 

Good Governance 
 

A definite Plan 
of action 
towards 
regenerating 
the IDP 
Managers 
Forum and the 
District 
Coordinating 
Forum should 
be incorporated 
into the final 
adopted IDP. 
Include annual 
schedule in 
advance setting 
quarterly dates 
for these 
forums. The 
plan also needs 
to form part of 
the municipal 
Time Schedule 
in the next IDP 
review process. 

 The District IDP 
Managers Forum 
meets thrice annually. 
The forum is 
functional and 
operational.19  

 
 The District IDP 

process also remains 
a standing item on the 
agenda of both the 
MMF and DCF. 
 

 JPI was held between 
28 and 29 September 
2015. 
 

 Indaba 2 was held on 
23 and 24 February 
2016. 
 

 Both the JPI and the 
Indaba Agreements 
shall be included into 
the 2016/2017 Final 
IDP review. 
 

 Clean audit outcomes 
for 2013/14 and 
2014/15. 
 

FULLY ADDRESSED 
 

4.6.1  
Page 
25  

Social Development  
IDP does not present any 
evidence on the existence or 
support of youth structures or 
information with regards to safe 
spaces for children. 

This will be 
reflected in the 
IDP after 
discussion with 
Management 
Services.  

 The Social 
Development Unit of 
the Eden District 
Municipality has been 
closed down at a 
Special Council 
meeting held on 8 
October 2014. The 

                                                
19 The District IDP Managers Forum is functioning well and has embarked on a support register and plan. 
IDP Planning tools are also available on the Eden website and these are shared with the IDP Managers 
at the B Municipalities. Ward based planning is in progress. Ward maps are also shared on the website. 
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2015/2016 IDP review 
shall address this 
matter of concern and 
propose an 
institutional 
framework to guide 
social sector 
inclusivity. 

 The 2016/17 Draft 
IDP review has 
redirected the social 
responsibility 
imperative to the 
economic 
development unit. 

 The economic 
development unit 
supports the 
establishment of the 
youth cafes in George 
and Oudtshoorn. 

FULLY ADDRESSED 
4.6.2  
Page 
26  

The IDP indicates that 
management services are 
challenged with limited staff and 
funding.  

It is 
recommended 
that the 
municipality 
considers the 
filing of vacant 
posts as well as 
the 
development of 
an arts, culture 
and heritage 
strategy.  

 Due to a moratorium, 
the municipality is not 
in the position to fill 
certain specific 
municipal vacancies, 
but instead focus on 
the filling of critical 
municipal vacancies.   

 The micro structure 
(Institutional Structure 
and organogram) is 
reviewed annually, 
but is only concluded 
after the final IDP 
review has been 
completed. 

PARTIALLY ADDRESSED 
4.6.4 
Page 
26 

Links between Healthy and 
Socially stable communities 
(Diagram 1) and HIV/Aids and 
TB Plan are unclear. 

Align HAST 
plan with 
Healthy and 
Socially stable 
communities 
strategy  

 Eden HAST plan 
forms part of the 
municipal strategic 
goal of Healthy and 
Socially stable 
communities.  

FULLY ADDRESSED 
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Compiled by the District IDP Co-ordinator, Ms Celeste Domingo   
and the Assistant IDP, Mr Ricardo Davids 

 


